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0 ^ 
ABSTRACT 
THE EVOLUTION OF lURII TRIFONOV AS A WRITER 
Lisa Caroline Bage 
The thesis chronologically examines the works of lurii Trifonov (1925-81) to show 
his evolution as a writer, from his first novel, the Socialist Realist Studenty, awarded 
a Stalin Prize in 1950, to his works of the 1970s and 1980s, in which he truthfully 
portrayed contemporary Soviet society and questioned the residual Communist ethic 
of the Brezhnev era. Trifonov occupied an interesting postion in Russian literary 
history, somewhere between the 'official' Soviet writers and the dissidents, trying to 
publish honest works under strict censorship in the USSR. I shall examine how under 
different political climates his works were republished and their content changed, 
while the final chapter covers post-humous works published thanks to glasnost, which 
show what he was forced to omit during his own lifetime. As he changes with time as 
a person, so do his works. 
The first chapter looks at Trifonov's family background and the death of his father 
during Stalin's purges. This was to have a great influence on Trifonov's life and 
works, in many of which he tried to understand his father's fate and that of his nation. 
Throughout his often heavily autobiographical works, Trifonov examines his 
country's past and present while trying to understand himself too. He showed the 
roots of the degeneration of his society both before and after the Russian Revolution, 
but also showed the beginnings of the current consumerism of post-communist 
Russia. Trifonov speaks for many of his fellow countrymen in his works and shows 
the totality of the Soviet experience over six decades, and beyond. 
In memory of my father 
INTRODUCTION 
Over the past ten to fifteen years there has been much critical reappraisal of the 
works of lurii Trifonov. This began with Tatiana Patera's Obzor tvorchestva i 
analiz moskovskikh povestei luriia TrifonovaS and Natalia Ivanova's Proza luriia 
Trifonova 2 in 1984, both comprehensive studies of Trifonov's works, followed 
by a number of books published in the West in the early 1990's.3 De Maegd-
Soep concentrates more on Trifonov's personal life and similarities with 
Chekhov; Woll treats in depth the way in which Soviet censorship affected his 
work; Kolesnikoff gives another detailed overview, while Gillespie examines 
Trifonov's works through the concept of slitnost'. My treatment of Trifonov will 
be to examine his evolution as a writer, and as a person, throughout his life, and 
the influence of time and the evolution of contemporary Russia and the changing 
political system on his works. Time was a very important concept for Trifonov, 
and as he said «nHcaTejifa RonyKen H3MeHHTbCfl H paaBHBaxbc^i sMecre co 
BpeMeHeM.»4 
Trifonov, like his father, was a quiet man and also very truthful. Finding 
the truth in the Soviet Union was complex and commitment to truthtelling was 
difficult for a Soviet writer, leading to much illness and stress for Trifonov. His 
friends, such as the Novokhatkos^ and Oklianksy^ recall him as having a great 
sense of humour and being a great storyteller despite his often morose exterior. 
He was always somewhat unsure of himself as a writer due to his experiences 
after the publication of Studenty. This apparently contradictory combination of 
traits is not surprising considering his background and the loss of his parents at a 
young age, with his mother writing from the camps to her children telling them 
1 Obzor ivorchestva i analiz rnoskovskikh povestei luriia Trifonova, Ann Arbor Ardis, 1983, 
^Proza luriia Trifonova, Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 1984. 
3 These include Carolina De Maegd-Soep, Trifonova and the Drama of the Russian 
Intelligentsia, Ghent: Ghent State University Russian Institute, 1990; Colin Partridge, Yuri 
Trifonov's 'The Moscow Cycle: A Critical Study, New York: The Edwin Mellen Press, 1990; 
Josephine Woll, invented Truth: The Soviet Reality and the Literary Imagination of lurii 
Trifonov, Durham and London: Duke University Press, 1991; Nina 
Kolesnikoff, Yury Trifonov: A Critical Study, Ann Arbon Ardis, 1991 and David Gillespie, lurii 
Trifonov: unity through time, Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 1992. 
4' "Nravstvennye idealy ia ne izobrazhaiu, no imeiu." Iz pisem luriia Trifonova', Literaturnaia 
gazeta, 27 March 1991, p. 13. 
Vladimir Novokhatko, editor for Politizdat, for whom Trifonov wrote Neterpenie. He and his 
wife Galia were witnesses at Trifonov's marriage to his second wife. Alia Pastukhova. 
6 lurii Okiiansky also wrote a critical work on Trifonov, lurii Trifonov: For tret-vospominanie, 
Moscow: Sovetskaia Rossiia, 1987 
never to lose their sense of humour. The death of Valentin greatly affected his 
son, and he tried to come to terms with all he, and Russia, had been through, and 
the reasons for his parents' disappearance. As his father had been a leading 
Bolshevik, he tried to understand Bolshevism and the society Valentin had 
helped to create. He admired his father's and others' idealism and high 
principles, but abhorred the terror preached and practised by some 
revolutionaries and the moral consequences. He is quoted as saying, while 
abroad in 1977, 'I accept the February Revolution, but not the October 
Revolution'."^ His own experiences and those of his family provide much of the 
subject matter for Trifonov's books; he puts a lot of his own character and 
experiences into his characters, and most of his works have an autobiographical 
element. As he changes with time, so do his works, from the enthusiasm of his 
first novel Studenty compared with the pessimism and reflections of death of his 
last works. In part, of course, the change of tone was dictated by censorship and 
self-censorship, and I have tried throughout to detail the alterations and 
omissions imposed by the author himself or by his editors to later editions of 
earlier published works. Nevertheless, I believe the step by step chronological 
analysis of Trifonov's development as a writer shows much more than a man 
adapting to the requirements of his time. It shows a painstaking and 
fundamentally honest process of self-discovery and of the reassessment of 
society in the light of historical enquiry. By reflecting his time, however, 
Trifonov's writing shows the totality of the Soviet experience for himself and the 
families of those who made the Russian Revolution over six decades. 
Quoted in H. Ermolaev, The Theme of Terror in Starik' in Arnold McMillin (ed.), Aspects of 
Modern Russian and Czech Literature: Selected Papers of the Third World Congress for Soviet 
and East European Studies, Columbus, Ohio: Slavica, 1989, p. 105: "The author said this during 
a visit to Oberlin College in 1977 in the presence of Professor John B. Dunlop." 
CHAPTER 1 
CHILDHOOD AND F A M I L Y BACKGROUND 
lurii Valentinovich Trifonov was bom on 28th of August, 1925 in Moscow, the 
son of an old Bolshevik Valentin Andreevich and Zhenia Lurie, who was from a 
revolutionary family. Her mother, Tatiana Slovatinskaia, was an old 
revolutionary, a party member from 1904, acquainted with Lenin, Stalin, and 
Kalinin, amongst others, and had at one time been a secretary in the Politburo. 
Valentin Trifonov was of Don Cossack descent, bom the son of a teacher 
in 1888 in the village of Verkhne-Kundriuchenskii, in the Novocherkassk 
region. When he was seven years old his parents died, and so he and his elder 
brother Evgenii moved to the town of Maikop. In 1904 they joined the Social 
Democratic Party in Rostov and took part in the 1905 Revolution. When 
arrested in 1906, the brothers swapped names as Evgenii was old enough to be 
executed for his part in the 1905 revolution. In this way his life was saved.^  
From this time on the brothers spent many years in camps or exile, although they 
escaped from time to time.2 Trifonov himself says that his father said or wrote 
little about his time in the camps, and when he did it was only in a jokey 
manner.3 Thus as a child, Trifonov viewed his father's time in the camps in a 
rather unserious and romantic light. It was not until years later that he 
appreciated what his father had endured for the cause, along with many other 
revolutionaries with the same high principles and dedication to create a new 
society. 
In 1917, Valentin was in Petrograd when Nicholas 11 abdicated. He was 
secretary of the Bolshevik group in the Petrograd Soviet, and in August, both 
brothers helped to set up and command the Red Guard there (although of course 
after the Purges, official history denied their role and said it was formed at a 
later date). With the approach of the Civil War, Evgenii went south with 
Valentin, who helped to build the Red Army in the Ukraine and Donbass 
regions. He next went to fight the White Czechs in the Urals, and in 1920, 
travelled back to his home town of Rostov; then on to the Caucausus, where in 
February 1921 Georgia finally fell to Soviet power. During these years, 
Valentin was also a delegate to the ninth and tenth Party Conferences. 
^ See Othlesk kostra, p. 15, Volume 4. 
2 For a detailed account of the lives of Valentin and Evgenii Trifonov see Trifonov's 'Otblesk 
kostra', Znamia, 1965, no. 2, pp. 142-60; no. 3, pp. 152-77. 
3/Z>jV/,p.l7. 
In 1921, he was demobilised. From the following month to December 
1923, he was head of the All-Russian Oil Syndicate. From 1924-26, he was in 
charge of the war department of the USSR High Court and a member of the 
Presidium of Gosplan. In 1925, the year lurii was bom, he was sent to China on 
a military mission. He produced a critical report on this, and thus, somewhat out 
of favour, was sent to work in Finland as a commercial representative for the 
Soviet embassy in Helsinki. The family lived there from 1926-1928, during 
which time Trifonov's sister Tania was bom. Trifonov recalled this time in the 
story 'Seroe nebo, machty, i ryzhaia loshad' '"* when he returned to Finland and 
met an old woman who remembered his father. He was, she told Trifonov, 
always very polite, well-mannered and pleasant to subordinates. He was also a 
silent, restrained man, an introvert like his son. He was selfless, a critical man 
of high moral principles not a docile henchman, and thus it was not surprising 
that, like many old idealist Bolsheviks, he was destined to disappear during 
Stalin's purges. Trifonov admired and loved his father greatly. Although he had 
his doubts about his allegiance to Bolshevism, he never doubted his father's 
courage, morals and selflessness. In 1973, Y. Taratuta bought a set of postcards 
called Pod znamenem Oktiabria. They included one of Valentin Trifonov and 
she rang lurii to tell him about them. She recalls him being grateful and moved, 
and saying how very important it was for him.^ 
Trifonov's mother, Zhenia, was Jewish and sixteen years younger than 
his father. She was twenty one when lurii was bom. Although a very artistic 
woman who drew and wrote poetry, she graduated from the Moscow Timiriazev 
Agricultural Academy in 1932 as a zoological technician. This was probably 
due to Valentin's influence, who considered it to be a more 'useful' profession 
than the arts. She was often on trips to collective farms, and her professional 
qualifications were to prove useful in the camps, where she was allotted work on 
a collective farm after Valentin's arrest and execution. Trifonov's last wife, Olga 
Trifonova-Miroshnichenko, has just published one of his mother's letters to her 
children when she was in the camps, where she tells them «rj iaBHoe - 3TO 
HHKorzia He rep^Tfa qyBCXBa lOMopa.*^ Trifonov had an excellent relationship 
with his mother. They were spiritually very close and he missed her a great deal 
after she died in 1975. To some extent Ksenia Fyodorovna, Dmitriev's mother 
^ 'Seroe nebo, machty, i ryzhaia loshchad'' in 'Oprokinutyi dom. Rasskazy', Novyi mir, 1981, no. 
7, pp. 58-87. 
•5 Y. Taratuta, 'Avtografi', Literaturnoe obozrenie, 1986, no. 1, pp. 97-112. 
^Quoted in OlgaTrifonova-Miroshnichenko's novel 'Popytka proshchaniia' inDen'sobaki, 
Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 1992, p. 220. 
in Obmen is based on Trifonov's mother. However, with the character of 
Ksenia Fyodorovna, Trifonov exaggerated the haughtiness characteristic of 
some people from revolutionary families. Ksenia Fyodorovna is extremely 
proud of her roots, to the point of looking down on those without the same old 
revolutionary background as herself. Zhenia's brother Pavel was the author of 
the diaries Trifonov used in Otblesk kostra, and the prototype for Pavel Letunov 
in Starik. ^ 
In 1928, the family returned to Moscow, where they lived in a flat on 
Tverskoi boulevard, and Valentin became president of the All Union Academy 
of Agricultural Sciences. In 1930 they moved to the 'Government House' {Dom 
praviteVstva), the 'house on the embankment' which Trifonov was later to 
immortalise in his novel of the same name.^  Trifonov was the first to write 
about this house which was designed by the architect B M lofan and constructed 
from 1927-1931. It contained all that its inhabitants required - post office, bank, 
shops, canteen, nursery, clinic, cinema and sports hall, and was the first multi-
storey building of its kind in Moscow. Many politicians, military figures, artists, 
journalists, writers and academics lived there, including Krushchev, Rykov, 
Tikhonov. The writer Mikhail Shatrov spent some of his childhood there, as 
well as Trifonov, before the same common fate befell both their fathers. The 
building now houses a museum which is mn by a few of its current residents and 
contains information on its construction, history, former tenants, including a list 
of all those killed during Stalin's purges. This, of course, was the original of the 
Dom na naberezhnoi, but Trifonov's childhood experiences in this house are also 
used in other works, for example Studenty o^, Vremia i mesto and 
Ischeznovenie^^. The characters of Anton Ovchinnikov (Dom na naberezhnoi) 
and Leni Krastinia (Ischeznovenie) are based on a friend who also lived there. 
Lev Fedotov. He was a very talented child, the "all-round person" that Trifonov 
talks of in 'Dobro, chelovechnost', talant'i^ . He died during the war in 1942 and 
his mother gave Trifonov his diaries. In 1986, a documentary film. Solo trubi 
7'Obmen. Povest'', Novyimir, 1969, no. 12, pp. 29-65. 
8 'Starik. Roman', Druzhba narodov, 1978, no. 3, pp. 27-153. 
^ 'Dom na naberezhnoi. Povest'', Druzhba narodov, 1976, no. 1, pp. 83-167. See also Chapter 7. 
10 'Studenly. Povest'Novyi mir, 1950, no. 10, pp. 56-175; no. 11, pp. 49-182. 
11 'Vremia i mesto. Roman', Druzhba. narodov, 1981, no. 9, pp. 72-148, no. 10, pp. 22-108. 
1-^  'Ischeznovenie. Roman', Druzhba narodov, 1987, no. 1, pp. 6-95. 
1^  'Dobro, chelovechnost', talant', in Kakslovo nashe otzovetsia, pp. 187-189. 
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was made of his life. As well as at the house on the embankment, Trifonov and 
his family spent time in their goverment dacha in Serebryannii bor, which also 
figures in his works. 
From 1932-37, Valentin Trifonov was chairman of the Main 
Concessions Committee of the Council of People's Commissars, and a member 
of Sovnarkom and Gosplan. He was also a military expert and wrote a book 
Konturi griadushchei voini ('Aspects of the Next War') which described the 
dangers of ignoring fascism and forecast Hitler's blitzkreig. He sent copies to 
Stalin, Molotov and Kalinin, hoping perhaps, like the character Mikhail Baiukov 
in hcheznovenie, that it would allow him to return to military, rather than 
commercial affairs. However it probably led to his downfall as it was not the 
official line taken at the time. Thus on the night of 21/22 June 1937, Valentin 
was arrested and taken from his dacha. Trifonov says of this in Otblesk kostra: 
«MHe 6HJIO o/iHHHa/tuaTb Jier, Kor/ia HOHBIO npnexajiH inom B BoeHHOM H 
Ha Toft >Ke ffsme, r^e M H sanycKajiH 3MeeB, apecroBajiH oxua H yBe3JiH. 
Mbi c c e c r p o j l cnaJiH, oxeu ue saxoxeji By^HTb nac. TaK MU ne 
nonpomajiHCb. 3TO 6HJIO B H O ^ B Ha 22 H K I H H 1937 rofla». 
Valentin Trifonov was executed on 15 March 1938, and a few months 
later lurii's mother was arrested as the wife of an "enemy of the people" and 
given an eight year sentence in a labour camp in Kazakhstan. His uncle Evgenii 
Trifonov died of a heart attack in 1937 from the stress of waiting for the 
authorities to come for him, and his wife followed soon after.(The number of 
heart attacks rose dramatically during the purges). Both became victims of the 
state they had worked so hard to create. He left behind a son of an earlier 
marriage, Georgii, who also became a writer, under the pseudonym Mikhail 
Demin. Evgenii himself was very artistic, as well as a military man. He wrote 
many stories and poetry and was a director at the Revolutionary Theatre. Demin 
eventually emigrated as he fell in love with his French cousin and decided to 
move to Paris in 1968. Trifonov was not very happy about this - how could he 
be a writer if he lived abroad: 
«HeT, nHcarejifa, ecjiH xoqet ocxaTbCH nHcaxejieM, aoJi^en yKurh B CBoeB 
cxpane, 3,aech e ro KopHH, O H anaex npoGiieuu cBoeft cxpaHW, mecb ere 
tiHxaxejiH, KOXopbiM O H Hy«eH».i6 
^'^ Otblesk kostra, p. 8. 
1^  For his son's account of this time in Evgenii Trifonov's life, see the first book in Mikhail 
Demin's autobiography, Blatnoi. Roman, New York: Russica Publishers, 1981. 
16 Quoted in E B Rafal'skaia 'Vstrechi s lu. V. Trifonovym' contained in the Russian State 
Archives, Moscow. Unfortunately, I do not have the reference number. 
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This largely explains Trifonov's attitudes towards the Russian dissidents, and 
why, despite all the difficulties of being a writer in the Soviet Union, Trifonov 
never emigrated. 
After the arrest of their parents, lurii and his sister were looked after by 
their grandmother Tatiana Slovatinskaia, and thus avoided ending up in a 
children's home like so many others. Their cousin Georgii moved back with his 
natural mother after the death of his father's second wife. Trifonov was amazed 
that, despite the destruction of her daughter's family, his grandmother still 
supported Stalin thoroughout her life. She had sheltered Stalin once when he 
escaped from camp, and years later he gave her a signed copy of his Kratkii kurs 
istorii VKP (b). She was probably one of the many people who thought that 
Stalin was not responsible for the scale of the purges, and that if he only knew 
about them, they would be stopped. 
They continued to live in the house on the embankment, which was 
pervaded by an atmosphere of terror and fear.i^ In 1940 they were evicted and 
moved to a communal flat on the edge of Moscow, in Bolshaia Kaluzhskaia 
street. Trifonov's world had been turned upside down. Life became very 
difficult. As the son of an enemy of the people, a 'non person', someone «de3 
npomjtoro» as his cousin described iti^, he was in a way branded and no doubt 
avoided by many people, frightened of being arrested themselves. Another life 
(another recurrent theme in his works) had begun for Trifonov. 
His father's death had a shattering, ineradicable effect on Trifonov. In a 
quesfionnaire in 1975, he answered the question «KaKaH n o T e p ^ B 
mecTHa^iuaTb J i e i ca.ua.si cTpaiiiHaH?» «noTep« po/iHTeJiefi.».20 The legacy 
of Valentin Trifonov generated many of his son's works. Primarily, there is the 
examination of the lives of Valentin and Evgenii in Otblesk kostra. Valentin 
Trifonov had intended to write his own account of the history of the Petrograd 
Red Guard. His son in a way fulfilled this.21 Trifonov was always interested in 
1*^  For a further discussion of Trifonov's relationship with dissident writers, see Chapter 6. 
1^  For another account of living in the house on the embankment, especially at this fateful time, 
see Lydia Shatunovskaia, 'Dom na naberezhnoi', Konlinent 23(1980), pp. 235-54, and 'Chas 
rasplati', Kontinent 27(1981), pp. 325-41. 
1^  See Mikhail Demin, Taezhnyi brodiaga. Roman, New York: Russicia Publishers, 1986, p. 11. 
20 'Zhguchie voprosy vzroslomu cheloveku. Otvet na anketu', KomsomoVskaia pravda, 25 
October 1975; reprinted in Kakslovo naslie otzoveisia, p. 268. 
21 Trifonov claims that he was first led to writing Otblesk kostra when he found many of his 
father's old documents in a trunk. (See Otblesk kostra, Vol.4, p. 8). Trifonov does not say 
exactly when and where he found them, although it is a wonder that they were not confiscated 
after his father's arrest. Once he had read these, he went on to consult various archives to 
history; the historian 1.1. Mints who knew Valentin Trifonov, recalls him as a 
child often asking his father questions when he told stories about the revolution 
and civil war.22 This was not due just to a natural curiosity about his father but 
to his interest in the fate of the generation who made the revolution, in the whole 
epoch. The phenomenon of the revolution eating up its own children is 
examined not only in Otblesk kostra, but also later devolped in Starik. 23 
Trifonov also explores the roots of the revolutionaries in Neterpenie 24, and he 
wrote many articles on history throughout his life. 
Another recurrent theme in Trifonov's works, stemming from the death 
of his father, is that of the lost idyll of childhood. The setting of the idyll is 
often at a dacha and it is shattered by the loss of the father and/or orphanhood. 
In many lyrical, intimate passages, Trifonov shows the feelings of loss 
experienced by a child whose safe world has vanished, to be replaced by another 
harsher life. These feature in many of his works: Utolenie zhazhdy 25, Vremia i 
mesto 26 and Ischeznovenie. 27 The last was much more explicit and Trifonov 
knew it would never be published in his lifetime. Although the characters are 
fictional, it is in a way his own diary of the time. Loss and disappearance 
formed the frame of childhood, not just for Trifonov but for many other children 
whose parents were killed or exiled during the purges. In speaking of his own 
loss, Trifonov is speaking of the experiences of many. In this sense he is like 
Anna Akhmatova; in her Requiem she speaks for the millions of wives and 
mothers who lost their loved ones. Trifonov in his works speaks for the 
children. Linked with this loss is the paradigm of a world tumed upside-down, 
the topsy-turvy house {oprokinutyi dom), as expressed by Piotr Koryshev in 
Utolenie zhazhdy: 
«Hex, HacToamee 6HJIO, H O ne/iojiro, Jiex RO o,qHHHa/maxH, RSTCTBO 6HJIO 
Hacxo^mee, a noxoM Bce nojiexejio KyBbipKOM: oxpouecxBo H H K ^epxy, 
enlarge on what he had just discovered, to find out more about his father and others who took 
part in the revolution. 
22 V. Ogrizko, 'Vtorzhenie v zhizn'. Interview with the historian I. Mints.', Knizhnoe obozrenie, 
16 August 1985, p.8. 
23 'Starik. Roman', Druzhba narodov, 1978, no. 3, pp. 27-153. 
'^'^ Neterpenie. Povest'obA. Zheliabove, Moscow: Politizdat, 1973. 
25 'Utolenie zhazhdy. Roman', Znamia, 1963, no. 4, pp. 81-118; no. 5, pp. 3-39; no. 6, pp. 3-68; 
no. 7, pp. 3-88. 
26 'Vremia i mesto. Roman', Dnizliba narodov, 1981, no. 9, pp. 72-148; no. 10, pp. 22-108. 
27 'Ischeznovenie. Roman', Druzhba narodov, 1987, no. 1, pp. 6-95. 
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lOHOCTfa HCKaiteqeHa BOPIHOPI, a noTOM HenpepbiBHan 6opb6a 3a T O , nTo6u 
6uTb qejioBCKOM, HecMorpH H H Ha I I T O . » (1,516) 
Trifonov's personal biography, most of all his childhood, was very important 
material for his books. As he said in his last interview, he writes about his 
childhood memories because they still affect him.^ ^ 
LITERARY BEGINNINGS 
After the death of his father and the exile of his mother, Trifonov found some 
consolation in literature. He had been fascinated with writing from an early age, 
and often wrote when he could not sleep. When he was thirteen, he attended a 
literary circle along with two school friends. In 'Uroki mastera'29 he recalls the 
visit of the writer Konstanfin Paustovsky (his future lecturer at the Literary 
Institute and one of his favourite authors) to the literary circle. He asked the 
children what they wrote about but, much to Trifonov's disappointment, showed 
no interest in his favourite subject, dinosaurs. Thus, when he returned home, 
Trifonov threw his notebooks full of stories away. 
Trifonov, like his mother, had a talent for drawing (there are some of his 
childhood sketches on display in the museum in the house on the embankment). 
He did consider going to art school but his love of literature was stronger. He 
wrote anywhere, wrote while other children were playing volleyball or tennis. 
His favorite poets were Pushkin, Tyutchev and Blok, and his prose was greatly 
influenced by Chekhov. In 'Idushchim vosled'^ o he says that he always felt 
himself to be a writer, there was never any question of how to start being one. 
In June 1941, Germany invaded the USSR, and by October Moscow was 
under seige. Due to his extreme myopia, Trifonov was not sent to the front, but 
evacuated to Tashkent with his grandmother and sister. The following year he 
returned to Moscow and worked in an aircraft factory throughout the war as a 
fitter, then shop controller and dispatcher. He joined the Komsomol, was 
elected editor of the factory paper and wrote satirical verses which were popular 
with the other workers. In 1944 he decided to fulfil his ambition to become a 
writer and applied to enter the Literary Institute. 
28 s. Task, 'Otkrovennii razgovor. Posledniie interviiu luriia Trifonova', Literaturnaia Rossia, 7 
April 1981, p. 11. 
29 'Uroki mastera', Literaturnaiagazeta,3l May 1972, p. 6. 




In 1944 Trifonov entered the Moscow Literary Institute. He had intended to 
emol in the poetry department and submitted some of his poems to the Institute's 
board, along with a short stoiy 'Smert' geroia'. Convinced that he would 
definitely be accepted into the poetry department («H cxany nosxoM. ,ZIa H 
yy^e H xenepb noax. B saBOflCKOM raaexe a nydjiHKOBaji C X H X H na 
npoH3BOflcxBeHHiae xeMU, oqeHt SoHKHe, caxHpHMecKHe, aROBmue, OHH 
HMejiH ycnexa...»l) he was shocked to be told that his poems had not made any 
impression on the board, but that its president, Konstantin Fedin^, had liked the 
stoiy. Thus Trifonov was admitted into the prose department instead, forgetting 
all about poetry - he never wrote another Une.3 It was certainly a brave decision 
on Trifonov's pait to em'ol at the Literary Institute rather than cany on working, 
as he had veiy httie money and was dependent on his grandmother who had only 
her pension. However, he felt that the fact he was a worker helped him to gain 
admission: 
«5l ,qyMaio, MXO 6 H J I npHKHX B JiHXHHcxHxyx noxoMy, qxo paSoxaji Ha 
aBHauHOHHOM aaBOfle H xoffUJi B canorax H BaxHHKe. H noxoMy, KOHeiiHo, 
qxo B KOHqe c o p o K qexBepxoro ro ,aa 6iijio C J I H U I K O M Ma.no 
nocTynato]i\tix.»'^ 
The Literaiy Institute was opened on the 1st December 1933, to mark 
Maxim Gorky's forty years of Uterary activity. The course lasted for five years 
and the students attended seminars given by various established writers. 
Tiifonov himself taught there in the 1970s.5 Whether the course really could 
teach people how to write is another matter, but it provided the students with 
useful coimections and certainly helped many literaiy caieers. Trifonov himself 
1 'Vospominaniia omukakhnemoty', DrudTba narodov, 1979, no. 10, p. 186. 
2 Konstantin Aleksandrovich Fedin, 1892-1977. Novelist, writer of short stories, war sketches, 
critical essays and literaiy reminiscences. Important official in Writers' Union. When First 
Secretary prevented the publication of Solzhenitsyn's Cancer Ward. Asa result and for being, as 
Grigorii Svirski puts it, one of the Party's "hatchet men", he was hated by many. Trifonov 
however bore him no ill will. He recognised why others did, but sdU said he owed him thanks 
for the break. 
2 'Vospominaniia omukakhnemoty', p. 186: «npoH3omjio cxpaHHoe: B c/ie/tyromyK) ceKyJiay 
51 3a6bui o cTHKax H He nHcaji RK fia/ibrae HHKor^a B >KH3HH!» 
'^Ibid. 
^ For one student's accoimt of Trifonov's seminars at the Literaty Institute see O. Koreneva, 'On 
podaril nam dorogu', Moskovskii literator, 26 January 1990, p. 3. 
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said «Kor,qa MBHK cnpauiHBaioT, H y ^ e n Tin TTHTepaxypHtiH H H C T H T Y T , H 
oTBe^raio: paayMeexcs , HyaceH. Kor,qa cnpauiHBaioT, H y x e n JIM, MTO6U 
cTaxb nHcaxe^rteM, aaKaHMHBaxb HHcxHxyx, oxBeqaio: paayMeexc^, He 
HyMCHO.*^ Fedin's opinion was that the Institute's purpose was not to make 
writers - the talent had to be there in the first place - but to help the yoimg 
v^ Titers' creative growth and develop their abilities.^ In Ms first year, Trifonov 
studied by coixespondence as he was still working at the aircraft factoiy during 
the war. At that time he went with others workers to Osip Brik's^ seminars. He 
recalls the cheerful and homely atmosphere there as everyone was tired after 
work.9 However Brik died of a heart attack during Tiifonov's second year and 
he was transferred to Fedin's seminars, where there was a completely different 
atmosphere. This course was usually for higher years and, as Trifonov was 
younger than the other students, they were quite hostile towaids him. In one 
seminar he read out a story entitled 'Uriuk' about a lonely, young Tuikmenian 
working in a Moscow factory; the title refeixuig to the dried apricots he always 
earned round in liis pockets to remind him of home. He did not think the stoiy 
was too bad, but the others ripped it to pieces, including the title, and Trifonov 
could not bring liimself to argue with them. Fedin however became very angry, 
slammed his fist on the table and roared "And I tell you that Trifonov will 
write!".10 Thus, as Trifonov and others have noted, he became almost legendary 
round the institute as Fedin's favourite.H Fedin remembers this story and says 
of his impressions of Trifonov at the Literary Institute: 
«...oH noKasajicH MHe He^qioKHHbiivi no CBoeft aopKoft Ha5.n[0flaTe;ibHocxM H 
npocToxe. OH 6epex xo, qxo B H ^ H X . ripeflcxaBJieHHfl e r o o >KH3HH H O 
T O M , qxo Ha,qo, T O M H U cxHJit. Koe-rf le HeyKjno*:. BnpoqeM, B caMoii 
HeyMioacecTH TpH4)OHOBa ecxb neqxo npHMeMaxenbHoe: O H opraHHMecKH 
cepbeaeH, H 6U cKasaji --He no B03pacTy.» . i2 
6'Vospominaniia o mukakh nemoty', p. 186. 
^ K. Fedin, Tropoiu v goru', Literaturnaia gazeta, 28 November 1973, p. 3. 
^ Osip Maksimovich Brik, 1888-1945. Theorist of Russian formalism, co-foimder of L E F and 
Novyi LEF, playwright. After the October revolution, Biik worked at the Commissariat for 
Education in the Department of Fine Arts, where he edited tlie journal Iskusstvo konununy. 
Married to Lih Kagan, who later maintained a manage a trois with him and Mayakovskj''. 
^ 'Vospominaniia o mtdcakh nemoty". 
10 Ibid. 
11 Ibid and see also Irina Goff, 'Vodianye znaki Zapiski o lurii Trifonove', Oktiabr', 1985, 
no. 8, pp. 94-106; Nataha Il'ina, Dorogi i siid'by, Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 1985, pp. 270-2 
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Trifonov also attended the seminars of Konstantin Paustovskyi3 and was 
influenced by him, and, when a student, tried to imitate his style, i''^  It was partly 
due to liis love of Paustovsky's travel stories that he decided to visit Turkmenia 
in the 1950s. 
In 1947 came Trifonov's first publication in the paper Moskovskii 
komsomolets, a short satirical tale, 'Shirokii diapazon'.l5 It tells of a student, 
Erudiktin, who believes that the only thing needed to pass exams is to 
memorised the "wide range" of facts suggested by the titie. He doesn't read 
authors' works, but introductions and conclusions or encyclopaedias instead 
(somewhat reminiscent of Chekhov's Professor Serebriakov, who prefers 
criticism of Shakespeare to the works themselvesl^), and remembers Usts of key 
dates and facts. In the end he comes a cropper in his exam when he confuses 
Schiller with Heine and recites the wrong list of information. 
This was followed in 1948 by the stories 'Uzkie spetsialisty' in 
Moskovskii komsomolets "^^  and 'Znakomye mesta' in the journal Molodoi 
kolkhoznik}^ The hero of the latter storj', Samartsev, is an engineer. On his 
way to discuss plans for the construction of a new factory, his tnick becomes 
stuck. He walks to the nearest hut to ask about a tow, and it turns out to be a 
place where he stayed one night during the war in 1943. The old man who lives 
there recognises Samartsev, although the engineer himself can remember 
nothing about their previous meeting. They talk of the war and how the village, 
Uke many other areas, is now being reconstructed. The mood is very typical of 
the time, the whole nation united to rebuild their motherland after the wartime 
ravages. The omnipresence of the Paity is there, in accordance with sociahst 
realist hteraiy principles. Tiifonov later was to consider this story weak, as he 
says in 'Zapiski soseda': 
2^ K Fedin, op, ciL 
Konstantin Georgievich Paustovsky, 1892-1968. Author of short stories, novels, novellas, 
plays and reminiscences. Wrote impressionistic, lyrical prose in die tradition of Bunin, whom 
Trifonov came to love and be influenced by when Paustovsky introduced the writer to his pupils 
He stood for honesty, moral values and the freedom of individual writers and in 1%6 came out 
in defence of Sinyavsky and Daniel, which earned him the respect, admiration and love of many 
Russian writers. 
See 'Uroki mastera' in Kak slovo nashe otzovetsia, pp. 174-181. 
' Shirokii diapazon Feleton.', Moskovskii kcmsoinolets, 12 April 1947. 
InPredvariteVnye itogi Rita accuses her husband, Gennadii Sergeevich of being like 
Serebriakov. 
'Uzkie spetsiaHsty', Moskovskii komsomolets, 13 March 1948. 
'Znakomye mesta. Rasskaz.', Molodoi kolkhozrdk, 1948, no. 4, pp. 12-13. 
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KaacexciJ, Swji CMymen, noxoMy qxo naBpaji , HaneqaxaHbi 6hijm flsa 
p a c c K a a a : B aJihuawaxe «MoAQAaH r s a p ^ H i i * paccKaa «B cxenH*, o 
KoxopoM H ynoMiiHyji , H eiqe o,aHH, SecKOHeqno cjia6uB, B »;ypHaj ie 
«MOJ10flOH K07IX03HMK»».15 
'V stepi' was also published in 1959 in Trifonov's first collection of short 
stories, Pod solntsern 20 (see also Chapter 3), and is a fairly standard work for 
the time, telling of Vaiia, a livestock speciaUst, who has just started work in 
Kazaklistan. At first she dislikes her Ufe there, but after days of driving sheep 
across the steppe and proving her worth, she of course grows to love the place 
and its people. However, other stories written at the same time, but only later 
published in Pod solntsem, differ. The first, 'Zimnyi den' v gai-azhe' (written in 
1946), describes one working day in Moscow during the Second World War. 
One worker, from Odessa, discovers that his house has been destroyed and his 
whole family killed. His reactions and that of the other workers are described, 
how they have all suffered and how children should not be caught up in the war. 
This is a somewhat different portrayal of the war, a univei-sal, humanitarian tale, 
rather than just propaganda about how the great Soviet victories were made with 
massive sacrifices. Another different depiction of the war, from a child's point 
of view, is shown in Belye vorota, written from 1947 to 1952. The main 
chai-acter retiuns to tlie place where he stayed in a dacha during childhood, and 
remembers the time when wai" broke out. Then it was a very distant threat, and 
he and the other children treated it almost like a game, all taking turns to keep 
night watch on the look out for potential enemies and saboteurs. This story 
shares a nimiber of common featxues with many of Trifonov's later works. 
Firstiy, the narrator sees how the dachas and their inhabitants have changed, 
how Moscow is expanding to swallow up the coimtryside aroimd it with rapid 
urbanisation, a theme which runs through almost all of Trifonov's works. 
Linked with tliis, and the very important theme of time, is how places bring back 
certain memories, as shown also in Obmen andDolgoe proshchanie. The 
child's eye view is conmaon to Dom na mberezhnoi, Vremia i rnesto and 
Ischeznovenie, and in all these stories we see how external historical events, 
both war and Stalin's purges, destroy the idyll of childhood, represented by Ufe 
at a dacha^l. Despite other wooden, politically correct works, the roots of 
1^  'Zapiski soseda', Kak slovo nashe otzovetsia, p. 144. Tlie full version was later reprinted in 
Dnizhba narodov, 1989, no. 10, pp. 7-43. 
20 Pod solntsem. Rasskavi>, Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel", 1959. 
21 This stems from the loss of his own father, as discussed in Chapter 1. 
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Trifonov's creativity were already in evidence, although it would take time and a 
different political climate for them to fully evolve. 
STUDENTY 
Fame came relatively quickly for Trifonov with the pubhcation of his first novel 
Studenty ^2. part of the novel formed the dissertation for his final year exams at 
the Literary Institute from which he graduated in 1949. In Zapiski soseda he 
tells of how the novel came to be published. After leaving the Literary Institute 
he could not find work anywhere so he stayed at home and completed Studenty . 
Then came the problem of where to submit the manuscript for publication. He 
had already taken several stories to Oktiabr' but heard nothing from the editors, 
and so he decided to go and see Fedin who was on the editorial board at Novyi 
mir. Fedin had liked the two chapter's of Studenty which Trifonov had read out 
at a seminal", but he doubted as to whether he would also approve the five 
hundred page book. However, much to Trifonov's amazement, Fedin had 
already been in touch with Tvardovsky ^3, the editor of Novyi mir, who was on 
the look out for new authors and wanted to read the manuscript. Within two 
weeks Tvardovskj' called Trifonov to his office and told him the novel would be 
published, although it would first need editing. This was done over the sxmmier 
of 1950 with the help of Tamara Gabbe, although exactly what she changed in 
the original text, and how, is unknown. Thus, in the October and November 
editions of Novyi mir, a shorter but deeper version of Studenty appeared, to 
much acclaim and overnight fame for Trifonov. 
The novel is based on Trifonov's experiences at the Literary Institute, but 
is set instead in the Moscow Pedagodical Institute to give it a more general 
overview.24 It is a standard sociahst reahst work written in tlie spirit of the 
times, a time when it was difficult to get anything published under Zhdanov's 
repressive cultwal regime. The main characters are either positive or negative; 
22 'Studenty', Novyi mir, 1950. no. 10, pp. 56-175; no. 11, pp. 49-182. 
23 Alexander Tvardovsky, 1910-1971. Poet and editor at/V'o\yi mtr (1950-54, 1958-70). Diuing 
tlie Second Wor ld War, he published his popular poem Vasily Tyorkin, a f o l k hero loved by the 
Russians. Although a loyal Communist, he was dedicated to the tiTith He was dismissed i n 
1954 after the publication of Pomerantsev's article On Sincerity in Literature, but reinstated i n 
1958. He transformed Novyi mir into the most liberal journal of the post-Stalia era, publishing 
Solzhenitsyn, Voinovich, Pasternak, Akhmatova and Babel amongst others. He was constantly 
harassed by tlie bureaucracy who forced h im to resign i n 1970, Novyi mir was his l i fe work, 
and the loss of i t may have hastened liis death f r o m cancer i n 1971. 
2^ See 'Tribuna chitatelia: Obsuzhdeniepovesti l u Trifonova "Studenty"', Novyimir, 1951, no. 
2, pp. 221-28. 
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the collective is always victorious, leading the negative elements back on to the 
right path for nevs' Soviet man (or woman) to build a glorious communist future. 
The story starts with the main protagonist, and required positive hero, 
Vadim Belov, returning home to Moscow after the 'Great Fatherland War'. The 
mood is veiy patriotic, Vadim is drunk with happiness to be back in Moscow 
and starting life afresh. His joy is understandable, but little, if anything, is 
shown of the real hardships experienced after the Second World War. Socialist 
realism demanded from Trifonov an overly optimistic mood and was not 
mterested in harsh realities. Studenty is partly autobiographical fiction, a genre 
in which Trifonov was to excel. Vadim is to some extent a figure for the author; 
his childliood and youth is similar to the writer's - he hved on Bersenevsky 
embankment and was evacuated to Tashkent during the war. Vadim's father, 
like Trifonov's, is dead but, imhke the author's, he died in battle rather than 
during StaUn's pmges, immentionable at the time. Another positive chai-acter, 
Andrei Sirikh, also bears some resemblance to Trifonov in his physical 
appearance, his myopia and timidity, and in the fact that he moves straight from 
a factory to the Institute. His sister Olga is similar to the writer's sister Tanya. 
Events in Studenty, such as the anti-cosmopolitanism campaign when many 
professors were dismissed, were witnessed by Trifonov while in liis last year at 
the Literaiy Institute. The post-wai- period and Stalin's last years were a time of 
great repression, xenophobia and anti-capitalist, anti-western propaganda and 
passages illustrating this can be found in Studenty, as, for instance, statements 
in Chapter 2: 
O H n o B H ^ a i i 3arpaHHi],y - He x y , o K o x o p o i i O H q M r a J i B p a 3 H H X KHHrax, 
H T O 6hiJia. H a p u c o B a H a a a K p a c H B H X n o q i o B b i x M a p K a x H r iDJHi (eBHTbix 
o T K p b i T K a x , - OH y B H ^ e j T 3arpaHHqy BacHBe, n o T p o r a - i e e n a oinynb, 
nofluuiaji ee B o a ^ y x o M . H ^ l a c t o 3 T O 6uBaA cnepxMii, neMHcxbi f t B 0 3 f l y x , K 
KoxopoMy JierKHe B a ^ H M a ne n p H B M K j i H . O H BHf le / c napa^niie, 
S e j i o c H e j K H b i e BKJIAU Ha 6epery osepa B a j i a x o H H n e p H H e , npoflUMJieHHtie 
iiaMyPH Ha o K p a H H e B y f l a n e i u x a ; O H BHfleji y n H x a H H M X , 6arpoBHX o x raiBa 
BeHCKHX J i aBOqHHKOB H peSiJXHUieK C r O J l O f l H H M H , CepblMH J l f m a M H , 
n p o c H B i U H X y x a m c H c x o B x / i e S a . . . Jla, i v i H o r o e c j i e ^ o B a j i o n e p e f l e / i a x t . B 
3XHX c x p a H a x , p a c K o p q e s a x t , B c n a x a i b , a a c e n x b ; M H o r o M y e u j e 
n p e f l c x o ^ j i o HayHHXbCJ i Jiiofl^M, >KHByu^HM 3a q e p x o H H a i u e i i rpaHHu;H». 
[1,40] 
The main action of the story centres round a six month period for 
Vadim's class at the Pedagogical Institute - exams, parties. New Year; the main 
character Vadim is contrasted with his old friend Sergei Palavin and Lena 
Medovskaia. Other supporting characters are the sailor Lagodenko and his wife 
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Raia, Aiidiei Sirikh and his sister Olga. Among the members of staff, Kozelsky 
and Sizov, like Palavin and Vadim, stand out as contrasting characters, whose 
'good' and 'bad' traits are revealed gradually in the course of the narrative. 
Vadim's great desire is to follow in his father's footsteps and become a teacher, 
paSoTaTb c jiioAbMH, 6uTb Bcer,Aa B SojibuioM, flpya:HOM KCLnjiexTHBe. He 
is no genius, but works hard, and is somewhat shy in company. Palavin, on the 
other hand, is extremely talented and popular. As well as his studies, he is 
involved in the Student Research Society, is awarded the Griboyedov 
scholarship and writes a book. However, as the novel progresses, Vadim and 
Sergei are shown in increasingly positive and negative hghts respectively. Their 
friendship wanes and Vadim turns to the other students, especially when his 
mother is ill. Unlike Vadim, Palavin has no sincere desire to be a teacher; he 
joined the Pedagogical Institute as a stepping stone to research, considering that 
he would do better there than at university. Underneath he is shown to be 
arrogant and self-absorbed; he uses people and has a complete lack of morals. It 
is soon apparent tliat nothing good is to come of this self-seeking individualist. 
And how could it be otherwise, considering the standard socialist realist 
formula, the battle of the collective versus the individual? A case in point is 
Sergei's failure to attend the Voskresnik (Sunday devoted to voluntary labour), 
saying he has to finish his paper for the SRS instead. His soul-mate Lena 
Medovskaia also makes her excuses and goes home with a sore tliroat. Vadim 
of course thoroughly enjoys his day along with the others: 
«Pa3Be He H c n H x a T i H O H H caMyro Sojibuiyio pa/iocTb - pa/jocib flpyacSw, 
paflocTb oflHoro noptisa H oflHHX CTpewjieKHH pjisi Kaag^oro H A J I H Bcex?» 
P, 168] 
Some of the students are also involved with a literary circle at the 
machine building factory where Spartak used to work, thus fulfilling the 
important task of keeping links with tire working class. Vadim loves taking part 
in tliis and helping the workers, while Sergei only goes along to collect material 
for his book and Lena is not at all interested, her reason being that, as her father 
is head of a plant, she has visited factories many times before. It turns out that 
her father is made director of this particular machine building factory. He, on 
the contrary, is interested to find out about the Mterary circle, regrets the fact that 
it is not Lena who told him about it and reproaches her for her indifference. 
When there is no personal advantage to be found or they are not centre of 
attention, Sergei and Lena are not in the least interested. 
Lena is part of the love story woven into Studenty. At the begirming 
Vadim falls for her beauty and charms, but soon discovers that she is self-
centered and empty-headed; her main concerns are to sing, to di'ess well and to 
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look pretty. On a trip to the Tretyakov Gallery, a discussion arises about 
happmess. Lena says that an artist must be happy having created a painting for 
himself. Andrei and Vadim disagree, an artist can only be happy having created 
sometliing for the people. After all, cqacxte (happiness) origmally meant co-
qacxbe (sharing)! [I, 94-97]. Lena has no great aims or thoughts, for her it is 
sufficient to confomi to official requirements: 
«A HaM -xo saneM 3 a B O f l H X b 3 X H a6cxpaKXHue cnopu? 5i xasaa ace 
KOMCOMOJiKa, KaK H T M , y Hac o f l H a n/ieoj[Qnia. 0 q e w HaM cnopHXb?» 
P, 177] 
Palavin in his arrogance is convinced that he can win Lena over, which 
he does, and they make a perfect couple. Both are intended as representatives of 
petty-bourgeois individualism, negative elements from the past, which must be 
overcome in the struggle towards cormnunism. Palavin is eventually unmasked 
and appears in his trae colours. To start with, his book about factory life is a 
flop and criticised as being unreahstic, boring and useless, by both his fellow 
students and the workers from the Uterary circle. Vadim discovers from an old 
girlfriend of Sergei's, a nurse at the hospital where his mother is being treated, 
how he used her to bonow her cousin's thesis on Turgenev which he plagiarised 
for his own essay and how, when she thought she was pregnant, Sergei 
abandoned her after eaiiier promises of marriage. This is all brought out at a 
Komsomol meeting and Sergei is given a severe reprimand and warning. He 
leaves the institute but is eventually persuaded to return to the collective fold. 
His family backgroimd is shown to have been the main problem. His father left 
liis family, while liis mother, a foolish, weak-willed woman, doted on Sergei, 
wliich badly affected his character. Vadim, reflecting on this, remembers a 
passage he feels he remembers from Chekhov: 
«B c e M b e , rf le aceninHHa 6yp>Kya3Ha, JierKo K y j i b X H B H p y f o x c i i nanaMHCXM, 
n p o H f l o x H , 6e3Hafle2KHue C K O X H » . [I, 348] 
Now the collective will help him; his rehabilitation initially comes 
thr ough volleyball - igra koUektivnaia - but of course he must make more effort 
as 'life does not only consist of volleyball" [I, 398]. Lena too changes during 
teaching practice; she is very popular with the children and thus Vadim thinks 
maybe she will make a good teacher after all. Here the collective may be seen to 
have tiiumphed, but in Trifonov's later works characters such as Sergei and Lena 
are shown to be the noixn and do very well for themselves in Soviet society. In 
her book In Stalin's Time 25, Vera Dunliam discusses how Stalin encouraged 
25 V. Dunham, In StaUn's Time: Middleclass Vahms in Soviet Fiction Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1976, 
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meshchanstvo in life and literatme to keep his support. The stoicism and 
primitive conditions of the 1920's (represented by the old Bolsheviks) have 
gone, to be replaced by possessions and self-interest. In Studenty the 
meshchane are not victorious, but rmder Brezhnev, when the Moscow Tales 
were written, it was possible to show them in full bloom. By this time, for the 
majority of Trifonov's characters, the ideals of the revolution have finally been 
laid to rest. 
The collective, and of course the Party, is also victorious in the case of 
Professor Kozelsky, an example of the anti-cosmopolitanism campaign. Vadim 
admires Kozelsky at first, but we soon perceive that he is indifferent towards 
Soviet literature. He has gone against the flow by writing a book on 
Dostoyevsky (several of whose works were condemned to oblivion during 
Stalin's reign). Thus Kozelsky is another 'dangeroirs individualist' and mirst be 
punished. The charges made against Kozelsky, such as formalism, 
cosmopolitanism and fawning on the West, were mere rhetoric; no less typical 
Stalinist temis of abuse than 'Trotskyite', 'Bukharinist' and 'left-deviator'. The 
state foimd it difficult to cope with free-thinking inteUectirals and in the last 
years of Stalin's dictatorsliip, they increased prison numbers. Kozelsky is given 
all the typical featirres of the so-called formalists. He hkes the sound of his own 
voice and is well-dressed, smokes a pipe, has refined tastes and is also a 
bachelor - a serious defect reflecting inadequacy or selfishness, both harmful to 
Soviet society.26 
As Vadim is the positive element to balance out Sergei's negative, so the 
Dean of tlie Institute, Sizov, acts as a foil to Kozelsky, the party man versus the 
individual scholar. They too, hke Vadim and Sergei, have known each other 
since childhood, but their hves have followed different paths: Sizov chose a 
pubUc career dedicated to the party, while Kozelsk)' retreated into scholarship 
and kept apart from political life. Thus, according to Sizov, Kozelsky has hved 
only for himself and not for the party and the good of society, and should be 
dismissed. Kozelsky's reply to this is rather interesting. A highly intelhgent 
man, he says that he had always thought that Sizov, a mere administrator, was 
jealous of him. At this stage in Trifonov's writing and in the current political 
climate, such a supposition could not be depicted as justified - in denouncmg 
Kozelsky and Palavin, Vadim and the Dean are working purely for the good of 
the cause, not out of petty jealousies. Yet under Stalin there were darker reasons 
why people denoimced one other, including envy. These, however, Trifonov did 
26 Ibid, p 207. 
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not come to discuss until much later, when he treats a similar situation from a 
completely different angle in Dom na naberezhnoi. 27 
In Studenty all ends "happily" - the collective, and the Party, triumph 
over the individual, and negative elements are erased, as the dictates of 
"conflict-free" literature required. The usual socialist reaUst mj^hs are all there: 
Vadim feels at one with the workers, as there are supposedly no rifts between 
workers and intellectuals. There are students from the other Soviet states and 
communist countries, such as Rasliid from Uzbekistan and the Korean 
postgraduate Si L e Bon, all happy to take part in Soviet collective life. 
Eveiyone is united through Marxist-Leninist-Stalinist ideology. The portrait of 
hfe in Studenty is naive and optimistic: everyone is enthusiastically building the 
commvmist future; Statin's Russia is glorified. At this stage Trifonov could not 
have written otherwise and Studenty nught have been a lot worse. It is enough 
to look at other books published at the time to see this. After Stalm's death and 
the stait of the de-Stalinisation campaign, such overtly Stalinist passages as 
«Ba/^HM n o n a j i Ha $poHX B X O X BanHKHH rof\, Kor,aa c o K p y i u H x e j i b H u e 
cxa7[HHCKMe y^apw o x 6 p a c w B a j ] H B p a r a Bce Ranuae n a 3 a n a f l » 2 8 , «CxaJ iHH, 
B e f l y i y H H 3XO r o c y ^ a p c x B O B c o j i n e q H H H Kpaft KOMMyMH3Ma»29 were 
omitted. A passage in the last chapter, depicting the parade on Red Square and 
the emotion of the citizens at seeing their great leader Statin, was also taken out; 
one example of how Trifonov 'evolved' due to censorship and the current 
political climate. The passage in question was anthologised in 1951 in a 
collection of stories and poems in praise of Stalin, Pervomaiskaia 
demonstratsiia?^ 
In later tife, Trifonov was to disown his first novel, not unconmion 
amongst writers, and could not bring liimself to read one word of it: 
« C e H q a c H 3 p o M a n a « C x y f l e H x i . r » , K O X O P M M HaSHxa u^enaa nojiKa B M O C M 
uiKa$y, K He Mory n p o i e c x b H H c x p o K H . ,Zla>Ke cxpaiiiHOBaxo B3iJXb B 
pyKH».3l 
It was tiaxmiatic for him to recall how he could have complied with Statinist 
cultm-al poticy. However, there was not much choice. Obedience and loyalty 
27 'Dom na naberezhnoi. Povest'', Dnahha narodov, 1976, no. 1, pp. 83-167. See Chapter 7. 
28 'Studenty', Novyi mir, 1950, no. 10, p 66. 
29 [bid, p. 102. 
30 'Pervomaiskaia demonstratsiia', in Studenty. Uteratumo-repertuamyi sbomik, Moscow: 
Iskusstvo, 1951, pp. 76-81. 
31 'Zapiski soseda' i n Kdk slovo nashe otzovetsia, p. 147. 
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were necessary for survival, especially for the son of an enemy of the people. 
Tvardovsky, himself the son of an enemy of the people, a kulak, expressed tliis 
in Po pravu pamiati as: 
TbI 3fleCb, CHHOK, H O TM He3fleillHHH, 
KaKOH xeSe eine peaoH, 
Kor^a poflHxeJib T B O H B KpoMeuiHWH, 
B TOT caMHH cnHcoK 3aHeceH.32 
Sholokhov wrote in praise of Stalin while the Soviet leader was killing his 
beloved Cossacks on the Don; Ilya Erenburg also later hated his novel Deviatyi 
val, in which he described the same parade as Trifonov, presided over by a 
smiling Stalin. In order to get Studenty published, Trifonov had to write 
according to the given fonnula. In 1949 he mote a play with I. Dik entitied 
Chest' otriada 33, which, although much shorter, follows the same pattern as 
Studenty, depicting instead life on the level below the Komsomol, the Pioneer 
organisation. Here too the collective is always much more important than the 
individual, and the main character receives a box for liis birthday enscribed with 
the words "The honour of the group is above everything". According to 
Trifonov's third wife, Olga Trifonova-Miroshnichenko, such phrases were 
probably written 'in order to be Uke everyone else', and it may even have been 
that Tvardovsky told the yoimg author that such conformism would ensure 
publication.34 Although he later disliked Studenty, Trifonov knew that he could 
not escape from his fir:st novel: 
«Heiib3H OTpeKaTaTbCH O T C B O H X K H H T , H O M O > K H O yxoflMTb O T H H X 
flajreKO. MHorfla oqeHb flajieKo».35 
Twenty five year's later he tiled perhaps to rid himself of this sin (as he says 
when talking of Socialist Realism's formirla of the individual versus the 
collective: rpeujHHH, TO>Ke OT^aji flanb TaKoft cxeMe»36) by writing Dom 
na naberezhnoi (see Chapter 7), somewhat in the same way that Tvardovsky 
wrote about liis kulak father in Po pravu pamiati, a reconsideration of many 
32 'Po pravu pamiati' i n A. Tvardovsky, Poemy, Moscow: Knizhnaia palata, 1987, p. 321. The 
poem itself was written i n 1%9. 
33 I . D i k & I I I T i i fonov , 'Chest' otriada', i n Sfikol'nyi praz4rdk. Sbornikp'es dlia shkoVnoi 
samodeiatel'nosti, Moscow: Detgiz, 1955, pp. 193-206. 
34 Interview wi t l i Olga Trifonova-MLroshnichenko, 13 October 1993. 
3^ 'Zapiski soseda', Druzhba ruirodov, 1989, no. 10, p. 194. 
36 ' V kratkom - beskonechnoe', Voprosy Uteratury, 1974, no. 8, p. 184. 
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attitudes expressed eariier in the poem of 1936 Strana Muraviia. In the former 
poem, as Trifonov's first editor and mentor wrote: 
H e x , Bce S t m t i e He^qoMOJiBKH 
,HoMOjiBHXb H H H e flojiF B e j m x . 3 7 
However Studenty does have features in common with Trifonov's later 
works, such as the desciiptions of Moscow, which are considered some of the 
best passages in the novel. It also evokes everyday tife and was criticised for 
being too S H t o B o i i , as were the Moscow Tales. One critic says the novel 
sometimes « n b . H H e e x o x C B I X O B H X M e ; i o M e H » . 3 8 The descriptions of the 
Students' Sports Festival in Chapter 29 are echoed in Trifonov's sport stories 
such as Odinochestvo Klycha Durdy. 39 More importantiy, the autobiographical 
details, especially the loss of a father, are recmrent themes throughout Trifonov's 
works.40 It was this loss that brought about the later investigations into Soviet 
history, in particular- Otblesk kostraA^ Connected with this is the theme of 
childhood as an idyll, lost as a result of historical events and/or a father's death. 
The effect of time on the characters is also explored, with the changes in Vadim 
and Sergei - their characters and their friendship, plus the changing lives and 
fates of Sizov and Kozelsky. The novel's time-scale, as in later works, is very 
concentrated. The style, though, is different - stiff formal prose with an 
omniscient third person nanator. Trifonov was inhibited by Socialist ReaUsm, 
hence Studenty seems artificially optimistic, even wooden, although not 
consciously insincere. It was not until years after Stalin's death that Trifonov 
was able to find his true voice. 
However, if Trifonov was to later dislike Studenty, the novel was 
immensely popular at the time. Tins was because, as the writer himself says in 
Zapiski soseda, people were fed up with stories about the war, and wanted 
instead something light and cheerful about contemporary city tife. (For Vera 
Dunham, tliis is when middle-class careerism and materialism, in other words 
meshclianstvo, begin to take over from the old revolutionaiy values, reflected in 
both life and literature*2). From amongst a number of works on student life - G. 
37 Poemy, Moscow: Knizlmaia palata, 1987, p. 328. 
38 l u Karasev, 'Povest' o studentakh', Ogonek, 1951, no. 12, p. 24. 
39 'Odinochestvo Klycha Durdy* i n 'Puti v pustjTie. Rasskazy", Znamia, 1959, no. 2, pp. 70-99. 
4^ As discussed i n Chapter 1. 
41 'Otblesk kostra", Znamin, 1965, no. 2, p p 142-60; no. 3, pp. 152-77. 
42 V. Dunham, In StaUn's Time. 
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Konovalov's Universitet ^3, V.Dobrovolsky Tri v serykh shineliakh^ and 
Zhenia Maslova 45 and K. Lokotkov's Vernosf 46 . Trifonov's was considered 
the best by the critics.47 
However it is only natural the novel should have attracted some adverse 
criticism, both from Western and Soviet critics, immediately after its publication 
and more recently. At a discussion held at the Moscow State Pedagogical 
Institute in 195X48, students met, with Trifonov present, to discuss Studenty. 
There were some minor complaints and nit-picking. Trifonov, they said, had not 
correctly portrayed post-graduates and student-teachers, and for a Uterary faculty 
in a Pedagogical Institute there was insirfficient discussion of literature or 
teaching, to which, of com-se, it could be said that the novel was intended to give 
a moral message not to record hterary discussiorrs. Natrrrally, the argument 
wliich leaps to mind for a Western reader that such discvrssions would not sell 
books, was not, of course, necessarily vahd in a country where many books were 
published (usually political works or by those high up in the Writers' Union and 
tiie nomenklatura) only to be later pulped. More importantly, the students, in 
common with other readers and critics, found the portrayal of Vadim to be dirll 
and wooden and much prefered Sergei and Lena. It is ironic that the worst 
characters tmned out to be the most attractive and most memorable, but 
Trifonov's best works would also be about such people, and though he would 
still perceive them critically, it would not be from the point of view of a 
Socialist Realist stereotype. The outcome of the story for the negative 
characters was also foimd misatisfactory. That Kozelsky could easily find work 
in another institute was seen as impossible as, according to the logic of the 
Sociahst Reahst ethos, he coirld never be of any use to society.49 Sergei and 
Lena's quick transformations and rehabilitation were considered dubious and 
unconvincing. Sergei's happens far too quickly without any major internal 
43 G. Konovalov, 'Universitet. Roman', Oksiabr'. 1947, no. 6, p p 3-42; no. 7, p p 71-108; no. 8, 
pp. 3-68. 
44 V. Dobrovolslg', 'Troe v serykhshineliakh. Povest'', Novyimir, 1948, no. 1, pp. 6-125. 
45 'Zhenia Maslova. Roman', Novyi mir, 1950, no. 1, pp. 8-239. 
^ K. Lokotkov, Vernost'. Roman, Novosibirsk: Novosibirskoe oblastnoe gosurdarstvetmoe 
izdatel'sti'o, 1949 
4"? See fo r example A. Lozhecliko, 'Povest' o studentakh', Oktiabr, 1951, no. 1, pp. 185-8. 
48 'TribLina chitateha: Obsuzhdenie povesti lu . Trifonova "Studenty" ', Novyi mir, 1951, no. 2, 
pp. 221-28. 
49 See fo r example B. Galanov, 'Nachalo puti', Znamia, 1951, no. 1, pp. 171-4. 
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struggle. His experience of the team spirit at volleyball provides insufficient 
motivation for such radical reform and Lena is only loved by the children 
because of her beauty, which would not, it was argued, necessarily make her a 
good teacher. Some of the minor positive characters, such as Sizov and Olga, 
were mere sketches, which did not help to combat the readers' preference for 
Palavm and Lena. 
Official criticism noted that the party does not play its required part in 
Palavm's rehabititation. Not only is the portrayal of Sizov sketchy, but the other 
staff members too are not seen as sufficiently active. Other criticisms made 
were that there was not the required 90% of working class characters, nor were 
the students shown to be studying Marxism-Leninism enough! 
The novel was nevertheless a huge success and in 1951 Trifonov became 
the youngest writer to receive the Stalin Prize, which included twenty five 
tiiousand roubles. Trifonov's tife was changed overnight. Before he was a poor 
student dependent on his grandmother, now he was invited everywhere, 
recognised in the street and bought himself a flat and a car. He also married 
Nina Nelina, a singer at the Bolshoi Theati^ e, and in 1951 a daughter Olga was 
bom. 
His maixiage to Nina Nelina was somewhat tike a "Hollywood romance" 
- famous young writer meets beautiful singer. Nina was a quick-tempered, 
quairelsome woman; Irina Goff, who lived near the couple for some time, 
recalls her as being a cantankerous chaiacter who fell out with everyone. 
However, although the relationship was a stormy one, they loved each other 
greatly. When Nina died suddenly in 1966, after fifteen years of mairiage, 
Trifonov was devastated and could not work for a long time after her death. 
Studenty was translated into many languages and, although Trifonov 
tmned down a film adaptation, it was staged as the play Molodye gody at the 
Moscow Einiolova Theatie in 1952, under the direction of Lobanov. The play is 
more concentrated than the novel.50 As the novel was adapted for the stage, 
most of the action takes place in the Institiite and many paits were omitted, for 
example Vadim's return to Moscow, the Voskresnik, and the parade on Red 
Square, although the scenes about the visit to Andrei's family's dacha and 
Andrei's depaiture to Leningrad for the student literaiy congress were retained 
and extended. The play was not as successful as the novel because it lost such 
highlights as the descriptions of Moscow and gained nothing in return. It was 
5^ See 'Pleinia molodoe. Stseny iz p'esi po povesti l u Trifonova "Studenty"' i n Stiidenty. 
Uteraturno-repertuarnyi shormk, Moscow: Iskusstvo, 1951, pp. 181-244. 
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described as a "weak repetition" by one critic.^i although a lot of the blame for 
its failure was laid by the critics at Lobanov's door for not sufficiently guiding 
Trifonov to avoid the mistakes which were made in its adaptation. 
KHUDOZHNIKI 
At Lobanov's suggestion 52, Trifonov then went on to write another play Zalog 
uspekha 53, which was also staged at the Emiolova Theatre m 1953. The foirr 
act comedy, originally called Khudozhniki, centies roimd the young artist Andrei 
Karpukhin, who has just finished Art Irrstitirte very successfully, due to his 
painting Mayakovsky sredi molodezhi. This brings him great fame; every art 
gallery in the provinces wants a copy of the painting. Initially Andrei wants to 
paint a series of works on Moscow, but he becomes bogged down with the 
copies. He is befriended by an older artist, Mukomolov, who has exhibited 
nothing for years, but makes a living from 'befriending' yoxmger, fashionable 
ar tists. He advises Andrei that he shorrld not paint what he wants, but what is 
easy and profitable, and helps him with niunerous copies of Mayakovsky sredi 
molodezhi, much to the disgust of the young artist's wife Nina. Andrei 
eventually goes to Kiribyshev hydro-electric power station to paint a picture on 
the brrilding of communism. He spends only two weeks with the workers there, 
not long enough to experience their life and hardships in order to produce a 
decent, genirine picture. He argues frequentiy with Nina, who puts forward a 
more difficult but honest way m art. Such a way is pursued by their friend 
Fyodor, who spends six months m Central Asia and, as a resuh, produces his 
best work. In the end, Andrei sees the error of Ms ways, renounces Mirkomolov 
and all he stands for, and is reconciled with his wife. 
Zalog uspekha, however, was also a flop. Irma Goff recalls Trifonov 
reading the play at the Writers' Union Komsomol organisation. She liked it and 
fomid it fiumy, but at the theatre it failed to hold the audience's interest.54 The 
play was criticised for not being realistic.55 it was felt the author had failed to 
51 See V. Benderova, 'Ot zhiziii k stsene', KomsonioVskcda pravda, 9 March 1952, p. 3. 
52 Trifonov once said that he was only glad that due to Studenty he got to know Tvardovsky and 
Lobanov, Tecttr, 1979, no. 7, pp. 105-8. 
53 Zalog iispekka: Komediia v 4 deistvUMi, Moscow: VUOAP, 1953. 
54 Irina Goff , 'Vodianye znaki. Zapiski o lu r i i Trifonove', Oktiabr', 1985, no. 8, pp. 94-106. 
55 See V. Zalessky, 'Zalog uspekha', Vecherrdaia Moskva, 2 December 1953, p. 4. and 
T. Qiebotarevskaia, '^udlha molodogo tdi^tz', Moskovskiikonvsomolets, 23 December 1953, 
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bring the characters to tife. Andrei's rebirth, tike that of Sergei Palavin and Lena 
Medovskaia in Studenty, was imbelievable and unrealistic as it happened far too 
easily, without any great moral and creative recovery being shown. The 
character of Andrei was seen as far too passive and lacking psychological 
motivation. Stronger characters and more optimism were needed to fight against 
Mukomolov's philistine attitude to life, which looked only for an easy way.^ ^ 
Zalog uspekha was written as a comedy and has some humourous 
characters: Andrei's interfering aimt, the art critic who has made her living from 
repeating the same two words, and other sycophants who hang round estabtished 
artists. However it does pose the serious question of how to tive in art and thus 
in life. It has something in common with other Trifonov stories about art: 
Neokonchannyi kholst ^7, Drugaia zhizn' and Poseshchenie Marka Shagala ^9. 
Trifonov's father-in-law was an artist and, for part of his maixied Ufe, he lived 
with his wife's parents on Maslovka in a block of flats and studios purpose-built 
for the Artists' Union. It was from here that he took the material for these 
works. His father-in-law, Amshei Markovich Niurenberg, was the prototj'pe for 
lona Aleksandrovich (Poseshchenie Marka Shagala) and Georgu Maksimovich 
(Drugaia zhizn'). Under socialist realism, he had had to destroy all his early 
works and conceal his friendship with Chagall, and thus led a deformed and 
imsatisfactoiy artistic tife, having beti^ ayed his art. This was not necessarily an 
easy way out, but it was the only way to sxrrvive under Stalin's repressive 
regime; the alternative being to emigrate, as Chagall had done in 1922 after four 
years as Commissar of Art in Vitebsk. Neokonchannyi kholst also tells of early 
success, then failure, with the only way out being to leave Moscow. Muranov, 
the main protagaitist of the story, has found success a few years before the story 
opens with Iris painting 'Urok fizkul'turi'. Since then he has toyed with many 
genres, but is never satisfied with his work; nothing is as good as 'Urok 
fizkul'turi'. He falls out of fashion, has little money and loses many friends. 
Only his girlfriend Vera believes in him. Due to his impoverished state, he 
accepts a state commission to do three sports pictures, but they tmn out to be 
empty and repulsive. On Vera's advice, he goes to Tambov where his 
p. 3. 
56 V. Sappak, 'Zamysel obiazivaet', Teatr, 1954, no. 3, pp. 93-102. 
57 'Neokonchennyi kholst. Rasskaz', A'eva, 1957, no.3, pp. 87-94. Reprvatedin Podsolntsem, 
1959. 
58 'Dmgaia zMzn'. Povest'', Nosyi mir, 1975, no. 8, pp. 7-99. 
59 'Poseshchenie Marka Shagala' i n 'Oprokinutyi d o m Rasskazy', Movyi mir, 1981, no. 7, 
pp. 58-87. 
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inspiration is regenerated. Ironically, Vera becomes the sacrifice for this: he is 
so absorbed in liis work that he no longer needs her. Here Trifonov the writer is 
clearly using the painter as a figure for any creative artist, including the author. 
Muranov's experience minors Trifonov's own dilemma: how to find an honest 
way to build on his early success. After a period of spiritual crisis, Trifonov also 
fled from Moscow but, like Fyodor in Zalog uspekha, went to Turkmenia to 
find liimself, and to seek a way out of sociahst realist compromises. He has 
discovered, as Andrei Karpukhin says, «MHe Cyfler oqeHb rpyflHO nncarb 
BTopyio Beuj(b»60 and is ready to take the advice of one old artist in the story... 
«H He flyMaere n o c j i e nepBofi y^aMH, H T O B H yace saKOHMeHHbift 
MacTep».6i After the failure of Zalog uspekha , Trifonov never wrote another 
play.62 Due to this and other tioubles in his hfe (see Chapter 3), he began to feel 
increasingly unsure of himself and his creative talent. He now understood 
Tvardovsky's warning, given to Mm after the initial success of Studenty: 
«CeHiiac y c n e x - onacHocTb cTpaiuHafl!»63 
60 Zalog uspekha, Moscow: V U O A P , 1953, Ac t 1. 
61 / fo id .ActS. 
62 However, many of his major works were adapted fo r the stage, most notably Obmen and 
Dom na naberezhnoi, which were staged at the Taganka Theatre under tlie direction of lu r i i 
Liuhimov f r o m the 1970s onwards. 
63 'Zapiski soseda' i n Kakslovo nashe otzovetsia, p. 154. 
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CHAPTER 3 
FLIGHT TO TURKMENIA 
The years from 1952 to 1964 represented a time of transition for Trifonov, as 
well as the rest of the country. Stalin's death in 1953 led to a more liberal period 
under Krushchev, culminating in the emergence of Solzhenitsyn and a new 
generation of talented, not necessarily "socialist" realist writers in Tvardovsky's 
Novyi mir. During this time, Trifonov was, as we have seen, unable to capitalise 
on his original success in the pages of this now trail-blazing journal. He was 
coming to terms with himself, the fate of his father^, his own private life and 
political position. In his work he found two metaphors for life - the desert and 
sport. These themes sometimes overlapped but, for the sake of clarity, this 
chapter will examine the theme of the Turkmenian desert and the following that 
of sport, which fascinated Trifonov throughout his life. 
POST-STUDENTY 
Once the initial euphoria had died down, troubles lay head for Trifonov. When 
filling in official forms, he had always concealed the truth about his parentage. 
He rightiy feared that ,as the son of an "enemy of the people", he would never be 
admitted anywhere or have anything published. At first he put that his father 
had died of tuberculosis, which he considered only to be a deception of a 
deception. Later, he actually stated that his father had been "repressed" but 
failed to mention "as an enemy of the people". Olga Trifonova-Miroshnichenko 
said that lurii continued to feel extremely guilty about this; he considered it a 
betrayal not to have told the whole truth about Valentin Trifonov's death.2 The 
theme of betrayal is important throughout Trifonov's works, although it is not 
overtly stated because it so completely pervaded Soviet society of the writer's 
generation that it became almost the norm. However, after he was awarded the 
Stalin Prize for Studenty, the truth about his parentage was discovered. There 
was uproar in the Literary Institute's Komsomsol organisation of which Trifonov 
was still a member, and in Zapiski soseda ^ he remembers the reactions of some 
of the other members. Mikhail Bubennov, Fyodor Panferov and Leonid Sobolev 
demanded he be punished, while Marietta Shaginian wanted his Stalin Prize 
^ Resulting in the publication of 'Otblesk kostra', Znamia, 1965, no. 2, pp. 142-160; no. 3, pp. 
152-177. 
2 Interview with Oiga Trifonova-Miroshnichenko, 13 October 1993. 
^Druzhba narodov, 1989, no. 10, pp. 7-43. 
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withdrawn.4 If Trifonov had been expelled from the Komsomol, it would have 
prevented him joining the Writers' Union and becoming a professional writer. 
In the end, he was only severely reprimanded. Bubennov ^ also mentioned in 
front of Stalin that Trifonov was the son of a vrag naroda, but the Soviet leader 
only asked if the book was good, to which Fedin replied that it was. Trifonov 
remarks on this in Zapiski soseda that these 'children' (meaning Fedin et al) 
were kissing the hands covered in their fathers' blood. Trifonov did feel guilty 
at the thought that he might have caused trouble for Tvardovsky and Novyi mir, 
and knew that few would help Mm due to the political climate. However, there 
were some who deliberately set out to compromise Trifonov still further with the 
authorities, probably out of envy of Ms success. 
After Studenty, Trifonov suffered from writer's block, feeling that he had 
no more experiences about which to write. Tvardovsky advised against a 
sequel, such as 'Postgraduates', but instead encouraged him to visit new places, 
gain new experiences. In 1951 he went to see an example of the 'building of 
communism', stroika kommunizma, at the Kuibyshev Hydro-Electric Station on 
the Volga. The article he wrote as a result of this trip^ pays lip service to the 
'cult of personality', as do parts of Studenty. The mood is very patriotic, all the 
workers are happy and enthusiastic: 
3 T O BejiHKan c r p o K K a noTOMy, mo crpoHT secb Hapoa H CTpoHT RJIH 
B c e r o Hapofla. 3 T O BejiHKaa crpoftKa noTOMy, ^ I T O 3 T O CTajiHHCKafl 
CTpoBKa, HaMaraa H ocymecTBJiMeMafl no HaqepraHHAM aejiHKoro 
CTajiHHa. 
Such trips were encouraged by the Writers' Umon who wanted their members to 
write of the building of socialism in far-away places. 
Trifonov had been interested in the desert from childhood. TMs, as well 
as the influence of Paustovsky's stories and letters from his sister, who had just 
finished university in Moscow and was now working as a biologist in 
Turkmenia, prompted Trifonov to ?isk Novyi mir for a komandirovka to Central 
Asia. Trifonov himself says of tMs: 
4 In 'Nedolgoe prebyvanie v kamere pytok, Rasskaz',Znarmi, 1986, no. 12, pp.118-24, Trifonov 
meets one of them, simply refered to as N., abroad years later. N's view of the whole event is 
completely different. He appears unaware of the harm he caused Trifonov. This is one example 
of memory being selective, common in many of Trifonov's fictional portrayals. 
5 According to E-R. Frankel, Novy Mir: A Case Study in the Politics of Literature, Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1981, Bubennov was an abject conformist under Stalin and after 
his death. 
' 'Vstrechi na Volge', Smena, 1951, no. 21, pp. 9-11. 
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"Why Turkmenia? I find it hard to explain. Perhaps I wanted to see an 
altogether unfamiliar way of life, something poles apart from the subject-matter 
of my earlier novel. Students .... Perhaps I had retained from my childhood a 
longing for remote lands, for the mysterious East, for the desert, oases, caravans, 
for everything that little boys dream about of at an age when they are 
enthusiastic about foreign stamps and the tales of Jules Verne. Or perhaps pure 
chance was to blame - my sister, a graduate of the Moscow University Faculty 
of Biology, went to Turkmenia on an expedition and wrote some very 
entertaiiung letters home."''' 
Trifonov left for Turkmenia in April 1952. Here he visited another 
communist construction site, the Great Turkmenian Canal. He was in the 
middle of writing a novel on this, when, after Stalin's death, the project was 
judged unviable and work on the canal was halted. This left Trifonov in a 
quandary - how could he finish a book about an aborted project? Who would 
want to read it? In 1954, he went to discuss this with Novyi mir and ask for an 
advance for a new novel. Tvardovsky refused, telling him to write about what 
he had seen on his trip to the canal and why it had been closed down, and also 
suggested that he try writing short stories for a change. Possibly due to the poor 
reaction to his plays and the fact that they had waited so long for his next work 
Novyi mir's interest in Trifonov had waned and they felt that they had wasted 
money on him. For his part, he decided never to cross their threshhold again. 
(Later Trifonov was to have his stories about Moscow life published in Novyi 
mir 8, but it took twelve years before his relationship with Tvardovsky was 
renewed). This, along with the flop of his play Zalog uspekha, left Trifonov 
feeling unsure of himself and his creativity. He had believed Studenty to be the 
start of a glittering career but now it appeared that he had been mistaken. 
Stalin's death in March 1953 provoked different reactions in different 
people. Trifonov's grandmother was very upset, as were millions of others, who 
could hardly believe that their leader had actually died, he who had built himself 
up to seeming almost god-like in their eyes. Tens of thousands filled the streets 
of Moscow to pay their last respects and many were crushed to death in the 
" I^ntroduction to Thirst Aquenched' in Soviet Literature, 1964, no. 1, pp. 3-4. 
^ 'Ova rasskaza: Vera i Zoika; Byl letnii poiden'', Novyi mir, 1966, no. 12, pp.75-91. 'Dva 
rasskaza: Samyi malen'kii gorod; Golubinaia gibel'Novyi mir, 1968, no. 1, pp. 74-88. 'V 
gribnuiu osen'. Rasskaz', Novyi mir, 1968, no. 8, pp. 67-75. 'Obmen. Povest'', Novyi mir, 1969, 
no. 12. pp. 29-65. 'Predvaritel'nye itogi', A'ovy/ra>, 1970, no. 12, pp. 101-40. 'Dolgoe 
proshchanie. Povest'', Novyi mir, 1971, no. 8, pp. 53-107. 'Drugaia zhizn'. Povest'', Novyi mir, 
1975, no. 8, pp. 7-99. 
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process. The day of Stalin's funeral is described in Vremia i mesto ^, the mass 
hysteria, the heavy, oppressive atmosphere, the fear of what was to come. 
Trifonov's mother was worried that things would get worse. Trifonov himself, 
however, felt an unclear joy on hearing of Stalin's death, sensing the winds of 
change. 10 Life did indeed change for the better. In 1955, Valentin Trifonov was 
posthumously rehabilitated (a very important event for lurii), and in the 
following year Krushchev denounced Stalin at the Twentieth Party Conference, 
which led to a policy of de-Stalinisation and the Thaw, a period of relative 
literary freedom. Although Trifonov's work was fairly cautious throughout the 
Thaw, the Stalinist cliches and tributes to the leader disappeared at this time and 
were omitted in all future editions of Studenty. He could now publish more 
honest stories written during the Stalinist period, such as Belye vorota " and 
Zimnyi den' v garazhe and embark on new works with growing confidence. 
SHORT STORIES 
From 1953 to 1964, Trifonov worked as a sports journalist to make ends meet, 
often travelling abroad to various sporting events .He also made several more 
trips to Turkmenia in search of creative stimuli, wishing to: « y e x a T b 
noziajibuie. YsHzieTb a(H3Hb, He noxoyKyio na. r y , o KOTopoft OHcaji 
n p e » i f l e » . i 4 The culmination of this was the novel Utolenie zhazhdy and 
many short stories. Some of these short stories came out in various journals and 
newspaperswhi le a large number were published together in 1959 in the 
periodical Znamia ''^  and as a separate book under the title Pod solntsem later 
that year.18 Trifonov saw this as the turning point in his literary careen 
9'Vremia i mesto. Roman', Druzhba narodov, 1981, no. 9, pp. 72-148; no. 10, pp. 22-108. 
10 See 'Zapiski soseda', Druzhba narodov, 1989, no. 10, pp. 7-43. 
11 Written 1947-52, published in Pod solntsem. Rasskazy, Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 1959. 
12 Written in 1946, published in Pod solntsem. 
1^  This will be expanded on further in the following chapter. 
1"^  'Zapiski soseda', p. 18. 
15 'Utolenie zhazhdy. Roman', Znamia, 1963, no. 4, pp. 81-118; no. 5, pp. 3-39; no. 6, pp. 3-68; 
no. 7, pp. 3-88. 
1^  See bibliography for further information. 
17 'Puti V pustyne. Rasskazy', Znamia, 1959, no.2, pp. 70-99. 
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« . . . B KaKoH-To MOMCHT noKaaaJTOCb, mo ue o ^eu m c a T b , Her 
ropro^ero, MOTop OTcraHOBHJicji . . . . 
T a x HJiH HHaMe 6HJI HSHypHTejibHbiK nepnoM, KaKHx-ro MeranHfl, 
nHcaji nbecH, KOTopHe 6HJIH Hey/iaTjHbj, XOTS M craEHJiHCb B rearpax , . . . 
E3^H.n B KaKHe-TO KOMaH/lHpOBKH . . . 
51 CMHTaro, mo BHyxpeHHHft C/lBHr K H O B O K CTHJIHCTHKe, HOBOMy 
noMXOMY K j i H T e p a r y p e c jryqHJica B 1959 r o ; i y B 'xypKMeHCKHX 
paccKa3ax'» . i^ 
Nevertheless, these new stories were rejected for publication in Novyi 
mir by Zaks, on the grounds that they were about "eternal themes".Though a 
curious reason for rejection, this was true enough. The stories do cover 'eternal 
themes' - life, death, time, history. 
In an early 'Turkmenian' article, Rozhdenie gorodov 21, written in 1955, 
Trifonov remarks on how there are now towns where before, on his last visit, 
there were only sand-dunes. Here we see a favourite theme of Trifonov's: the 
passage of time and its effect on the landscape. In his later Moscow stories, the 
city swallows up the surrounding countryside and the dachas. In these tales of 
Turkmenia, man is already battling with nature, trying to conquer the desert, and 
Trifonov conveys a sense of rapid urbanisation in both space and time. 
At this stage, having only visited Turkmenia a couple of times, Trifonov 
says: «H CJIHIIIKOM Heaojiro ymn ^nech, moQu HMetb cMejiocxb nHcarb o 
JTioflHX».22 He, like his character Fedor in Zalog uspekha, believes that the 
artist needs to spend a long period of time with people before he can realistically 
create an artistic work about them, be it a painting or a work of prose. However, 
this was achieved the following year with the story Doktor, student i Mitia. ^ 3 
This story tells of three people travelling across the desert together, and 
contrasts their characters, outiooks and positions in life. Liakhov, the doctor, is 
weary of life and is cut off from other people. He has no desire to be in 
Turkmenia, he was sent there as part of his work. His wife could not endure the 
Pod solntsem. Rasskazy, Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 1959. 
19 'V kratkom - beskonechnoe', Voprosy Uteratury, 1974, no. 8, p. 173. 
20 For Trifonov's recollection of this see the story 'Vechnye temy', published as part of the 
Oprokinutyi dom cycle in, ironically, Novyi mir, 1981, no. 7, pp. :^87. 
21 'Rozhdenie gorodov. Zametki pisatelia', Literattirnaia gazeta, 21 June 1955, p. 2 
22//birf. 
23 'Doktor, student i Mitia. Rasskaz', first published in Molodaia gvardiia, 1956, no. 1, 
pp. 54-76. 
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conditions and left after six months. He envies the student, whom, he feels, is 
free to go where he wants and do what he wants, free of all the worries that 
besets him, Liakhov. At the end of the story he saves a shepherd's life. 
Although an unsympathetic character at first, this action suggests underlying 
worth and moral fibre. The student, young and naive, is fascinated by all the 
new things around him and is constantly taking notes. He is more interested in 
life than the doctor. The eternal problem of the generation gap is shown. The 
story was also interpreted by Soviet critics as showing the differences between 
the old psychology and the new, as a critique of old-style individualism, in that 
Liakhov worries about himself and is unaware of his position in the collective. 
Be that as it may, Doktor, student i Mitya is nevertheless much subtler than the 
"ideologically sound" Studenty. Trifonov goes deep inside his characters to give 
a psychological portrayal of how they react, in different conditions, to the hard 
life of the Turkmenian desert. 
Another story which was written in 1956, the year of the Twentieth Party 
Conference, is Posledniaia okhota. 24 The main character, Sapar Meredovich, is 
head of a district department of culture, and is an unregenerate, self-serving 
party boss of the old kind who abuses his powers. He uses his work truck for his 
own purposes and hunts antelope illegally on a nature reserve. He is indifferent, 
haughty, a representative of the old Stalinist regime, of its cruelty and misuse of 
power. However, this is his last hunt thanks to the arrival of a new gamekeeper. 
Sapar's time has passed, a new epoch has arrived. The old is again contrasted 
with the new. The brutality of the unnecessary hunt is a figure for Stalinism, 
which is to be replaced by a new humanism under Krushchev. 
There is a great difference in style httwocwStudenty and the Turkmenian 
stories. The majority of those stories published in the collections 'Puti v pustyne' 
and Pod solntsem are written in the first person. The narrator is a journalist 
from Moscow (like Trifonov) on a komandirovka in Turkmenia, who gives his 
impressions of the people and places he encounters. One of the first of these 
stories is 'Polet', where the journalist-narrator gives his first aerial view of 
Turkmenia from the plane. He describes how he can see the boundlessness of 
the Kara Kum desert and feels human persistance in its battle against nature for 
the irrigation of the land and the construction of the canal in an attempt to bring 
water to the people living there. 
In 'Piat' let nazad' we again feel the passage of time when the narrator 
recalls a trip to West Turkmenia five years before. Where once there was 
^'^ Pod solntsem. Rasskazy, Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 1959. 
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nothing, towns have sprung up. He is stopped by a man, with whom, on that 
previous trip, he had sheltered from a storm but can not recall his name or his 
face. Trifonov described a similar incident in the story 'Znakomye mesta'.25 
The narrator meets many different people on his travels round 
Turkmenia with his local driver Achilov. There are many workers, such as the 
machine operators in 'Pod solntsem' (the tide story), who basically only work or 
sleep, surrounded by the desert, which they scarcely notice. One of them, 
Evseiev, a casual worker, works during the heat of the day (impossible for most) 
not for enthusiasm but for money. This character was to be more fully 
developed in that of Nagaev in Utolenie zhazhdy. The narrator also meets some 
herpetologists ('Beseda s gerpetologami') who, in contrast to the torpidity and 
indifference of such characters, are alive to their environment in a changing and 
evolving world, completely wrapped up in their work, studying new lizards, 
snakes and tortoises which have been found in Turkmenia. 
He also encounters many of the local people, such as the three old men in 
'Stariki v Kaushute'. Their views on all the sweeping changes happening in 
Turkmenia and their own lives are explored in many of the stories. The 
shepherds in 'O vode' are extremely sceptical, but the arrival of water to the 
desert is vital to their flocks. Many of the Turkmenians in 'Festival' v Mary' see 
the changes as inevitable in the history of their country. New and old, ancient 
customs and modem methods are contrasted. 'Staraia pesnia' tells of a man 
disturbed on the train by singing. Two Turkmenians are on their way to a 
competition; one sings an old love song, the other a modem folk song about the 
canal. Past and present exist side by side, but many are so tied up with the 
present that they have forgotten about the past. The poignancy of this is 
described in 'Pesochnie chasy', where Achilov and the narrator visit the grave of 
a former general of the Arab prince Omar. They ask the locals for information 
but no-one seems to know or care, although one day they too will be dust like 
the general. As David Gillespie pointed out: "This story more than any other of 
this time reveals Trifonov's growing interest in the connection of past and 
present: here the struggle with the everyday, the banal, prevents a true 
appreciation and understanding of the importance of the past."26 
The style of these Turkmenian stories is laconic and documentary, as 
befits the narrator's occupation.27 They are most often confined to a factual 
25 'Znakomye mesta', Molodoi kolkhoznik, 1948, no. 4, pp. 12-13. See Chapter Two. 
26 David Gillespie, lurii Trifonov: unity through time, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1992, p.30. 
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description of one episode or character. 'Maki' and 'Ochki' on the other hand are 
much more lyrical, with an omniscient narrator and a small plot. 'Maki' centres 
around a meteorological station and a brief affair between two married people 
forced to live apart from their spouses - Grisha from Moscow and Olga from 
Leningrad. During their affair, the poppies flower around their huts. When they 
next meet, both they and the countryside have changed. They are tired and 
weary; the poppies have all died. Only the sand and the intense heat remain. 
The story shows how testing life can be in the desert, especially for people 
forced to work away from home and lead a celibate existence for which they are 
wholly unprepared. 
'Ochki' is also about people adjusting to a different way of life. The 
main character, Galia from Moscow, misses her friends and the creature 
comforts of the capital and, amongst other things, has to overcome her fear of 
spiders. One day she loses her glasses and becomes lost in the desert for two 
days. After this experience and the relief when she is found, her view of life in 
Turkmenia completely changes. She now likes the people and the country 
around her, as did Varia in 'V stepi' after her trip across the Kazakhstan steppe.28 
In a way 'Ochki' is an allegory for Trifonov's new outlook on life. During the 
time he spent in Turkmenia he crossed his own spiritual desert and found not 
only new material, characters and ideas, but himself as a writer. 
Trifonov did not, however, shake off his Socialist Realist training 
overnight. There are, in some cases, still divisions of positive and negative 
characters - those who are dedicated to their work (and the cause), and those 
who work only for personal gain, such as Evseev. However, the characters are 
no longer as black and white as they were in Studenty and Zalog uspekha. 
There is a new realism and psychological depths in their portrayal. These, we 
feel, are characters from real life. Trifonov sets them against a background rich 
in local color, without making it too exotic, a fault of many works on Central 
Asia. The combination of journalism and lyricism works well in the depiction 
of human character. Trifonov inherited his lyrical attenrion to detail from 
Paustovsky, while the influence of Chekhov lead him to delve deep into people 
and the complexities of their lives. With the new experiences and material 
gained in Turkmenia, he had developed a new understanding of people and 
shaken off the woodeness of some of his previous works. This was affirmed by 
27 At this time Trifonov was writing articles for several newspapers on various sporting events, 
and his style in these stories reflects this. 
28 See Chapter Two. 'V stepi' was first published in Molodaia gvardiia: Al'manakh molodykh 
pisatelei. Moscow: Moiodaia gvardiia, 1948, II, pp. 150-179. It was also published in Pod 
solntsem. 
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the critics of the time. Finitskaia described Pod solntsem as "bright, original 
impressions of life", "the new synthesis of psychological insight with an 
objective documentary, which leads to a fuller presentation of the human 
character. "29 Lazarev also praised Trifonov for realistically portraying life in 
the desert and avoiding overtly exotic descriptions.^o 
Trifonov had come a long way since his earlier orthodox Socialist 
Realist works. Pod solntsem is more alive and authentic, the characters less 
stereotyped. New themes, which he was later to develop more fully - history, 
time and the interweaving of past and present - begin to emerge. 
UTOLENIE ZHAZHDY 
In 1958, work was resumed on the Great Turkmenian Canal, now under the 
name of the Kara-Kum canal. In the following year, Trifonov resumed work on 
the novel he had started writing in the early 1950's, and in 1963 Utolenie 
zhazhdy was published in Znamia.^^ The novel follows not only the 
construction of the canal but also the life of the journalist Petr Koryshev who 
has to come from Moscow to work in Turkmenia. These two lines are 
developed quite separately although they sometimes intersect: for instance the 
paper which Koryshev works for covers the constmction of the canal and he 
sometimes attends meetings there. Utolenie zhazhdy opens with Koryshev 
travelling to Turkmenia. He and the other passengers on the train talk about the 
desert: 
«/JjiH Menu 3TO MHJiJiHOHM KySoB cunyjero rpyHxa , - CKa3a.n 
CTapiiiHfl[ CTpoKxejib, ce^oH u&jiem>mVi ^ejioaeK, cipa^iaBniHft o^bmiKofi. -
H ayinaRD o 6yj ibf l03epax , Koxopbie ncabiMyx 3XH THMaJiH necKa. 
«liJisi ueHH Hex RopoyKe Mecxa HE BceK seMJie. Be/jb H pom^csi B 
3^emHVlx necKax , B pafioHe ApxbiKa, - CKa3a.n apyroft cxpoHxejib, 
XypKMCH. 
«H He BHfleji 3xy 3eMjiio uiecxnaOTaxb Jiex. IllecxHajjuaxb Jiex, 
l u e c x H a ^ a x b ;iex) - noBropfin qejioseK, yHHqxoKaBuiHft nHBO. H r.na3a y 
Hero 6HJIH KpacHHe. - Bbi noHHMaexe, ^xo anaqHX mecxHa,quaxb Jiex? 
A H MOJi'^aJi. 51 exaj i B nycxHHio noxoMy, mo y Mena ne Sbuio 
29 Z. Finitskaia, 'Pod iarkim solntsem', Oktiabr', 1960, no. 12, pp. 212-14. 
30 L. Lazarev, 'Bez ekzotiki', Druzhba narodov, 1959, no. 6, pp. 227-9. 
31 'Utolenie zhazhdy', Znamia, 1963, no. 4, pp. 81-118; no. 5, pp. 3-39; no. 6, pp. 3-68; no. 7, 
pp. 3-88. 
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BUXom. H 51 He JIIOSHJI ee, H He .ziyMaji o nefl, H He BcnoMHHaji o Heft. H 
BcnoHHMaJi o zipyroM. H, KpoMe r o r o , MeH5i MyqHJia >Ka»:zia». [1,409] 
The thirst referred to in the title is not only for water, but also reflects hopes and 
desires for justice after the Twentieth Party Conference: 
«EcTb )Ka)Kfla He Menee CHJibHaji, neu ^ a x ^ a Bom>\ - 3TO »(a»:zia 
cnpaBeaJiHBOCTH! BoccraHOBJieHHS cnpaBeflJiHBOcTHl* [1,662] 
The question of course arises as to how to achieve this justice, whether gradually 
or by sweeping changes, and with whom the responsibility lies - with the party 
or with the individual: 
«BH SHaeie , KaK rypKMeHM yxoJiHiOT ^eL^ay? . . . cHa^iajia yxojiHioT 
«MaiiyK) »a )Kf ly» , ^ B e - r p n nnajiKH, a noroM, nocjie y:«HHa, - «6oJibrayio 
^a)KZiy», Korfla nocneer Sojibuiofl qaftHHK. A qejioBCKy, KoxopHft npHineji 
H3 nycTHHH, HHKor/ia He /laioT MHOFO B O ^ I . ZlaRDt noHeMHory.» 
«Z}a He Sy^er HHKoiny n.;ioxol ^ e n y x a 3TOI ... KaK Mo^er 6uTb yepecqyp 
MHoro npaB^(i>il V^sm Mep)ecqyp MHOFO cnpaBeaJTHBOCTH?» [1,662] 
Koryshev also strongly thirsts for justice. His father, like the author's, 
was arrested as an "enemy of the people" during the Purges and sentenced to 
death. Because of this injustice, Koryshev himself became an outcast and was 
expelled from university. He had to study on his own to gain his diploma. His 
mother is now dead while his father was posthumously rehabilitated two years 
before the action of the novel takes place, following the death of Stalin, but 
Koryshev still finds it difficult to find work. The old feelings are still with him 
and he is very unsure of himself: 
«H CH>Ky flOJiro, nacjiaiK/iaiocb oflHHoqectBOM. BecnoKOftciBo yiHXJio, 
ymjia Ky,na-TO Brjiy6b, cnpflrajiocb. 3TH npHcxynbi MHC 3HaKOMb]. Mne 
Ka>KeTCii, OHH npoHcxo/iJiT OT BpeMCHH. O S H W O M H BpeMCHH He 
MyscTByeM, OHO n p o r e K a e x cKB03b n a c He3aMeTHo, HO HHor;ia OHO 
sauenjiaeTCfl 3a MTO-TO BnyrpH Hac, H Ha MHr cTanoBHTCfl cxpauiHO: 
noxoace na npH6iiH»:eHHe CMepTH.» [1,485] 
He has come to Turkmenia in some ways to make a new start. He eventually 
finds a job at a local paper, Kopetdagskaia zaria. He is inquistive and impartial 
though he lacks strong wil l . For most of the novel he seems to drift. However, 
near the end, when a breach occurs in the dam and everyone is working flat out 
to stop the water, Koryshev feels >Ka>KZjy y^acTHH and helps out. Now, (as 
part of the collective, of course, but also, perhaps, as an outcast reintegrated into 
a society which had alienated him) he feels new purpose to his life and decides 
to stay on in Turkmenia and write a book about the canal. The novel concludes 
two years later when the canal itself has been finished and Koryshev has even 
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made a film about it. During his time in Turkmenia, Koryshev, like Trifonov, 
found real work and himself. 
Thus Koryshev, like Vadim Belov in Studenty is partly an 
autobiographical character. When pondering the course of his life, he describes 
how it was turned upside down after his father's arrest: 
«Hex, HacTOHiuee 6um, HO neziojiro, .nex no oflHHHa/maxH, /lexcxBo SHJIO 
HacxoHoiee, a noxoM Bce nojieTejio xyBbrpKOM: oxpo^ecxBo HH K ^epxy, 
lOHOcxb HCKaJieMena BofiiHotl, a noxoM HenpepbiBHaa 6opb6a 3a xo, qxo6bi 
6bixb MejioBeKOM, HecMOxpn HH Ha mo. Bcio «H3Hb 5i H3O Bcex CHJI 
cxapaj icH nonpaBHXb HenonpasHMoe. H XMCWMH flpyrHX saHHMaOTCb xeM 
ace caMbiM. IIoKa Bzipyr He cjioMajrocb BpeM5i - Heo)KH/iaHHo, KaK 
JioMaexcfl Ho^. Box Ky^a yuiJiH 3 X H TORU: B Henacxoflmyio )KH3Hb. Ho 
Hacxojmiee Oyziexl OHO He MO)Kex ne 6brrb!» [1,516] 
This is very much how Trifonov felt after the death of his father - extremely 
bewildered as if he had entered another, unreal life. However, in this passage, 
republished during the time of Brezhnev, when Stalin and his excesses were 
merely bmshed under the carpet and no ill could be written of him, the death of 
Koryshev's father is not mentioned and his arrest is understood but not actually 
recorded.32 The following passage from the original version printed in Znamia 
is more explicit. It was printed in later versions, but the italicised words were 
omitted^3; 
«. . . B xpHfluaxb BocbMOM To^y B MocKBC 6H/IO flo:«;zfjiHBoe Jiexo. 
JXoyajvm^oe Jiexoi Bapyr A BHacy ero, OHO B03HHKaex c oSwKHOBeHHoa 
ox^iexjiHBOcxbio: CHa i^aJia aojiraa noe3ztKa na xpaMBae n a yjiHuy 
MaxpoccKafl xHuiHHa. TaM jxaMBijm cnpasKH H npHHHMajiH nepe/ia^H. Oma. 
apecTosajm B anpejie. TaM 6UJIH MajienbKHe uepHwe /joMHniKH, 6yjTbi)KHafl 
MocxoBaa, 3a6opH H Tomm Jiro^eH, reMHue, MOJimjiHBue TOJimi, Koxopwe 
BHcxpanBajTHCb B SecKOHe^iHiie oqepe^H--»ceHmHHbi, ziexH, cxapyxH, Bce 
OHH cxpeMHiracfa K oKOUieMKy. . . .MHe 6bmo flseHaOTaxb Jiex, 5i qHxaJi 
BaJibxepa CKoxxa. . .Torfla 6hmo yjKacHO /io)KZi.7iHBoe jiexo, He paay ne 
K y n a j i c s B peKe, H He Swjio HHKaKoa jxa\ai, H HHKaKoro nHOHepjrarep^, H 
m\n y xexH OJIH Ha Ocxpo)KeHKe H MHxaji KHHXH, KaK cyMacmeflmHfl».34 
321 shall examine this in more detail at the end of the chapter. 
33 This has been noted by Tatiana Patera in Obzor tvorciiestva i analiz moskovskikh povestei 
luriia Trifonova, Ann Arbor: Ardis, 1983, pp. 149-50. 
34 This passage is reminiscent of the heavy atmosphere of Akhmatova's Requiem, of the people 
standing in prison queues. 
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This is very much like Trifonov's own experience, even to his taking solace in 
literature, Walter Scott being one of his favourite authors. Koryshev, like 
Trifonov, is a journalist who flees to Turkmenia to escape Moscow life. He too 
writes a book and the scenario for a film on the canal, and Trifonov even gives 
his character one of his own stories 'Deti doktora Grishi'.^^ 
As Koryshev resembles Belov, Utolenie zhazhdy has its own Palavin, in 
the shape of Sasha Zurabov. He too was a school friend of Koryshev's, and 
again we see the contrast between honest and self-seeking characters. Zurabov 
is a spiritual vacuum, an ethical cripple like Palavin. He lives only for himself 
and has many adulterous relationships. Thus he betrays and is unjust to his wife 
Lera. She eventually leaves him for Karabash, an engineer on the canal, one of 
the innovators and thus one of the "good guys" or, in Socialist Realist terms, a 
positive character. Tamara, the secretary from the paper, describes Sasha thus: 
« . . . OH cmQufi . . . OH TajiaHT.nHB . . . Ho OH y>KacHO JieHHB ^yuiofl, y 
Hero Hex BKyca K paSoxe H K »:H3HH . . .» [1,610] 
Zurabov takes no responsibility for his actions and will not help others. He did 
not defend Koryshev when he was thrown out of the Komsomol and university 
for concealing the fact that his father was an "enemy of the people". But this 
betrayal has been conveniently forgotten. He has a completely different 
perception of their student days than Koryshev. He remembers only the fun he 
had, not the victims of Stalin's policies. He recalls how the others wanted to 
expell Koryshev, but sees his own role as passive: he did not stop them. Already 
a major theme of Trifonov's is appearing: - that of selective memory. As we 
have seen, the tale of Zurabov's meeting with Koryshev has echoes of the 
frankly autobiographical 'Nedolgoe prebyvanie v kamere pytok'.36 Zurabov 
takes no part in the discussions about the current problems, changes and the 
thirst for justice. He believes that nothing will change, that it is all hot air. Even 
as Palavin's negative traits are shown to have been left over from a time past, 
that of pre-revolutionary bourgeois materialism and individualism, so Zurabov, 
also a negative character and an "individualist", has residual features from the 
last epoch, Stalin's. He too, in some ways, is a conformist, comfortable in his 
old life. The type of Trifonov character who has a vested interest in keeping 
things the way they are will be discussed in more detail below. When Zurabov 
writes an arricle against the new innovative methods at the canal it is for 
The plot of the story 'Deti doktora Grishi' is briefly mentioned in chapter 19 of Utolenie 
zhazfidy; it was later published in full in Vokrug sveta, 1964, no. 7, pp. 58-59. 
36 'Nedolgoe prebyvanie v kamere pylok. Rasskaz', Znamia, 1986, no. 12, pp. 118-24. See 
Footnote 4. Like N.'s, Zurabov's memory is selective. 
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personal reasons, a form of revenge because his wife Lera has left him for the 
engineer Karabash. He has no strong views on the constmction of the canal, but 
it is natural for him to side with the conservatives, because his motivation, like 
theirs, is purely personal: revenge, money or career. 
Zurabov's counterpart at the canal is Semion Nagaev. Nagaev is not a 
straightforward character; he seems to have positive traits, but he uses them in a 
negative manner (like Sergei Palavin). For instance, he is incredibly hard-
working, even working throughout the intense heat when most are unable to so 
much as stir their tea, until, on one occasion, he passes out. Due to his 
production totals, he receives a prize and appears in the local paper. However, 
he is no "tme" Stakhanovite; he is merely driven by greed. This "hero of labour" 
cannot be bothered with his media coverage; to him it is a waste of valuable time 
and his time means money. The other workers dislike him intensely, partiy out 
of envy of his success (as happened with some "real-life" Stakhanovites), but 
mainly because they consider him to be a miser who cares only for money and 
himself. He wil l not teach Biashim, one of the young trainees, as it will take 
time. Thus Biashim eventually has to move to another site to receive his 
training. Karabash makes an example of Nagaev, saying he does not understand 
the importance of the collective, he works only for himself and will not help 
others. When there is a breach in the dam, the other workers immediately msh 
to help without question, but Nagaev sees the catastrophe purely in terms of how 
much emergency money he could demand. This is the final straw for his wife 
Marina, who, like Lera, seems in some way to embody the forces of nature, 
very different to the female characters in Studenty. Lera smells of nature and the 
desert, and is in some ways reminiscent of Aksinia, the heroine of Sholokov's 
Tikhii Don and one of Trifonov's favourite literary characters, whose hair smells 
of hay. They are both positive Mother Earth figures, and nature seems to tell 
them finally to leave their unsuitable partners. Marina had always felt sorry for 
Nagaev, cut off as he is from other people; she feels his tragedy, but after the 
incident with the dam, she sides with the other workers and Nagaev leaves the 
canal, although he does return months later and is taken on at a much lower 
grade. 
The character of Nagaev received a lot of attention and criticism from 
the Soviet critics due to what they categorised as his negative individualism, 
considering him to be a harmful role-model, especially as society (and hence the 
party) does not show him the "correct" path at the end and bring about his full 
repentance and reformation. Trifonov could not understand all this attention as 
he had known many such people at the factory where he worked during the 
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Second World War, and had created Nagaev from his own experience rather 
than trying to typify a "social problem".^^ 
Al l the other workers are committed to the construction of the canal. For 
many of the locals, like Beki, it means bringing the canal to his kolkhoz, 
quenching the land's thirst for water. Water is very important to Turkmenia and, 
as one of the locals says "Happy the people that have both desert and water" .38 
As in the collection Pod solntsem nature forms an impressive backdrop to the 
novel and, as the critic Svetov remarked, Trifonov's lyrical descriptions of the 
desert are "wonderfully alive".^9 
One other character who stands out, and is neither negative nor positive, 
is Denis Kuznetsov. He, like Koryshev, suffered under Stalinism. He was a 
prisoner of war, lived abroad for several years, but dared not return home for 
sixteen years later, after Krushchev's amnesty. He comes back to Turkmenia 
only to find his wife has remarried and wants nothing to do with him: 
«0H npHexaji B STOT ropofl He j^nn roro, tiTo6bi nocTynHib $OTOKopoM B 
rasexy, a jxnn roro, qxo6bi naflxH 3;iecb noxepsHHoe: nou, cbraa, 
>KeHmHHy, KoxopyK) OH Korm-ro JIK)6HJI. H ne naineji HHMero. 
Bee 6uno na Mecxe, H aaace ROU, KaK HH ymnmenhHo, yuejieji -
oflHH H 3 HeMHOFHX flOMOB B xopofle, HO xenepb Bce 3XO 8HJIO nyyaoe. Bo 
BceM 3XOM yMepjio xo, qxo QbiJio Kor / ia-xo qacxbK) ero, ZleHHca 
Ky3HeuoBa, H Mecxo xoro, qxo yMepjio, sanojiHHJio qy»:oe, Secnomaanoe. 
H Hejib3fl 6uno HHMero xpe6oBaxb, - qxo noxpeSyemb y BpeMeHH? 
CbiH no-npe>KHeMy ayMaji, qxo ero oxiia 30Byx MHxaHJi HBanoBHq. 
A y aceHmHHH 6MJia o^na 3a6oxa: KaK 6bi ox Bxop:«eHH5! «xorfla» ne 
HapyinH.nocb ee «xenepb».» [1,555] 
Denis has lost everything through no fault of his own. Only Koryshev, a 
kindred spirit, helps him and gets him the job at the paper. Life has lost all 
meaning for Denis and he becomes an alcoholic. In the end he dies trying to 
save the project by stopping the breach in the dam single-handedly. Thus in 
death he becomes a hero, something he never achieved whilst alive. In some 
ways Denis echoes the "little man" in Pushkin's The Bronze Horseman, 
swallowed up by the elements when they fight back against man's attempt to 
37 See Lev Anninsky's interview of Trifonov, 'Pisatel' za rabochim stolom' in Vecherniaia 
Moskva, 11 July 1964, p. 3. 
38 Thirst Aquenched', Soviet Literature, 1964, no. 1, p. 73. 
39 F. Svetov, 'Utolenie zhazhdy', Novyimir, 1963, no. 11, pp. 235-240. 
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conquer them. In the portrayal of Denis, Trifonov explores life, fate and death 
as in later works. 
In Utolenie zhazhdy , as in many of the short stories, we see the old 
Turkmenia contrasted with the new, the batde between nature and man, between 
the desert and the canal. Many of the older generation are sceptical of the canal, 
as in the story 'O vode'. However the younger generation flock to the 
constmction site to learn something new. Biashim is there because his father 
wanted him to leam different skills while there was the opportunity. But there is 
a more traditional reason. He is there to earn a dowry to be able to marry the 
woman he loves. This illustrates the old Turkmenian customs which many of 
his fellow workers think Biashim should ignore, but others say should be 
respected. In the end Biashim is murdered by his wife's brothers, who wanted 
her to marry a richer man. 
Another contrast of old and new is that between the conservatives and 
the innovators, both on the constmction of the canal and the editorship of the 
Kopetdagskaia zaria. At the canal, the conservatives are represented by Khorev, 
Niiazdudyev and Baskakov, the innovators by Ermasov and Karabash. 
Karabash was the replacement for a man called Feflov, an old type boss. Feflov 
loved hunting (echoing Sapar Meredovich in Posledniaia okhota) and promised 
the workers all kinds of incentives, such as cars and huts, but never delivered. 
There are technical and economic arguments over the constmction of the canal, 
but these involve wider moral issues. It is not just about KaK .nyqme BCCXH 
KanaJi but KaK >KHXb. Ermasov and Karabash are men of the new Kmshchevian 
era; men of principle who serve the collective and the best interests of society. 
Ermasov, after Stalin's death, asked for the Great Turkmenian Canal to be shut 
down as he believed it to be another one of Stalin's grandiose but impractical 
ideas and a waste of public money. However now that he realises the true 
importance of water for the desert and its people, he and Karabash do all they 
can and take risks to bring water to the region as quickly as possible. His first 
action, in calling for the end of the canal project, reflects the change in time, 
people now feel able and at ease to speak up for what they believe in, and to 
question events around them, without fear of prison or death. Trifonov too can 
now answer Tvardovsky's question as to why the canal project was stopped, and 
then started again. 
Khorev and his cronies are old-fashioned careerists and bureaucrats, who 
wil l not take risks and are only interested in personal gain. Because Ermasov 
has his own opinion and does not stick to state orders but tries new ideas instead, 
Khorev accuses him of building up a "cult of personality". Ermasov is no 
Stalinist like Khorev though. He was arrested during the purges and imprisoned 
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for two years. Khorev has vested interests in supporting the old construction 
methods as they wil l keep him in a job. However, all these arguments about 
construction suggest wider issues at stake: 
«H Bce >Ke rJiasHbie npHqHHbi Bpaxflbi EpMacoBa c npoeKXHpoBiiiHKaMH, 
noflflepiKaHHbiMH XopeBbiM, SHJIH ropasf lo rjiy6>Ke: OHH oxpaacanH xy 
6opb6y H JTOMKy, Koxopaa npOHCXoflHua n o B c r o ^ , HHor^a oxKpHxo, HO 
6ojibmefi qacxbKi 3aMacKHpoBaHHO, CKpbiXHo H ;ja>Ke HHOft pas 
6ecco3HaxejibHO. Jliom cnopHJiH o KpyxH3He OXKOCOB, O flaM6ax, o 
(|)pa3ax, o Mejioqax, HO na caMOM ,aeJie 3Xo 6faiJiH cnopu o BpeMeHH H O 
cy;3b6e». [1,449] 
These arguments between the innovators and the conservatives are between the 
old and new eras, between Stalinism and the hopes for moral renewal. The 
conservatives are not adverse to compromise and betrayal, while the innovators 
are genuine and sincere with people (Koryshev likes Ermasov because he feels 
he has a candid face). They have their counterparts on the paper. Luzgin, the 
editor, represents the old conservative forces, he too is a careerist and a 
bureaucrat. Koryshev represents the new attitudes in journalism, the desire for 
more objectivity and honesty. 
This battle between the collective and the individual is in some ways a 
continuation from that in Studenty. A l l the negative characters and the 
conservatives are individualists, only interested in themselves. Erraasov works 
for the collective, for a higher cause, as he says to Koryshev: 
«...ecjiH Hex ziejia, Koxopoe JTio6Hmb, Koxopoe SoJibine xe6j?, Sojibme XBOHX 
panocrePi, Sojibme XBOHX HecqacxHft, roraa ner CMbicjia )KHXb» [1,736] 
At this stage in Trifonov's writing, the Party, the collective and the cause are still 
very important. Ermasov (who was arrested in 1937 and spent a couple of years 
in the camps) tells Koryshev that he should join the party, especially as his 
father was a communist. Koryshev replies that he could not have joined the 
party until his father was rehabilitated and now he feels that his conscience will 
not permit him to join as he has achieved nothing with his life. Under 
Krushchev, the Party was sUll the guiding force of society - it was Stalin's 
"excesses" that were in the wrong, not the Party itself. Although Trifonov was 
never a member of the CPSU, perhaps he shared these thoughts of Koryshev's. 
After all, his father meant a great deal to him and as he was a leading Bolshevik 
who spent ail his life working for the higher communist cause, it must all mean 
something? Thus the Komsomol is depicted in a favourable light: it is the 
"Komsomol way" to help with the canal breach and it will re-educate a thief. 
Karabash (a positive character) talks of working for communism. Even Denis, a 
neutral character, talks of this mystical larger cause: 
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«CyTb B xoM, "-ixo Haao )KHXb aJiH aeJia, He /JJIH ^eJiHineK. Zlejio Sojibiue 
MejiofeeKa, Sojibuie e r o »:H3HH. Zlejio - sxo ^JIH Bcex.» [ I , 725]. Although 
Utolenie zhazhdy is still a Socialist Realist work like Studenty, it takes a much 
deeper reformist view of characters and the time they live in, of people and time. 
Utolenie zhazhdy follows in the tradition of the industrial novels which 
were written in the 1930's. As Nina Kolesnikoff has pointed out ^o, at that time 
they were a direct response to the first Five Year Plan, showing the collective 
stmggling against nature, political enemies and a capitalist attitude to labour. 
Under Krushchev, similar novels reflected the huge industrial and agricultural 
schemes in Siberia, the Urals and Central Asia. Other works of this genre 
include V. Kozhevnikov's Znakomtes', Baluev ^ i , B. Polevii Na dikom brege "^ 2, 
G. Vladimov's Bol'shaia ruda "^3 and G. Nikolaeva's Bitva v puty Many 
Turkmenian writers and poets had works published about the canal as it was 
such an important event for their country, such as the novels Nebit-Dag and 
Vetry nad Chelekenom by B. Kerbabaev and B. Purshev respectively and 
poems by B. Khudainazarova such as Goriachaia step' and Sormovo-27. 
Utolenie zhazhdy has all the standard themes of industrial/constmction novels: 
the romantic enthusiasm of the mass effort to conquer nature; the self-sacrificing 
devotion to the collective against the desire for personal advantage. An anti-
Stalinist slant is introduced with the problem of individual iniative at the risk of 
criminal prosecution and the reflection of not only technical and construction 
problems and different attitudes to labour but the complimentary theme of moral 
renewal. The choice of Kmshchev's new schemes, far from Moscow, as the 
setting of such novels, reflects the fact that Moscow was no longer the awe-
inspiring capital it was considered at the time Trifonov wrote Studenty, but 
associated with careerism, cynicism and oppressive bureaucracy. It was 
Khmshchev's aim, fmstated at every turn by the "old guard", to decentralise the 
bureaucracy, so there was a hidden political agenda behind this new theme. 
40 Nina Kolesnikoff, Yuri Trifonov: A Critical Study. Ann Ardor Arbis, 1991, pp. 33-34. 
41 Moscow, 1960. 
42 Moscow, 1962. 
43 Novyi mir, 1961, no. 7. 
44 Moscow, 1957. 
45 See Deming Brown, Soviet Russian Literature since Stalin. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1978, pp. 167-169. 
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Only by leaving the capital could moral renewal be found^^, hence Koryshev's 
(and perhaps in part Trifonov's) flight to Turkmenia. 
As I have already mentioned, the narrative of Utolenie zhazhdy follows 
two separate but intertwining lines, written in different styles and almost as two 
separate novels.47 j h e line following the construction of the canal is written in 
the third person by an omniscient narrator. The other half of the novel is written 
in the first person, the narrator being the journalist Petr Koryshev. It is much 
more personal and emotional than the industrial part; Koryshev often opens his 
heart and in many ways speaks for Trifonov. There are many narrative shifts 
between the two, but both are equally important. However there is no single or 
central hero or protagonist, the collective is still the most important focus of the 
novel. 
In 1964 the novel was adapted into a play and staged at the Askhabad 
Russian Theatre, Sverdlovsk Drama Theatre and the Gorky Theatre in Moscow. 
A film was made in Turkmenia under the direction of B. Mansurov in 1965-
1966 and was more successful than the novel. Utolenie zhazhdy was 
nominated for a Lenin Prize in 1965. However it was not particularly well 
received by the critics or the public. Novyi mir did not particularly like it and 
their critic Svetov, although complimentary about the style, accused Trifonov of 
toning down the subject matter.Tatiana Patera suggests that Novyi mir took 
this position because they supported Solzhenitsyn who put the individual person 
first, not the collective and the cause like Trifonov.'^^ Trifonov himself 
described his novel as being of a higher level of prose than his earlier works but 
recognised that its serious subject-matter failed to capture the readers' interest as 
Studenty had.^ 
Nevertheless, Utolenie zhazhdy is a landmark in Trifonov's literary 
career and marks the second stage of his evolution as a writer. Trifonov 
described the novel thus: 
«poMaH oxpaacaji BpeM« B XOM, qeM moisyi rorm. SojiejiH, o qeM /jyMajiH, 
cnopHJiH.»5i 
This theme culminated in the derevenskaia proza of the 1960s. 
'*7 The part of the novel concerned with the construction of the canal was even published 
separately in Soviet Literature, 1964, no. 1. 
F. Svetov, IFtolenie zhazhdy', Novyimir, 1963, no. 11, pp. 235-240. 
Tatiana Patera, Obzor tvorchestva Trifonova, Ann Arbor: Ardis, 1^3, pp. 158-60. 
See 'V kratkom - beskonechnoe', Voprosy literatury, 1974, no. 8, pp. 171-94. 
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It shows the problems of the times, and man in the flow, the pulse of time. 
Thus, as in his later works, time has become a very important theme. Time (and 
thus history) leaves its mark on all people as people leave their mark on 
history.52 Koryshev and Denis are formed by their experiences of Stalinism. 
Koryshev himself feels time in people rather than in buildings and believes that 
everyone is linked to a certain year: 
«npH BHae HeKOXopwx H BHMcy rojjH, aecsnunemfi H zia)Ke HHor/ja BeKa. . 
. . Mofl oxeu BCIO »H3Hb npoHec n a ce6e neqaxb ceMHazjuaxoro roaa. A 
ecxb nnnhi KOHua / jBaauaxHX XO^OB, c e p e ^ H U xpHfliiaxbix, H Jijom 
HaqaJia BOAHU, H OHH, KaK H MOH oxeu, ocxaioxcfl xaKHMH m KOHua CBOHX 
)KH3HeK». (1,715-6)53 
Also present in Utolenie zhazhdy as in later works, is the symbolism of the flux 
of time: «BpeMH naer, K&K Bo^a, XHXO-XHXO H nesaMexHO, HO nonpoSyfl 
ocxaHOBH e r o l » (1,747)54 
ThusUtolenie zhazhdy follows on in some ways from Studenty - the 
autobiographical details, collective versus individual, old in contrast to new - but 
also adumbrates many of the themes in Trifonov's later works, such as history 
and time. Already there are the descriptions of everyday life or byt. We see the 
everyday lives of a wide range of Soviet characters - journalists, editors, 
workers, bosses, biologists, drivers, shepherds - of all ages and nationalities. 
The wrestling match in Chapter sixteen also introduces another topic dear to 
Trifonov, that of sport. 
Memory and morality and the way in which one influences the other, a 
predominant theme in Trifonov's later works, are first explored in Utolenie 
zhazhdy. Zurabov and Koryshev have completely different memories of their 
university days. Koryshev would like to forget the more unpleasant times in his 
life, as would Glebov (Dom na naberezhnoi)^^ and Pavel Letunov (Starik )56. 
Also, Trifonov said in an interview in 1964, he was becoming more interested in 
characters such characters as Sasha Zurabov: 
51 Ibid, p. 173. 
52 This key concept opens Trifonov's next novel Otblesk kostra: «Ha Ka)K/iOM HeJioBCKe JIC^KHT 
OT6;iecK HCTopHH. . . .HcTopHfl nojifaixaer, KaK rpowaaHbift Kocrep, H Ka)Kflbift H3 Hac 
Spocaer B Hero cBofl XBopocT». (IV, 7 ) . 
53 This echoes Trifonov's own feeling that his own father bore the mark of 1917. 
54 For an excellent discussion of the symbolism of time in Trifonov's works, see S. Eremina & 
V. Piskunov 'Vremia i mesto prozy lu. Trifonova', Voprosy literatury, 1982, no. 5, pp. 34-65. 
55 'Dom na naberezhnoi. Povest'', Druzhba narodov, 1976, no. 1, pp. 83-167. 
56 'Starik. Roman', Druzhba narodov, 1978, no. 3, pp. 27-153. 
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« 3 T a c[)Hrypa M C H S H ceftMac MpesBbraaftHo aaHHMaer, H « Syfly n H c a t b o 
j a K O M nenoneKB aaiibme. T O J I B K O n a ^ o HaHTH C a m y 3 y p a 6 o B a He Ha 
3K30THMecKOM c|)OHe T y p K M e H C K o B n y c T b i H H , a y H e r o ^OM^L, cKameu, B 
M o c K B e , B K a K O M - H H 6 y f l b H a y ^ H O M yHpe)KZ[eHHH. O H 6yaeT ^ujionorou 
KJSH, flOnyCTHM, HCTOpHKOM. . .».^'^ 
Sasha Zurabov is the forerunner to many of Trifonov's selfseeking characters in 
the Moscow Tales such as Gartvig {PredvariteVnye itogi and Kl imuk 
{Drugaia zhizn' and foreshadows a time when Trifonov finally abandoned, 
in the words of Sasha Zurabov himself, the "mystical, idealistic tosh, based on 
the secular f ight between good and evil"60. Utolenie zhazhdy represents 
Trifonov's coming of age as a writer, the turning point in his evolution, when he 
started to abandon socialist realist stereotypes and create realistic characters, no 
longer just positive or negative, black or white, but the grey blur between. 
THE QUESTION OF CENSORSHIP 
As with many of Trifonov's works, Utolenie zhazhdy and the Turkmenian 
stories "evolved" due to censorship and the current political climate. When 
these Turkmenian works were reprinted during the Brezhnev era, Trifonov was 
powerless to prevent those phrases relating to de-Stalinisation being omitted, 
just as passages glorifying Stalin had been removed from his eariier work. For 
instance, the hopeful lines at the end of Poslednaia okhota: 
«Ara HH3fl 6ojibme He H H c n e k T o p . Snemm, He s e e n o - n p e a c n e M y . H 
3HaKOMoe M y s c T B O T p e B o r H B A p y r c x B a i H J i o Canapa M e p e A O B H ^ a c 
npemiePi CHJIOPL. . 
There were also omissions of phrases relating to what Brezhnev later dismissed 
as Khrushchev's "hare-brained schemes", such as his virgin lands campaign and 
great construction drives in Turkmenia and other republics, for instance in the 
fol lowing examples: 
«3ziecb H q y B C T B y r o , K a K n o j i e a n o MOH paSora, KaK a Hy)KHa JHO^HM -
BceM, BceM. . . 
•5^  L. Anninsky, 'Pisatel' za rabochim stolom', Vecherniaia Moskva, 11 July 1964, p. 3. 
^ 'Predvariternye itogi', Novyimir, 1970, no. 12, pp. 101-40. 
•59 Drugaia zhizn'. Povest'Novyi mir, 1975, no. 8, pp. 7-99. 
60 ThxTsi Aq\xtnc\ied\Soviet Literature, 1964, no. l,p. 67. 
61 'Poslednaia okhota' in Pod solntsem: Rasskazy. Moscow; Sovelskii pisatel', 1959. 
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«H HaM KayKBTCfi B ^ p y r , i i T o B e J i H K a j i paSora s a B e p i n H J i a c b , y m j i H 
crpouTem, y n o p H w e JiioflH, K o x o p b i x He C M O F J I H o f l o j i e r b H H » : a p a , H H 
6ypaHbi , HH T o c K a n o po^HHM ^OMaM, yu i j iH n a H O B u e c r p o f i K H H y s e a j i H 
r p o x o q y m H e C B O H MaiUHHW - H o c r a j i a c b B o ^ a , o c r a j i a c b T H x a n , 
ocMacTJiHBjreHHaH seunn u n o B a n >KH3Hb H a a r o f i 3eMJTe. . . » ^ 
As wi th the short stories, once Utolenie zhazhdy was republished during the 
time of Brezhnev, passages relating to Krushev and de-Stalinisation were 
removed. The passage about the arrest of Koryshev's father w a s toned down, 
and the fact that Ermasov had been arrested during the purges was also omitted. 
Under Brezhnev, no further admissions of Stalin's crimes could be made for fear 
of this undermining the legitimacy of the Communist Party and its right to 
power. 
It is unclear how much say, i f any, Tr i fonov had concerning later 
omissions and censorship of his work. (The same could be said for any writer in 
the Soviet Union at that time). He was probably relieved to see the Stalinist 
cliches disappear f rom Studenty, a work which he could not bear to read in later 
l i fe . However, i t is doubtful that he approved of the aforementioned omissions 
in the passage relating to the arrest of Koryshev's father, as the arrest of a father 
was a theme to which he was to return in many other works. Under Brezhnev, 
there was no longer this great drive and enthusiasm to build communism; 
everything, including ideals and morals, "stagnate" and it is possible that some 
alterations emanated f rom the author himself, who may have felt genuine 
optimism but then came to the conclusion that i t had not been quite justified. 
His 'Moscow Tales' show the effects of stagnation in Brezhnev's time, not so 
much on the economy but on people's morality, and Trifonov was at this time 
deeply pessimistic about the way his society was going. 
There is no doubt that the pressure of censorship, the rules of which 
changed almost f rom year to year depending on the current political scene, were 
exceedingly burdensome. Rather then write always as though someone were 
watching over his shoulder, Tr i fonov preferred to work on his highly 
autobiographical Ischeznovenie, a novel describing the Purges, for twenty years 
purely for the desk drawer. I t was finally published six years after his death, 
with the advent of glasnost. In some ways i t is not then surprising that for 
publication he wrote so much on the theme of sport, one of his great loves. 
Sport was ideologically neutral ground, although as we shall see in the 
62 'Maki', Pod solntsem. 
^ 'Stardia pesnia', Pod solntsem. 
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fo l lowing chapter, it - l ike the desert - also served as a paradigm for many 
problems of personal concern to Trifonov. 
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C H A P T E R 4 
SPORT - ANOTHER METAPHOR FOR L I F E 
Trifonov's sports stories reflect his evolution as a writer, with his themes of time 
and Turkmenia, to history and the Moscow Tales. In 'Dva slova o sportivnykh 
rasskazakh' he says: 
« H e HaMHHaflTe c 6aHajibHbrx c r o x e r o B . He H^Hre a j i H r e p a r y p y O T 
j i H T e p a r y p b i . P a c c K a s u B a K r e n p o c T b i e H C T O P H H , K O T o p w e c j iyqHJiHCb c 
BaMH, BaniHMH A p y S b H M H , ^jaJIbHHMH pO/JCTBeHHHKaMH, c o n e p H H K a M H , 
c o c e z i f l M H n o J i e c x H H q H o f t K J i e x K e . F lJ ioxHe c n o p T H B H b i e p a c c K a 3 b i 
o6pa30BajiH :«;aHp c n o p x H B H H x p a c c K a 3 0 B . X o p o m H e c n o p x H B H b i e 
paccKa3br n p H H a f l j i e ^ a r K BeJiHKOMy >KaHpy, B K o r o p o M p a S o r a j i H T o r o j i b , 
M e x o B , Monaccan. Ha/io onHCbiBaxb x a p a K x e p b i , c x p a c T H H u y s c x B a 
;nozieK...»^ 
As seen in Chapter 3, the 1950's were difficult years for Trifonov, and at 
the same time as his trips to Turkmenia, he turned to sports journalism as a 
further source of income, which, moreover, offered the rare privilege of trips 
abroad, invaluable to a man trying to understand his time. Working as a 
correspondent f o r various publications, such as Literaturnaia gazeta, 
Literaturnaia Rossia and Sovetskii sport, he travelled across Europe to attend 
many different sporting events such as the Winter and Summer Olympics and 
the World Cup. As a result, he produced many reviews and articles,which were 
published in several Russian newspapers and journals^ and also translated for 
publication in the other republics of the Soviet Union, as well as serving as the 
basis for a number of award-winning screen plays and fi lms.^ Many of the 
articles were published in different collections throughout his l i fe , such as Pod 
' Beskonechnye igry, Moscow, Fizkul'tura i sport, 1989, p. 255. Written in 1969. Most of the 
stories examined in this chapter will be taken from the versions published in this collection, 
often taken from the writer's archive by his third wife, Olga Trifonova-Miroshnichenko. Thus I 
have not included references to all the original publications mentioned in the footnotes to this 
chapter in my bibliography. 
2 These include Literaturmia gazeta, Literaturmia Rossia, Sovetskii sport, Ogoiiek, Fizkul'tura 
i sport, Iskusstvo kino, Futbol and Novoe Vremia. 
3 These include the films 'Khokkeisty', 'O chem ne znali tribuni', and the documentaries 'Startuet 
molodost'', 'My byli na Spartakiade', 'Lovkost', krasota, zdorov'e'. 
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solntsem ^ V kontse sezona ^, Kostry i dozhd' 6, Fakely na Flaminio and Igry v 
sumerkakh ^. A further collection of his work on sport, Beskonechnye igry 
was published posthumously in 1989^. 
Due to his myopia, Trifonov could not actually participate to any great 
extent, but he started to write on the theme of sport as a child. Unknown to 
Trifonov, his mother kept his exercise books, in which his first literary attempts 
are preserved. In these, amongst other things, he attempted to gather material 
on the theme of "Sport in the l ife of great people" such as Lomonosov, Swift and 
Cervantes. His father exercised daily and this influenced Trifonov. His 
childhood friend Lev Fedotov, who also tried his hand at writ ing, exercised 
every day. He grew up with two passions. One was painting, due to his 
mother's influence, and the other was sport. These both gave Trifonov an 
understanding of the beautiful and wonderful in l ife, and his love of sport makes 
his stories warm and alive. 
Trifonov's sports stories do not merely describe sporting events, but look 
at the psychology and philosophy of the world of sport, its links with time and 
history and, ultimately, at sport as an allegory for l i fe itself. In 'Planetamoe 
uvlechenie' he writes: 
«'-lTO )Ke 3TO x a K o e - c n o p r , c n o p r , c n o p r ? Hrpa? PasBJieqeHHe? M O K C T 
6biTb, p a 6 o T a ? H s n y p H T e j i b H U f t r p y / i ? H c K y c c T B O ? ^ T O - T O Bpoz ie 
r e a r p a , u H p K a ? A MO>KeT 6 u T b , B O X mo - Mory^iee cpez icxBO BOcnHxaHHH 
MOJioflCitcH? WoyKdiJiyVi, m- 3 T o r o He oxHHMeuib. H o n o q e M y » ; e H3-3a 
3 x o r o c p e f l c x B a B o c n H x a H H s M H J I J I H O H H jDoaefi K a K 6 H cxof l j jx c y ina , 
fle/iaroxcH 6 e 3 y M u a M H , B 0 3 H H K a K ) x K p y n n w e M e ) K r o c y z i a p c x B e H H H e 
KOH(|)JIHKXI.I H my^e BoftHti (FoHZtypac - C a j i b B a / i o p ) ? Mo>Kex Stixb, c n o p x , 
c n o p x , c n o p x - 3 x o B c e r o JiHUib HaBaiKflCHHe ^ B a z m a x o r o B C K a ? HeMXo 
B p o / i e B c e M H p H o r o n c H X H ^ i e c K o r o 3a6oj i eBaHHfl? H e ^ a p o M )Ke noHflXHe 
«6oj [e3Hb» BXOAHx B c j i o s a : 6oj ie j ibmHK, ^m, X H ( | ) 0 3 H . . . » I I 
^Pod solntsem. Rasskazy, Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 1959. 
kontse sezona. Rasskazy, Moscow: Fizkul'tura i sport, 1961. 
^Kostry i dozhd\ Rasskazy, Moscow: Sovetskaia Rossiia, 1964. 
Fakely na Flaminio. Rasskazy, ocfierki, Moscow: Fizkul'tura i sport, 1965. 
^Igry V sumerkakh. Rasskazy i ocherki, Moscow: Fizkul'tura i sport, 1970. 
^Beskonechnye igry, Moscow: Fizkul'tura i sport, 1989. 
10 See the footnotes to 'Vospominania o Dzhentsano' inBI, p. 474. 
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As explored by Trifonov in his many works, sport is all these and more. It , like 
l i fe , brings with i t a range of emotions, f rom tragedy to ecstasy: 
«0, 3 ; i e c b 6yaex H 6effbi, H pa^iocxH, H Heo>KH/jaHHbie n o B o p o x u cy/ib6H -
K a K B > K H 3 H H . . . » 1 2 
There is the joy of winning, and the sadness of losing, but there is a greater 
tragedy for the sportsmen himself when his career comes to an end. There is 
also the misery o f injuries, even more so as no-one is interested in an injured 
sportsmen. People are, however, interested in watching programmes f u l l of 
clips of sporting accidents. Because the timescale is so tight, a sporting event 
takes on the mood of a dramatic performance. Sport is a fo rm of 
entertainment, a diversion f rom the stresses and strains of daily l i fe . Some 
sports are like a holiday, giving thousands joy, such as football, ice-hockey and 
ice-skating. Others are low key, solitary events, for instance cross-country 
skiing and the marathon, more like work than play. A l l marathon runners 
experience "the wal l " , a point when they feel they can run no more. Such 
moments of weakness also occur in l ife. In fact, sport is a microcosm. 
To Tr i fonov, the nature of sport leans more towards aesthetics, for 
instance, to the theatre, or as an art form in itself. As Trifonov says, both art and 
sport are planetary passions, humanity could not exist without them.'^ He is at 
pains to argue against the increasing tendency to treat sport as a science. From 
Trifonov's time sport had started to become more serious, more technical, but he 
feels that i t is too unpredictable and essentially light-hearted for this. The world 
of sport is always changing, methods and psychology are never constant, and, 
more importantly, results can never be forecast. As he says in 'Puteshestvie v 
stranu chasov', «HacxoflmHf1[ o x B e x ^ a e x BpeMH*.'"^ In 'O futbole''^, Trifonov 
says everything is always changing in football and he loves it, a game he can not 
even play himself, for the very reason that one never knows what wi l l happen 
next. I f one did and one's team always won, the sport, any sport, would soon 
become extremely boring. He examines how i t is that unknowns can beat 
giants.'6 The ability of sportsmen does not always mean that they w i l l win . 
11 'Planetamoe uvlechenie', BI, p. 267. 
12 'Polchasa, kotorye potriasli stadion', Bl, p. 225. 
13 See 'Planetamoe uvlechenie', BI, pp. 267-79. 
14/}/, pp. 361-71. Trifonov's treatment of sport in respect to time is discussed further in the 
chapter. 
15 B / , pp. 315-19. 
16 See for example Truden put' k Olimpu', BI, pp. 249-53. 
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Sometimes victory is due to sheer hard work, or to their mental attitude, their 
w i l l to win , or their love of their country or team. In 'O taine uspekha'^'^ 
Trifonov feels that teams need the following to achieve success: 
« . . . c j i H X H o c x b H H ^ H B H f l y a j i b H o c x e f t , K o x o p b i e B c e B M e c x e co3ziaK)x 
)KHBoe L i e j i o e . » i 8 
Here again we see that important theme of slitnosf, recurrent throughout most of 
Trifonov's works. Trifonov discusses how he once saw the Brazilians, with 
many star players, play an extremely bad and tedious games because the 
individuals could not fuse themselves into a team. Their opponents, the Danes, 
won without any big names because they pulled together, became a «>KHBoe 
u ; e . n o e » . i 9 Their victory had something spiritual, something unexplainable 
behind i t . Sport can not be explained by formulae; there are too many 
psychological aspects . 
Part of the psychology and ever-changing nature of sport has to do with 
how world records are being broken all the time, how the human body is 
achieving more and more. This can partly be explained by improved equipment 
and facilities, but a lot has to do with the sportsman himself. He needs high 
psychological preparations to succeed, as well as endurance and courage, 
discipline and intuition. This applies to all sports, f rom marathons to football 
and even to chess. In 'Stimul'^o one of the characters, who is not a sportsman 
nor very interested in sport, describes how he managed to run a great distance in 
a very short time due to fear. The argument is that any person, regardless of 
whether he is a sportsman or not, can break a record so long as he has the right 
conditions, namely certain psychological stimuli. It is something in the mind 
which drives people on to achieve exceptional feats. 
Tr i fonov also describes sport as a disease, as madness, as "the 
hallucination of the twentieth century"21. For many sport becomes an 
addiction, both for the fans and for the participatants who bum out their bodies 
wi th too much exertion. To some it becomes a matter of l i fe or death, not just 
medals. People have died as a result of running marathons, and even fans have 
been known to die of heart attacks while sitting on the benches. Sport has an 
'O taine uspekha i o moskovskoi komande "Torpedo"', BI, pp. 289-94. 
p.293. 
^^Ibid. 
20 'Stimul', BI, pp. 93-9. 
2' As described in the above quote (8). 
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element of danger and can be bad for the health. As Trifonov says above, two 
words for 'fan', 6oJiejibmHK and T H ( | ) 0 3 H , come f rom the words for 'illness' and 
'typhoid' respectively. Two stories actually contain the word illness in the title -
'Istoriia bolezni'22 and 'Belaia bolezn' ' ^ . In the latter, Trifonov describes ice-
hockey as an epidemic, a fever which is sweeping Czechslovakia as the country 
plays host to the world championship. As we see in 'Planetamoe uvlechenie'24 
Trifonov is aware that some sports, football in particular, have resulted in 
hooliganism. No doubt i f Trifonov had been alive today, he would have been 
greatly shocked, though perhaps not too surprised, at the way this has developed 
in recent years. He knew that with sport, emotions sometimes run (dangerously) 
high. Trifonov fel t that sport should remain a game and only a game. 
Hence there are negative aspects. Sport can breed intolerance, a concept 
which Trifonov detested and thought of as madness. However, there are many 
positive aspects. Sport unites people, both as fans and as members of a team. In 
'Klub . . . bolershchikov'25 Trifonov describes how football brings people 
together. Football fans are naturally gregarious, and they are all part of an 
unofficial club, much larger than the club they support, which is "closed" out of 
season. As he says: « H e T , 3XO He m y x K a H He K p a c H o e C J I O B U O - $yx6oj i B 
caMOM ^ e j i e c6.nH>Kaex Hapof lbr» .26 
On a wider, more general scale, Tr i fonov, in the story 'Podobno muzyke', 
describes sport as being like music, loved the world over and understood by 
all.27 He has witnessed occasions when world records have been broken and 
everyone rejoices together at the capabilities of man who can jump impossible 
heights, go into space, do anything in fact.28 He has also seen nations united in 
awe at the bravery of the ski-jumper-^S" Trifonov himself made many new 
friends as a result of sport on his trips abroad. His stories illustrate the concept 
22 'Istoriia bolezni' in Kak slovo nashe otzovetsia, Moscow: Sovetskaia Rossiia, 1985, pp. 198 -
202. 
23 'Belaia bolezn'', Fakely na Flaminio, Moscow: Fizkul'tura i sport, 1965. 
24 See Beskonechnye igry, pp. 219-30. 
25B/,pp. 287-89. 
26 -Podobno muzyke', BI, p. 299. 
27/}/, pp. 297-99. 
28 See 'Chelovek mozhet',5/, pp. 242-45. 
29 'Planetamoe uvlechenie', BI, pp. 267-79. 
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of slitnosf, showing how sport unites nations and, like history, weaves the 
threads that jo in many different people together. 
Trifonov explores this theme f rom many different angles. We see the 
world of sport through the eyes of the sportsmen, their trainers, managers and 
fans, which include sports journalists such as Trifonov. In his scenario for the 
f i l m 'Khokkeisty', Trifonov showed the tension under which sportsmen Iive.30 
The action centres around a Moscow ice-hockey team. Its captain Duganov and 
the trainer Lashkov represent two different attitudes to sport and l i fe . Duganov 
believes that: « c n o p T - a x o H r p a , 3Xo pa3BJieqeHHe H 3 X 0 3 / i o p o B f a e ! » . The 
trainer however wants victory at any price and ends up wearing the players out 
and weakening the team's unity. The conflict comes to a head when Lashkov 
removes Duganov as captain for a crucial match. However, one of the players 
collapses through exhaustion f r o m over-training, and Lashkov has to ask 
Duganov to come in and save the game, which the team is losing badly. 
Duganov's contribution wins the match in its last thirty seconds, and this victory 
illustrates the correctness of his attitude. 
'Konets sezona' shows events f r o m a manager's point of view.^i The 
story is loosely based on an actual meeting when Trifonov shared a hotel room 
in Saratov with Ermasov, the former goalkeeper of the Stalingrad football team 
'Traktor'. The protagonist of the story is Malakhov, a famous footballer turned 
manager. He has come to a provincial town to poach the team's best player, 
Buritsky, but in the end he can not bring himself to do i t . Meeting Buritsky 
reminds Malakhov of his l i fe as a footballer, of his past glories which time has 
taken away f r o m him. The two characters are contrasted, as are their lives, 
personalities, expectations and attitudes. Thus the story administrates deeper, 
universal themes such as time, fate, and hard moral choices, which are 
developed more fu l ly in his later works. 
Many of Trifonov's tales are told f rom the point of view of the fans. We 
feel the atmosphere o f the crowd of onlookers, the tension, joy and sadness. 
When fans become bored with watching, lively discussions start up - everyone 
has their own ideas as to what they would do i f they were the trainer.32 People 
are transformed while watching sport, they forget all about outside concerns. 
The central protagonist of 'Beskonechnye igry', a sports journalist in Moscow, 
30 "Khokkeisty', Mosfilm, 1964. The hero of the film, Duganov, is taken from an earlier story 
'Pobeditel' shvedov', written in 1957 and first published in Sovetskii sport, 1958, March 29 & 30. 
31 Written in 1956 and first published under the title of 'Sluchainyi sosed' in Ogonek, 1956, no. 
32, pp. 9-12. 
32 See "Razmyshleniia vo vremia skuchnogo matcha', BI, pp. 313-15. 
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remarks that even his boss is friendly at football matches.33 The huge crowds 
of fans are described as 'volcanic lava', 'locusts' and 'lemmings', a huge mass 
which nothing can stop, not even forecasts of the end of the world.34 The 
sportsman may be alone while preparing fo r the high jump but there are 
thousands of eyes concentrated upon him.35 The fans are sometimes just as 
much the heroes of Trifonov's stories as the sportsmen themselves. 
Tri fonov, as a great fan o f sport himself, could easily describe the 
pyschology and lives of such people. In 'Glazami bolel'shchika' (Through a 
fan's eyes')36 Trifonov describes the day of an Olympic tourist in Italy. A 
similar picture is given of a day f u l l of different sports at the Third Friendly 
Youth Games in Moscow and the resulting hunger and tiredness of a fan in 
'Nebyvalye stradaniia bolel'shchikov' .37 The l ife of a (football) fan is one fu l l of 
expectation, always waiting for the start of the season (which to him is like 
Spring to the poet), the next match, the World Cup.38 Fans are filled with the 
desire to see 'the match of the century'39. As Trifonov says, sport: 
« . . . n p o H B J i f l e x q e j i o B C K a B O Bceft e r o C J I O K H O C X H , M H o r o c j i o f l H o c x H e r o 
aymu, c n o p x H e j i b c x H x q e j i o B e K y , He yKSLjieer e r o So j i e / iBux 
o m y m e H H f t » . 4 0 
Many people need a focus for hero-worship in their l i fe , be it a singer or 
a sportsman. One such person is the twelve year old Alyosha in the story 
'Pobeditel' shvedov'^i who is obsessed with his local ice-hockey team, especially 
its star player Duganov. We see the sport through Alyosha's somewhat naive 
child's eyes. Duganov is his idol and he is extremely shocked when he discovers 
that the player is going out with one of his neighbours, Maika. To him, this is 
incomprehensible - how can this great star f rom the worid of ice-hockey be the 
boyfriend of an ordinary woman f r o m Alyosha's everyday existence? He 
33 'Beskonechye igry', BI, pp. 141-220. 
^ Ibid, p. 141. 
35 'Vmesto grozy', BI, pp. 235-38. 
36 'Glazami bolel'shchika', Vkonets sezona. Rasskazy, Moscow: Fizkul'tura i sport, 1961. 
37 'Nebyvalye stradaniia bolel'shchikov', Sovetskii sport, 15 August 1957. 
38 'Ispolnenia nadezhd', Futbol', 7 October 1963. 
39 'Polchasa, kotorye potriasli stadion', Beskonechnye igry, p. 223. 
40 See introduction to Beskonechnye igry, p. 7. 
41 'Pobeditel' shvedov', Sovetskii sport, 19 & 20 March 1958. 
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becomes even more distressed when he realises that problems with the 
relationship are putting Duganov o f f his game in the crucial match against the 
Swedes and he, Alyosha, is the only one to know. The story shows how even 
idolised sportsmen are basically human, 
Trifonov shows a different perspective on sport, again f rom a child's 
point of view, in 'Odinochestvo Klycha Durdy'.42 Klych Durda is a successful 
Turkmenian wrestler who has become unpopular because he has won so many 
matches, an example of the fickleness of public opinion. Gossip surrounds him, 
rumours are rife that he squanders his prize money on drink. The only person 
who still supports him is his small son. The narrator (the same Muscovite 
journalist f rom the Turkmenian cycle of stories of which this is a part) recalls 
how he saw Klych Durda fight three years before and how he has aged. He is 
shown wrestling and then asleep with his son the next day, and we are made to 
feel sympathy for this great wrestler, hated by the public, but strong in his son's 
love, which is of much more importance than the intolerance of the crowd. 
T r i fonov disl iked intolerance and fe l t that to judge people is easy. 
Understanding is more difficult . 
'Daleko v gorakh'^^ is another story f rom Trifonov's Turkmenian cycle 
and is his one and only tale concerning the sport of boxing. I t centres on the 
young Turkmenian boxer Alyosha who lives in the mountains, and we see the 
different attitudes of those around him to boxing. His girlfriend Valia is against 
the sport, his grandfather thinks it's a fool's game, while his trainer pushes him to 
win, even to the detriment of his school work. Although this story is only about 
boxing, the conflicting attitudes are typical of sport as a whole, life as a whole. 
In his many travels abroad, Tr i fonov saw how sports can reveal 
something about national character. Ice-hockey, he felt, was too nervy and 
rowdy a game for the Swiss, a nation that likes peace and disapproves of a noisy 
sport which sometimes is reduced to f i g h t i n g . ^ When Trifonov attended an 
ice-hockey championship in Sweden in 1963, he was surprised how no-one 
spoke on the metro, unlike in Moscow. He felt that the atmosphere was more 
suited to a funeral than to a match.'^^ In Grenoble to watch the Olympics in 
'*2 'Odinochestvo Klycha Durdy', Znamia, 1959, no. 2 (as part of collection 'Puti v pustyne'). 
'Daleko v gorakh. Rasskaz', FizkuVtura i sport, 1957, no. 11, pp. 37-40. 
'Puteshestvie v stranu chasov', B / , pp. 361-71. 
•^5 'I dolia sportivnogo schast'ia', Fakely na Flaminio. Rasskazy, ocherki, Moscow; Fizkul'tura i 
sport, 1965. 
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1964, he deplored the prevalence of the rich.46 Some countries, such as Austria, 
seemed to him only interested in watching sports they knew they would win; and 
often a country becomes keen on a sport only when they achieve an unexpected 
victory. When the Czechslovakian team left home to compete in the ice-hockey 
championship in Switzerland in 1961, no-one was interested as they were not 
expected to do wel l . However, when the team returned home as world 
champions, they were mobbed at the airport.47 Countries also tend to lose 
interest in a sporting event when their country is knocked out, although some 
react more than others. When Italy and Brazil lose football matches, it is seen 
as a national disgrace which has implications fo r the nation's political and 
economic situation. 
Different countries love different sports - for example the French love 
ice-skating because of its beauty. It is a test of national character. Different 
countries also produce sportsmen and teams with their own styles. Australian 
tennis players were a complete surprise to the Russians when they saw them 
play at the Third Friendly Youth Games in Moscow in 1957 as they brought 
comedy to the court,48 Jn the 1960's the Brazilian football team introduced a 
new system or "formula" which changed the nature of the sport and made it 
more "intellectual". Even chess has different styles and Trifonov compares 
players to Wagner and Faust,49 
In his works Tr i fonov explores the theme of winners and losers. 
Alyosha, the protagonist of 'Daleko v gorakh', misses an important boxing 
match, but gains a different kind of victory when he apprehends some criminals 
who killed the driver of the bus which should have taken him to the town for his 
fight. In the story 'Pobeditel' ' (The Winner")50 while in France the narrator 
meets an old man who competed in the 1900 Olympics. He did not win his 
event, but now considers himself to be the winner because he has outlived all the 
other competitors. The story ends with a picture of nature, which is eternal, 
unlike humans, however long they live. 'Prozrachnoe solntse oseni'5i centres 
46 'Sotvorenie kumirov', BI, pp. 427-43. 
47 'Puteshestvie v stranu chasov'. 
48 'Nebyvalye stradania bolel'shchikov', Sovetskii sport, 15 August 1957. 
49 See 'Istoriia bolezni' in Kak slovo nashe otzovetsia, pp. 198-202. 
50 'Pobeditei'. Rasskaz', Znamia, 1968, no. 7, pp. 122-5. Also appeared in some editions under 
the title of 'Bazil''. 
51 The story was first published under the title of 'V bufete aeroporta' in Fizkul'tura i sport, 
1959, no. 7, pp. 36-8. In later reprints it appeared as 'Prozrachnoe solntse oseni'. 
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round two old school friends who accidently meet at an airport after a twenty 
year interval. They have both completely changed and are bound only by past 
memories. Velichkin is now the manager of a volleyball team, lives in Moscow 
and travels abroad. Galetsky, on the other hand, is a PE teacher in the Siberian 
taiga, and is extremely proud of his college football team who are regional 
champions. Each is satisfied with his lot and pities the other, Velichkin pities 
Galetsky for having ended up as a mere teacher in the middle of nowhere. 
Galetsky, however, does not envy Velichkin's l ife in the capital, and remembers 
how Velichkin was once in love with his wife, but i t was he, Galetsky, who won 
her heart. They each see the other as a loser. Trifonov's sympathies probably lie 
wi th Galetsky. His l i fe is shown as a more happy and honest one. Connected 
with this is the fact that Galetsky left for Siberia, a continuation of the literary 
(and political) trend seen in Utolenie zhazhdy and the rest of the Turkmenian 
cycle - the escape to the country as a source of moral renewal. However, the 
mood at the end of this story is as of 'Pobeditel", indicating that the only real 
winners in life are nature and time. In death, life's victories become immaterial. 
In his stories, Trifonov aims to show that there is no such thing as clear winners 
and losers in real l i fe . Instead, a person needs to understand himself and those 
around him. Trifonov had thought he was a "winner" with Studenty but he had 
been mistaken. 
Trifonov also deals wi th one of his most predominant themes, time, in 
his sport stories. The effect of time on the nature of sport is seen in many 
different ways. Firstly, as already shown, the effect time has on sportsmen, as it 
has on all people, that of ageing. Sooner or later their bodies begin to slow 
down and ultimately they have to retire f rom competitive sport. The generation 
gap also has an effect on sport. Different generations have different attitudes, 
different styles, different lives, as shown in 'Konets sezona', where the manager 
Malakhov is contrasted with the up and coming footballer Buritsky. 
The continual breaking of records also means that no-one's success is 
eternal. One person's record is eventually broken, one team's victories are 
brought to end, one country achieves prominence now in one sport, then another. 
Nothing remains the same. Every dog has its day. One disturbing change that 
Trifonov witnessed was the growth of football hooliganism, and he felt that the 
sport needed a renewal o f politeness.-52 Stadiums also changed with time, 
developing wi th the changes in art and sculpture. Trifonov ponders the 
connections between sport and art at the Olympics in Italy and in Grenoble, 
52 See 'Novaia estetika futbola' in BI, pp. 300-305. 
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where a Salvador Dali exhibition and examples of modem art were shown at the 
same time as the Games. 53 
Time has also brought about the evolution of another medium for 
modem art - the cinema (and, ultimately, television), and these too change the 
face of sport. Trifonov fel t that cinema and television were good in that they 
brought sport to the masses, widened its public and gave a better view than that 
of the spectators. It also enabled people to see sport in other countries to which 
they normally could not travel, thus bringing the world together. However 
televising sport has its drawbacks. Trifonov disliked the commentators he had 
met on his travels, feeling that they had litt le respect for the viewers and 
preferred to sit in the comfort of a T V lounge than among the crowds, thus 
missing the real atmosphere.54 Another effect of television is that sport has 
become increasingly more money-orientated, another development which 
Trifonov disliked. Sportsmen began to turn into money machines, and in some 
sports, such as boxing, money could be won even i f the boxer lost. In 
Travnichek i khokkei', he descrbes the match between Cassius Clay and Folley 
which he has just watched on television.55 Folley lost but earned more money 
than ever before. This kind of thing, in his opinion, made sport less honorable, 
opening the way for possible cormption and fixing of results. 
In stories such as 'Odinochestvo Klycha Durdy' and 'F*uteshestvie v 
stranu chasov', we see how transient is the idolisation of any one sportsman or 
team. The f l o w of time is fe l t very strongly, as the many sporting events 
provide a convincing setting for one-off meetings and one-off events, such as 
with the Austrian sports fan Kristian in 'Iz avstriiskogo dnevnika'.56 Even the 
titles often have some reference to seasons or times, the first, the end, half an 
hour, one evening, autumn, twilight. In 'Puteshestvie v stranu chasov', Trifonov 
says he has never fel t the weight of time so strongly as when he visited 
Switzerland, the land of clocks, where he misses connections and sees how 
timetables are dictating his l ife. 
Connected with time is another of Trifonov's important themes, history, 
which is explored in his works on sport. This, with the interlinked discussion of 
politics, helps to put sport into a wider context. Alyosha, for instance, in 
'Daleko v gorakh' still lives in the mountains, although many of his fellow 
53 'Sotvorenie kumirov', BI, pp. 427-43. 
54 'V pervye chasy tvoren'ia', BI, pp. 255-67. 
55 Travnichek i khokkei', Literaturnaia Rossiia, 1967.7& 14 April. 
56f i / , pp. 405-408. 
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Turkmenians have moved to the town, their lives fol lowing the general patterns 
of urbanisation. 
Memories of the Second World War arise in many of Trifonov's sports 
stories. In his travels across Europe, attending various sporting events and 
meeting many different people, Trifonov was often reminded of his links with 
other nations, especially those of Eastern Europe, in resistance to fascism. In 
'Pervaia zagranitsa' "^^  to the ex-enemy country Hungary, his interpreter turns out 
to have been in the anti-fascist movement. One of Trifonov's favourite countries 
was Bulgaria, where whole civilisations had come and gone and all that 
remained were the monuments and the literature. There he meets people who 
preserve the country's history and others who, as a result of urbanisation, are 
themselves becoming part of its flux.^ In 'Ispanskaia Odisseia'^^ j^g describes 
the l i fe of a Spanish football fan whom he met at a football match in Moscow. 
This man fought against the fascists in the Spanish Civ i l War, was interned in 
France, then escaped to the Soviet Union. However, for the love of his 
homeland ( « p o z i H H a ecxb pomna - a view shared by Trifonov), he had 
returned to Spain but spent thirteen years in prison under Franco's regime. 
There, the only reading material the prisoners were allowed was sports papers 
and he had spent his time memorising football statistics. Now, back in the 
Soviet Union again, he has been advised to go to football matches for fresh air 
f o r his health, shattered by the brutal conditions in prison. Against the 
background of football, the story explores the sufferings of many Spaniards who 
resisted their country's political regime and suggests a paradigm with returned 
prisoners f rom nearer home. The criticism of aspects of Russian history often 
implied in Trifonov's meditations on the past of other countries with whom he 
came in contact in the course of his career as a sports reporter was, however, a 
natural corollary of the broadening of his horizons afforded by travel and chance 
meetings, not a laboured allegory. His passion for football was quite genuine 
and in these stories we see a different side to Trifonov. that of the more cheerful, 
light-hearted fan. His friend and former editor Vladimir Novokhatko recalls 
how they watched many football matches together and how the writer's third 
5^ See BI, pp. 333-42. The story is a reworking of other sketches: 'Svidanie s Vengriey', Novoe 
vremia, 1955, no. 47; 'V stolitse futbola', Fizkul'tura i sport, 1955, no. 11. 
^ See 'Gde pel Orfei', BI, pp. 379-86. In the next chapter I shall examine other stories 
concerning history and set in Bulgaria, as well as Trifonov's first historical novel OtMesk kostra 
which was published during the same period, in 1965. 
^ 'Ispanskaia Odisseia', Fizkul'lura i sport, 1963, no, 1. 
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wife Olga Trifonova-Miroshnichenko became an enthusiastic fan too, which 
probably helped their relationship.60 
Other reminders of the Second World War on Trifonov's travels were the 
findings of war-time verses in the book in his Austrian hotel room6i , and on 
another trip to Austria in 1967, hearing that the Nazi Martin Borman was still 
alive and l iving in Brazil. He also visits a former prison camp, and reflects on 
how the war affected his generation and how history, all history « c j i H n J i o c b , 
K a K K O H ^ e x H B K y j r b K e » . Already, at this stage in Trifonov's evolution as a 
writer and in his seemingly more lighted-hearted works on sport, the theme of 
history as part of the concept of slitnosV is emerging.62 Yet he keeps his 
subject firmly in place. 
In the story, 'Travnichek i khokkei', in the same context of the Second 
World War, Trifonov says that he does not like sportsmen being described as 
heroic. Such words belong to warriors and are out of place in sport. In a set of 
stories in the collection V kontse sezona 63, Trifonov examines the role of sport 
in the lives of soldiers. The fitness and strength they gain f rom sport helps, but 
fo r service they also need courage and heroism everyday. In this sense, 
Tr i fonov feels that sport is too often taken out of context. In the story 
'Beskonechnye igry'64 the narrator, a sports journalist, attends a school reunion. 
There, all the famous ex-pupils are congratulated, but most applause is for the 
two who have become an actor and a fooballer, their achievements are blown 
out of all proportion. However, one of the narrator's friends has just witnessed 
him save a child's l i fe , and in her speech she says this is a feat of real heroism, a 
real achievement. Trifonov saw sport to some extent as a metaphor for l i fe but 
he fel t that, although some sports do require great effort and often carry some 
danger, the sportsmen practise self-discipline and take risks purely for 
themselves. I f they do die as a result of their sport (and some sports are 
^ Interview with Vladimir Grigorevich Novokhatko, 30 September 1993. Novokhatko first met 
Trifonov when he wori;ed at Fizkiil'tura i sport, and later was the editor of Politizdat's 
'Plamennye revoliutsioneri' series, which included Neterpenie. 
61 'Iz avstriiskogo dnevnika', Fakely na Flaminio, Moscow: Fizkul'tura i Sport, 1965. 
62 See Travnichek i khokkei', Literaturnaia Rossiia, 1967,7 & 14 April. The visit to the camp 
and its torture chamber in this story evolved many years later into 'Nedolgoe prebyvanie v 
kamere pytok. Rasskaz', Znamia, 1986, no. 12, pp. 118-24. 
63 'Gonki s gandikapom', 'Surovaia, geroicheskaia sluzhba' and 'Pro bitsepsi', V kontse sezona. 
Rasskazy, Moscow: Fizkul'tura i sport, 1961. 
64 'Beskonechnye igry', Prostor, 1970, no. 7, pp. 52-82. The story was also developed into a 
film at Mosfilm's suggestion, and later into a play by Olga Trifonova-Miroshnichenko (See Teatr 
pisaltelia, Sovetskaia Rossiia: Moscow, 1982.) 
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dangerous), it has not been for the sake of others. That is true heroism, and the 
juxtaposition shows sport in its true perspective. 
Trifonov also disliked the way politics often encroached on sport, for 
example, in the story 'Vremia i voleybol'^ ,^ he comments how different the last 
volleyball championship held in Moscow was as it happened during the time of 
Stalin, "the best friend of Soviet volleyball". There were many spys present and 
the Russians were not allowed to talk to foreigners. Politics has nothing to do 
with sport but it still influences it. At this same volleyball championship, for 
instance, the Egyptian team refuses to play Israel. On a wider scale, Trifonov 
comments on how war interrupted the Olympics^, and how the Cold War led to 
USA and USSR boycotting the Olympics held in each others' countries. It also 
led to a very small number of Eastern European spectators attending Olympics 
in the West, where Trifonov experienced a definite anti-Soviet feel ing.He 
recalls how the 1936 Olympics held in Germany were used by Hitler to show the 
rest of the world his country's strength. The Fuhrer's treatment of the black 
athlete Jesse Owens also pointed to his racist policies. Sporting events bring 
peoples together but episodes such as these divide them, exacerbating jingoistic, 
rather than patriotic feelings.^ ^ In the same story Trifonov ironically says how 
the 1966 World Cup final brought about what World War Two never did - a 
German invasion of London. 
Trifonov's works on sport covered a period of around fifteen years 
(1955-1971) and the style of his stories often differed. As we have seen, some 
of the works on Turkmenia and sport were written over the same period and 
published in the same collections such as 'Pod solntsem' and 'V kontse sezona'. 
The narrator of 'Odinochestvo Klycha Durdy' is the Moscow journalist who 
figures in many Turkmenian stories. 'Daleko v gorakh' is also set in Turkmenia, 
but is written in the third person and in the same style as 'Konets sezona', 
'Prozrachnoe solntse oseni' and 'Pobeditel' shvedov'.which are set in Russia: a 
laconic, often lyrical style, allowing for digressions on life, death and time. 
Many of the articles which Trifonov wrote for publication when 
employed as a sports journalist are first person accounts of the various events he 
attended. However, they are illuminative essays rather than straightforward 
65 Written in 1962 and first published in shortened form under the title of 'Vokrug myacha', 
LiteratUTitaia gazeta, 30 October 1962. Later extended for the collection Fakely m Flamitdo. 
^ See 'Sotvorenie kumirov', 
67 See 'Puteshestvie v stranu chasov', BI, pp. 361-71. 
68 'Planetamoe uvlechenie',S/, pp. 267-79. 
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journalistic records; Trifonov discusses the psychology and philosophy of sport, 
as seen above. He also discusses themes which were important throughout his 
works, such as time and history. All these were important to Trifonov as part of 
the concept of slitnosf. As he remarks in Travnichek i khokkei': 
«Bce nepenjiejTOCb B nauieM MHpe, Bce CB^aaHO, O ^ H O B03flef}cTByeT Ha 
Ztpyroe, O ^ H O BHTeKaer m zipyroro.*^^ 
During this period Trifonov became increasingly interested in history, 
writing various short stories on the way in which it effects our lives, as well as 
the documentary tale Otblesk kostra, a history of his father's life and 
participation in the Bolshevik party, and the novel Neterpenie about the 
People's Will terrorist Andrei Zhelyabov.^ o A discussion of these works follows 
in Chapter 5. 
^ Travnichek i khokkei', Beskotiechnye igry, pp. 426. 
0^ Otblesk kostra was published in 1965 after months of research in various archives, while 
Neterpenie was published in 1973 as part of the series 'Plamennye revoiiutsioneri'. 
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C H A P T E R 5 
TRIFONOV AS fflSTORIAN 
During the mid 1950's, Trifonov became increasingly interested in history. He 
was brought up in a family who were closely involved, on whom « j i e » H T 
orSj i ecK HCTopHH».i As a child, he had heard his father's stories about his 
revolutionary activities and often asked questions. 
In 1955, Valentin Trifonov was posthumously rehabilitated which was a 
very important event for his son. The following year Krushchev brought to light 
some of Stalin's crimes in the Twentieth Party Conference and commenced a 
policy of de-Stalinisation. There also followed a period of relative freedom in 
the arts, 'the Thaw', and writers began to examine their own and Russia's past. 
In 1957, Trifonov wrote a short story entitled 'Odnazhdy dushnoi noch'iu'. It 
was part of the Turkmenian cycle, with the same journalist-narrator on his 
travels round Turkmenia with the local driver Achilov. However, it was not 
published along with his other Turkmenian collections, but in his former teacher, 
Paustovsky's almanac Tarusskie stranitsy in 19612. The story tells of how the 
narrator and Achilov meet a Spaniard late one night in Ashkhabad. He is locked 
out of his flat and asks if they have an axe with which he could break down the 
door. None of them have, but they begin to chat and ask how the Spaniard came 
to Turkmenia. As they thought, he came over to escape the Fascists after 
Franco's victory in the Spanish Civil War and relates the events as if 'it was 
yesterday' - an important observation, as to Trifonov history lives on within the 
individual. However, this story differs from the sports stories examined in the 
previous chapter, which often mentioned meeting communist bretheren in far-
flung comers of the globe .^ Instead the Spaniard's words cause the narrator to 
think explicitly of his own history; how their lives were connected and how life 
under a dicatator in Spain could easily parallel Stalin's Russia: 
«TpH/maTfa ce^faMOtt roa, BofiHa, noQem rHraHTCKofl a e H o « , cMeprb 
CrajiHHa H BHOBfa no6e/iH, noTpjiceHHfl H Hazieac^ H.*"^  
*The opening lines to Trifonov's first major historical work 'Otblesk kostra', Zjiamia, 1965, no. 
2, pp. 142-60; no. 3, pp. 152-77 and one of his major concepts of the relationship between man 
and history. 
2 Tarusskie stranitsy. Uteraturno-khudozhestvennyi illiustrirovannyi sbornik, Kaluga: 
Kaluzhskoe knizhnoe izdatel'stvo, 1961, pp. 202-3. 
3 See Chapter 4, p. 62. 
^ 'Odnazhdy dushnoi noch'iu', Tarusskie stranitsy, p. 202. 
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This passage, omitted in later publications of the story ,^ accurately summed up 
the mood of the times and the almanac itself. Tarusskie stranitsy contained 
works by Bulat Okudzhava, Zabolotsky and Tsvetaeva and reminiscences of 
Vsevolod Meierhol'd. It was a one-off publication which broke new ground and 
caused a scandal. All the works in it were said to have been written in Tarusa, a 
provincial town where many writers came to work, the nearest point where those 
still forbidden residence in the capitals were allowed to live around a favourite 
'dachnoe mesto' long before the Revolution. The introduction to the journal 
spoke of the new hopes brought about by the 22nd Party Conference, indicating 
that the desire was still there to build communism but in a new, truthful way. 
Although this is one of the few times Trifonov actually openly allied himself 
with the liberals, it is understandable as Tarusskie stranitsy reflected the general 
mood of the time and thus Trifonov probably felt he was not really putting his 
neck out. He criticised Soviet society in later works but did it very carefully so 
as not to cause any great trouble for himself. Life as the son of "an enemy of the 
people" had taught him to be cautious for fear of repercussions in a society 
pervaded by terror, 
Trifonov's move towards history is further shown in 'Kostry i dozhd' "6 
and 'Vospominaniia o Dzhentsano'.^ These stories, along with other works 
written at the same time describing his travels abroad, recount experiences and 
historical memories of the countries visited, in this case Bulgaria and Italy. 
Trifonov felt that it was very important for an individual and a country to 
remember its history, and hoped that the memory of wars and fascism would 
prevent them happening again. However, he was already moving towards 
studies of his own country's history which culminated in the publication of the 
novel Otblesk kostra, an account of his father's and uncle's participation in the 
revolutionary movement and the building of the Soviet state. 
Otblesk kostra was first serialised in the journal Znamia in 1965 ^ and 
was expanded and printed in book form the following year after letters from 
many of the relatives and acquaintances of the people mentioned in it.^  The 
^ See, for example, the second volume of an edition of Trifonov's collected works, Izbrannye 
proizvedeniia v dvukh tomakh, Moscow: Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1978. 
6 Written in 1961 and first published under the title of 'A koster gorit...' in Uteraturmia gazeta, 
19 December 1961, p.4. 
7 'Vospominaniia o Dzhentsano. Rasskaz', Molodaia gvardiia, 1964, no. 4, pp. 114-19. 
8'Otblesk kostra', Ziiamia , 1965, no. 2, pp. 142-60; no.3, pp. 152-77. 
^ Otblesk kostra, Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 1966. 
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novel was based on Trifonov's own research in various archives, including in 
Rostov. It was here that his friend, the future editor of Neterpenie , Vladimir 
Novokhatko first met Trifonov, and he considers that the writer was very lucky 
to have been admitted to those particular archives even during these more liberal 
times. 1^  Trifonov also uses the diaries of his uncle, Pavel Lurie (his mother's 
brother), and his father's letters in the novel and, or so he claims, notes on the 
formation of the Petrograd Red Guard, from which Valentin had intended to 
write his memoirs. These he found in an old trunk and it was this find that in 
fact proved the catalyst which led Trifonov to delve into archives and produce 
Otblesk kostra. There is, however, no record of how his family managed to 
preserve them after his father's arrest and execution. Trifonov does mention in 
the novel (IV, 132) how he was surprised and overjoyed to find so much 
material on his father in the Soviet Army archives which had not been destroyed 
after 1937. 
At the beginning of the novel there is a familiar autobiographical scene 
from the time Trifonov spent as a boy at the family's dacha in Moscow's 
Serebryannii bor, of the paper kites his father made for him out of Tsarist cards -
even his childhood toys are marked by history, However this idyll soon ended: 
« B H C O K H B C H H C M He6e nna.Ba.Ji H rpemaji 3ueVl, caeJiaHHMK H 3 Kaprbi 
BocTOMHoro $poHTa, r^e oreu nposej i raKHe THScejibie MecsiiiM c nera. 
1918 ao Jieia 1919 roaa... 
Ho o6 3 T O M n ysHaJi no3>Ke. M H C 6bmo oaHHHa/waTb Jiex, Korm Hoqbio 
npHexajiH Jitom B BoeHHOM H Ha T O R »ce ztaqe, rae m\ aanycKajiH 3MeeB, 
apecTOBajiH orua H ysesJiH.* [IV, 8] 
Throughout the novel, Trifonov gives an account of his father and uncle's 
revolutionary and party activities. They were both of Don Cossack origin and 
orphaned at an early age. They joined the party in Rostov in 1904, and then 
took part in the uprisings there in 1905. From then till the 1917 revolutions, 
their lives were spent in and out of Tsarist prison camps. Their involvement in 
the revolution and Civil War is chronicled, and their untimely deaths during the 
Great Purge. Trifonov had always believed in his father's innocence, but now 
the revelations about the Stalin era and the opportunity to study official 
documents in connection with Valentin's rehabilitation gave him proof. The 
novel in a sense was a purifying process to try to come to terms with all that had 
happened to him and his family, to lay bad memories to rest. 
'0 Interview with Vladimir Novokhatko, 30 September 1993. 
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However, the novel is not a simple biography of Trifonov's father, but is 
also about the many others involved in this huge and complicated epoch of 
Russia's history which moulded their fate and that of their children. As Trifonov 
says: 
«H nHiny KHHry He o >KH3HH, a o cy^bSe. H He TOJibKo o C B O C M oTue, a c 
MHorHX, MHorHX, o K O M s /jasce He ynoMflnyji. Hx 6uJio o^eHh MHoro, 
3HaBiiiHX OTua, paSoxaBinHX pmoM, noxo)KHX na Hero.» 
Valentin and Evgenii Trifonov were merely two of the many who "stood close 
to the fire of history". In analysing their lives, Trifonov wanted to put the record 
straight - not only to show their innocence but to depict the truth about this 
period of his country's history, a time when: «...BCe na'iHHajioCb. Kor/ia 
HaHHHaJiHCb MM.» [IV, 93]. Showing the truth about this period of history 
would enable a true understanding of the times, an understanding of his 
forefathers, his own generation and ultimately himself. 
In Otblesk kostra Trifonov depicts historical events somewhat 
differently to the way in which they had been previously chronicled, and 
mentions people whose names had rarely been uttered since their executions. 
Despite the political climate, Trifonov still had difficulty persuading some 
people of the genuineness of his father's archives: 
«.,.KaK Me^jieHHO, c KaKHM jpyaoM dyfler p a s p y m a i b c i i aaMarepejiaH 
HenpaBzia H KaK M H O P O .Jiroaeft Sy^yr ee samHiqaTb, samHmafl ce6e.» fIV, 
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Under Stalin, Soviet history had been perverted due to the cult of personality, 
and it is not surprising how important finding the truth was for Trifonov. By 
searching through the archives he had seen how fragile historical evidence was. 
He had been used to the official stories of the Civil War, of Stalin leading the 
Red Army from victory to victory, but in the archives he was surprised to read 
of the muddles in the military [IV, 120]. In the above quotation, he touches on 
how people defended the official version of history as a means of self-
preservation. Even Krushchev did not tell the whole story of Stalin's crimes, as 
in doing so he would have implicated himself and the whole system. The party's 
political legitimacy was upheld by the falsification of history. When Mikhail 
Gorbachev told the whole truth of the nation's history in his policy of glasnost, 
this shook the Communist Party's legitimacy and contributed to its fall from 
power. 
Thus, as Trifonov himself had believed it wouldi', time eventually 
brought about the historical justice he strove for, but in his own day he 
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attempted cautiously and patiently to sift historical fact from political fiction. 
He brought to light the forgotten names of those who were sacrificed by the 
revolution, some posthumously rehabilitated as a result of de-Stalinisation. He 
was, for instance, the first to publically mention the Civil War hero Dumenko, 
executed in 1920. More important is his examination of the Cossack leader 
Philip Mironov and the whole Cossack question. Mironov, a very popular 
leader among his fellow Cossacks, had joined the Bolsheviks later in the Civil 
War and thus was distrusted by many. This eventually led to his downfall and 
execution in 1921, and he was not rehabilitated until 1960. He had launched his 
own offensive against orders from headquarters, in what he believed to be the 
best interests of the Red Army, but others thought he was about to go over to the 
Whites, and he was shot without trial. Trifonov was to examine Mironov's case 
in more detail in the novel Starik 12 over twenty years later. In Otblesk kostra 
he mentions the policy of de-Cossackisation, which of course his father had been 
very much against. 
At the end of the novel, Trifonov moves very quickly from the end of the 
Civil War to his father's arrest, which he puts down to the fact that he submitted 
his book on the dangers of fascism, Kontury griadushchei voiny, to the 
Politburo. Unfortunately, it did not agree with Stalin's thinking at that time. 
Ordzhonikidze's suicide is mentioned as a dangerous portent to the Purges, an 
ending similar to that described in the posthumously published IscheznovenieM 
Otblesk kostra is a lament for the "children" which the revolution devoured, for 
their heroism, their selfless devotion to the revolutionary cause and for the old 
ideals which were lost under Stalinism. Trifonov did not so much disagree with 
his father's revolutionary ideals as with the world which emerged from them, 
which he blames on Stalin and terror. The cause was more important than life 
itself to Valentin Trifonov and other old Bolsheviks, but Stalin used "for the 
good of the revolution" as an excuse to liquidate many people who were, as he 
perceived, a threat to himself. The changes under Krushchev allowed Trifonov 
to try to examine his country's history and the roots of his own generation. They 
also led to a change in the mood of the party. It was full of new hope and many, 
affected by this, joined the party after 1956. Trifonov, however, did not. 
11 « H a B e p H o e , H H H T O H C aoSbiBaeTCJi c xaKHM rpyflOM, KaK HCTopH^ecKafl 
cnpaBeajTHBOCTb. 3TO T O , HTO floSbiBaiOT He pacKonKH B apXHBax, n e K H F I H 6yMar, He 
c n o p u , a rof lbi» [IV, 140]. 
12 First published in Druzhba narodov, 1978, no. 3, pp. 27-153. The main character in the novel 
Pavel Letunov is partly based on his uncle Ravel Lurie. 
13 Druzhba narodov, 1987, no. 1, pp. 6-95. Written for the bottom drawer as due to the more 
open nature of the novel, Trifonov knew he would never see it in print in his lifetime. 
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Other works of the time, besides Trifonov's, examined the problems of 
socialist humanism during the Civil War: notably P. Nilin's Zhestokost' (1956) 
and Sergei Zalygin's Solenaia pad' (1967-68). However, many books dealing 
with the party purges, such as Lydia Ginzburg's accounts of her arrest and time 
spent in the camps, Through the Whirlwind' and 'Beyond the Whirlwind', were 
not published during the Thaw. Nevertheless, Otblesk kostra represents an 
important and unique phase in Trifonov's evolution as a writer, and one which 
was made possible by the political c l i m a t e . I t was his first novel since 
Utolenie zhazhdy , with which he had not been altogether satisfied, having 
written it while still labouring under Socialist Realist formulae. The novel also 
represented his first major historical work, touching on themes which he would 
later return to and discuss in greater depth in works such as Starik and 
Ischeznovenie. The style of Otblesk kostra is that of a documentary tale, a 
genre popular at that time, using official papers and family material, as well as 
Trifonov's own stream- of-consciousness style narration. There, Trifonov first 
begins to experiment with time montages which he was to use to such effect in 
later works - Dom na naberezhnoi, Starik and Vremia i mesto, switching 
between various times from 1904 to 1937. He also makes use of multiple 
narrative voice - official documents, his father's notes, grandmother's memoirs 
and Pavel's diary. The latter shows a fourteen year old boy's perception of the 
revolution, the emotions and enthusiasm aroused at the time by such things as 
Lenin's April Theses, which some years later were to become empty, overused 
phrases. Trifonov himself has two voices, that of the son and that of the narrator 
as the voice of history. 
As well as experimenting with literary devices which were to feature in 
his maturer works, Otblesk kostra is Trifonov's first sustained endeavour to 
discover historical truth, an obsession which was to become more evident in 
Starik. In Otblesk kostra he is trying to find historical truth in the light of 
Khrushchev's policies, and this applies to all aspects of the novel. Despite his 
love for his father, he does not romanticise the revolutionary movement, 
especially when the description of his father's trial after his involvement in the 
1905/6 uprisings is compared with Gorky's treatment of a similar subject in his 
novel Mother. He does not convey post factum omniscience on his family but 
includes part of his grandmother's memoirs, a passage on her acquaintance with 
Stalin. In these memoirs, written in 1957, Tatiana Slovatinskaia, wrote nothing 
4^ It is also interesting to note that Trifonov's Otblesk kostra was not reprinted between 1966 
and 1987, as the kind of criticism possible during the Krushchev thaw was not permitted under 
Brezhnev's regime. 
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of how Stalin destroyed her family. Thus Trifonov did not know whether to 
include them, but decided to do so in the end as they too were true as far as they 
went and part of his country's and family's history. Her very reticence was part 
of that history. Linked with the search for truth is the importance of conscience 
and memory. To Trifonov, both Mironov and his father had a conscience, and 
the latter was greatly influenced by his friend and fellow Bolshevik Aaron Solts 
who was called "the conscience of the Party".i^ Within Otblesk kostra, memory 
is very important. It was other people's memoirs and the letters he received 
which helped Trifonov re-write the work into a novel and put together the truth. 
In later works, Trifonov was to continue exploring the subjectiveness of 
memory, how people at first only remember what they want to, but how it is 
necessary to remember everything in order to re-establish the truth, however 
unpleasant this may be. To Trifonov, memory should be a tool for self-
knowledge, not self-deception. 
In Otblesk kostra Trifonov is trying for maximum authenticity: 
««0T6jiecK KocTpa» 55 cTpeMHJicji nHcatb KaK MO>KHO cyme, aaxb C J I O B O 
r e x Jier, SyMara xex neT».^^ 
One of Trifonov's main thoughts on history was that it lived in everyone, and he 
opens Otblesk kostra with the following words: 
«Ha Kaac/ioM qe/ioBeKe JieiKHi orSj iecK HcropHH. OZTHHX O H ona.nHeT 
)KapKHM H rpo3HbiM CBCTOM, Ha flpyrHX effBa aaMeren, ^yrb Ten.nHTC5?, H O 
OH cymecTByer Ha Bcex. HcTopHS no.nHxaeT, KaK rpoMa^Hbifl Kocrep, H 
Ka.>Km^ H3 Hac Spocaer B Hero CBOfi xBopocT.» [IV, 7] 
Some people like the author's father and uncle made their mark on history more 
than others, but everyone carried in them the threads of time gone before, all are 
shaped by history. The concept of the threads of history was an important one in 
Trifonov's later works, and in Otblesk kostra he is moving tentatively towards 
it, in so much as he feels that he must understand Russia's past in order to fully 
understand himself. The years covered in the novel formed the roots of 
Trifonov's own generation; he looks at the origins of the revolution, its victory 
and then, briefly, its degradation. Trifonov also intended to make his reader 
think, feel and worry about the events of the novel, posing moral questions such 
as the price of human life in conditions of historical upheaval such as revolution 
and civil war. Some were surprised by the publication of the novel, but it is not 
a side-step in his evolution as a writer, rather part of this process. The interest in 
1^ Aaron Solts also features inStarik as a fictionalised character, and by name in Ischeznovenie. 
16 'Sovremennost' - splav istorii i budushchego' in Kak slovo nasfie otzovetsia, p. 233. 
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history here foregrounded for the first time was to continue throughout his 
literary life, and the interest in morality was also to develop. 
In October 1966, Trifonov's wife Nina died while convalescing on the 
Baltic Sea. She had left the theatre some time before, her singing career at an 
end, and had gone to a health resort in Lithuania on her own as she was feeling 
tired and unwell. She phoned Trifonov to ask him to join her, but she died 
before he got there, from a weak heart. Trifonov was greatly upset by her death 
and spent several days just lying on his bed staring at the wall.i"^ As the arrest 
and death of his father had brought about 'another life' for Trifonov, so did the 
death of his wife: 
« ^ 3Haio, q r o npottzjer speMJi, H , BO3MO>KHO, H CHOsa aceniocb.... Ho a r a 
mimb KOHMHJiacb. To Syzjer y»ce ztpyras «H3Hb.»'8 
His fourteen year old daughter Olga was also extremely upset by her mother's 
death as they had been very close, and Trifonov took her to Bulgaria on the 
invitation of his friend there. He produced very little work for some time after 
his wife's death, but this trip produced the autobiographical story 'Samyi 
malen'kii gorod'^ ^ which is dedicated to Nina. The story shows Trifonov trying 
to cope with his bereavement. The protagonists have come to stay in a 
Bulgarian hotel at New Year, and his/the narrator's daughter does not know why 
they have come. Neither does Trifonov/the narrator, but «Haflo SbiJia Ky^a-xo 
n o e x a T b » . He recalls his last trip to Bulgaria four years ago, and what time has 
brought them all since then. They have all experienced death; his friend, in 
relating his country's history, says «'Je.noBeK MOiKei nepe:«HTb Bce» . Trifonov 
knows that life must go on, but he does not know how. The story tells of 
Bulgaria's history and time is again an important theme, especially its influence 
on man's life. Trifonov seems not only to be trying to understand the 
inevitability of death, but also that the passage of time brings this to everyone as 
it also brings about old age, shown in the many descriptions of old men, 
including one who can not believe he has outlived his son. 
Trifonov finally shook off his grief, and in time he married again. This 
was in 1972 to Alia Pastukhova, an editor at Politizdat. A strong-willed. 
See Olga Trifonova-Miroshnichenko's 'Popytka proshchaniia' in Den' sobaki, Moscow: 
Sovetskii pisatel', 1992, p. 261. 
1^  Quoted in Irina Goffs article 'Vodianye znaki: Zapiski o lurii Trifonove', Oktiabr', 1985, 
no. 8, p. 103. 
19 Written in 1967 and first published in Novyi mir, 1968, no. 1. I shall discuss Trifonov's return 
to Novyi mir in the following chapter. 
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energetic and sometimes hysterical woman, she refused to move into Trifonov's 
flat, although hers was too small for all of them, because she did not want to live 
in a place where lurii's former wife had lived and her presence was still to be 
felt. Drugaia zhizn' is dedicated to her, as the protagonist in the novel is also a 
woman who wanted to guide her husband's development. They had many 
arguments and the marriage ended somewhat messily with stormy scenes and 
threats of suicide. To this day. Alia Pastukhova declines to discuss Trifonov, 
It was for Politizdat that Trifonov wrote his historical novel Neterpenie 
as part of the series 'Plamennye revolutsionery' (Ardent Revolutionaries). 
Novokhatko, the main editor, and good friend of Trifonov (he and his wife 
Galya were witnesses at Trifonov's marriage to Alia) sought out respected 
authors for the series such as Bulat Okhudzhava, Vladimir Voinovich and 
Vasilii Aksenov. Some suggest that Trifonov only wrote the novel because of 
his wife's involvement at Politizdat or, like many others, such as Aksenov, for 
the money.20 Trifonov however was genuinely interested in history, and at first 
wanted to write about German Lopatin, a well-known revolutionary whose life 
fascinated him.2i However, another writer, lurii Davydov was already writing 
on this22, and Trifonov, feeling that Davydov would write a better novel, 
decided on the subject of the terrorist group Narodnaia Volia (People's Will), 
and its leader Andrei Zheliabov, which he described as a ^JxpauaTmecKaa 
HCTopHJi B pyccKOM peBOJiioitHOHHOM MBWKeHmi npouuioro BeKa».23 In 
Otblesk kostra Trifonov researched the roots of the Bolsheviks, and in 
Neterpenie he digs deeper, examining the forefathers of his father's generation 
of revolutionaries, and a time which would later be « o n p e / i e j i e H a Kax 
Ha3peBaHHe peBOJiioiiHOHHoft CHTyauHH» [III, 8]. 
20 Aksenov openly admitted that he only wrote his novel Lyubov' k elektrichestvu for this 
reason, in his answer to the question: «roBopHT; nHcaxej iH UIJIH B ary cepHJO (flnaMeHHue 
peBOJiiouHOHepbi), a OCHOBHOM, H3-3a 4 e H e r ? » «Zla, raM )KaaHbie ao ztener jmm 
co6pajiHCb: BoflHOBHM, TpHcjjOHOB, FJieLmnmi, OKyfl>KaBa, E^mos, AKcenoB. KoHeMHO, 
Bce , He HCKJiroqaH MCHH, xore^H aapaSorarb. XOTA 6bi nnn roro, HTodu cjieflyroniHft rozi 
He 6aTpaMHTb, a n H c a i b 'mn ayum". BripoMCM, H 6UJI aa.nie yBne^eu no inepe 
npoHHKHOBeHHH B MatepHajT.*, 'Beseda s pisatelem Vasiliem Aksenovym', Kontinent, 27 
(1981), p. 437. 
21 German Lopatin, bom Nizhny Novgorod, 1845, died Petrograd, 1918. Member of General 
Council of First International, first translated Marx's Das Kapital into Russian. In 1867 went to 
Italy to help Garibaldi, arrested in Russia, escaped abroad where became friends with Marx. 
Returned to Russia in 1870 to free Chemyshevsky from prison in Siberia. Spent life in jail, 
escaping, living abroad. Wrote many articles on revolution and Tsarism. 
22 See the novel Dve sviatkipisem. PovesV o Germane Lopatine, published later by Politizdat in 
1982. 
23 'V kratkom - beskonechnoe' in Kak slovo nashe otzovetsia, p. 266. 
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The novel opens with a picture of a sick Russian society. The reasons 
for this sickness are unclear to people at the time, although later it is explained 
as the start of a revolutionary situation. The picture then shifts to the book's 
main protagonist, Andrei Zheliabov, who is about to leave his wife and child. 
The main part of Neterpenie centres around the years 1878-1881 and 
Zheliabov's activities with the People's Will, the various attempts on Alexander 
II's life, finally resulting in his murder in St Petersburg in 1881. However, 
unlike other writers who studied Zheliabov, Trifonov spends time looking at the 
early part of his life in order to understand what made him turn to terror. 
Zheliabov, bom in 1850, was from Cossack peasant stock, and had seen injustice 
from an eariy age, first to his family and then to others around him; he was led 
to join the revolutionary movement to avenge this brutality. He was expelled 
from university in 1871 for boycotting lectures after a fellow-student was 
thrown out of class. After this, he became a tutor to the children of middle-
class families. His wife Olga was one of his pupils. Throughout the first 
chapter, the young revolutionary's life with his family is gradually sacrificed to 
his increasing involvement with radical groups and his eventual move towards 
terrorism. After the failure of the 'Going to the People' movement, the 
Narodniki, when many were arrested as the peasants failed to grasp the 
revolutionary message but instead reported them to the police, did not know 
which way to turn. Olga's father-in-law suggests one way of reform, which he 
desires as much as Andrei. He believes in the extension of self-government and 
the Zemstvo, but through peaceful means, by working with the system. 
However, Andrei no longer believes in talking, and the example of Vera 
Zasulich's attempt on the life of the St. Petersburg governor to avenge the 
maltreatment of a revolutionary (and her later acquittal) sows the seeds which 
lead him and Narodnaia Volia to embrace terrorism: 
«Bce cjiHJiocb: ocBoSox^eHHe, snepsbie B S C H S H H nerepSypr, 
cBoBo^a nax.na cbipoB yrojibHoK rapbro, . . . H o/jHospeMeHHo - Bocxopr 
nepefl HeBe/jeMoK fleByuiKoa, qyBcxBo noMXH 6.;ia»eHcxBa. Ona He cMorjia 
Bbtxepnexb Ha;ipyraxe.nbcxBa naa apyxHM. 0, ecjiH 6 H see, ecfiH 6u 
Ka:«flHf} xaK CTpaaa.n! . . . H oflHospeMeHHO c MyacxaoM pa/jocxH H 
o c x p o r o xop>KecxBa - a Bce-xaKH ecxb BHcniHf! cya, nanepcHHRH 
pasBpaxa, noMHHxe H xpenemHxe! - 6HJIO KaKoe-xo cwyxHoe o^H/iaHHe. 
3xox Bbicxpeji 6biJi He K O H U O M , a HaqaJioM. Haiiajiocb nemo 
HeH3BeflaHHoe. AH/jpef} eme He snaji, xaK K axoMy HOBOMy oxHocHXbCfl, 
HO oxqexjiHBo omymaji ero npHxo/ i .» [111,43-^]. 
It is this belief in a "higher justice" that leads him, though not without 
some hesitation as to the philosophy of "the means justifies the ends", to the path 
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of terrorism. He says when in court on trial for the assassination of Alexander 
II: 
«HxaK, MM, n e p e H c n u x a s pasHbie cnocoSbi ^eflcxBOBaxb na uonbsy 
Hapofla, B Hauaj ie ceMH^ecaxux roflOB H36pajiH OflHO H3 cpezicxB: 
noJToaceHHe p a S o q e r o M e j i o s e K a . . . MHpHyto n p o n a r a H ^ y 
couHaJiHcxHMecKHx HZiefi... /iBHaceHHe coBepmeHHO SecKpoBHoe, 
oxBepraBUiee HacH.rtHe, He pesoJiiouHOHHoe, a MHpnoe - 6H.no no^aBJieHO. 
KeJibio MoeH *:H3HH SbiJia cjiyacHXb oSmeMy 6jiary. ZIojiroe BpeM^j a 
paSoxaji aJifi 3xo(i nem nyxeM M H P H H M H xoJibKO 3axeM 6bm BbiHy^^jen 
nepeflXH K nacHJiHio. H cKa3aj i 6bi xaK: ox xeppopHCXHtiecKoft 
fleflxejibHocxH H , nanpHMep, oxKa3ajic5i 6M, ecjiH 6bi H3MeHHjiHCb BHeuiHHe 
ycjioBHH.» [111,404]. 
As one of his acquaintances, Pimen Semenuta, says: «qejiOBeK naqaji c xoro, 
ttxo xoxeji yqHXbCii y napo/ja, a npHinen K xoMy, iixo6u yuHXb HcxopHK}». 
It is because of this change in direction that Zheliabov decides to break with his 
wife and son forever, especially as, like so many wives of revolutionaries, she 
did not understand his cause. Trifonov spends time on the split with Olga 
because it also reflects the change in Zheliabov, the change in his morality. 
People mean little to him now, he can leave his family, he can also now kill 
another person for the sake of the cause. He, like so many other terrorists is 
convinced of his own righteousness. He knows that the path of terrorism will 
lead to execution and he often pictures his own death. He has begun another 
life, going against himself. Trifonov disliked his hero because in his impatience 
and desire to give history a push through terrorism in defiance of ethical 
principles, he saw egoism. To Trifonov this was one of the greatest evils - « B 
3roH3Me 3aKJiK)treHa HenpaB^a MHpa», Zheliabov, after the break with his 
family, now believes he has no moral accountability, all bloodshed will be for 
the cause and the choice of terror is blamed on the times. Many of Trifonov's 
contemporary characters blamed their acts of egoism on the times. 
Zheliabov's desire for glory can be seen at an early stage, when Frolenko, 
another acquaintance says: 
«0H Jiio6Hjr noKpacoBaxbCfl , MaJiocxb no6axBajiHXbCH: xapaKxep-xo 
pbmapcKHft, a pbmapcxBo 3xo Bcer / ja neKoxopas noxBajib6a». [Ill, 115] 
The reader sees Zheliabov from many different angles which sheds more light 
on his character, especially on the traits of self-glorification and voluntarism, as 
remembered by his acquaintance Sitsianko: 
«0/iHaxflbi O H roBopHJi o Bo.ne. 0 XOM, MXO qejioseK, c^naaanomyiVi BOJieK, 
Heyfl3BPfM. BojieR3 MOSCHO no6eziHXb CMepxb, fla)Ke caMoe npHpoay, a He 
xo qxo xaKHe Me/ioBe^ecKHe ycxanoBJieHHH, KaK rocy/ iapcTBa, 
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npaBHTejibCTBa. BxoflHJio KaKoe-TO oSoroTBopeHHe nmnofi B O J I H . 9i 
cnpocHJi: Hex J I H r y r Bbico^afimero 3roH3Ma? O H roBopHJi, MTO pasyMHO 
HanpaBJieHHaH B O J I H ne Moacer SbiTb aroHCTHMHOft, H6O ee KoneMHa^ uejib 
- Qjiaro Bcex» . [Ill, 200-1]. 
However, Trifonov does not concentrate solely on one protagonist. As 
well as the portrayals of the many other revolutionaries Zheliabov meets in the 
first chapter and beyond, in Chapter 2, Trifonov introduces another important 
member of the Narodnaia Volia, Nikolai Kletochnikov. He is an altogether 
different type of man than Zheliabov and clearly interests Trifonov from the 
point of view of psychology. A government official who moves from the 
Crimea to St. Petersburg for a change of scenery, he hears of the Narodnaia 
Volna through friends in Petersburg, students he had met in Yalta, and wants to 
help the movement in order to put some purpose into an empty, lonely life. He 
takes a position in the Third Section, the Tsarist secret police, whose 
representatives are described not unlike the KGB characters in Trifonov's 
contemporary works, with bloodless, grey, deathly faces and glassy stares, and 
reports back to the terrorists about forthcoming searches, spies and other 
information. He is a quiet, modest man, but most valuable to the movement, 
and, like other members, is motivated by a complex mixture of egoism and 
idealism. 
One who is fuelled purely by egoism is Grisha Goldenburg. He is 
recruited to the main branch of Narodnaia Volia after assassinating the 
Governor of Kharkov. Following this he sees himself as a hero and is forever 
bragging about his exploits. He is not interested in the hard work which needs 
to be done such as digging tunnels, which shows some lack of dedication, 
especially when compared to the strength and modesty of his fellow conspirator 
Mikhailov. Due to his carelessness he is eventually picked up by the authorities 
and, by flattering his vanity, the chief of police Loris-Melnikov leads him to 
confess and list all the other members of the People's Will in the mistaken belief 
that in doing so he is saving Russia. However, when he tells this to a fellow 
revolutionary in prison, to his immense surprise he is called a traitor. Vain to 
the last, he cannot live with this and takes his own life. 
Trifonov describes well the psychology of the various terrorists. One 
other well-differentiated member of the People's Will is Okladsky. He joins the 
People's Will as a lively, happy boy, running errands for them, but his 
underlying desire to please and unreliability of character eventually destroys 
them all. After being arrested and sentenced to death, he co-operates with the 
police and becomes an agent provocateur, in which capacity he in fact continued 
to serve, as we learn from the 'Clio' chapters, right up until the revolution. After 
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that he disappeared but eventually gave himself up and was sentenced to ten 
years imprisonment in 1925, aged sixty five: 
«Bcio >KH3Hb Bbwasaxb, Bbi^iaBaxb, Bbiflasaxb, H nanocjie^OK, K o r a a y»c 
HHKoro He ocxajiocfa - Bbwaxb ce6jil . . . 
Ox c x p a x a CMepxH O H npeBaxHJJc^ B noiKHpaxejiH )*CH3HH: O H 
r j i o x a j i flHH, rojUbi, ziecHXHJiexHa, noeziaJi H X BMecxe c K O C X A M H , 
BucacbiBaji coK, noacHpaJi Bce, qxo nonaaa.Jio B axy nbflHyRa noxjie6Ky, 
paaH Koxopofl KOJioxHJiocb cFO cepzlue, OKHMaJiHCb naJibUbi H <c(a)Ke 
xenepb, na Kpaio MorHJiH, B ^ p y r csepKajiH - nofl BcnHinKaMH MarnHfl -
nycxbie HeqejioseqecKHe r j i a s a . H cezieHbKaji cxapyiDKa, ziaBas C B O H 
noKasaHHft, ne CMoxpejia B e r o cxopony. O H oojiyqHJi aecHXb Jiex 
jiHineHHH CB060JW. Bxopofi pa3 B csoeft )KH3HH crHHyjr, na 3xox pa3 
HaBcerzia». [111,322-323]. 
The theme of betrayal is important in the works of Trifonov, and here it is seen 
in various forms, from the vanity of Grisha Goldenberg to the desire of Rysakov 
and Okladsky to save their own skins. Okladsky hardens and feels no remorse 
but Rysakov, who, legs trembling, threw the first bomb at the tsar, is 
manipulated into betraying his colleagues and believes he will be pardoned right 
until his execution. He dies knowing that he has destroyed his soul. Thus 
terrorism is seen to distort the morality of its advocates in many ways. 
The novel does not, however, concentrate solely on the terrorists. 
Trifonov, with all the thoroughness and skill at his command, shows a wide 
panorama of Russian life at that time. The extensive historical research the 
author put into Neterpenie makes it exceptionally authentic. Not only do we see 
the life of everyday nineteenth century Russians, their byt (an aspect which 
featured heavily in his Moscow Tales written at the same time), but the action 
also moves from the People's Will to their ultimate target, Alexander II, his 
family and court life. Alexander is portrayed in a new light. He is shown with 
his mistress, whom he finally marries after the death of his wife, and he and his 
associates appear weak compared to the iron will of Zheliabov and the 
revolutionaries. Ironically, when the Narodnaia Volnya finally do kill the Tsar, 
it only brings about the destruction of the group and not the great revolution 
from below its members had hoped for. The populace was not moved to uphold 
their cause - they had not, after all, imposed their will. The assassination of his 
father led the heir to the throne, Alexander III, under the guidance of the arch-
conservative Pobedonostsev, to be extremely reactionary, and he did not put into 
effect the decree which his father had just signed to create a form of 
representative assembly and constitution. The assassination of Alexander II did 
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not give history the push the People's Will had naively hoped. Indeed they had 
probably forced it backwards. 
In this study of the People's Will, Trifonov was not only investigating the 
roots of twentieth century Russian revolutionaires, but was also reflecting on the 
phenomenon of modern-day terrorism (in Ireland, South America and 
Germany): 
«H Kone^Ho, B 3Toft TeMe 6ujm KaKHe-ro nepeKJiHUKH co MHorHMH 
BOJiHyiomHMH Hac cerom^i npo6jieMaMH. Ha H caMa H^ea 3KCTpeMH3Ma, 
TeppopH3Ma - Bce eme minasi H Bojibnafl ana coBpeMennoro 3apy6e)KHoro 
MHpa, ZIJIH COBpeMCHHOK HCTOpHH. TaK ^ITO TyT 6UJ\ KOMnJieKC npHqHH, 
KOTopbie noTJfHyjiH Mens K 3TOMy poMaHy.»24 
Trifonov is interested in what leads people to terrorism, which he is wholly 
against, and in the outcome of their actions. Terrorism is the undoing of the 
People's Will. They are discredited by it and break up, having deceived 
themselves and failed to understand the value of human life. Trifonov's study of 
Narodnaia Volia is an ethical rejection of terrorism, showing that it achieves 
nothing: 
«B CBoeM poMane a xoren noKa3aTb, MTO C noMombro reppopa nejibsa 
ffocrmb HCTHHHbix oCmecTBeHHWx iiejieH».25 
In Neterpenie, the threads of history and terrorism of the 1870's are not 
only traced to the twentieth century Russian revolutionaries and further to the 
modem day, but also back in Russian history. The shadow of another Russian 
revolutionary, Nechaev, hangs over the novel. Sergei Nechaev (1847-1882), a 
follower of Machiavellian principles, the belief that the end justifies the means, 
wrote a "Revolutionary's Catechism" which proposed murder, amongst other 
things, as a legitimate means to further revolution and categorised people 
according to their importance as targets. The People's Will disliked Nechaev 
and rejected his unprincipled, immoral ideas but, ironically, came very close to 
him in the end. Nechaev himself was fuelled purely by egoism, by a despotic 
yearning for power rooted in pride and total contempt for others. The People's 
Will did believe that their actions were for the good of the Russian people and 
targeted those in power - Trifonov shows Zheliabov as limiting the amount of 
gunpower used in the Winter Palace in one of the attempts to blow up Alexander 
II so that innocent people should not be killed, whereas Nechaev even had one 
24 Ibid, p. 267. Kirill Sokolov, who illustrated the first (Politizdat) edition o{Neterpeneie, also 
recalls that Trifonov said his interest in modem-day terrorists led him to write the novel. 
Interview, 1 December 1994. 
25 'Roman s istoriei' in Kak slovo nashe otzovetsia, p. 322. 
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of his own conspirators, the student Ivanov, murdered. It is in this question of 
damage limitation that modem-day terrorists have more connection with 
Nechaev's so-called pseudo-revolutionary behaviour, than with Narodnaia 
Volia. The Baader-Meinhof gang, for instance also had one of their members, 
Ulrich Schminker, killed on a false charge of treachery. However, Trifonov 
shows the similarities to be much wider than this. Modem terrorists will blow 
up anyone - planes, shops, people out walking. They are completely without 
moral principle. In the article Nechaev, Verkhovenskii i drugie 26 Trifonov sees 
the aim of modem terrorism to be to achieve notoriety for their cause through 
the mass media and was one of the first to advocate denying them "the oxygen 
of publicity". To block the reporting of terrorist attacks would also stop the 
public becoming immune to such horrors. It is their egoism that desires this 
publicity, and this too links them with Nechaev: 
«no3TOMy HCTopH5! CToneTHeft flaBHOCTH HeuaeBa H sceft HeHaeBotHHH 
npe^cTaBJiHeTCS M H C TaKoK aajKHOft RAS^ cero^HHinero MHpa, ZIJIH 
nOHHMaHHH COSblTHft, KOTOpblC TOJIbKO BHCUIHe K a X y T C J t 
peBOJiioaHOHHbiMH, a B /leKcTBHTejibHocTH HBJiHKDTCfl Bbipa>KeHHeM caMoro 
eojibinoro qejioBC^ecKoro 3roH3Ma.»27 
In writing about Zheliabov, Trifonov did not want to tell his story so much as an 
examplary revolutionary legend, but as a lesson. The influence of Dostoevsky 
on the novel is apparent here. Not only does Dostoevsky appear as an actual 
character in Neterpenie , as well as Tolstoy, giving the novel a literary, as well 
as historical, focus, but it is clear that Trifonov was also influenced by 
Dostoevsky's Besy (The Devils').^^ The characters in this novel were directly 
inspired by Nechaev and his associates. Besy was banned during Stalin's time 
as anti-revolutionary and even at the time Trifonov wrote Neterpenie it was seen 
as a bold subtext. Zheliabov is, in his rejection of absolute morality and in his 
calculated publicity-seeking, not unlike one of Dostoevsky's "devils".29 
2^ First published in Novyi mir, no. 11,1981 to commemorate 100 years since the death of 
Dostoevsky (the links with Dostoevsky will be examined later in the chapter) and also in Kak 
slovo nashe otzovetsia. 
27 'Roman s istoriei' in Kak slovo nashe otzovetsia, p. 322. 
28 See the article 'Nechaev, Verkhovenskii i drugie'. 
29 In one of his illustrations to the first edition of Trifonov's book, on which he worked with the 
author, Kirill Sokolov showed the contrast in Dostoevsky and Zheliabov's reactions to 
witnessing a public execution. Trifonov himself found the pale blue and silver of the book's 
cover, which imbues the figure of Zheliabov with a flickering "now you see him, now you don't" 
quality, particularly suitable to precisely this fiendish aspect of his character. Interview with 
Kirill Sokolov, 1 December 1994. 
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Trifonov saw Besy as being relevant to modern-day terrorism, and the moral 
aspect of both novels is valid today. The influence of Dostoevsky continues in 
Trifonov's later works, especially of Crime and Punishment in Dom na 
naberezhnoL 
Thus the threads of history extend from Nechaev, through to the People's 
Will , to the Bolsheviks and Social Revolutionnaries («A re, K T O npHineJi B 
Hauajie XX seKa na CMeny HapozioBOJibuaM O T O 6UJIH acepu), y»ce oqeHb 
MHoro ycBOHjiH H3 HeMaeBCKHX npHHUHnoB»30), and further to modem-day 
terrorists outside Russia. Here in Neterpenie many of Trifonov's major themes 
are present, and it is not just a story written to order to commemorate famous 
"ardent revolutionaries". Here Trifonov is further developing his thoughts on 
history and the concept of slitnosV . The style of the novel reflects this. It is 
quite complex, and it is told from three main viewpoints - those of the author 
objectively retelling the story; of other characters giving a first person view of 
events through document and flashback; and of Clio, the muse of history, 
looking on from the present day. By using Clio to comment on the events from 
the vantage point of 1972, Trifonov shows the subsequent fate of the various 
characters as well as giving an objective, contemporary view of these events. 
The device also gives a feeling of the flow of time, of the inevitability, sooner or 
later, of individual death. Clio herself says «Bce Hsqeaaer B MOCM noTOKe,..» 
[III, 89]. Yet the threads of history are carried on within every person. Trifonov 
actually said to a relative of a member of the People's Will: 
«MeHfl oMeHb o6pa^oBajro T O , ^ T O BH - ^maa HHTb, coeflHHHiomafl Hame 
BpeMH c saMeqaTeJibHHMH mopbym npoiiiJioro».3i (Italics mine - L.B. ) 
Trifonov tried to use very little invention in Neterpenie, to be as factual 
as possible in his desire to show historical truth, as in Otblesk kostra. He 
attempts to make the reader think about history and morality, but does not give 
overt judgements. This tolerance was very important to him and is also his 
attitude in the Moscow Tales. He agreed with Chekhov that «Mbi He Bpa^H -
Mfai 6oJib», and, by making the reader think about the past, he ensures that the 
memory of it is not lost but helps towards an understanding of the present. He 
uses contemporary language to stress the connection between past, present and 
future, to convey the unity of time. 
The novel was criticised for being uneven and confusing with too many 
characters and locations, yet this also helps to immerse the reader in the spirit of 
30 Roman s istoriei' p. 324. 
31 See ' "Sopriazhenie istorii s sovremennost'iu" (Iz pisem ob istorii)', Voprosy literatury, 1987, 
no. 7, pp. 180. 
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the time. The reader is caught up in the swiri of events, feels the bustle and the 
impatience of Narodnaia Volia. The flashbacks and switches between the three 
styles are like the time montages increasingly used by Trifonov in his later 
works. In Starik these techniques are used again to great effect. In Neterpenie 
they highlight the inner worlds of the characters, their true natures, caught up in 
the flux of time, while bridging the gap between the two eras, Clio shows the 
final outcome for each character, but gives no conclusions and passes no 
judgement. 
Neterpenie was staged as a play and was also translated into many 
languages, giving Trifonov international fame, and even a nomination for the 
Nobel Prize from the German Heiiuich Boll. Its popularity was partly due to the 
epidemic of terrorism in the world at that time and to the interest of the Russian 
youth in the People's Will, the romanticisation of the underground struggle. It 
also, unusually, gave a balanced, critical view of some of the fathers of 
Bolshevism, and this interested readers jaded by standard Soviet praise. The 
writing of the novel took only ten months, although it was well researched. 
Some were surprised at its publication in the middle of Trifonov's novellas on 
contemporary Moscow life, but in these are common features. There is the all 
pervading concern for time, history and morality. Indeed, figures from 
Neterpenie are mentioned in the story Dolgoe proshchanie. The hero Grisha, a 
historian, is, like Trifonov his creator, interested in both Nechaev and 
Kletochnikov. Trifonov believed that history was always with everyone, and 
each needed to understand their own past in order to understand themselves. In 
his historical works he subjects the morality of revolutionairies to intense 
scrutiny because they are, in a sense, responsible for him and the worid he and 
his readers inhabit, but with the Moscow Tales, which I shall examine in the 
following chapter, Trifonov begins to look at morality in everyday life, byt, not 
so much the morals of the great historical conflagrations, but rather the 
revolution's dying embers in Brezhnev's stagnating Russian society. 
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C H A P T E R 6 
MOSCOW L I F E 
1966 onwards heralded a period of artistic maturity for Trifonov, and a return to 
publishing in Novyi mir, under the editorship of Alexander Tvardovsky, after an 
absence of 16 years. In 1954, after being refused an advance for a new novel by 
Tvardovsky, Trifonov had vowed never to return to Novyi mir. His Turkmenian 
works and Otblesk kostra had all been published in Znamia. He did not see 
Tvardovsky again until the funeral of Gabbe (his editor on Studenty) in 1960. 
Since then Tvardovsky had temporarily lost his editorship in 1954 due to the 
publication of Pomerantsev's article on "Sincerity in Literature", but in 1958 he 
returned as editor due to public pressure. The joumal however was still heavily 
censored and Tvardovsky was often harrassed by the bureaucracy, hwtNovyi mir 
remained Russia's leading literary monthly. In 1964, Trifonov and Tvardovsky 
acquired neighbouring dachas in Krasnaia Fakhra. In Zapiski soseda ^ Trifonov 
recalls how at first they were distant, then only talked of gardening matters and 
finally began to discuss literature. Tvardovsky then asked Trifonov to submit 
some of his work to Novyi mir : «notieMy B H HaM wmevo He npuHocHTe? 
npHHOCHTe! HaM HHTepecHa Ka»;iaJi sama cTpaHHLia!».2 At first Trifonov 
was hesistant, fearing rejection and thus spoiling his new-found friendship with 
Tvardovsky. In the end, he began to publish again in the journal, starting at the 
end of 1966 with two short stories, Vera i Zoika and Byl letniipolden'. ^ 
Vera i Zoika tells the story of two friends cleaning a dacha belonging 
to the middle-aged Lidiia Aleksandrovna, outside Moscow. The three women 
are from different social groups but share much in common where fate is 
concerned. Lidiia Aleksandrovna tells Vera and Zoika her life story while 
waiting for her husband and son to arrive with the money to pay them for their 
work. She has had difficulties in her life but feels that «>KeHmHHa HHKorzia He 
^ o j i ^ H a TepHTb HazieiK^». Her family does not turn up and eventually the 
two women leave one after another. Zoika takes seven roubles with her - all that 
Lidiia Aleksandrovna has on her, while Vera follows later, leaving Lidiia some 
^ 'Zapiski soseda', appeared in the novel 'Prodolzhilelnie uroki', republished without omissions in 
Dmzhba narodov, 1989, no. 10, pp. 7-43. 
^Ibid, in Kak slovo nashe otzovetsia, p. 168. 
3 'Dva rasskaza: Vera i Zoika; Byl letnii polden'', Novyi mir, 1966, no. 12, pp. 75-91. 'Dva 
rasskaza; Samyi malen'kii gorod; Golubinaia gibel'', Novyi mir, 1968, no. 1, pp. 74-88. 'V 
gribnuiu osen'. Rasskaz', Novyi mir, 1968, no. 8, pp. 67-75. 
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money. It ends with Vera walking through meadows to the station, a picture of 
eternal nature. 
The story is fairly simple and compact, with little dialogue and covering 
a short period of time. However, it shows the complexities of human 
relationships and how all three react differently to life. Against the backdrop of 
a changing, expanding Moscow, we see the erosion of traditional family ideals, 
the unhappy and lonely lives of many Muscovites. This was characteristic of all 
Trifonov's so-called "Moscow tales" ,^ where he had started to concentrate on the 
lives of ordinary people.^ 
Vera i Zoika was published with the story fi_y//efnz7/7oWen'. This tells 
of an old woman, Olga, returning to her homeland in the Baltic after an absence 
of many years. The visit has been arranged by Nikul'shin, a man who is writing 
a book and film about Olga's late husband's participation in the 1905 revolution -
presumably the reason why they had to leave the area. We see her saying 
farewell to her family on a railway platform in Moscow, and the tensions and 
everyday problems of life in the capital are apparent. She is fond of her 
granddaughter, but dislikes her daughter-in-law and her husband (her son, the 
woman's first husband, committed suicide in 1939 while in a labour camp in the 
Far East), She is unable to live with her other children, one daughter being in 
Baku which is too hot, while the other lives with her husband and his large 
family elsewhere in Moscow. Arriving on the Baltic, she feels that 1905 now 
means little to her and has difficulty remembering the place - only the smell 
finally brings it all back. She returns to the hut where she lived with two friends 
and meets one of them, Marta, who promised to write but never did. They now 
feel as if they had never parted, as though the changes had been purely external. 
Now the memories of her life and husband come flooding back, they seem more 
real than her current life, showing the fate and tragedy of a woman alone. Then 
she was the wife of a dedicated revolutionary, now she is just a little old lady, 
similar to the descriptions of the old revolutionaries who attended Dmitriev's 
grandfather's funeral in Obmen. However, on return to Moscow, byt takes over 
4 Including the longer works which followed these initial short stories - 'Obmen. Povest'', Novyi 
mir, 1969, no. 12, pp. 29-65. 'Predvaritel'nye itogi', Novyi mir, 1970, no. 12, pp. 101-140, 
'Dolgoe proshchanie. Povest'', Novyi mir, 1971, no. 8, pp. 53-107. 'Drugaia zhizn", Novyi tnir, 
1975, no. 8, pp. 7-99, and also 'Dom na naberezhnoi. Povest", Druzhba narodov, 1976, no. 1, pp. 
83-167. 
•^T. Patera, in her book Obzor tvorchestva i analiz moskovskikh povestei luriia Trifonova. Ann 
Arbor.: Ardis, 1983, sees this story as an answer to what some critics had perceived as an anti-
Solzhenitsyn stance, showing the importance of 'little'people, as in Solzhenitsyn's Matrenin dvor. 
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the revolutionary past. Asked about her trip, her only conunent is about the 
weather: 
«A B noHeztejibHHK yrpoM 0.nbra Po6epTOBHa croJiJia B o^epeflH 3a 
MOJTOKOM B «racTpoHOMe» H paccKa3HBajTa omo^ m&KOuoVi »:eHmHHe H3 
c o c e a n e r o no/i"be3Aa, Kaxaa noro;ia B npH6ajiTHKe: see nmh ^neft nowTH 
cnjiouib ao>K/fH.»6 
Thus in Byl letnii polden', life in contemporary Moscow is 
juxtapositioned with that of Russia's revolutionary history, but it is the former 
which is present and thus seems to overcome the latter at the end of the story 
(although of course the two are inseperably linked). As in all of the Moscow 
Tales, everyday life, or byt , and its trivialities are becoming much more 
important to people than their own history. Trifonov was to join the past and the 
present in many of his future works, most notably Starik, 7 and thus this short 
story is the start of a new, more mature style. The tale was actually based on a 
tme story, that of E.A. , the widow of a famous revolutionary who retumed to the 
hut where she used to live in Estonia after fifty years. Trifonov had forgotten 
about this until he began to write about 1905 in Otblesk kostra, and felt that the 
time was right to write a story about it, for he now had a feel for that time.^ 
Golubinaia gibeV also depicts the life of the older generation in 
Moscow.9 An old couple feed the doves which land on their balcony, but a 
neighbour, whose son spends his time shooting at the birds with a catapult 
instead of doing his homework, complains to the housekeeper, who tells them 
that flat-dwellers are not allowed to keep pets and they must get rid of them. 
The neighbour, an elegant, arrogant woman represents the new versus the old in 
Moscow society, as in the Luk'ianovs versus the Dmitrievs in Obmen, while the 
officious housekeeper creates an aura of fear among the tenants, reminiscent of 
the old K G B house wardens in Stalin's time. The old couple try all sorts of 
methods, putting nails on the window sills, taking the doves miles away outside 
Moscow, but in the end the old man is forced to kill them, much to his distress. 
The story is extremely gloomy, made worse because of its ordinariness, as are 
^ In Izbrannye proizvedeniia v dvukh tomakh, Moscow: Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1978; 
volume 1, p. 174. 
7 'Starik. Roman.', Druzhba narodov, 1978, no. 3, pp. 27-153. 
^ See the article 'Vozvrashchenie k "prosus"' in Kak slovo nashe otzovetsia, Moscow: Sovetskaia 
Rossiia, 1985, pp. 79-80. 
^Published in Novyi mir in 1968, along with the story 'Samyi malen'kii gorod', which is 
examined in Chapter 5. 
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the other stories of the Moscow cycle. Even Tvardovsky asked him to change 
the end: 
« . . . O H neyaaJi y uensi na crone, MapHji HJiJiapHOHOBHa npoqHxajia, -
cKaaajT AJieKcaH^p TPH4)OHOBHTJ. - XopoiuHK, roBopHT, paccKas, H O 
noMCMY KOHeu TaKoB rpycTHbiK? ripsMo, roBopHT, )KHTb He xoqexcH. B H 
TaM ^TO-HH5yflb c / iej iaBre c K O H U O M . . . » I O 
However Trifonov did not change the ending, and the tragic destruction of life is 
made even more ironic and meaningless by the fact that Muscovites are later 
encouraged to keep as many doves as possible for the International Youth 
Festival in 1957. 
This change in the law represents the change in the regime at that time, 
from Stalinism to the relatively more liberal period under Krushchev. The doves 
are symbols of victims of the regime. At the time when Trifonov wrote the 
story, the doves were also an allegory for the growing repression under 
Brezhnev and the fear of many, including the author, of a return to Stalinism. 
After replacing Krushchev in 1964, Brezhnev had started a campaign against 
liberal writers, mostly notably Solzhenitsyn who was used as a scapegoat. This 
all had repercussions for Tvardovsky, who had published Solzhenitsyn's work in 
Novyi mir. The January edition of Novyi mir which included Golubinaia gibeV 
did not actually come out until March 1968 because Tvardovsky was trying to 
publish the end chapters of Cancer Ward. The previous year had also seen the 
trial of two writers, Sinyavsky and Daniel, who were imprisoned for five and 
seven years for having their work published in the West. This fear of further 
repression hangs heavy on Golubinaia gibeV and even affected the story itself. 
The above events are not of course directly referred to, the reader has to deduce 
these himself from the Aesopian language of Golubinaia gibeV. The story was 
actually submitted to Novyi mir at the same time as Vera i Zoika and Byl letnii 
polden\ and when republished in 1971*1 197312 there were some changes to 
the text, namely alterations and omissions in the 1971 edition. As Tatiana Patera 
has showni3, allusions to the 1956 amnesty of prisoners and the anti-Semitistism 
of the early 1950s were cut out, as was the description of the arrest of the 
1^  'Zapiski soseda', in Kak slovo nashe otzovetsia, p. 171. 
11 InRasskazy ipovesti, Moscow: Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1971. 
12 In Izbramye proizvedeniia v dvukh tomakh, Moscow: Khudozhestvennia literatura, 1978; 
volume 1, pp. 186-198. 
13 For an indepth discussion of Golubinaia gibeV, see Tatiana Patera, Obzor tvorchestva i analiz 
moskovskikh povestei luriia Trifonova, Ann Arbor Ardis, 1983, pp. 41-84. 
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couple's Jewish neighbour, Boris Evgenevich, which happens at the same time 
as the doves are removed. His family is evicted from their flat and resettled 
elsewhere, but this is changed in later editions to that they had simply "moved". 
Human nature is also explored in V gribnuiu osen', in the reaction of 
Nadia and those around her to the death of her mother. She finds her mother 
dead at their dacha, but it seems that she only sees the loss in terms of her 
mother's uses, such as doing the housework, rather than of any real love. She is, 
however, disgusted by the attitudes of the others, who quickly get on with life 
again and talk about trivialities, such as the mushrooms of the title. Byt, 
everyday concerns seem to overcome death. One workmate of her mother's 
even hints at swapping flats, a theme which Trifonov was to expand in Obmen. 
The whole pathos of this story is also lowered by the concentration on byt, but as 
with Chekhov, this makes the impression stronger as the characters are so 
ordinary. 
The influence of Chekhov on Trifonov's style became increasingly 
evident at this stage in the writer's life. As he says in Vozvrashchenie k 
"prosus": 
«^exoB o/iHaacflH cKa3aJi: «Haao nHcatb npocTo: o T O M , KaK flerp 
CeMCHOBHU yaemiJicn na Mapbe HBaHOBHe. B O T H Bce». Mne Ka:»ceTC«, B 
3ToK (J)pa3e - oTBeT Ha npo6jieMy cro^exa. FlHcaTb o npocrux Bemax*.'"^  
The brief, impressionistic feel of these short stories also have the feel of another 
of Trifonov's favourite writers, Bunin: 
«ByHHH oKa3a.n orpoMHoe BJiHHHHe na SojibinHHCTBO coBpeMeHHUx 
MOJIOflblX np03aHK0B - B OCHOBHOM B oSjiaCTH CTHJIJI , HJiaCTHKH CJIOBa».*^  
As other articles of this time show, Trifonov was moving more towards 
realism, to characters who would depict the current times. 
«9i paccMHTUBaJi B KaKoK-To cxeneHH BWHBHTb Mepy n.noaoTBopHocTH 
pa3HMX JiHTepaxypHbix HanpaBJienHfl, ycxaHOBHXb, nro B name speMa 
HaKSojiee pe3yjibxaxHBHo H fleflcxBeHHo peajiHCXH^ecKoe Ha.npa.meme».^^ 
Inherent in this is the growing importance of the question of morality in 
contemporary Moscow, which Trifonov was to explore in greater detail in his 
subsequent novellas. Although he does examine modern-day morality and 
knows people's weaknesses and shortcomings, he does not condemn his 
14 'Vozvrashchenie k "prosus"' in Kak slovo nashe otzovetsia, p. 78. 
15 'I.A.Bunin' in Kak slovo nashe otzovetsia, pp. 26-27. Originally written in 1969 for a 
collection of works dedicated to Bunin. 
16 'Personazh v sovremennoi literature', written in 1965 and published in Kak slovo nashe 
otzovetsia. See also "Khudozhnik i revoliutsiia', Voprosy literatury, 1967, no. 11, pp. 101-2. 
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characters, but instead strives to understand them and make the reader do so too, 
unlike much of the official literature of the time. Trifonov had now finally 
broken with socialist realism. These characters were real people with real, 
everyday problems, no longer merely positive or negative stereotypes. 
The style of these stories, the indirect reported speech, close attention to 
detail and the time shifts show a more mature Trifonov, and continue in his later, 
larger works. They act as snapshots of his subsequent povesti and novels. As 
the Turkmenian stories set the scene for Utolenie zhazhdy, these have the same 
role for his Moscow Tales. He has now entered what can be seen as the third 
stage of his evolution, from cliched socialist realism and the second, 
Turkmenian phase. Because of the increasingly repressive climate of the time, 
Trifonov is using what has been referred to as his "Aesopian" language; it is not 
so much what is said as what is unsaid, which the mature Soviet reader could 
detect between the lines. 
The last short story from this transition to the novellistic genre of the 
Moscow Tales is Puteshestvie^'^, which holds the key to Trifonov's new outlook. 
It opens with the narrator, a Moscow journalist, who feels (as Trifonov once did) 
that he needs to go away to produce decent material: 
«OflHa)Kzibi B anpej ie H B^jpyr noHflJi, MTO M C H H MO>KeT cnacTH To.m>KO 
omo: nyTemecTBHe. Ha/io 6uno yexaTb.» [IV, 1^] 
However, throughout the course of the story he realises that Moscow herself 
holds so much that he knows nothing about, including the people around him 
and ultimately himself; 
«^lepe3 nojiiiaca a Bbimeji H3 TpoJiJieK6yca B03Jie CBoero flOMa. Ha yrjiy 
BropoH nec^aHofli, r ^ e naxoflHTCH flHeTHMecKHft «racTpoHOM», a 
ocTaHOBHJicH H HorjiHfleJT KpyroM: H ymimn CKsep c HarHMH flepesbflMH, 
cwpHe BexBH KOTopHX HCKpHJiHCb Hd coJiHue. Ha CKaMefiKax, 
paccTaBJieHHHX KOJibitoM BOKpyr ^oHTana, cH^eJiH, no j^CTasHB co.nHLiy 
jiHua, aecHTKa qetbipe nencHOHepoB, cxapHKOB H cxapyx. O H H cHflejiH 
xecHO, no nHxepo Ha CKaMeflKe. H He anaji HHKoro H3 HHX. . . . 
H OXKpHJT /IBepb C B O H M K/IK)MOM H BOIOejI B KBapXHpy. . . . B 
aepKaJie MejibKHyjio Ha MrHoaeHbe cepoe, qya(oe J IHUO: A noRyudji o XOM, 
KaK 31 Majio ce6ji 3HaiD.» [IV, 191-2]. 
Thus he decides to stay and focus on his contemporaries, to journey into people 
and not places. Trifonov too now moves from external portrayals to the inner 
world of Muscovites. 
1^  Written in 1969 and first published in Izbrannye proizvedeniia v dvukh tomakh, Moscow: 
Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1978; volume 1, pp. 23-26. 
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THE EXCHANGE 
The first of Trifonov's so-called moskovskie povesti, Obmen (The Exchange'), 
was published in Novyi mir in December 1969. It centres on Viktor Dimitriev, 
a middle-aged Muscovite, and the conflict between his own family, especially 
his mother, and that of his wife Lena, the Luk'ianovs, as he ponders at the 
opening of the novella: 
«noqeMy me HHxeJiJiHreHXHbie, B C C M H yBa>KaeMHe ^eHiuHHbi - noqeMy ^Be 
xopouiHe KeHmHHH, ropjiMo jHoSHBUiHe ZiMHxpHeBa, xo)Ke xopomero 
wejioBeKa, H e ro p,oMh HaxamKy, ynopHo jiejte^jiH B ce6e XBepzieBmyio c 
roflaMH BsaHMHyro HenpHfl3Hb?» [II, 8]. 
This animosity has built up over the years, but at the beginning of Obmen 
Dmitriev's mother is terminally ill with cancer, and Lena sees this as an ideal 
opportunity to improve their own cramped living conditions by asking her to 
move in with them. Thus on Kseniia Fedorovna's death they would inherit her 
flat and be able to swap this and their own flat for one larger place. This 
practice, although not strictly legal, was fairly common-place in Soviet Russia. 
Dmitriev is horrified by Lena's callousness, especially in light of the fact that 
Lena never wanted to live with his mother in the past and his family will see 
through this and guess Lena's true motives. However, in the end he gives in, and 
the 'obmen' of the title represents not only an exchange of property but of values 
too. As his mother says when he asks her to live with them: « T H y»;e 
oSMeHHjicfl, B H X H . 06MeH npoH30Hiiieji . . . 3xo 6HJIO o^eHb aaBHo. H 
SbiBaex B c e r a a , Ka*:;jbif! zieHb, xaK mo X M He y ^ B J i s i l c f l , B H X S . H He 
cepflHCb. ripocxo xaK He3aMexHo...». [II, 62]. 
Dmitriev's ultimate betrayal of his mother opens Obmen, but there then 
follows a number of flashbacks showing a series of moral choices and 
compromises throughout his life which culminates in his being fully 
'Luk'ianovised'. Dmitriev's family are of old revolutionary stock, his uncles 
were Red Partisans, his grandfather spent time in Tsarist camps. His mother, 
Kseniia Fedorovna, is also a representative of the old, revolutionary generation, 
but Trifonov's characterization runs much deeper than a simple stereotype. On 
the surface, she seems a good person, constantly helping those less fortunate 
than herself, as Dmitriev's father also did, in a seemingly selfless manner: 
«BepHO, KceHHio Oe^opoBHy JIK)6HX / ipysba , yBa)Kaiox cociiy>KHBHUbi, 
ueHHx cocem no KBapxHpe H no naBJiHHOBCKoK nme, noxoMy mo ona 
/Io6po>KaxeJibHa, ycxyn^iHEa, roxoBa npHKxH Ha noMOiUb H npHHHXb 
yuacxHe.... 
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Bee npaBfla, HcxHfiHafl npasaa: Maxb nocxosiHHO OKpy)KaK)x Jitom, B 
cy^bSe Koxopfaix ona npHHHMaex y^iacxHe. . . . BceM Maxb cxapaexcH 
noMoraxb coBepineHHo SecKopucxHO. X O X H r/ie xaM - noMoraxb! C B » 3 H 
flaBHO nopacxepHHbi, H C H J I Hex. Ho Bce-xara - KpoBOM, C O B C X O M , 
coqyBCXBHeM. OweHb JIIDGHX noMoraxb 6ecKopHCXHO. rio^ajiyJi, xoqnee 
xaK: J I I O S H X noMoraxb xaKHM o6pa30M, qxo6w. He flaft 6or, He Bumno 
HHKaKoH KopbicxH. Ho B 3XOM-XO H 6una Kopbicxb: fleJiafl floSpue ae/ia, 
Bce BpeMH cosHasaxb ce6ii xopouiHM qejioBeKOM.» [II, 35-36]. 
However for this reason, Lena, much to Dmitriev's annoyance, sees her mother-
in- law as a hypocrite who believes herself to be morally superior to everyone 
else, and with her background, superior to petty-bourgeois such as the 
Luk'ianovs. Dmitriev's sister also looks down on Lena's family, they both 
believe he has betrayed the family by marrying into a family whose outlook on 
life is so alien to them. Kseniia Fedorovna is not the usual shining example (or 
stereotype) of an old revolutionary, but is shown with all her human faults. 
Dmitriev's grandfather is more like the old revolutionaries previously 
seen in Trifonov's work, such as his father, embodying the great ideals of their 
time. However, having returned from a spell in the Soviet camps, he is 
completely out of touch with modem life: 
«CxapHK 6uji HacxoJibKO ^y^a BCHKoro JiyKbHHonofloSHSf - npocxo ne 
noHHMaji MHorHX Bemeft . . . . 
JJea roBopH/i, H3yM.n5iHCb, /iMHxpHeBy: «CeroflH5i npHXOflH.n KaKOK-
xo paSo^Hfl nepexarHBaxb KymexKy, H XBoa npeKpacnaj i Ejiena H He 
MCHee npeKpacHa5i xeiqa ztpy^^HO roBopHJiH eMy «xbi». Mxo 3Xo 3HaqHX? 
3xo xaK xenepb npHHHXo? . . . H ZiMHxpHeB HHwero He Mor aeay 
o6bHCHAXb. Jlena, CMeacb, roBopHJia: «cj5eflop HHKonaeBHM, B H MOHcxpl» 
/lefl 6uA He MOHCxp, npocxo 6MJI oMCHb cxap - ceMbflecnxb aesjixb, -
XaKHX cxapHKOB OCXa.nOCb B P O C C H H HCMHOrO, a lOpHCXOB, OKOHMHBIimX 
riexepSyprcKHfl yHHBepcHxex, eme Menbuie, a xex H3 H H X , K X O 3aHHMajicH 
B MOJio^ocxH peBoJiiouHOHHbiMH ^e/taMH, CHaeji B KpenocxH, ccujianca, 
6eacaji 3a rpaHHuy, pa6oxa.n B UlBeKuapHH, B BejibrHH, 6bui anaKOM c 
BepoK S&cymn, - BOBce pa3-ztBa - H oSqejiCH. M o « e x 6bixb, B KaKOM-xo 
CMbicjie flea H 6HJI MOHCxp.» [II, 4445]. 
Dmitriev's grandfather is more like a dinosaur, a rapidly dying out breed in this 
new stagnating society, based on materialism and all the values which the 
Luk'ianovs represent. However, this does not make him intolerant of it or the 
new people around him, as he says - « IlpespeHHe - 3XO rjiynocxb. He nymio 
HHKoro npe3Hpaxb.» [II, 46]. Instead he tries to accept contemporary values 
rather than living in the past: 
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«/Ie/i roBopHJi o xoM, mo Bce, qxo no3a;jH, B C H ero SecxoHeqno anwHHaff 
«H3Hb, ero He saHHMaex. Hex r j iynee , KaK HCKaxb uaeajiu B npouuioM. C 
HHxepecoM O H CMOxpHX xojibKO snepezi, H O , K co^ajieHHio, O H yBHZlHx 
HeMHoroe.» [11,47]. 
Trifonov, like Dmitriev's grandfather, did not believe in being contemptuous and 
intolerant of others, however much one may dislike their character, but at this 
stage in life he too was somewhat pessimistic of the way in which the society 
around him was moving. 
The Luk'ianovs are a completely different breed to the Dmitrievs - those 
who "know who to live". They are not from the revolutionary intelligentsia, but 
are a new type of Russian, who use their connections to get on in life. Ivan 
Vasilievich is a party member, which he has used to help him along, but the 
Stalinist times have taken their toll on him. Having continually had to be on his 
guard in the past to prevent his downfall, he and his wife are now suspicious of 
everything and everyone, including each other, to the point of absurdity. 
Dmitriev's family, as they are from the intelligentsia, look down on the 
Luk'ianovs, whom they class as 'petty bourgeois'. However this does not stop 
them letting the Luk'ianovs arrange the mending of the cesspit at their dacha. 
The Luk'ianovs' main drive in life is for material possessions. They are not 
"bad" people, but in attaining their goals they break the moral codes which the 
Dmitrievs hold so dear. They are representative of the new type of person in 
Russian society, highly practical, ambitious, using the system to satisfy their 
own needs. In comparison, the Dmitrievs seem outdated. They will not 
compromise their principles to get what they desire. The Luk'ianovs are the 
latest phenomenon in Russian life as Oblomov was a century before them. 
Lena herself is an intelligent woman, a translator of technical texts, but is 
a chip off the Luk'ianov block who does everything possible to get what she 
wants. As her husband describes her: 
«H6o OHa srpbisajiacb B C B O H )KejiaHH«, KaK Syjibflor. TaKaa MRnoBH^na^ 
>KeHiiiHHa-6yjibAor c KopoxKOfl cxpH^xofl cojroMeHHoro UBexa H Bcer^a 
npHHXHO 3arope.nbiM, c j i e rea cuyrjimi mnou. Ona ne oxnycKajia ffo rex 
nop, noKa ace/tanHS - np^MO y nee B sydax - He npeBpamajracb B njioxb.* 
[II, 50] Everything she does is for her family, and although the bulldog simile is 
rather unpleasant, she does look after her family and their interests with the 
ferociousness of a guard dog. Dmitriev accuses her of insensitivity, of having 
«KaKOfi-xo flymeBHbiH ^e^eKx. K a K a a - x o neflopasBHXocxb qyBCXB.» [II, 
10]. However, in comparison with those around her, she is fairly typical in 
securing what she wants in life. One of Dmitriev's colleagues tries to force him 
to go on a business trip to Siberia, well aware that Kseniia Fedorovna is dying. 
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because he wants to make sure that his daughter gets a place in a special music 
school. Each is for their own in this modem materialistic Moscow society: 
«Ho, 5o»ce Moft, pa3Be MO^KHO cpaBHHBaxb - yinHpaex tie.rtOBeK H ztesoMKa 
n o c x y n a e x B My3biKajibHyio mKOJiy? / l a , ^a.. M O » : H O . 3 X O uiJi^nbi 
npHMepHO o/iHHaKOBoro pa3Mepa - ecJiH yMHpaex qyxofi qe;ioBeK, a B 
My3HKa.nbHyK) imcojiy nocxynaex C B O A co6cxBeHHaH, po^Haa m^a » [II, 
19]. 
Lena may be calculating and heartless, but she is extremely practical and clever 
and gets what she wants. Trifonov does not wholly condemn her because she is 
indicative of modem society, which he is trying to understand, warts and all. As 
he says of Lena in response to the criticism directed against her: 
IloueMy Jlena, x e n a ZlMHxpneBa, oxpHuaxejibHMfl nepconaac? 4xo ona -
peSeHKa 6bex? Bopyex ^lenbrH B x a c c e B3aHMonoMomH? flbSfHCXByex c 
My)KiiHHaMH? HHKy/ibiinHbffi pa6oxHHK? HHMero no,qo6Horo. pe6eHKa 
JTK)6HX, BHHa He nbex, ceMbio C B O I O o6o)Kaex, paSoxaex npeKpacHO H 
ycneuiHo, aa^Ke cocxaBHJia KaKoa-xo yqe6HHK ^Jl!^ xexHHuecKoro By3a. 
Ona - uejioBeK n a cBoeM Mecxe, npHHOCHx 6e3ycjioBHyio no.nb3y 
oSmecxBy. Hy, ecxb y nee KaKHe-xo ne/iocxaxKH B xapaKxepe, a y K O F O 
Hx Hex? y Bac, qxo . ^ H , anrejibCKHK xapaKxep?'^ 
Dmitriev himself is stuck somewhere between these two worids of his 
family and his wife and in-laws. He very much appears the hen-pecked husband 
of such a forceful woman. His marriage to Lena seems to be based on physical 
desire rather than love, but even in their sexual relations, Dmitriev is passive. 
When they marry, Dmitriev knows that they are not compatible but he tries to 
justify it as bringing new blood to the family: 
«Hy qxo >K, He xaK nj ioxo nopoziHHXbcji c jiro^bMH apyroVi nopo^w. 
BnpHcnyxb cBe^cyio KpoBb. nonojib30BaxbCfl MyacHM yMenneM. He 
yMeroiUHe «HXb npH MOJITOM coBMecxHOM «:HXbe-6bixbe na^HHarox H C M H O F O 
xflroxHXb ^py^ z ipyra - KaK pas 3 X H M C B O H M QjiaropoziHbiM HeyineHHeM, 
KoxopuM BxafiHe ropmTCfi.» [II, 39]. 
Dmitriev has certainly profited in many ways by his wife and her family 
"knowing how to live", but at the price of the moral values of his own family. 
He lets Lena get her own way, even when he knows it is wrong, just for a quiet 
life. If Lena is a bulldog, then Dmitriev is most definitely an ostrich, forever 
burrowing his head in the sand. Although he knows that some things are 
morally wrong, he tries to negate all responsibility for his own actions and 
18 "Vybirat, reshat'sia, zhertvovat'', Kak slovo nashe otzovetsia, p. 86. 
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decisions (or lack of them) by believing that such is life, that that is the way it 
should be or even that with Lena he is under the spell of a witch, rather than just 
the whims of a bulldog.'^ He becomes a master of self-deception in trying to 
justify everything to himself. 
One example of Dmitriev's moral weakness is his affair with Tania, a 
colleague from work, and his subsequent treatment of her. The affair started 
while Lena was away on holiday with their daughter, and upon her return it 
gradually fizzled out. Dmitriev often thinks that Tania is the wife he should 
have had, sensitive unlike Lena (even his mother liked her), but of course he is 
too weak to do anything about it. Tania herself left her husband over Dmitriev 
and has aged considerably as a result of the affair, but still loves him. He is 
completely passive with her too, and lets her caress him while they are travelling 
in a taxi together to her flat as he is about to borrow money from her to pay for 
the exchange. Even though he knows her feelings for him, he is not particularly 
bothered about asking her to finance him to move into a larger flat with his 
family, thus indicating that he does not want to be with her. This shows a 
distinct lack of sensitivity on his part, the fault he accuses Lena of at the 
beginning of Obmen. 
Throughout the course of the story Dmitriev looks back on his life and 
the reader sees how he has abandoned so many things, never having the strength 
of will to carry them through. In his youth he had been very artistic and hoped 
to go to art school. However, on failing the first exam, he threw himself into the 
first mundane job that came along, rather than perservering with what was then 
the great love of his life. After marrying Lena, he turned down many interesting 
business trips around the USSR at her command. He also started a PhD in order 
to earn more money at the institute where he worked, but, lacking motivation, 
soon gave it up. 
His current job at the Institute of Oil and Gas Apparatus was also 
obtained by compromising his moral principles. The job was originally intended 
for a friend of Dmitriev's family. Leva Bubrik, who having returned from 
Turkmenia, had been unable to find work for some time. Through his 
connections, Lena's father can ensure that Bubrik obtains the job which he 
would like at this institute. However, Lena, upon hearing of the job, decides that 
Dmitriev should have it instead as it is better than his current one. Dmitriev at 
first does not want this, but of course he eventually reconciles himself to it, 
sacrificing friendship for a comfy job: 
1^  As Dmitriev describes Lena «H, O6HJIB, CMorpeJia emy B r.na3a CHHHMH .nacKOBWMH 
r/iaaaMH BeabMbi* [II, 50]. 
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«Mbicjifa npHiujia eft nepsoft , K o r ^ a HBan BacHJibesHM npHexajt H 
paccKa3aji , ^ixo 3a Mecxo. H ZlMHxpHeB zieBcxBHxejibHO He xoxeji. TpH 
HOMH He cnaj i , KOJieSajrcH H My^HJica, H O nocxeneHHo xo, o MeM Hejib3Ji 
6 H J I O H noziyMaxfa, ne xo mo caejia.rh, npeBpaxHJiocb B H C M X O 
HesHa^HxeJibHoe, MKHHaxropnoe, xopomo ynaKOBannoe, spo/ie oSjiaxKH, 
Koxopyio cjieflOBajio - j3,a.yKe HeoSxozfHMo ziJia sziopoBbH - nporjioxHXb, 
HecMOxpH Ha remocTh, coflepstamyiocfl BnyxpH. 3TOVI raflocxH HHKXO Be^b 
He saMCMaex. Ho Bce r.noxaiox o6jiaxKH.» [II, 52]. 
Dmitriev's family are not at all happy with his behaviour towards Bubrik, which 
leads his grandfather to say «Mbi c Kceneft o*:HaajiH, MXO H3 xe6a 
nojiyMHXcfl Mxo-xo a p y r o e . Hnqero cxpamnoro , p a s y n e e x c f l , He 
npoH30uiJ[o. T H qeJioBeK He CKBepHuH. Ho H ne y/iHBHxe./ibHbtft». [II, 49]. 
Dmitriev is precisely that - not a bad man, but not wonderful either, and 
with time he becomes more and more Luk'ianovised . Even his sister Lora 
remarks «BHXbKa, KaK :«;e xbi 0JiyKbHHHJiC5!!». [II, 36]. The death of his 
grandfather finally severs all ties with his family's values. After the funeral he is 
asked by Lora if he is going to Aunt Zhenia's where there will be a gathering of 
his grandfather's friends and relatives. He reacts thus: 
« / l o xoH MHHyxu /jMHxpHeB cqHxaj i , mo noezjex K xexe ^ e n e 
HenpeMeHHO, H O xenepb 3aKo.ne6a./iC5i: B caMOM Bonpoce Jlopu 
3aKJiK)MaJiacb B03MO>KHocxb BHSopa. 3Hamm, u JTopa, H Maxb no.nara.TO, 
mo OH, ecjiH 3axoqex, M O » e x ne exaxb, xo ecxb mo euy exaxb He 
o65i3axejibHo, H6O - O H Bf lpyr axo noH5iJi - B H X rjTa3ax O H y)Ke He 
cymecxBOBaji KaK MacxHua ceMbH /iMHxpHeBHX, a cymecxBOBaji KaK nemo 
ffpyroe, o6i>eflHHeHHoe c JlenoH H , Moacex 6HXb, zia)Ke c xeMH B qepnux 
najifaxo, c iiepHbiMH 30HxaMH, H e r o uano 6uno cnpamHsaxb, KaK 
nocxopoHHero. 
... HyBcxBo HenonpaBHMOcxH, oxpesaHHocxH, Koxopoe SbiBaex Ha 
n o x o p o n a x - O ^ H O 6e3B03BpaxHo yuij io, oxpesa j iocb n a s c e r / i a , a 
npo/ioji>Kaexcji xo, aa. ne xo, H X O - X O yuKe HOBoe, B flpyrnx KOM6HHauHJix, 
- 6biJio caMofi xoMJimefl Sojibio, aayne cHJibHee, neu neqajib o aeae- -Qefl 
6biJi Beflb cxap, ^oJi^en 6biii yracnyxb , H O SMecxe c HHM Hcqe3ajio qxo-
xo, npHMO c HHM He CBfi3aHHoe, cymecxBOBaBtuee oxflejibHO: KaKHe-xo 
HHXH Me>Kziy ZiMHXpHeBbiM, H MaxepbK), H c e c x p o f l . » [II, 48-9]. 
He is now fully Luk'ianovised, and this is further displayed when he forgets his 
briefcase. On the way to the funeral he had managed to purchase some tins of 
Lena's favourite fish, and puts them in his briefcase. He hides the briefcase 
behind a pillar in the crematorium, and spends most of the funeral trying to 
remember not to leave it there. However, he does forget the briefcase and has to 
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walk in on the next funeral to retrieve it. Fish now seems more important than 
the death of his grandfather, material things mean more to him than his family 
and their values, which have died along with his grandfather. When he goes to 
ask his mother if she will move in with them, it is ironic that she is reading 
Doctor Faustus, about a man who sold his soul to the Devil, Dmitriev's moral 
fall is now complete. 
Throughout Obmen, Dmitriev takes no responsibility for his own actions 
and seems completely passive, almost inanimate, such is his weakness of will. 
The only time he does do anything of his own accord is when an alsatian jumps 
onto his trolleybus. After some of his usual hesistation, he manages to make the 
dog jump out of the bus, fearing that otherwise it would become lost. This 
happens just after Kseniia Fedorovna has turned down his offer to move in with 
them, but it does not mark the start of Dmitriev taking decisions in life. Three 
days later his mother agrees to live with them and thus they eventually get her 
flat However, at the end of Obmen, the death of his mother and all the moral 
compromises take their toll on Dmitriev: 
« n o c . n e CMepxH K C C H M H cjseflopoBHM y ZlMHxpHeBa cjjejiancsi 
rHnepxoHHMecKHB KpH3, H OH n p o j i e » : a j i xpn neaem jioua B cxporoM 
nocxejibHOM pe)KHMe, 
... O H KaK-xo c p a s y c^aj i , nocepeji . Eme He cxapHK, H O y)Ke 
no*:HJiofl, c OSMHKIIIHMH m.e^Kaim flszieHbKa*. [II, 63-4]. 
He may have won the flat, but he has lost spiritually and physically. A lifetime 
of compromise has sapped his strength, he is morally grey and flabby. After a 
gradual moral degeneration the exchange is now complete. 
Dmitriev is fairly typical of Russians at that time and, in Obmen, 
Trifonov paints a picture of society where everything is becoming 
Luk'ianovised, the landscape, Moscow itself: 
«Bce «ojiyKbflHHJiocb». KayK^blVl rof l MCHJiJiocb qxo-xo B no;ipo6HocxflX, 
H O , KorMa npouiJio wexbipHa/maxb .Jiex, oKasaJiocb, MXO Bce oJiyKbHHHJiocb 
- OKoiroaxejibHO H 6e3Hajiemio. Ho. MOiKex 6bixb, 3Xo He xaK y>K njioxo? 
H ecjiH 3XO npoHcxo^HX co B C C M - flas<e c SeperoM, c peKoH H C xpaBofi, -
3HaqHx, MO)Kex dbixb, sxo ecxecxseHHO H xaK H A O J I ^ H O 6HXb?» [II, 35] 
Dmitriev may try to deceive himself thus, but Trifonov himself is not convinced 
that that is the way things should be. He portrays real life at that time. The 
rapid urbanisation of Moscow, recurrent in so many of his previous works, is 
again prevalent, and it is on that note that the novel ends: 
«/lMHxpHeBCKyK) flaqy B HaBJiMHOBe, xaK )Ke, KaK Bce oKpy^aroiuHe ;3aqH, 
HeaaBHo cHecjiH H nocxpoHJiH xaM cxanHOH «BypeBecxHHK» H rocxHHHuy 
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ana cnoprcMeHOB, a Hopa co C B O H M <J>ejiHKcoM nepeexajia B 3K)3HHO, B 
aeBJiTH3Ta)KHbrfi aoM.» [11,64]. 
Everything is becoming grey, Dmitriev, the concrete city and Trifonov's 
portrayal of his characters is no longer in black and white terms. 
Obmen depicts a society in flux, old is juxtapositioned against new, the 
old revolutionaries and their values against that of the new materialist middle-
classes. The old revolutionary values, embodied in Dmitriev's grandfather are 
dying out and being replaced by egoism, consumerism and the desire for a 
comfortable life at any price. This is hardly what Dmitriev's grandfather or 
Trifonov's father for that matter, struggled so hard to achieve, but this does not 
stop Trifonov trying to truthfully portray the life of his contemporaries. 
Trifonov would probably be more on the side of the Dmitrievs, but he still 
shows all the characters with all their faults. He does not glorify Kseniia 
Fedorovna, but shows the negative traits of her character too. He does not make 
judgements or give easy answers. These are not the socialist realist stereotypes 
of the past, showing, with the help of the Party the right path to follow. 
Dmitriev feels he has taken the wrong path in life, but does nothing about it. 
Obmen shows real life with all its problems. Housing was a great problem in 
the Soviet Union. The revolutionaries of the 1920's and 1930's may have been 
happy to live in cramped conditions while building socialism, but people in 
modem-day Moscow want a more comfortable way of life. Obmen shows one 
way of how this is achieved but at a price. Beneath the story of exchanging flats 
lies deeper moral issues, and Trifonov hoped that in showing life he would make 
the reader think twice about doing the same thing himself. In ProdolzhiteVnye 
uroki 20, he recounts how an acquaintance was planning to move in with her 
mother to look after her, but her son, having read Obmen, could not bring 
himself to do so. He is happy i f his works make the reader reflect on his actions, 
listen to his conscience and hopefully take the right moral path. 
Obmen shows a growing maturity in Trifonov's works. The realism of 
characterisation is coupled with a more complex narrative style. Throughout the 
novel, Dmitriev, in a series of flashbacks and reflections, reveals his true 
character over a very compact time span. However, at the end it is shown that 
the narrative voice was not a third-person omniscient author retelling Dmitriev's 
life, but actually in the first person, an acquaintance of Dmitriev's, who has just 
been telling him all that has been happening to him. Thus Dmitriev is seen from 
the level of a contemporary, rather than by a distant author, which makes the 
^'^ ProdolzhiteVnye uroki. Oclierki, Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel, 1976. 
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novel even more realistic. These flashbacks and hidden narrators were to 
become a growing feature of Trifonov's works, andStarik marks the culmination 
of the technique. 
Many of Trifonov's common themes are predominant in Obmen: 
urbanisation, especially in comparison with life at the dacha, the idyll of youth; 
old compared with the new, and how the old values and landscapes are dying. 
Connected with this is his portrayal of time, and the symbolism of the river, 
which flows on, grey like Dmitriev, now with concrete shores rather than the 
beaches of old. Another one of Trifonov's important concepts when examing 
time is that of the threads which link each person with their past. Trifonov starts 
to touch on this in Obmen with the death of Dmitriev's grandfather: 
«Jlea 6HJI Bern c r a p , nonyKen 6hiJi yracHyrb, H O BMecre c H H M H3^e3a.no 
M T O - T O , np5IMO C HHM HC CBfl3aHHOe, CymeCTBOBaBUiee OT^eJIbHO: KaKHe-TO 
HHTH MeyKfjy /jMHTpneHMM, H Maxepbio, H cecTpoa». [11,49]. 
This was to be further explored in later works such as Drugaia ihizn\ which I 
shall examine later in this chapter. Morals in everyday life were the subject of 
most of his works from this time on. Trifonov was now middle-aged, and his 
works at this time have that middle-aged feel about them, about looking back 
and reflecting on one's life. He shows the world around him; his descriptions of 
Moscow are as alive as they were in his first novel Studenty, but the treatment of 
society is dramatically different as a result of time and developments in the 
history of his country. Then he was a young man, writing the kind of novel 
which had to be written under Stalin. Now he is older and wiser, in the 
stagnation of Brezhnev's Russia, where the shadow of Stalin still hangs over 
society. This is shown in Obmen - Dmitriev's father had died of a stroke, 
probably brought on by life under Stalin and his grandfather had been in the 
Soviet camps. 
Obmen was very much seen by the critics as showing the battle between 
the intelligentsia and meshchanstvo, philistinism (or rather the Dmitrievs and 
the Luk'ianovs), especially in light of the arguments between Lena and 
Dmitriev's cousin Marina. Marina is intolerant of philistines such as Lena 
because she does not appreciate modem art or poetry, whereas Lena regards 
Marina as an intellectual snob.^i The critics perceived Obmen as showing the 
triumph of the intelligentsia over meshchantsvo, but this was not what Trifonov 
himself had in mind: 
21 See 'Obmen' in Volume Two ofSobranie sochinenii v chetyrekh totnakii. Moscow: 
Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1986, pp. 53-55. 
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«HH O KaKHX Memanax H nHcatb He co6Hpajic5i. Mens HHTepecyroT 
xapaKTepbi».22 
Some of the more orthodox critics complained that Trifonov had not shown the 
Party showing Dmitriev the way out of his move towards philistinism and that 
he had not been hard enough on meshchanstvo. However, this was not 
Trifonov's aim in Obmen. The Luk'ianovs may be alien to him but he is not 
intolerant of them or the Dmitrievs (whose faults are shown too) because that is 
exactly what he believes people should not practice in life - intolerance He 
shows real life, real people, all with their weaknesses, and tries to understand 
them and society around him This may not have been attractive, but it existed, 
and Trifonov felt it was his duty as a writer to portray life truthfully, however 
bitter this truth may be. He no longer sees people in black and white, negative 
and positive terms. With time he has come to appreciate his own weaknesses 
and shortcomings as a human being, as well as those around him, and aims to 
show this and the complexities of modem life and people. Dmitriev is typical of 
Soviet man at that point in history, the compromises made by him have been 
made by society as a whole. He is the hero of his time. Lermontov's Pechorin 
may have been more a master of his own destiny than Dmitriev and somewhat 
more dashing, but both have their faults and are not wonderful people. In 
portraying his characters, Trifonov makes no overt judgements but leaves it up 
to the reader to make his own mind up. 
The novel was a success, one of his most popular works, and was 
adapted into a play staged at the Taganka Theatre under the direction of lurii 
Liubimov in 1977, which was a sell-out. Liubimov's aim was to make the play 
as compact as possible, to say the most in the least time. Lena's desire to move 
and their current situation were created with lots of fumiture on stage to show 
their cramped conditions. Dmitriev spent most of his time at the front of the 
stage, with the memories and flashbacks taking place behind him. The 'fixer' 
who helps arrange the exchange becomes an actual character in the play, a 
pervasive presence in the background. The programme was even in the form of 
a housing form. Liubimov and his theatre had a lot of trouble with the censors 
in their history together, and he was forced to make his own exchanges too, both 
with his productions and eventually in the country where he lived. With his 
adaptation of Obmen no ready answers were given either, and it had the same 
effect on people as the novel. One critic, Klaus Mehnert, related the following 
after seeing a performance, "As I was waiting in line with hundreds of others to 
22 Quoted in V. Samoriga's interview with Trifonov, Tsel' tvorchestva - samootdacha. Beseda s 
luriem Trifonovym', Knizhnoe obozrenie, 28 June 1974, p.8. 
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get my coat from the theatre's overcrowded checkroom, I overheard a woman in 
front of me, probably in her thirties, say to her companion: "Let's stick together 
for a while. I f I go home now, I shall go to bed and weep. What we just saw on 
the stage is not a play. It's our life.""^^ 
PREUMINARY STOCKTAKINGS 
Trifonov's portrayal of contemporary Moscow life continued in his next work, 
PredvariteVnye In this novella, another middle-aged frustrated 
intellectual, Gennadii Sergeevich, looks back on his life and his twenty-year 
marriage to his second wife, Rita. Gennadii Sergeevich is a translator and is 
currently working in Turkmenia, on the works of a popular local poet, Mansur. 
A family crisis has led him to escape to Turkmenia and in a series of flashbacks 
he takes stock of his life, and like Dmitriev, finds it and himself lacking. His 
thoughts on his marriage are thus: 
«He Ha^o 6bJWO acHTt. Bwecre /iBaflUaTb Jier. Also, sprach Zarathustra: 3 T O 
cjiHiuKOM jxo^TO. /Isa/maTb JieT, myxKa J I H ! 3a ABa/maxb Jier pe^eioT 
jieca, ocKy^eBaer no^isa. CaMHli nymmVi !iou xpeSyei peMOHX. TypQmm 
Bbixo/Iflx H3 cxpoJi. A KdKHx rHTaHXHqecKHX ycnexoB flocxHraex nayKa 3a 
ZlBa^axb Jtex, cxpaiUHO no^yMaxb! npoHCXOfl^x nepeBopoxu B O Bcex 
o6jiacxflx HayiiHHX 3HaHHa. nepecxpaHsaioxcfl ropofla. 0KXj?6pbCKaji 
njioma/jb, pH^oM c KOXopoK M U ymjia Kor;ja-xo, coBepmeHHo H3MeHHJia 
OSJTHK. He roBopH y>K o X O M , MXO B O 3 H H K H J I H HOBbie a(|)pHKaHCKHe 
rocy^apcxBa. /Jsa/maxb Jiex! CpoK, He ocxaBjiHiomHa Haae»(zi.» [11,81] 
Like that of Dmitriev, over the years Gennadii's life has become one of 
compromise, «Bcio «H3Hb p,em.n ne xo, uxo xoxejiocb, a xo, qxo aejiajiocb, 
MXO no3BOJi3iJio :«HXb» [ I I , 73]. During his marriage, he has not been happy 
with some of his family's actions but has done nothing to prevent them. Instead 
he has become accustomed to them to the point where he no longer really cares. 
He keeps quiet for a peaceful life. Rita is very similar to Dmitriev's Lena, 
another bulldog type of woman. She too is determined, insensitive, obsessed 
with material possessions, not so much for her family's sake as with Lena, but 
for her own. She follows the latest fads and her most recent one is collecting old 
23 Quoted in Richard L. Chappie, 'Yury Trifonov and the Maturation of Soviet Literature', 
Midwest Quarterly - Journal of Contemporary Thought, 29, 1, (1987), pp. 40-54. For further 
discussion of the staging of Obmen see M. McLain, 'Trifonov's The Exchange at Lyubimov's 
Taganka', Slavic & East European Arts, 3,1 (1985), pp. 159-69. 
24 'R-edvaritel'nye itogi',Novyimir, 1970, no. 12, pp. 101-40. 
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religious books and icons. Gennadii, in response, calls her a hypocrite saying 
that her behaviour is not at all like the major teaching of all religions in that she 
does not love her neighbours. Gennadii disapproves of her friends, or rather her 
contacts, such as Larisa with her network of connections, "the Larisa bureau" as 
he calls her, who can procure almost anything, concert tickets, holidays to 
exclusive seaside resorts, et cetera. Gennadii is against this system of 
connections but inevitably becomes tied up in its all-pervading influence in 
modem society. It certainly does not stop him letting Rafik, from whom he 
receives translations, help his son pass examinations, as he is friendly with one 
of the examiners, 
Rita's latest companion is Gartvig, an academic, who accompanies her on 
her various religious outings to Suzdal, Zagorsk and the like. This does not 
seem to bother Gennadii Sergeevich, even though he suspects that they might be 
having an affair. He simply describes him thus: 
«rjiaBHa5i rapTBHroBCKafl tjepra - ero UHHHqecKoe crpeMJieHHe 
rtpHoSperaTb, norjiomaxb, HH^ero He aa.Ba.si. HemrhCfi C B O H M H uucnmn 
H SHaHHHMH C JIIOflfaMH, KOTOpUX OH CTHTaJI myKo ce6H H 6ecnojie3HbiMH 
ce6H, OH ne yKejia.Ji, He yMeji, He xoreji T O J I B K O o6oramaTbca». [ I I , 
93]. 
He is however highly jealous and contemptuous of the pseudo-intellectual 
Gartvig and is greatly satisfied when Gartvig says that Pechorin and Grushnitsky 
are characters from one of Turgenev's works, when, as any Russian would know, 
they are actually from Lermontov's "A Hero of Our Time". 
As a contrast to the morally vacuous Gartvig is Niura, the family's 
housekeeper. Niura is about the same age as Rita, but has a completely different 
way of life. Her parents died in the 1930s when she was a child, and she was 
then thrown out of her home by one of her aunts at the age of eleven. She has 
suffered from ill-health since the war, but despite all her misfortunes never 
complains about her lot. This semi-illiterate, religious peasant woman follows 
in the Russan literary traditions of the holy fool and Mother Earth type figure, in 
contrast to the grasping Rita. The family went through many cleaners before 
Niura, who has been the only one to stay and has worked for them for ten years. 
Her warmth and selflessness has kept the family together, bringing to their home 
what has been so sadly missing. When she takes i l l and goes to hospital, 
diagnosed as having schizophrenia, Gennadii comments on her absence: 
»H BOT ymjio 3 T O cymecTBO, Koropoe raK crpaHHO qeMeHTHpoBajio MOM. 
Beffb Bce Mbi pacnojiaajiHCb B paanwe cxopoHH, Ka^flHB B CBOK) KOMHary, 
K CBOHM fleJiaM H xaftHaM, CBoeMy MOjmaHHro, H TOJibKo ona 6biJia 
nofljiHHHHM flOMOM, xpaHHTejibHHuef? njiHTH, oqara*. [ I I , 103] 
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The hospital ask Gennadii and Rita i f they will look after Niura, as she has 
looked after them, but they refuse. Gennadii feels that as a matter of conscience 
they should look after her, but Rita, despite reading so many religious works, 
does not want to and he makes no great effort to persuade her otherwise, 
silencing his own conscience as Dmitriev so often does. Both blame the other 
for their own selfishness and wash their hands of the matter. To make matters 
worse, while in hospital Niura asks them to bring her aunt's icon to help her 
recovery. Rita is most unwilling to give her the icon. She would prefer it to 
decorate her own home, but finally asks their son Kirill to take it to the hospital. 
He in turn sells it on the black market and is caught by the police. This is the 
family crisis that has led Gennadii Sergeevich to escape to Turkmenia. He 
blames himself for not having brought Kiri l l up properly but again makes no 
attempt to try to put things right. Instead he leaves things up to Rita, who is only 
concerned about ensuring that their son is not thrown out of college, and takes 
no thought for Niura's feelings or for attempting to get the icon back. Gennadii 
Sergeevich even tries to make himself feel better by thinking that Kirill could be 
worse, he might have been physically agressive to his father like some of his 
colleagues' sons. Kiri l l is the product of his parents and the times, a materialist, 
an egoist, who uses people for his own ends. He is usually after money from his 
parents, or from other relatives and even Niura. After that he turns to black 
market activities, a common practice in the 1960's. 
Gennadii and Rita's relationship is fairly loveless, and each member of 
the family is tied up with their own concerns, not each others. As Rita says, 
«Kor/ja xpH aroHcxa ^Hsyx BMecxe, HH^ero xopomero 6bixb He MO»cex.» 
[ I I , 115]. A l l they have in common is their egotistical behaviour and lack of 
basic moral values. Their lack of love or understanding for one another leads to 
constant arguments. However, divorce, which Gennadii Sergeevich knows is 
there like an emergency exit, is not used, probably because they could not be 
bothered with the hassle of separating and having to find new accomodation, not 
an easy task in Moscow as Obmen had shown. Instead they barely tolerate each 
other and lead separate lives, although Gennadii Sergeevich constantly teases 
Rita and her friends. He talks much of needing to be close to someone, of 
loving one's neighbour, even criticising Rita for not doing this. Yet he himself 
makes little attempt to be loving and readily admits that he no longer loves his 
wife. While in Turkmenia he thinks of phoning home and saying what he really 
feels, but cannot bring himself to do so, and instead waits for Rita to ring him. 
Like Dmitriev, Gennadii Sergeevich has an unhappy personal life. He 
suffers a recurring dream, which is a reflection of how he feels life is suffocating 
him: 
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«ByflTo nojUHHMaiocb no KaKHM-ro SecKOHeMHHM cryneHHM, KajKflaft mar 
6HJI T^acejieK, Bce HeBosMOJKHeK, ne XBaraer mxamin - H Kor^ja y»c, 
Ka.:>KeTcsi, KOHeu, accfjMccHfl, - B/ipyr npocHnaiocb.» [ I I , 82]. 
Despite all this, he, like Dmitriev, makes no attempt to change his life, even 
though he seems less malleable in the face of his wife than the protagonist of 
Obmen. He is much more self-critical than Dmitriev, but in a sense is thus much 
more of an egoist - his self-criticism does not force him to change things, rather 
it is a sign of his egoism, he spends so long on self-examination and self-
absorbtion. As a result of moral compromise, he also suffers from ill-health and 
high blood pressure, continuing where Obmen left off. Along the way he has 
compromised his professional life too; rather than become a writer he sticks to 
translating third-rate poets instead and in the words of his son, «npoH3BO/5Hiiib 
KaKyio-TO Mypy, a T B O J I cosecxb MOJIMMX*. [ I I , 73]. However Gennadii 
Sergeevich is a few steps further on than Dmitriev in that his exchange happened 
years ago, he is not wrestling with his conscience as Dmitriev does in Obmen, he 
has already betrayed former values. He knows he has not done what he wanted 
in life, rather what he 'had to do' (like Dmitriev) but now believes that it is no 
good fretting about how his life could have been. He has resigned himself to 
fate, thus taking no responsibility for his actions or his family, and is now almost 
indifferent to them. 
While in Turkmenia he reflects on his life and compares that of his 
family to that of his host's Atabaly. Atabaly has a large family, and thus to 
Gennadii Sergeevich he can not possibly be an egoist with eleven children: 
«OAHaKo Moacex J I H qejioBeK, y Koxoporo oflHHHafluaxb /jexeft, 6wxb 
3roHcxoM? HeMMCJiHMO 5Ke! ripH BceM «e7iaHHH, npH JIIO6HX Bpo»;aeHHUX 
Ka^ecxBax 3XO 6biJTO 6bi HeBMnojiHHMO.» [ I I , 119-120] 
The contrast of Atabaly and his family to that of Gennadii Sergeevich's, shows 
how he is lacking as a father. As well as their own eleven, Atabaly and his wife 
adopted a Ukranian orphan, Valia. Gennadii Sergeevich, on the other hand, has 
a stormy relationship with his only child from his second marriage and rarely 
sees the son from his first. Atabaly and his wife's calm and natural life is a 
breath of fresh air compared to the suffocation of materialistic Moscow. 
Gennadii Sergeevich finds comfort in the arms of Valia and his memories drift 
to happier times with Rita, swimming in the river when she was pregnant. The 
river again symbolises the flow of time in this elegiac passage near the closing 
of the novellla. As in Utolenie zhazhdy, Turkmenia is represented as an oasis, a 
place to escape to, somewhere to find oneself. However, unlike for Koryshev in 
the 1950's, it does not lead Gennadii Sergeevich to do anything positive with his 
life. He returns to Moscow, goes on holiday with Rita to the Baltic Sea where 
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his breathing begins to improve. However, although his health has changed for 
the better, it is doubtful whether he will also experience spiritual rejuvenation 
given the picture of moral paralysis Trifonov has painted during the novella. 
Trifonov had previously planned to have his hero die at the end of 
PredvariteVnye itogi, but instead left him to live with the burden of his 
existence; there would be no escape from his life through death in this work. 
As with Obmen, the characters unfold through the prism of memory and 
thought patterns, with the interweaving of past and present. However in 
PredvariteVnye itogi, the narrative is in the first-person, rather than told by an 
omniscient narrator, allowing Gennadii Sergeevich to reveal his character, with 
both humour and biting sarcasm in self-critical monologues reminiscent of 
Dostoevsky's Underground Man.25 However, Trifonov's stance towards his 
characters should not be confused with that of the narrator. Gennadii Sergeevich 
is blind to his own weaknesses, despite his self-condemnation. The subtleties of 
the narrative allow the reader to see the failings of the characters, but Trifonov is 
not condemning them, rather portraying the society which surrounded him. This 
however led the critics to wrongly accuse him of indifference. PredvariteVnye 
itogi is bleaker than Obmen, showing someone who has compromised his 
conscience for a long time, typical of the morality of contemporary Soviet 
society. The novella is also deeper than Obmen, with the literary and biblical 
references scattered around the text. The many references to icons and religious 
works show how Moscow in comparison has become a spiritual wasteland. 
There are few good people such as Niura left, and Rita's interest in religion is 
not for its moral teaching. As well as the influence of Dostoyevsky, Gennadii 
Sergeevich himself makes frequent reference to Nietzsche and the insect 
imagery is reminiscent of Kafka. Without love and understanding, Gennadii 
Sergeevich is not in control of his life like some Nietzscherian superman, but 
rather dehumanised to the level of an insect. PredvariteVnie itogi is a further 
portrayal of a morally flabby Muscovite, trapped in a way of life he has not the 
strength to escape from; and, on a more general, universal level, of the fate of an 
individual in modem society. 
THE LONG GOODBYE 
The third novella in Trifonov's Moscow Tales, Dolgoe proshchanie, is set 
25 Dostoevsky was beginning to become a stronger influence in Trifonov's work. The imprint of 
Besy, for instance, in Neterpenie which was written at around the same time, and there are more 
specific parallels with Critne and Punishtnent in the later woric Dam na naberezhnoi. 
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mainly in the early 1950's, the background to the time of Obmen and 
PredvariteVnye itogi, the roots of the characters' values and Uves.26 The story 
revolves round Lialia, one of the story's narrators (and Trifonov's first female 
one) as she looks back on her life twenty years ago when she was an actress 
living with her family and common-law husband Grisha Rebrov at her family's 
home in Moscow. The narrative switches between her and an omniscient 
narrator to show the other characters, Lialia's family, Grisha, and the playwright 
Smolianov with again the backdrop of byt. 
Lialia is unlike Trifonov's other female characters, neither bulldog nor 
old revolutionary nor holy peasant woman. Her main feature seems to be pity 
for others: 
«0x 3XoJt MHCJiH 6biJia cMyxHaH paflocxb H qyBCXBo npesocxo^jcxBa: 
xaHHcxBCHHoe Mxo-xo, HyacHo ZIJIH c^acxbH, Kaaajiocb Jljuie, y nee ecxb. 
Ona He Morjia 6bi XBepzio oSbHCHHXb, ^ixo 3Xo 6una, H O ysepeHHo anajia: 
y Hee ecxb. FIoxoMy qxo, Korm jjpyme 6UJIH HecqacxHbi, efl xoxejiocb 
aca/iexb H oSjiertiaxb, e^JiHXbCH qeM-xo...» [ I I , 143]. 
This has given her a penchant for weak men throughout her life, crippled poets, 
orphans, anyone whom she feels sorry for. This leads her at the start of the 
novel to an affair with Smolianov, whose second-rate but politically correct 
plays are staged by her theatre company. The tormenting he suffers from the 
rest of the actors and the fact that he has a mentally disabled daughter and an 
unstable wife rouse Lialia's pity for him while they are on tour in Saratov, 
Smolianov's home town. The affair continues when they retum to Moscow, and 
as a result Lialia's career begins to flourish and brings her fame and fortune as 
she receives the main roles in Smolianov's plays. Trifonov draws upon his own 
experience to show Russian theatre in the 1950's, a time of great repression 
when only sycophantic, officially approved plays such as Smolianov's dull work 
on forest conservation could be staged rather than works of playwrights with any 
talent. The politics within the theatre are also shown, the scheming between the 
directors to achieve each others' positions and stay in favour with the current 
political climate. 
Lialia herself is rather a complex character, made up of good and bad 
points like any typical person. She has a love-hate relationship with her 
interfering mother, who is constantly trying to find her another boyfriend and 
forcing her to have numerous abortions, but she cannot leave her and her home. 
She has numerous aff'airs during her relationship with Grisha, whom she has no 
26 'Etolgoe proshchanie. Povest*', Novyi mir, 1971, no.8, j ^ . 53-107. 
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wish to hurt, but they stem from pity, and also the attentions of others seem to 
boost her own ego. However, she does not merely sleep with Smolianov to 
further her career, although she later admits to Grisha that perhaps deep down 
that was one of the reasons. In the past she has had such opportunities; when 
she was eighteen the man who was organising a theatre studio she desperately 
wanted to get into, made advances but she hit him and ran away. Smurayi, one 
of the theatre's directors has also made overtures to her, and rejecting him had 
blighted her career for some time, as she was allotted only bit parts. She did 
however get into this theatre without any formal training and there is the hint 
that there has been some relationship between her and the other director, Sergei 
Leonidovich, to achieve this end. The practice of sleeping one's way to the top 
seems to be fairly rife, but with Lialia it is not a conscious desire, but stems 
rather from pity towards the individual concerned. She finally breaks with 
Smolianov when he tries to advance his own career by offering Lialia to one of 
his friends, Agabekov. He is Smolianov's main 'connection', and his glassy 
lifeless stare is typical of Trifonov's characterisation of the KGB.27 However 
Lialia is not so careerist as to take him up on his offer of a better job and various 
privileges, realising she loves Grisha. They split up, however, when Grisha's 
suspicions of her affair with Smolianov are confirmed. Lialia eventually leaves 
the theatre and settles down as the wife of a military man. 
Grisha himself is a frastrated, out-of-work intellectual whose plays have 
been rejected as, unlike Smolianov, he has not the right connections. As 
Lialia's father says: 
Be/jb xH3Hb HecJiaflKaa: KSLKOVI rofl 6bexc5i, a xojiKy Hex. H H K X O ero 
nbec He 6epex, KHHOcuenapHeB xo>Ke. A nnuiex nenjioxo, saMe^axejibHO, 
xajiaHX Sojibuioa. He xy^ce, HOM y apyrHX-xo B H ; I H M O , cBH3eK He 
xsaxaex. TaM se^b 6e3 sxoro WKym. Cxo Jiex 6y/iemb 6nrhcsi - see 
Bnycxyio, m^e He a)/Ma.K..» [ I I , 165] 
Thus deflated, Grisha spends his days at the Lenin Library, delving into Russia's 
past. This reflects Trifonov's own experience. After the failure of his own plays 
in the early 1950's, he began to concentrate on his country's history in a search 
for historical truth, producing works such as Otblesk kostra and later Neterpenie 
and Starik. At the time of writing Dolgoe proshchanie, Trifonov was working 
on Neterpenie, and Grisha Rebrov himself mentions some of the members of the 
People's Will and writing a play on Kletochnikov. He shares the writer's beliefs 
27 Trifonov is also drawing on experience of the times here as his first wife Nina, whom it was 
rumoured had an affair with Beria, probably the safest option at the time. Some believe that 
Lialia is based on Nina, although their characters are somewhat different (see Chapter 2). 
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in the importance of history and conscience to his own life: «Mofl noMBa - 3 X O 
onbix HCXopHH, Bce xo, qeM Poccm nepecxpa/iajiai» [ I I , 172] 
Grisha's family, like that of Trifonov, has been closely involved with 
Russia's history: one grandmother was a Polish political exile, one grandfather 
was banished to Siberia for his part in student uprisings, and his father took part 
in the First World War and the Civil War. His father was an economist but 
unable to get work and he died in 1942 from pneumonia. Rebrov too, like 
Trifonov, has lost his father as a result of Stalin's repressions. A l l his family 
perished during the Second World War and he now has no-one, which is 
probably the reason for Lialia's attraction to him. He follows on in the tradition 
of Trifonov's Heyjja^HHKH. He, like Dmitriev and Gennadii Sergeevich before 
him, does not know how to live, does not have the right connections to get on in 
life. His partner, like Lena and Rita, does have connections, but Rebrov is too 
proud to use them. He finds Lialia's fame and wealth awkward and their 
relationship is a complex one. Lialia had suggested that they marry several 
years ago but he has never brought the subject up for fear of rejection due to his 
own insecurities or perhaps for fear of being trapped. In another water 
metaphor, he describes that he feels he loves Lialia too much, «... qepecqyp 
xecHO, Jio^jKa nepeBepnexcji, ecxb cxpax - B oxKpwxoe Mope.» [ I I , 186]. 
He lives with Lialia's family but still has his own flat. However the couple do 
not live there together because Lialia will not leave her mother, and he does not 
try to persuade her otherwise. Instead he goes back there now and again when 
they have an argument. He is constantly suspicious of Lialia and knows she has 
affairs out of kindness for people. It is the affair with Smolianov that finally 
breaks their relationship. As Gartvig was to Gennadii Sergeevich, so Smolianov 
is to Rebrov. He, like Gennadii Sergeevich, also sees himself as getting one up 
on the uncultured Smolianov, when he whispers to Piotr Alexandrovich that he 
believes the playwright has not even read Dostoyevsky. 
Rebrov's lack of steady work brings him problems as he needs an 
employment certificate for the right to stay on in Moscow and in his flat Again, 
as in Golubinaia gibeV, the repressive atmosphere of the time can be felt through 
the depiction of his neighbour Kanunov, who pesters him for the certificate in 
the hope of acquiring sole possession of the flat. Kanunov has the police round 
at the flat one day when Rebrov walks past, a warning echo of the totalitarian 
state in Stalin's Russia, when people were forced to spy on each other. Rebrov 
takes the point and begins to look for work, or at least the certificate, and one of 
his friends offers to find him a teaching job. However, another acquaintance, 
the fixer Shakhov, comes out with a more seductive offer. He can, he tells 
Rebrov, get his work published, so long as he agrees to have some one else's 
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name on the cover as co-author. The proposed co-author turns out to be 
Smolianov as Rebrov himself suspects, but he masochistically goes to see him 
and confirms this and also his suspicions about the affair with Lialia. Despite 
being offered a job as literary consultant at Lialia's theatre, Rebrov finally 
decides to break with his current life and leaves Moscow to begin a new one 
elsewhere. 
«0/iHa »(H3Hb KOHMHJiacb, flpyxafl Ha^HHaexcs. Co6cxBeHHo, qejioBeK -
JiK)6oPi, m^Ke B O X 3XOX reoJioropa3BefloqHbifl Mo/iecx HexpoBHM, - acHBex 
He oflHy, a HecKOJibKO >KH3Hefi. YMHpaex H B03po^flaexca, npHcyxcxByex 
Ha co6cxBeHHUx noxoponax H HaQjiioziaex co6cxBeHHoe poyKmme: ousiTb 
xa « e MeflJiHxeJibHOcxb, xe Me Haaeac^H. H MO>KHO nocjie CMepxH 
orJiflziHBaxb BOO npoacHxyio scn3Hb. 3XHM H 3aHHMajics Pe6poB, noKa 
noe3/i xamHJi ero Ha B O C X O K . . . » [ I I , 214] 28 
Although Rebrov has freed himself from a life he was unhappy in, twenty years 
later he too has compromised his intellectual values. He is now materially 
better off, a rich, successful scriptwriter, with two failed marriages behind him, 
but as Lialia wonders: 
«... H eMy Ka>KexcH, mo xe Bpeinena, Kor^a O H 5e/icxBOBaji, xocKOBaji, 
3aBHflOBaji, HenaBH/ieji, cxpazian H noqxH HHmeHCXBOBaJi, S H J I H JiymnHe 
rom ero )KH3HH, noxoMy qxo MJia cqacxbii nyacHO cxojibKO »ce...» [ I I , 
215]. 
Rebrov is another such type as Dmitriev and Gennadii Sergeevich. He has past 
his best times, his hopes and dreams have been missed in a life of compromise. 
The legacy of Stalin has caused stagnation, both moral and economic in 
Brezhnev's time. 
The lilac bushes which open Dolgoe proshchanie and the towerblocks 
which eventually replace them at the end symbolise the change in Rebrov and 
society as a whole, and the recurrent theme of the urbanisation of Moscow. The 
lilacs in question belong to Lialia's father, Piotr Aleksandrovich, who for three 
years has been fighting a losing battle to save his garden and his prize flowers 
being swallowed up by urbanisation. The garden in a way represents all he has 
been through in his life, before, during and after the Second Worid War. He 
sends letters and petitions to the authorities to prevent the constmction of the 
tower blocks, much to the annoyance of his neighbours and the local policeman 
who cause trouble for him, as Rebrov had trouble with his neighbours. This 
eventually destroys him, bringing ill-health and several heart attacks, and he 
^ The theme of the new beginning is an important one to Trifonov, and was developed further 
in his next work, symbolically entitled Drugaia zhizn'. 
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ends his life in a hospital. The flowers, hopes and ideals of the past have been 
replaced by concrete and grey, dull lives ful l of compromise: 
«A MocKBa KaxHX see aa.nbuie, qepea JIHHHIO OKpyscnoft, qepea oaparH, 
no.nfl, rpoMoa^jHX 6auiHH aa GaiuHflMH, KaMeHHbie ropu B M H / I J I H O H M 
ropjimHx OKOH, BCKpbmaex zipeBHHe X J I H H H , sSHBaex xy^a Hcno.nHHCKHe 
i^ eMeHXHbie xpyCbi, aacHnaex KoxJioBaHH, C H O C H X , B O 3 H O C H X , 3aJiHBaex 
accJjajibxoM, yHH^ixoacaex 6e3 cjie^a, H no yxpaM na nepponax Mexpo H na 
ocxaHOBKax aBXoSycoB Hapo^iy - XHSeJib, c Ka>KZibiM roflOM see ryme. 
Jlfljifl y^HBJisexcs. «H oxKy^ja cxoJibKO nioaem To jm npHeaafHe 
nonaexajTH, xo m flexH noBbipacxajiH?»» [ I I , 214]. 
The style of Dolgoe proshchanie is slighty different to the two 
preceding novellas, but many of the themes are the same. With Obmen and 
PredvariteVnie itogi, the action switched back and forth from past and present 
through a series of flashbacks. In Dolgoe proshchanie past and present are 
completely separate, and the old hopes and values of Dmitriev and Gennadii 
Sergeevich are clearly shown in Lialia and Rebrov's early lives. The narrative 
voice switches between Lialia and the objective third person narrator who also 
gives Rebrov's and Smolianov's viewpoints, Smolianov is seen through both 
Lialia's and Rebrov's eyes. A l l of the characters are human beings, rather than 
heroes, Rebrov and Lialia have both good and bad points. Lialia's mother may 
interfere in other people's lives but she is devoted to looking after her i l l 
husband. Smolianov is another Gartvig, as Lialia's aunt is another Niura, who 
has lost all her family during the war and puts up with the dreadful way her 
sister treats her. Trifonov, as elsewhere, does not directly condemn his 
characters, letting the reader make his own mind up. Many of the Soviet critics 
misunderstood Trifonov's non-judgemental moral concern and accused him of 
amoralism. 
Trifonov has much in common with Rebrov, the dead father, the interest 
in history, and Dolgoe proshchanie echoes many of the author's thoughts on 
time and history. Rebrov is looking for his own beginnings as did Trifonov, he 
understands the importance of looking at time, at history as a whole, its 
importance in modem life. The conversation with Sergei Leonidovich sums up 
Trifonov's thoughts on history and time: 
«noHHMaexe ; I H , KaKan myxKa: jxnsi Bac BocbMH^jecaxuft vojx - 3X0 
KjiexoqHHKOB, Tpexbe ox^ejieHHe, 6ou6u, oxoxa na uapsi, a Mena -
OcxpOBCKHK, <:<HeBOJTbHHUb!» B MaJlOM, EpMOIfOBa B pOJIH EBJiajlHH, 
Ca/ioBCKHfl, My3H.nb... / la, m, fla! TocnoflH, KaK ace 3x0 »:ecxoKo 
nepenjiejiocfa! rioHHMaexe im, HcxopHs cxpanw - 3x0 MHoroxHJibHbifi 
npoBOfl, H KOVRiL MH BbipHBaeM omy acHJiy... Hex, xaK ne ro^HXcn! 
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HpaB/ia BO BpeMeHH - 3xo cjiHXHocxb, Bce BMecxe: KjiexoMHHKOB, 
My3HJib... Ax, ecjiH 6M H3o6pa3HXb na cuene axo xe^enne BpeMeHH, 
Hecymee Bcex, Bce!» [ I I , 195-196]. 
Dolgoe proshchanie continues some of the themes already seen in 
Trifonov's earlier works, such as byt, the dacha as an idyll of childhood, 
urbanisation of Moscow, the water imagery. It shows the times when the 
compromises of the characters in the previous two novellas began to be shaped. 
It also develops concepts which were becoming increasingly important to 
Trifonov at this stage in his work. Rebrov is the first of his historian-heroes, 
who looks at time and history within slitnost". He sees himself as having many 
different lives and that is the title of Trifonov's next work, Drugaia zhizn'. 
ANOTHER LIFE 
Drugaia zhizn' 29 \\^Q Dolgoe proshchanie, is told through a female narrator, 
Olga, a middle-aged biologist who has recently suffered the loss of her husband. 
Throughout the course of the novel she looks back on her relationship with 
Sergei, their families, friends and colleagues, interdispersed with her present-day 
life, and tries to come to terms with his death. 
The loss of Sergei has been devastating for Olga, who for many years 
has lived only for her husband, has needed only him; her work, her friends and 
even the rest of her family have taken second place. Their marriage was not 
altogether a happy one, as the two were completely different. As Trifonov says, 
«BciiKHK 6paK - He coeziHHeHHe ^(Byx jmm^, KaK ayMaiox, a coe/jHHeHHe 
HJIH cmH6Ka flByx KJianoB, ^Byx MHpoB. B C ^ K H K 6paK - /iBoeMnpne. 
BcxpexHJiHCb j\Be CHCxeMW B K O C M O C C H cinHSaioxcji naMepxBO, na Bcer^a. 
Kxo Koro? Kxo nna ^ero? Kxo qeM?» [ I I , 246]. 
Their marriage has not been so much a clash of clans as in Obmen, but rather 
«cxajiKHBa;iHCb zisa 3roH3Ma».30 Olga, a domineering, possessive insecure 
woman, has spent most of her married life trying to get Sergei to do what she 
wants, which has led to many difficulties in their marriage: 
«.. . B03HHKJia B ee cosHaHHH MOflejib, qxo B xeMeHHe ^onrwx Jiex 
npezicxaBJiHJiacb eaHHCXBeHHoK 6jiaroziaxbio, K KoxopoB cJiezioBajia 
cxpeMHXbCfl BceMH cHJiaMH, a OH, XHxpeu, jxe^n^si B H / I , MXO noztqHHHexc i^, 
29 'Drugaia zhizn'. Povest' ',Druzfiba narodov, 1976, no. 1, pp. 83-167. 
30 'Drugaia zhizn'', p. 274. 
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H O Ha ztejie 6HJT msieK H 6e3yqacxeH: BecxH ero 3a pyKy H nojiywaxb c 
6ojibK), c coKpymeHHeM cepflua.» [ I I , 233-4] 
From the start she was jealous of his previous girlfriends, then she imagined that 
Sergei was having an affair every time he wanted to go away or do something 
without her, and used various means to keep him at home, pleading, shouting, 
feigning illness, even threatening divorce. When Sergei tried to escape from his 
problems by going to the dacha for a few days, she interpreted it as meaning that 
she was no support to him. Her love has been extremely egotistical, and her 
chief torment has been her failure to understand him. The marriage has been 
harmful to both of them. 
Sergei himself was a historian, his family were involved closely with the 
revolution and, unlike Olga, he was absorbed in his work. He died of a heart 
attack prematurely at the age of 42, and during the novel the causes for this are 
shown, through his wife's eyes, as she tries to come to terms with her own guilt 
while also blaming others around her. Firstly, he and Olga are completely 
different and he tried very hard to keep his independence. At first Sergei 
worked at a museum, but then for many years at an institute where he embarked 
on a dissertation about the 1917 revolution and informers in the Tsarist secret 
police, a subject his father was once involved in, which led to Sergei's own 
interest in the subject. Like Trifonov, Sergei was brought to history by 
memories of his father. This has caused him a lot of difficulties, as he can not 
bring himself to take part in the politics of the institute which would advance his 
job and secure the publication of his dissertation. It is against his morals, he is 
incapable of intrigue which angers and disgusts him. He, unlike many others, 
wi l l not compromise his conscience. This makes him many enemies at the 
institute, including his old school friend JGimuk, and eventually forces him to 
resign. 
Klimuk is all that Sergei is not, a careerist, one of those who "knows how 
to live". Along with another old friend Fedia, all three had once worked 
together at the same institute. However after the death of Fedia in a car 
accident, Klimuk takes over his job as academic secretary and the relationship 
between the two begins to change, as Klimuk starts to distance himself from 
Sergei and Olga, and work his way to the top, to 'play the game and wangle 
goodies', as Olga puts it. He is typical of the mediocrities, the moral vacuums, 
who superceded men of real talent and principles in the so-called "period of 
staganation". He ingratiates himself with the deputy director, Kislovsky, and 
sometimes tries to involve Sergei in his plans. At one point he brings Kislovsky 
and his mistress to the dacha Sergei and Olga rent from a relation. Aunt Pasha, 
having promised them they will be able to stay the night there. Sergei, even 
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though he knows it will affect his career, will not go along with this, nor will he 
later give Kislovsky his list of Tsarist informers, as Klimuk asks. Yet when 
Klimuk later conspires to oust Kislovsky from his position at the institute and 
take the job himself, Sergei will have no part in it. This uncompromising 
attitude eventually leads to his own downfall. Klimuk forces him to resign from 
the institute. Unlike the other Muscovites before him, Sergei cannot 
compromise his morals even though this leads to a premature death. 
Another reason for Sergei's difficulties were his unorthodox views of 
history, very similar to Trifonov's own, which he calls 'grave robbery': 
«0H HCKaji HHXH, coeAHH5iBmHe npomjioe c eiae 6ojiee flajieHKHM npomJiUM 
H c 0y^iqHM. 
... qejioBeK ecxb HHXb, npoxsHyBuiaflCH cKB03b BpeMH, xoHuaBinHfi nepB 
HCTOpHH, KOXOpblft MO)fCHO OXmeOHXb H BbiaeJIHXb H - HO HeMy onpczjejiHXb 
MHoroe. ^eJI0BeK, roBopHJi O H , HHKor^a He npHMHpHXbcs co cMepxbio, 
noxoMy tixo B H C M sajio^eno omymeHHe SecKonetiHocxH H H X H , wacxb 
Koxopoa O H caM. He 6or HarpaM(/iaex ^ejioBeKa SeccMepxHCM H ne 
pejiHrHH BHymaex eMy H^eio, a B O X 3XO 3aKOH;iHpoBaHHe, nepe/iaromeecfl c 
renaMH omymeHHe npHMacxHocxH K SecKOHeqHOMy puny... 
y Hero 3XO Haqajiocb - xo, MXO O H Ha3biBaji «pa3pbiBaHHeM MorH.n», 
a Ha caMOM aejie 6ujio npHKocHOBenHeM K H H X H , - c ero coScxBennoK 
)KH3HH, c roVi HHXH, MacxHueft Koxopoft 6bui OH caM. O H Haqaji c oxua.» 
[ I I , 300-301] 
This is very similar to Trifonov's views on slitnost', and Drugaia zhizn' is the 
first of his works where he really examines the theme in great depth. He had 
touched on it in previous works, and the character of Sergei has been developed 
further from that of another restless, unsuccessful historian, Grisha Rebrov, 
although their fates are vastly different. Sergei believes that his failures in life 
are because his threads with the past are fraught. 
Olga however, as a scientist, does not understand Sergei's views at all, 
and thinks at times that he has gone somewhat mad. To her everything is merely 
particles, it begins and ends with chemistry and no more. Her interpretation of 
history is very different: 
«HcxopHH npe/(cxaBJifljiacb O/ibre BacHJibeBHe SecKoneMHO rpoMa/iHofi 
OHepeflbK), B Koxopofl cxoajiH B 3axbiJioK apyr K Mpyry snoxH, 
rocy^iapcxsa, BenHKHe ntom, KopojiH, nojiKOBo;Wbi, peBOJirouHOHepH, H 
3a.^a.neVl HcxopHKa 6uj\o neqxo noxoM.ee na 3a/iaqy MHJiHUHOHepa, 
Koxopwi! B ^HH npeMbep npHxo^Hx B Kaccy KHHoxeaxpa «nporpecc» H 
Ha6jiio/jaex 3a nopjj/jKOM, - cjie^Hx 3a xeM, mo6u 3noxH H rocyaapcxBa 
He nyxaJiHCb H ne MeHflJiHCb MecxaMH, qxo6br BejiHKHe Jiiom ne 3a6erajiH 
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Bnepea, He ccopHTiHCfa H He HopoBHJiH noJiy^HTb SHJier B SeccMeptHe 6e3 
o^iepezjH...» [II, 297] 
Olga cannot understand the difficulties Sergei encounters with his 
dissertation, in simply 'writing up what has already happened', thus overlooking 
the crucial point that at this time under Soviet power, history had to be changed 
to whatever the authorities desired to try and create a basis for their political 
legitimacy. Historical truth was very hard to attain, especially in the Brezhnev 
years, as Trifonov himself well knew. Thus Sergei would have problems 
writing honestly, and he does not believe in the historical expediency which is 
practiced at the institute by Klimuk and others. Others also do not understand 
his interest in history, such as Koshelov's grandson, a peasant whose family has 
probably suffered as a result of this expediency, who declares: 
«ZIa Mbi B uiKOJie 3Ty HCTopHio iiHTajiH. 3Ha-aeM! Hero B M MHe M03rH 
n y ^ H T e ? HcTopvLSi, HCTopH«... Xsa iHT, ecTb o/iHa HCTopHS, a Sojibine H O 
Hy>KHO.» [11,325] 
Koshelov is one of the names on Sergei's list of Tsarist informers 
whom he has managed to track down in the hope of confirming the authenticity 
of this list and obtaining some more information about the time. However, the 
old man is most reluctant to divulge anything from this time, a time that now 
seems to him like another life, whether from a desire to repress memories 
(common in Trifonov's characters who do not want to face up to less pleasant 
parts of their past) or from old age. He can remember however how he managed 
to avoid being picked up by the police and survive to this day, which he is proud 
of The rest of his family are more interested in Olga's suede jacket than history, 
and Koshelkov dozes peacefully while Pantiusha argues with Sergei. 
During the course of the novel, a picture of another mid-life crisis is 
painted. Sergei becomes more uneasy and restless, he feels as though he is 
losing his aim in life. His difficulties at the institute and his quest to find the 
threads of history and ukimately himself, lead him to an interest in 
parapsychology, which eventually is used against him to force him to resign 
from work. By 'talking' to dead historical figures, such as Herzen and 
Pobedonostsev, he hopes to find the answers which have long alluded him. Olga 
thinks it is simply escapist rubbish, and in typical fashion, believes his main 
interest in it is due to the fact he is having an affair with Daria Mamedovna, a 
well-known medium, who she suspects is casting a spell over her husband. This 
happens in the final months of Sergei's life and demonstrates how Olga and 
Sergei are drifting apart, how Sergei « O T X O ; 3 H T , orniMBaeT, KaK Kopa6jib or 
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npHCTaHH, no/jH5iB Bce napyca H (|>JiarH.» 3I The stress of a nagging wife, 
problems at work eventually wear him down, but unlike his predecessors he 
cannot compromise, « O H rnyjicji, cJiaCeji, H O KaKoft-To crep^ceHb BHyrpH 
ero ocxaBajicji HerpoHyraM - Hano;io6He lOHeHfaKoro craJibHoro npyra , -
npy^HHHJi, H O He Jiouancn. H 3 T O SbiJio Se^iofi. OH He xorej i MennTbCsi B 
CBoeflt cep/meBHHe...».32 Sergei, a man from a family full of dissenters and 
non-conformists, no longer has the strength to carry on and death overcomes 
him with a fatal heart attack. 
Sergei bears an almost autobiographical resemblance to his creator. 
Both engaged in an examination of the same periods in history and their family's 
involvement in it. Trifonov himself even intended to write a book on Asef, one 
of the Tsarist secret police's most famous double-agents, and was working on 
this when he died. Sergei, like Trifonov, is trying to find his roots in the past, 
examining the history of his family and his country in a bid to understand 
himself. Trifonov gives Sergei many of his own thoughts and experiences. 
Sergei's father-in-law, Georgii Maksimovich, is based on the father of Trifonov's 
first wife, Amshei Markovich Niurenberg. He too was an artist who had spent 
time in Paris in his youth, and had known Chagalp3, but during Soviet times had 
been forced to bum his best works and conform to the constraints demanded by 
Socialist Realist art. In the story, Georgii Maksimovich is arrested and 're-
educated', forced to compromise his art and to lead 'another life' under the Soviet 
regime. He is frequently ill and eventually dies, a broken man. An old friend 
remarks at his funeral: 
« . . . j i y ^ m e e FeoprHtt Ma.Kcuuo'Rm c>Ker coGcTBeHHUMH pyKaMH B 
TpHZJuaTbix r o ^ a x , TaKa« aypocTb, MHHyra c j i a S o c x H , H >KH3Hb 
pacKOJiojiacb, KaK 3 T O T n ine , H H coSparb, H H ciuieHTb, nouuia KaKa«-To 
Tpyxa, 3ace/iaHHa, K O M H C C H H , 3aKa3M.» [11,344]. 
Trifonov's picture of life at an artists' cooperative apartment is based 
on his own experience, living with his in-laws when first married to Nina and 
reflects how the majority of artists had to change their work to fit in with the 
times and the system. Vasin, for instance, earns his money by official portraits 
but spends all his free time painting the landscapes he loves, 'real painting' as 
opposed to 'pot boiling'. 
31 'Drugaia zhizn'', p. 352. 
32 Drugaia zhizn", p. 260. 
33 lona Aleksandnavich, a character in Poseshchanie Marka Shagala (in 'Oprokinutyi dom. 
Elasskazy', Novyi mir, 1981, no. 7) is also based on Amshei Niurenberg. 
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Trifonov also understands from his own disorientation after Nina's 
death Olga's grief in losing a spouse, but although his imagination is rooted in 
his own experience, his stories are by no means straightforward autobiography. 
Olga is not based on Nina, for instance, but on his second wife Alia to whom the 
novel is dedicated, 
Drugaia zhizn mixes byt with historical analysis, but at times it 
seems that byt outweighs the past. As well as the incident with Koshelov, Olga 
remembers the time Sergei and she went to visit the grandson of a famous poet, 
in whom Sergei had hoped to find a living link with the past, as with Koshelov. 
However, the poet's grandson is more concerned with discussing the exchange 
of his flat than his grandfather, and has to leave early to referee a football match 
to boost the meagre salary,, on which he supports a sick wife and two children. 
Sergei seems to be the only one who is not only interested in everyday concerns. 
Yet eventually byt overcomes him too; the pressure of daily life kills him. 
Olga's memories of Sergei are interwoven with scenes of her daily 
reality, her difficult life with her family in Moscow. She lives with her teenage 
daughter Irinka and her mother-in-law, Aleksandra Prokofievna. The two 
women have never seen eye to eye, and Sergei's death has not brought them any 
closer as Olga feels Sergei's mother blames her for her son's death. Aleksandra 
Prokofievna is a somewhat overbearing and self-righteous old woman. She is 
from the old generation of revolutionaries, a lawyer by profession, who, having 
once worked as a typist in the Red Army Political Department, is referred to as 
having "made history". Trifonov's portrayal of her is much harsher than that of 
Kseniia Fedorovna, another old revolutionary. Aleksandra Prokofievna is 
depicted as comical and at times mockingly. She often dresses up in her Civil 
War garb and bosses others around like a commissar. She is a relic from the 
1920's who has refused to change with the times. Her revolutionary background 
does not, as she seems to think, automatically make her superior to others, 
morally or otherwise. The scene where Georgii Maksimovich tries to explain 
Picasso's Guernica to her has echoes of Obmen, and her refusal to try to 
understand modem art is just another example of her inability to see how times 
have changed. 
The title Drugaia zhizn' has several meanings. Firstly, there is Olga 
trying to cope with another life without her husband. At the end of the novel she 
has a new relationship and «flpyrafl mimh 6una. BOKpyr.»34 Throughout 
their marriage, Sergei's life has been incomprehensible to Olga, as have the 
34 Drugaia zhizn'p. 359. 
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other lives around her, such as that of her daughter Irinka, with whom she 
experiences the usual problems between mothers and teenage daughters. All 
the characters fail to understand one another, and it is only Sergei who sees the 
importance of trying to understand not only others, but oneself. He, too, often 
talks of starting another life, especially when he is forced to resign from the 
institute - «HaflO HaTOHaTb ztpyryio >KH3Hb.»35 Other characters also have 
begun other lives: Georgii Maksimovich as an artist during Soviet times as 
compared to his earlier life in Paris; Koshelkov, once a Tsarist informer, now 
lapsing peacefully into old age in the Moscow suburbs. This theme was an 
important one for Trifonov who believed that a person led many different lives 
within one lifetime. 
In Drugaia zhizn' Trifonov succeeds in showing his own generation 
and the complexity of their human relationships. His characters are again real 
people with all their faults and weaknesses, but as ever he does not condemn 
them but tries to understand and sympathise. He was disillusioned with the way 
society was stagnating, both politically and morally, but he hoped to help by 
making people look at themselves and try to understand one another as in the 
other Moscow Tales. 
Drugaia zhizn' continues many themes of the previous Moscow 
Tales: the expansion of Moscow, the dacha as a haven, an escape from the 
drudgery of daily life. It is significant, for instance, that in the last year of their 
life together, Sergei and Olga did not manage to spend summer at the dacha, 
showing their relationship to be incapable of recreation. The effect of time is 
also mentioned, like a river into which people disappear, a paradigm for 
memory. Sergei is the only character who faces up to his past, who is actually 
interested in it and stays true to his conscience and principles. Yet this does 
him no good. Those who choose to surpress memories and conscience usually 
suffer ill-health in Trifonov's stories, but Sergei's only reward for doing the 
opposite is premature death. The critics, as usual, found the novella too 
depressing, too concentrated on the "small world". 
Drugaia zhizn' does, however, develop all these familiar themes 
much more deeply than in previous works, introducing the important concepts of 
'another life' and of the threads of history. It continues the intermingling of past 
and present through Olga's stream of consciousness narration, a more 
psychological narrative method which the author was to use again in later works. 
Death provides a stimulus for self-analysis, and as Trifonov got older he began 
35 Drugaia zhizn'', p. 356. 
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to see life more and more in the light of death. Drugaia zhizn' represents a 
turning point in Trifonov's work, bringing together the themes of byt and 
history. History is seen from the perspective of the present, and Trifonov feels 
something should be learned from it. It is, as Josephine Woll says, "the prism 
through which he (Sergei) understands the world. "^ 6 This historical perspective 
continues to be important in Trifonov's later works, such as Dom na naberezhnoi 
and Starik which are examined in Chapter 7. 
The Moscow Tales represent a maturation in Trifonov's evolution as a writer, a 
complete break with Socialist Realism. The author has finally left behind him 
the old black and white stereotypes: - "A human being is combined of many 
subtle threads, and not a piece of wire switched on to a negative or positive 
current. "3"'' He depicts Soviet urban life as it actually was and begins to examine 
the ethical foundations of Soviet society. As a result, the Moscow Tales have 
been extensively studied and sparked off great debate. 
There is a growing complexity of style in the Moscow Tales. The 
purely omniscient author has been replaced by a combination of first person 
narrative or concealed third-person narrators. As a result, the reader sees the 
characters from many points of view, sees them x-rayed, enabling him to deduce 
their true character. Each represents a psychological puzzle and the reader sees 
them from the inside rather than the outside, with all their mental states and 
inner struggles. Place and time, too, have become more complex, with time 
montages, shifts between the past and present. 
Because of the greater severity of censorship of literature in Soviet 
Russia under Brezhnev, Trifonov was increasingly having to use what has been 
refered to as Aesopian language, or nyHKTHp, and leaving it up to the reader to 
see between the lines. As Abram Tertz (Siniavsky) himself said, literature in the 
USSR was not so simple as the writer writes and the reader reads.38 There was 
an element of risk and this of course affected Trifonov's work and played a part 
in its evolution. As Studenty could only have been written under Stalin, and 
Utolenie zhazhdy during Krushchev's thaw, so the political climate played its 
part in his Moscow Tales. The first three novellas were published in Novyi mir 
but, during this time, Tvardovsky had been removed from his post, though later 
^ Josephine Woll, Invented Truth: Soviet Reality and the Literary Imagination oflurii Trifonov, 
Durham and London: Duke University Press, 1991, p. 32. 
37 Quoted in N. Kolesnikoff, 'Jurij Trifonov as a Novella Writer', Russian Language Journal, 
118,34. (Spring 1980), pp. 137-43. 
38 See 'Literatumii protsess v Rossii', Kontinent, No. 1,1974, pp. 143-190. 
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reinstated; caution was in order. The reader has to look between the lines, at 
references, at what is not said, to gleen Trifonov's true meaning. Akchurin, a 
writer whom Trifonov helped by reading and commenting on his stories, 
remembers lurii telling him not to write for everyone to understand, but only for 
those who want to understand.39 This helped Trifonov get his work past the 
censors, but it led to a criticism, mainly from the dissidents abroad, such as 
Mal'tsev and Zinoviev, that his work was not daring enough, that it did not 
address Russia's problems. In their eyes, if the censors were letting Trifonov's 
work be published, he must be somehow pandying to the regime, especially as 
he had never been in a camp or forced to flee abroad.^ o Mal'tsev thought that 
Trifonov had only been published because he was of use to the party, in that he 
was improving the image of the Soviet Union at home and abroad, but it is hard 
to see how any of Trifonov's later works, showing as they did the moral 
degradation of Muscovites, could be so exploited. If anything, the censors may 
have allowed Trifonov's work to be published as a kind of safety valve so that 
Soviet readers would be content with reading them, rather than wanting emigree 
works. Some dissidents thought writers should speak out, even if that meant 
they had to move to the West to do so, as writing under restrictions seemed 
pointless. To Trifonov, the publication of one honest work in Russia was much 
more important than the publication of even the most blistering critique of the 
Soviet State abroad. Trifonov himself thought that emigree literature was of 
limited use as most Soviet citizens would not be able to read it. Also, by staying 
in one's own country, a writer was in a better position to comment on it."*' 
Trifonov said that he could never leave Moscow: 
«HeT, 51 He HcvesHy (italics mine - LB), He yeny orcioaa H H 3a qro! H 
MOry XHTb TOJlbKO B MocKBe.»42 
Thus he had very strong opinions on writers who did leave, including his cousin 
Mikhail Demin. Demin moved to France in 1968, having fallen in love with a 
French relative. He had no desire to return to Russia as he had had such 
unpleasant times there, including a spell in prison in Siberia, and did not think 
39 s. Akchurin, 'Zvonite v liuboe vremia (Iz vospominanii o lu. V. Trifonove)', Lileraturnaia 
ucheba, 1982, no. 6, pp. 230-3. 
^ See for example lurii Mal'tsev, 'Promezhutochnaia literatura i kriterii podlinnosti.' Kontinent, 
25 (1980), pp. 285-321. 
41 See Footnote 16, Chapter 1. 
42 Quoted in lurii Shcheglov, 'Drugaia zhizn', Uteratiirmia gazeta, 6 September 1995, p.6. 
Shcheglov saw Trifonov as being almost obsessive about this, and it adds another dimension to 
his concept of 'disappearance', in that emigrees disappear from the life of Russia, their homeland 
when they live abroad. 
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the Writers' Union would accept him. Trifonov eventually met his cousin many 
years later while in France with his third wife, Olga Romanovna. She recalls 
how shocked lurii was when Demin answered the telephone in French,43 He 
could not believe his cousin, a Russian writer, could stop using his native 
language, despite living in another country! 
Since Trifonov chose to stay in Russia to pursue his art, he had to be 
careful. He had seen first-hand what the regime could do to dissenters; the fate 
of his parents had made an indellible mark on his life, both emotionally and in 
that, having been the son of "an enemy of the people", he had the habit of 
caution. He was not, however, a coward. He still had the courage, along with 
only six other members of the Writers' Union, including Okudzhava, Tendriakov 
and Bakhlanov (out of a total of 6790), to ask the Union to reconsider their 
decision to expell Solzhenitsyn in 1969, and hence had the respect of his 
contemporaries, including Solzhenitsyn himself. 
The art of having honest works published in Russia was a subtle and 
difficult one. Trifonov was balanced somewhere between the acknowledged 
dissidents and the official sycophantic writers, who accused him of not adhering 
to the party line. Such criticism from the old party hacks, however, only served 
to make him more popular with the younger generation of writers, and also with 
the reading public - subscription to Novyi mir increased by 40 000 after the 
publication of Obmen. Trifonov called himself a "critic of society". Unlike 
many of his peers, he was not a party member and kept his independence, even 
though membership of the Party entailed many advantages. Trifonov would not 
compromise his conscience in this way, but his independent stance took toll on 
his life and health. 
Trifonov's work was often criticised for its concentration on byt, a 
word, in his opinion, much overworked by the critics. It is difficult to give a 
literal English translation of the word, as it is more a concept, meaning 
'everyday life' or living, with all the personal problems inherent in this. In 
Trifonov's Moscow Tales, the action does not take place on the construction of 
some great project as in Utolenie zhazhdy, nor during some great epoch of 
Russian history. Instead it centres around the everyday lives of ordinary town-
dwellers and the eternal moral choices within their lives, as the works of the 
derevenshchiki. The flashbacks to the past and old ideals serve to amplify the 
43 See Olga Trifonova-Miroshnichenko, 'Popytka proshchaniia' in Den'sobaki, Moscow: 
Sovetskii pisatel', 1992, p. 278. 
44 Trifonov's urban prose was of course compared to the so-called "village prose" of the same 
time, of Rasputin, Shukshin and Belov. However, it was not Trifonov's continuation of their 
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mundaneness of the present. Trifonov stressed the importance of byt in people's 
life, calling it «o6wKHOBeHHaH >KH3Hb, HcnbiraHHe )KH3Hbio, rjxe 
npojiBJiHexcH H npoBepneTCji HOBaa, ceromsmnasi HpaBCTBOTHocTb»45 but 
stressed that "I do not write about "byt" but about people's lives."46 Reducing 
byt to a mere indicator of literary style, as the critics did, was to move away 
from the reality of the human condition. Human life was very precious to 
Trifonov, and in chronicalling their lives, Trifonov spoke for millions of his 
fellow countrymen, as did Anna Akhmatova in Requiem, albeit in very different 
circumstances. 
Many Soviet critics reproached Trifonov for his supposed 
concentration on byt, on trivialities, on a zamknutii mir, rather than the world 
(and the party) outside.47 Since Stalin's time, the idea that literature should not 
be allowed to look at mere everyday life, but should address the party and its 
projects at the time, had not altogether died away, at least as far as the critics 
were concerned. Trifonov was accused of not showing the party helping people 
out of their problems and how to live better lives. He was not being an 
"engineer of human souls". The reality of the situation was that if people did use 
the party to help them, it was usually because it was the acknowledged channel 
towards all sorts of connections and benefits. Ironically, the closer the party saw 
itself to achieving communism, the further society in reality had lapsed from this 
concept. The old revolutionary ideals of the past were now virtually dead and 
buried, replaced by materialism and egoism. Unlike the student Trifonov of the 
1950's, the disillusioned author of the 1970's no longer had visions of a shining 
future; neither did the characters in his novellas or in the society around him. 
This however was not what the party ideologists wanted to hear, and his works 
were accused of being too pessimistic. The 'negative' characters were not 
punished, nor the 'positive' ones rewarded. As one woman said: 
work, with the city superceding the countryside, but what seemed comparable was rather the 
way both parties reacted to the life around them, be it urban or rural. 
45 'Vybirat', reshat'sia, zhertvovat'', in Kak slovo nashe otzovetsia, p. 88. 
4^ Quoted by Canalina De Maegd-Soep from a conversation she had with Trifonov. See 
Trifonov and the Drama of the Russian Intelligentsia, Ghent Slate University, Russian Institute, 
1990, p. 87. 
47 For criticism of Trifonov's Moscow Tales see, for example, articles by V. Sokolov, 
'Rasshcheplenie obydennosti', Voprosy literatury, 1972, no. 2, pp. 31-45; Mikhail Sinei'nikov, 
'Ispytanie povsednevnost'iu: nekotorye itogi', Voprosy literatury, 1972, no, 2, pp. 46-62; V. 
Ozerov, 'Literatumo-khodozhestvennaia kritika i sovremennost", Literaturnaia gazeta, 2 
February 1972, pp. 2-3; G. Brovman, 'Izmerenia malogo mira', Literaturnaia gazeta, 8 March 
1972, p. 5; and lu. Andreev, 'V zamknutom mirke', Literaturnaia gazeta, 3 March 1971, p. 5. 
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«C z i excKHX neT yMHJiH, q r o c o B e r c K H e JiioztH K p a c H B H , My)KecTBeHHbi, 
CMCJiH H ao6pu. A BH n o K a s H B a e t e HaM c o B e r c K H x nioaePi c 
HeaocraTKaMH, cjia6ocraim, coBepmaiomHx O I D H S K H H T.^..»'^ 
To Trifonov however, such criticism was naive: 
«KaK H e r a S c o j i r o x H o 3;?opoBbix JiKsaePf - 3 T O a n a e r Ka>KZjbifl Bpaq, r a x H 
H e r a6coj\«)THO xopoiDHX - 3 T O mnyKeH 3HaTb Ka^cziwK n H c a r e j i b . MH 
riHineM He o a y p H H X Jifo^Jix, a o ztypHHX KatiecTBax.»49 
Life was far too complex for such stereotypes and communism could not change 
man's basic egoistic desires. Trifonov did not condemn such 'bad qualities', but 
instead hoped readers would recognise some of their own shortcomings in his 
works and attempt to do something about them, a first step towards moral 
regeneration. As he had no clear authorial stance, the critics accused him of 
amoralism. Some interpreted the Moscow Tales to be a portrayal of the battie 
between true Moscow intellectuals and philistinism, meshchantsvo, but this, 
also, was to simplify Trifonov's message. Obmen does have at its centre the 
differences between the old intellectuals, the Dmitrievs, and the new middle-
class Luk'ianovs, with their materialist petty-bourgeois mentality, but although 
Trifonov did examine this trend in contemporary Russian society, his works do 
not centre on this concept only. As he himself said in response to such critics: 
«Ho BOT MTo, no-MoeMy, « anaio T O T 4 H O : O ^&A a He xoreji n H c a t b . He 
x o r e j i a H H c a T b 06 HHrej iJ iHreHUHH H O MemancTBe . HH^ero nojxo^Horo 
RdiMe B y M e He ^lepacajT.. . H H M C J I B BHZiy .nio^iefl caMux npocrux, 
o6HKHOBeHHHX... .HH o K a K H X Meii iaHax H H c a r b He c o S H p a j i c J i . MeHH 
H H i e p e c y i o T x a p a K x e p w . A Kaacflbift x a p a K x e p - y H H K a J i b H o c r b , 
e^HHCTBeHHocTb, HenoBTopHMoe c o q e r a H H e yepr H q e p r o M e K . * ^ 
His aim was to look at contemporary people, at how society was developing, to 
show the whole «( | )eHOMeH ^ H 3 H H » rather than to battle against philistine 
elements within it. He shared the same opinion as Lermontov in his foreword to 
"A Hero of Our Time", which he quotes to the critics in 'Vybirat', reshat'sia, 
zhertvovat'': 
«. . .He / j Y M a f t r e , o/jHaKo, n o c j i e 3Toro , M T O 6 a s r o p 3 T O « KHHra HMeji 
Kor;ja-HH6yzjb rop / jyK M e q r y c ^ e j i a r b c j i H c n p a B H T C J i e M .nioflCKHX 
nopoKOB. Bo>Ke e r o H30aBH o r raKoro H e B e ) K e c T B a ! E M y n p o c r o 6 H / I O 
BecejTo pHcoBatb cospeMeHHoro tie/ioBeKa, KaKHM O H e r o noHHMaer, H , K 
48 Quoted in R. Shrbder,' "Moi god eshche ne nastupil..." ', Literalurnoe obozrenie, 1987, no. 8, 
pp. 96-8. 
49 Quoted in Beskonechnye igry, Moscow: Fizkul'tura i sport, 1989. 
^ 'Vybirat', reshat'sia, zhertvovat'', Kak slovo nashe otzovetsia, p. 85. 
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ero H BameMy HecuacTbio, C J E H U I K O M ^a.cTo BcrpeMaji. By/jex H xoro, mo 
6ojie3Hb y K a 3 a H a , a KaK HSJieMHXb - 3 x o y*:e 6 o r 3Haex!»5i 
Due to his concentration on the daily lives of weak-willed people 
inclined to moral compromise, the influence of Chekhov on Trifonov's work has 
often been noted.52 Like Chekhov, Trifonov did not pass judgement on his 
characters but left it up to the reader to draw his own conclusions, often by 
reading between the lines of what seemed like simple portrayals of everyday 
life. Both writers have compassion and understanding for their characters, 
condemning traits rather than the people themselves. Trifonov strove to follow 
Chekhov's style in his Moscow Tales, striving to say as much as possible in a 
few words and by means of psychological sketches. We have seen how another 
great Russian writer, Dostoevsky, was increasingly an influence on Trifonov's 
work, both from the links between Neterpenie and Besy, and from certain motifs 
in the Moscow novellas. Trifonov was also to study a modem-day Raskolnikov 
in the protagonist of Dom na naberezhnoi, even as he had examined the 'hero of 
his time' in Obmen. 
Many contemporary critics failed to notice Trifonov's gradual but 
steady evolution away from works like Studenty, but to us who have an 
overview of his development, it is clear that such characters as Zuriabov in 
Utolenie zhazhdy and the short stories of the mid-sixties onwards lead up to the 
Moscow novellas. That they are an integral part of his work is also shown by 
the reprises of themes and images which are often developed further in the 
Moscow Tales. Firstly, the theme of the dacha as a childhood idyll, symbolising 
a lost youth, peace and idealism, contrasted with the urbanisation of Moscow, is 
present in all these novellas, echoing the change in society's values. The past 
and all its ideals are swept away like the lilac bushes and dacha in Dolgoe 
proshchanie. The dacha motif has been present since Trifonov's very eariiest 
works, but from the Moscow Tales onwards, the home - "dom" - becomes an 
important symbol. Housing, as seen in Obmen, was a problem in Moscow. The 
difficulty of finding and establishing a home stands for many other difficulties. 
Many places where people live are not homes, they do not represent security and 
love. Some hold memories of past times, and this is further developed in his 
51 Ibid, p. 87. 
52 See, for example, Carolina De Maegd-Soep, Trifonov and the Dranm of the Russian 
Intelligentsia, Ghent State University, Russian Institute, 1990; Andrew Durkin, Trifonov's 
"Taking Stock": The Role of (;:exovian Subtext', Slavic & East European Journal, 28, 1 (1984), 
pp. 32-41. 
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next novel, Dom na naberezhnoi, where the history of the house of the titie is 
the history of Stalin's purges. 
Egoism is the key motivating factor for most of Trifonov's 
characters, and it was a trait he abhorred in his fellow man; «B 3roH3Me 
3aKJiioHeHa HenpaB^a MHpa...3roH3M - 3 T 0 T O , M T O xpyziHee B c e r o 
noBeziHTb B ijeJiOBeKe.»53 continues to study morality, moral betrayal as a 
result of egoism. Here again, it is not the egoists he condemns, but rather the 
egoism itself, the trait not the person. Trifonov is a moralist only in so far that 
the inner logic of his stories show how a person should take responsibility for 
his or her actions and not try to silence conscience. Conscience, one of 
Trifonov's most important themes, is more clearly developed in the Moscow 
Tales, and continues to feature in all his major works thereafter. Many of the 
characters such as Dmitriev and Gennadii Sergeevich, try to exorcise unpleasant 
memories and silence their consciences. The effects of doing this are more 
clearly shown in later works, such as Dom na naberezhnoi and Starik. 
Time and memory are also beginning to feature more in Trifonov's 
works. Time fascinated Trifonov, the way it changed people and places, even in 
the course of one day, and of course it played a part in his own evolution as a 
writer - «nHcaTeJTb Z I O T D K C H H3MeH»TbC5i H pasBHBatbCH - BMecre c o 
BpeMeHeM».** Significantiy his last major work is entitied Vremia i mesto, 
showing the full development of these themes. Within the Moscow Tales, the 
movement of time can be increasingly felt, with the switches from past to 
present, the process of change in Moscow and the characters. Trifonov is not 
only interested in the individual within time, but in time within the individual. 
With the Moscow Tales he shows how the current times, Brezhnev's Russia, has 
affected his contemporaries. They are an unheroic generation, they are too 
young to have fought in World War Two, who have not preserved the 
revolutionary ideals of their fathers and forefathers, now buried in the past and 
overlayed by repression. Instead they live the life of moral compromise, the 
results of which are further demonstrated in Trifonov's next novel, Dom na 
naberezhnoi. As Evgenii Evtushenko, a younger contemporary wrote, everyone 
gave in to comrade Kompromis Kompromisovich, who: 
Bee Ha cqerax BHcuHTbroaH 
Hac, 
^ Quoted in R. Shroder, 'Moi god eshche ne nastupil...', Literaturnoe obozrenie, 1987, no. 8, 
pp. 96-8. 
^ In letter to L. Voronkova, 24 May 1977, quoted in ' "Nravstvennye idealy ia ne izobrazhaiu 
no imeiu" Iz pisem luriia Trifonova', Uteraturnaia gazeta, 27 March 1991, p. 13. 
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H yyKe He 3a/inpbi M M , 
a myMHM -
eCJIH HbOM! 55 
55 Evgenii Evtushenko, Sobranie sochinenii. Vtrekh tomakh. Tom 2. Moscow: 
Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1984, p. 452. My thanks to Brian Moynahan who brought this 
poem to my attention in his book The Russian Century. Great Britain, Random House, Inc., 
1994, p. 258. 
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C H A P T E R ? 
HISTORY RE-EXAMINED 
In Dom na naberezhnoi i Trifonov returns to the period he covered in his first 
novel Studenty and re-examines similar events from the perspective of over 
thirty years later. The novel opens with the main protagonist, Vadim Glebov, 
looking for furniture for his family's new flat in the oppressive heat of the 
summer of 1972.2 fi^^ Obmen, there is again the theme of moving flats, 
Glebov's moral 'exchange', but here does not involve a betrayal of principles. 
As the novel progresses it is shown how Glebov's moral exchange took place 
many years before and how he betrayed the people around him to reach his 
current position in life. He has a comfortable job in a literary institute, all the 
advantages which go with it, and useful connections, who have, among other 
things, recommended the particular furniture store where we first encounter 
him. He is slightly older than the chief protagonists of the Moscow Tales. His 
early life in Moscow during the 1930s and 1940s is shown, whereas in the other 
Moscow novellas we hear very little of the characters' childhood. On the other 
hand, very littie is seen of Glebov's family and present day life. The formation 
of his character is traced to a time when the early days of revolutionary fervour 
were over and the first seeds of materialism were being sown during the Stalinist 
years.3 The novel is both a psychological study of life under a regime of terror 
and an analysis of the root causes of the moral decline of Soviet society. 
At the furniture store Glebov comes face to face with an old school 
friend. Lev Shulepnikov, who is working as a porter there. Lev - or Shulepa as 
his friends used to call him - refuses to recognise Glebov and it is this which 
forces him to look back into his past, to times which he would rather forget. 
Glebov was brought up in a small house by the Moscow river with his parents 
and grandmother, under the shadow of the so-called house on the embankment 
where various high-ranking party members lived. It is here where Shulepa and 
several other of Glebov's friends live (Trifonov had lived in the prototype of the 
house from 1930 to 1936)4 and this is a source of envy to Vadim. His father 
1 'Dom na naberezhnoi. Povest'', Druzhba narodov, 1976, no. 1, pp. 83-167. 
2 Oppressively hot weather is also present in Starik, when the main character Letunov is also 
forced to recall his past. 
3 For an indepth study of Stalin's effect on the values of his nation, see Vera Dunham, In Stalin's 
Titne: Middleclass Values in Soviet Fiction, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976. 
4 This novel too has traces of autobiography, but as shown, Trifonov is nearer to the character of 
the shadowy narrator rather than Glebov. 
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does not approve of his son's friendship with the children from the 'big house', as 
they belong to a different class (proof that there is still a class system very much 
in evidence, in stark contradiction to the original aims of communism and the 
Bolsheviks). However, when Shulepa visits Vadim, he is highly embarrassed by 
the stories his father tells to amuse the boy and keep in his favour. Glebov's 
father is typical of many people in Stalin's time. His main advice to his son is to 
keep his head down and out of trouble. Fear is the main reason for this, as one 
wrong move could mean death, and Glebov inherits his father's caution and 
determined desire for self-preservation. His parents are not intellectuals or party 
functionaries like those in the house on the embankment. His father works in a 
factory and his mother has had a variety of jobs. One was in a cinema, and 
Vadim used this to his best advantage, taking other school children there to 
make himself more popular or curry favours, such as a kiss from the girl Dina. 
Even though Vadim does not particularly like Dina, he relishes the fact that she 
is then «B e r o BJiacTH».^ Thus any sympathy the reader may have felt for 
Glebov as the poor relation soon disappears as it is shown how, from an early 
age, he has used any power available to him for his own advantage. Glebov's 
own account of his life is interdispersed with that of a shadowy first person 
narrator, also an inhabitant of the house on the embankment, who refers to him 
as 'Baton'. This is because at school Vadim would bring in a French loaf and 
hand it out in return for favours from the other children. He manages to get on 
with most people by such exchange of favours, which is also how he manages to 
appease the local bullies. The narrator describes him in a way which gives an 
idea as to why he has gone so far in life: 
« 0 H 6biJi cosepmeHHO HHKaKoB, Ba/iHK BaroH. Ho 3 T O , KaK a nounn 
Bnoc/ie/ icTBHH, pe^KHft flap: Sbixb HPucaKHM. Jlvam, yMeromne Sbirb 
reHHajibHemuHM o6pa30M HHKaKHMH, npoflBHrarorcH mneKO.» [11,433]. 
The arrival of Shulepa at the house on the embankment erodes any 
power Vadim might have had amongst its other inhabitants. Shulepa has all 
sorts of expensive clothes and toys which Vadim envies. He even takes several 
of the children round to his flat to show them a well-known film on his own 
projector, the very film which Vadim had taken others to see at the cinema. As 
revenge, Vadim goads some of the other children into beating up Shulepa, but he 
overcomes them by producing a toy gun. Vadim himself takes no part in the 
ambush, prefering others to do his dirty work, something which continues 
^ Sobranie sochinenii v chetyrekh tomakh, Moscow: Khudozhestvenaia literatura, 1986, Volume 
2, p. 378. All other references to the text are from this edition. 
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throughout his life.^ Shulepa's stepfather, probably a KGB officer from his 
description (he has a bloodless face with protruding eyes, and wears a 
Caucausian tunic like Stalin) tries to find out which children attacked his 
stepson, at first without much success. However, when Vadim's uncle is 
arrested, his parents plead with him to enlist Shulepnikov's help. To do this, 
Vadim feels he must reveal which children attacked Shulepa. He does not admit 
his own involvement but instead names two boys whom he dislikes (and 
probably are of no use to him), and these boys and their families soon have to 
leave the house. He is troubled by his action for a few days but justifies it by 
assuming that they were 'bad boys' anyway. At an early age he has made his 
first betrayal. 
Various incidents from Vadim's childhood are shown through his 
memories and those of the first person narrator. Some of these are based on 
Trifonov's own childhood in this now legendary building. For instance, one of 
the children in the novel, Anton Ovchinnikov, is based on Trifonov's friend Lev 
Fedotov, the "all round person" who features in other Trifonov works.^  Lev 
Fedotov, like the fictional Ovchinnikov, dies in the Second World War, and 
Anton's mother gives the narrator his diaries as Lev Fedotov's mother gave her 
son's to Trifonov. The narrator recounts many episodes from his childhood days 
which are taken from those of Trifonov, such as Anton practising jujitsu, 
wearing shorts in winter to make himself more self-disciplined, and creating 
'The Society for the Testing of the Will', whose members have to carry out such 
deeds as walking along the narrow embankment wall and climbing across the 
balconies. 
In the novel, the society, to which the narrator and his friends belong, 
serves further to characterise Glebov. When asked to join, he agrees but only on 
condition that he can leave the society whenever he wants, thus proving he has 
ultimate power over his actions. Glebov is never seen having to fulfil one of the 
society's dares. Instead he has the climbing from one parapet to another stopped 
by telling an outsider of their plans, probably for fear of having to do it himself. 
The narrator, who, it transpires, is one of the two boys (possibly the Bear) whom 
Glebov reported to Shulepa's father and who were then evicted from the house, 
dislikes Glebov even more for this cowardly action. The narrator recalls the day 
6 Shulepnikov even comments on this aspect of Glebov's character in later life when Glebov has 
been asked to denounce Ganchuk: «Hmb ru, K a K a a qHCTioyifl! ilpyrae n y c T b Ma)KyTC5i, a a B 
CTopoHe nocTOK), a? T a K , HTO AH? Xopoiii r y c b ! » pi, 463]. 
7 See also Chapter 1. In the museum at the 'House on the Embankment' there is a display 
dedicated to Lev Fedotov. 
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he left the house, and how smug Glebov was when he learnt there would be 
fewer rooms in the flat he was moving to than in his own home. 
Another reason for the narrator's dislike of Glebov is his love for Sonia, 
also a child from the house on the embankment, who, however, had eyes only 
for the nonentity Vadim Baton. She is very kind and sympathetic to all around 
her, and is sorry for Vadim and his old patched coat. Vadim himself takes littie 
notice of her affection until others mention it and he gradually becomes 
interested, not so much in her, but in her family's possessions - their large flat 
overlooking the Kremlin, their dacha and all the other privileges. Sonia's father. 
Professor Ganchuk, a Civil War veteran, lectures in literature at the Institute 
which Glebov enters after the war, along with Lev Shulepnikov. Shulepa is still 
the same, loud and arrogant, and living a life of opulence as in pre-war days. He 
now has a different stepfather - the man who investigated the mysterious death 
of the last one. Glebov's family, however, has fallen apart. His mother was 
killed during the war, his father suffered brain damage and is living in poverty in 
the same little house as before but now with Glebov's aunt, the one whose 
husband was sent to prison despite Glebov's efforts with Shulepnikov Senior. 
Glebov, it appears, is not particulariy bothered by all this. He spends his time 
round at Sonia's family's flat, as good relations with his lecturer and supervisor 
will undoubtedly help his marks and future career. He starts a relationship with 
Sonia because he equates the possession of her body with all that her family 
owns.^ Sonia, on the other hand, who has been in love with Glebov since 
childhood, suspects nothing of his real motives. They decide to marry but then 
events at the Institute change everything. 
Dom na naberezhnoi, as did Studenty, features the anti-cosmopolitanism 
campaign of the late 1940s but Trifonov's perception and portrayal of the event 
is completely different. In Studenty, it is depicted as the right and proper thing 
to denounce the supposedly 'pro-Western, decadent' lecturer Kozelsky. In Dom 
na naberezhnoi the whole stupidity of the campaign is shown. Ganchuk speaks 
in defence of another lecturer, Astrug, one of his former students, expelled for 
'admiring bourgeois scholars', and so is eventually himself forced out, under 
accusations of Menshevism. The staff who are behind this, the Dean, 
Dorodnov, and his cronies, Druziaev, a former military prosecutor, and 
Shereiko, are seen to be using ideology for their own gains, as part of a power 
struggle within the institute. This is very different to the Dean, Sizov, in 
Studenty, who was apparently motivated by the good of the party. Now, forty 
8 See for example Glebov's thoughts on p. 421. 
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years later, Trifonov can see what he suspected, that such denunciations were 
mainly initiated for people's own ends, not the supposed good of the party (or 
even to pander to Stalin's megolomania). Dorodnov's gang have all the 
characteristics of the other K G B officers in Trifonov's works. Shereiko, i t is 
said, «6ypaBHJi cxa/ibHbiM OKOM»P They draw Glebov into their schemes by 
gradually edging him into a position where i t is a matter of his survival as a 
writer to denounce Ganchuk. He is first recommended to change supervisor, as 
Ganchuk is his future father-in-law. The impression that Ganchuk and his 
family are becoming more of a hindrance than a help in his l ife is backed up by 
remarks f rom Shulepa, who advises Glebov to ditch them. Little by little, 
Ganchuk is forced out o f the institute and Glebov does nothing to stop it , 
prefering to stick his head in the sand and try not to think about it. However, he 
is finally called to give evidence at a meeting against Ganchuk, with both sides 
asking for his support. He is thus faced with a decision whether to support 
Ganchuk, through loyalty to his girlfriend's fami ly and other students, or 
denounce him on the promise of a scholarship f rom Dorodnov. He sees himself 
at the crossroads, unsure of which path to takeJ^ Fortunately for Glebov, his 
grandmother dies^' and he cannot make the meeting, but i t is already fairly clear 
which way he would have voted: 
«CTapajicsi p a c c y ^ ^ a r b cnoKofiHO: Hy xopoiuo, qeibipe BapHaHta, HX H 
npo/iyMaTb. BapnaHT nepBHfl: npnfiTH H BbicrynHTb B aaniHTy. . . . ^ T O 
3TOT BapHaHT / jacT? 03Jio6jieHHe aziMHHHCTpaUHH. npocTH-npomafi 
cTHneHflHH rpHQoefloBa, acnHpaHtypa H Bce npoqee. . . . KaKOB >Ke 
BbiHrpbim OT 3 T o r o sapHaHxa? B/raro^apHOCTb FaH^iyKa n B c e r o 
raHqyKoBCKoro ceMeKcxBa. Eme 6onee GesMepnas jiK>6oBb Com. . . . 
npowrpHui coKypiUHxanbHMft, BbiHrpbim cjia6oBax.» [11,474]. 
Although excused attendance at the crucial meeting, i t transpires that Glebov 
failed to support Ganchuk on another occasion. He sees the whole thing as 
almost comical because Dorodnov and the others ask apparently trivial questions 
about such things as the busts of philosophers which Ganchuk has had in his 
study fo r years. The information Glebov gives them, however, serves as a basis 
9 p. 457, Trifonov as before concentrates on the eyes, as with Shulepnikov Senior and similar 
characters in other works. 
10 See p. 297. 
11 Glebov's grandmother Nila follows on in the mould of simple, seiness, devoted old women 
such as Niura. Glebov tells her about his problems and her advice is that it will sort itself out. 
When she dies, as with the death of other old people, the lynchpin that was holding the family 
together has gone, along with any remaining moral values. 
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fo r an ideological denudation. The whole anti-cosmopolitanism campaign did 
border on the ridiculous, but nevertheless people's lives were at stake and 
Glebov only cares about his own. He allows himself to be used, moulded like 
plasticine by Dorodnov and the others, deceiving himself when he knows what 
he is doing is wrong. The professor is forced out of the institute, his wife dies of 
a stroke not long after and Sonia is eventually confined to a mental institute and 
later dies. Glebov would rather not remember his part in this, let alone repent. 
He has virtually no qualms about his inevitable split wi th Sonia and even 
wonders why her mother, lulia Mikhailovna, is so unpleasant to him after he 
denounces her husband! She is the only one to notice his materialism and how 
he covets her family's possessions. Glebov is a typical product of Stalinism, a 
careerist and opportunist, driven by a mixture of cupidity, envy, resentment, 
cowardice and fear, as were so many others. This led to the snowballing of 
purges when, out of their mixture of feelings, people denounced others and so 
abetted the abuses of Stalinism. The house on the embankment had been an 
object of envy f rom childhood, and Glebov even takes malicious pleasure in 
Ganchuk's family's downfall and their eviction f rom the house. When Ganchuk 
used to ask him to accompany him on cold midnight walks he had resented this 
and envied Ganchuk's fu r coat, as he did Shulepa's leather jacket. Now there 
would be no more walks and the world of warm coats was within his, Glebov's, 
reach. Knowing that he has betrayed his lover's family, that he has traded in his 
integrity for his own advancement, for the thirty pieces of silver represented by 
the Griboiedov scholarship, Glebov does not care in the least so long as his 
actions have helped his career, which is far more important than any moral 
principles, or what anyone else thinks: 
«Ha Bce 3TO MO)KHO Han/FeBaxb. noroMy q r o OH nojiy^HT Bzipyr raKoe 
ycKopeHHe, q r o oxjiexHT flajTeKo-/ia.7ieKo, r e HcqeaHyr c e r o ropHaoHra, 
c r H H y r HaseKH co CBOHMH yj ibiSoyKaMH, upajpenneu, CBOHMH 
npeKpacHBiMH uiopavtH Ha rj ia3ax .» [ I I , 475-6]. 
In a sense, Glebov and Ganchuk are two of a kind. Ganchuk is not 
unduly disadvantaged by his dismissal, as Glebov remembers seeing him eating 
a cake in a cafe on ulitsa Gorkogo shortly afterwards.^2 p[g jjas the wi l l to live 
and, compared with others in the past, he has come o f f relatively lightly, having 
only lost his job rather than his l ife. Like many old Bolsheviks, he and his wife 
are self-righteous and look down on those who they perceive as materialist 
petty-borgeois, as did Dmitriev's family in Obmen, though they are of course 
12 This is also indicative of the kind of trivia which Glebov remembers rather than the fact that 
he did actually speak out against Ganchuk. 
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better than their successors, Dorodnov and Shireiko. A former member of the 
Cheka and involved in the literary battles of the 1920s, where he ftrst came 
across Dorodnov, Ganchuk rues the fact he did not k t l l h im whtle he had the 
chance and sees his current problems as part of his failure to do th.s. At the end 
of his l i fe Ganchuk, like Glebov, does not want to remember his past l i fe . The 
narrator visits h im in connection wi th his own research on the literary 
movements of the 1920's. However, Ganchuk does not want to talk about his 
past and is more concerned about being home in time for his favourite television 
prooramme. This is how the novel ends, as the narrator and Ganchuk 
symbolically leave the cemetary where Sonia - the one innocent victim of a 
world for which they are all in part responsible - is buried. In their failure to 
remember their past or face up to their consciences, such characters as Ganchuk 
and Glebov are the l iving dead. Indeed, Ganchuk even forgives Glebov for his 
part i n his dismissal. He compares him to a modem day Raskolnikov: 
«HbiHemHHe PacKOJTbHHKOBbi He ySHBaiOT c r a p y x npoueHTmnu TonopoM, 
HO TepaaioTCH nepef l xofl >Ke qepxoH: nepecxynHXb? H aezjb, no 
cymecxBy, KaKaa pasHHua, xonopoM win KaK-xo HHa^e? YSHBaxb HJIH )Ke 
xiOKHyxb cjrerKa, JiHiiib 6bi ocBo6ozmJiocb Mecxo?» [ I I , 488]. 
Like Raskolnikov, Glebov has crossed over some moral limits but there is 
nothing experimental or philosophical about his motivation and he fails to 
recognise his crimes. Sonia is just like her namesake in Crime and Punishment, 
innocent and compassionate, the insulted and the injured, but has not the moral 
strength to bring her beloved face to face wi th his own guilt. With Glebov, 
Trifonov is continuing the theme of moral compromise but this is the worst 
example yet. Under Stalinism, in a society pervaded by secrecy and fear, many 
stopped questioning what was right or wrong, preferring to believe what they 
were told ' f rom above'. Glebov has no sense of morality either and like 
everyone else he is afraid, but he does not merely keep his head down, he 
procures his own advancement at the expense of others' misfortune. He cannot 
understand why Shulepa w i l l not speak to him; 
«y>K KOMy-KOMy, a / l e s K e neqero SbiJio oSH^Kaxbca Ha r j ie6oBa. He 
rjieSoB BHHOBar H He JiK>ffM, a BpeMena. Box nycxb c BpeMenaMH H He 
3ziopoBaexcs». [ I I , 365]. 
Like many other Trifonov characters, Glebov tries to blame his actions on the 
times and take no responsibility himself. However, as Eugenia Ginzburg points 
out in her autobiographical novel about her l i fe under Stalinism, the purges and 
her time in the camps. Within The Whirlwind: 
"People may reply that i t is more common to come across cases of those who 
loudly protest their innocence while seeking to put the blame on the era they live 
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in, on their neighbours, or on their own youthfulness and inexperience. . . . And 
that is so. Yet, I am all but convinced that the very loudness of these 
protestations is meant to drown the quiet and inexorable inner voice that keeps 
reminding a man of his guilt." 1^ 
Through l i fe Glebov too has tried to "drown the quiet and inexorable inner 
voice" and, like many other Trifonov protagonists, has paid for it by becoming 
flabby, suffering f rom i l l health and addiction to sleeping pills. He recalls his 
former health and vitality, which were lost when he betrayed moral principles. 
Like Dmitriev and Gennadii Sergeevich, he is a spiritual vacuum, despite his 
outward success. The nonentity who crept up the career ladder (rather like 
Stalin himself on his rise to power), is now «Henoxo>KH0 Ha ce6a H 
HeB3paqHbm, KaK ryceHHua.» [11,370]. 
The chronotope in Dom na naberezhnoi is exactly the same as in 
Studenty but Trifonov's treatment of similar events is completely different. In 
the time between writing the two novels, Trifonov has evolved as a person and 
writer and realised that l i fe is not as black and white as Socialist Realism would 
like to portray i t , that people's characters are much more complex and most are 
driven by personal ambition, not the good of society. Careerists such as Palavin 
in Studenty and Glebov in Dom na naberezhnoi are the norm, rather than the 
exception to the rule. Glebov, in fact, is very much a Sergei Palavin who has 
made i t . He bears little resemblance to the hero of Studenty, Vadim Belov, but 
is more like Palavin in that he only cares about himself. On the other hand, the 
relationship between Glebov and Shulepnikov is similar to that between Belov 
and Palavin, in that Belov also envies his friend's popularity. However, Belov 
knows that Palavin is fol lowing the 'wrong' path, whereas with Glebov, envy 
obscures moral judgement. It has reached huge proportions and rules his life. 
Tr i fonov distances himself f r o m Glebov, whereas he allots Belov some 
biographical details f rom his own l i fe , most importantly the loss of a father. 
Also there is no parallel to Sonia in Studenty, where the main female character is 
an egoist, not a v ic t im, and uses the hero rather than being used by him. 
Ganchuk and Kozelsky share several things in common, right down to the busts 
of philosophers in their studies. Both are in charge of a student society. 
However, in the battle for power within the institute, perceived as proceeding 
under cover of the anti-cosmopolitanism campaign, Trifonov's attitude to the 
characters and to the campaign have changed. In Studenty, the Dean was 
portrayed as a decent man and the suggestion that his campaign against 
'3 Eugenia Ginzburg, Within the Whirlwind, Collins & Harvill Press, London, 1981, p. 152. 
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complex. Tntonov swucuca u - v . i . . — 
period of forty years), lapsing into memories, highlighting the 
p . - ^u^ ^ th^r These time 
r( 
them in later worss sucu aa ^^t^. . .v . — 
• ofStudenty, there is in Dom na naberezhnoi a 'polyphony of 
Kozelsky may have been motivated by envy emanates f rom Kozelsky himself. 
Wi th Dorodnov and his sinister K G B cronies, the action is initiated purely for 
personal gain and Ganchuk emerges as the better person. In many ways, Dom 
na naberezhnoi was written as a cleansing process, an attempt to put nght the 
errors Trifonov fel t he had made in his first, naive novel, which by then he could 
not even bear to open. 
A t the same time, wi th Dom na naberezhnoi, Trifonov's style has also 
greatly matured to reflect his increased perceprion of historical events and 
people. The narrative and temporal structure of the novel is much more 
rif it hes between different narrative voices and times (the 
— - ViJabHohti S 
novel covers a penc 
l ink between past ai 
montages were also 
them i n later works 
omniscient narrator uumut/^^j, — 
narratorial voices', a Dostoevskian influence which featured in Trifonov's 
maturer works. This narrative method also allows Trifonov not to take a didatic 
tone and judge his characters, but to let Glebov condemn himself in his own 
words, while distancing himself f rom the characters through the use of another, 
concealed first person narrator. This shifting narratorial stance and the subtle, 
Aesopian language of Dom na naberezhnoi made its publication possible. 
Once more, Trifonov depends on the collaboration of the reader to see between 
the lines and find his true message, and in doing so to reflect on his own and his 
country's past and escape f rom the spiritual wasteland that for so many was the 
Soviet Union of the 1970s. 
Although Trifonov's style has matured almost out of recognition from his 
first novel, many of his own eternal themes, Bewbie xeMbi, are again evident. 
Firstly there are the autobiographical elements taken f rom Trifonov's own 
childhood and youth: like Trifonov, for example, the narrator worked in civil 
defence during the Second Worid War, firefighting i n Moscow, and images of 
the city he loved run throughout Dom na naberezhnoi, as they did through his 
earliest works. More importantly, the narrator lived in the very house where 
Trifonov and his family lived f rom 1930 to 1936 and from which he was himself 
evicted when Valentin Trifonov was arrested and executed during the Great 
Purges and his mother exiled to Kazakhstan as the wife of "an enemy of the 
people". The house was designed by the architect Boris lofan for the party 
heirarchy and was the first high-rise building in Moscow. Af te r the years of 
hardship, it came to symbolise all the privileges, power and opulence of the 
Bolshevik party in the 1930s. In the novel, the house on the embankment is the 
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prime source of Glebov's feelings of envy and represents the summit of his 
ambitions. He loves to visit the house, look across to the Kremlin, down at the 
'ants' below, and dream that one day such a l i fe would be his. Its inhabitants are 
completely different to those in his small house, which i t overshadows. A l l 
seem to have a certain degree of arrogance, down to the l i f t operators and even 
the dogs. A heirarchy soon establishes itself in the house, which, as shown in 
the novel, had its own class system. One section o f the house, the twelth 
staircase, was actually reserved for N K V D officials, and Beria lived there at one 
time. Envy was rife and by the 1930s very little of the revolurionaries' old 
comradely love remained. The house serves in the novel as and was in fact a 
microcosm for the changes in Soviet politics and society; as the old Bolsheviks 
disappeared one by one during the night, they were replaced by a different set of 
people loyal to Stalin and his regime. The house has now fallen into a state of 
disrepair and many of the windows are boarded up. Some of the descendents of 
the old Bolsheviks, who set up the house's musuem, still remain, but many other 
residents are of the new breed of rich Russians. 
As the narrator noticed, when a person was evicted f rom the house, they 
ceased to exist: 
«A eme noMHK), KaK yesscajiH H 3 r o r o ^OMa Ha Ha6epe>KHofi. . . . KaKofl - ro 
tiejiOBeK cnpaiEHBaex y jiH(|)xepa: « 3 x o nhsi x a x a a x y / i p a - M y f l p a ? » 
7lH(|3xep oxBe^aex: «/Ia 3xo c n H r o r o » . OH He naawBaex ^aMUJim, He 
KHBaex Ha uena, XOXH H cxoro psiffou, OH anaex MCHJ? npeKpacno, npocxo 
xaK: « C n f i x o r o » . - «A K y ^ a H X ? » - «Ma. KXO anaex. Bpozje, roBopax, 
Kyzia-xo K 3 a c x a B e » . H onnxb Mor 6bi cnpocHXb y MCHJI, « 6bi eMy 
oxBexHJi, HO He cnpaiDHBaex, H Riiff Hero y^Ke xaK 5bi ne cymecxByro. Te, 
KXO ye3>Kaex H3 3xoro AOMSL, nepecxaiox cymecxBOBaxb». [ I I , 449]. 
This is how Trifonov must have fel t when he was forced to leave the house, 
shunned by former friends and neighbours for fear of reprisals, and about to start 
'another l ife ' . To lu r i i Lotman, such places are 'anti-homes', people do not live 
in them, but disappear f rom them. Flats in Soviet times were often not homes, 
not a place of safety and security, but a synonym for something sinister, and the 
housing shortage, especially in Stalin's t ime, brought about many 
denunciations. 14 house on the embankment is in this way the antipode of 
the dacha in Trifonov's work. I t was originally known as Z(OM npasHxeJifacxBa 
and then, because of the tragic end of so many of its first inhabitants, was 
nicknamed QpaxcKaa MorH/ia. I t became immortalised as 'the house on the 
14 Yuri Lotman, The home in Bulgakov's Master & Margarita' in Universe of the Mind - A 
Semiotic Tfieory of Culture, London: I B Tauris & Co. Ltd., 1990, pp. 185-191. 
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embankment' due to Trifonov's work. In Ischeznovenie i ^ he compares it to a 
ship sailing without course, as Mandelshtam described the revolution in Sumerki 
svohoda. The image o f the house continued to feature in Trifonov's work, 
especially in Oprokinutyi dom, the topsy-turvy house, a paradigm for his own 
l i fe after the death of his father. 
Other symbolism recurrent in Trifonov's work also features in Dom na 
naherezhnoi, such as the opening evocation as the flow of time, perceived as a 
river which swallows people up: 
«HHKoro H3 3XHX MajTbMHKOB Hex xenepb na SejiOM caexe. Kxo norH6 na 
Bofine, KXO yMep ox SojiesHH, HHwe nponajiH 6e3BecxHo. A neKoxopbie, 
x o x « H »:HByx, npeBpaxHJiHCb B flpyxHX Jiiofleft. H ecjiH 6bi 3XH apyrne 
jiroflH BcxpexHJiH 6bi KaKHM-HH6y/ib KOJTflOBCKHM o6pa30M xex, 
HCTe3HyBiUHX, B 6yMa3etiHbix pySamoHKax, B nojioxHHHHX xy^jiwx na 
pe3HHOBOM XOflY, OHH He 3HaiIH 6bl, O MCM C HHMH FOBOpHXb. BOIOCb, He 
^joraziHJiHCb 6bi fla>Ke, ^ro BCxpexHJiH caMHX ceSs?. Hy H 6or c HHMH, C 
He/ioraziJiHBbiMH! HM HeKor^a, OHH /lexHx, njiHByx, HecyxcH B noxoKe, 
3arpe6aK)X pyKaMH, Bce /jajibuie H aaJibine, Bce cKopeVi H CKopeft, neuh 3a 
/IHeM, Ton, 3a roflOM, MeH5iioxc5i S e p e r a , oxcxynaiox ropw, pezierox H 
o6jiexaK)X jreca , xeinneex He6o, Ha^BHraercH XOJTO^, nazio crreuiHXb, 
cnetUHXb - H Hex CHJI orjiflHyxbcs? Ha3afl, Ha xo, MXO ocraHOBHJiocb H 
3aMep.;TO, KaK o6jiaKo n a Kparo He6ocKJioHa.» [ I I , 363]. 
Time changes the characters around i t and many live different, drugie zhizni. 
Shulepa, f rom a privileged child and an infiuential, well-connected youth, 
changes in the course of the novel to an alcholic, working as a porter, then 
finally the warden of a crematorium, a symbol of the l iving dead. Even his 
name is different; he reverts to his mother's surname of Prokhorov. A t the end 
of the novel, he, one of the original children of Stalinism, looks at the house, 
longing for the old days, hoping that perhaps his luck w i l l change again for the 
better. Tr i fonov examines how Stalinism produced such people, totally 
estranged from their former selves through fear and envy: 
« M H o r o e 3aBeflHo necKOM, 3anopouieHo naMepxBO. Ho xo, uxo Ka3aj[ocb 
xor / ia QtieBHaHocTbK) H npocxoxofl, xenepb oxKpbiBaexcH B ^ p y r noBOMy 
B3opy, BHfleH cKeJiex nocxynKOB, ero KOCXHHOA pHcynoK - 3x0 pHcynoK 
c x p a x a . » [11 ,452] . 
The only way to restore integrity and exorcise fear is through memory, through 
facing up to the past, but characters like Glebov, typical of a whole generation. 
15 'Ischeznovenie. RoTm.n\Druzhba narodov, 1987, no. 1, pp. 6-95. 
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prefer to avoid confronting their own former selves. Indeed Glebov almost 
strangles Kuno, one of Ganchuk's loyal students, when he reminds him of the 
past in 1952, on the eve of the Doctors' Plot, a time which was also heavy with 
fear, and says that «naMJixb - cexb, Koxopyio He cneayeT ^epecqyp 
Hanparaxb, uxoBbi y;jep)KHBaxb XH»:eJTbie rpy3bi.» [ I I , 482]). Shulepnikov is 
the catalyst who precipitates the reluctant process of recall which is the subject 
of the novel. In Glebov, Trifonov depicted a typical materialist of the late 
1930's, analysing the effect of Stalinism on the everyday life of Soviet citizens 
as well as the history of his country. Against this background we see more 
clearly the on-going effect of the Terror on society of the 1970s, as shown in his 
Moscow Tales. It is what Solzhenitsyn describes as "the results of a Soviet 
upbringing - mutton-headed conformism, a combination of cowardice and 
sycophancy: all that matters is to rebuff the enemy without running into 
danger." 16 
Without the painful process of reawakening memory and conscience, 
Trifonov clearly fel t there could be no renewal o f truth nor ethics in modem 
Soviet l i fe . This belief that only by remembering the past can the present be 
truly understood runs through the novel. The only character who succeeds in 
bringing the past to l ife is the narrator, for he is one of the few who has lived 
according to his moral principles and kept his integrity intact, probably because 
he has been a victim of the regime rather that someone who profited by it. He is 
depicted as actively engaged on research into the 1920s. Trifonov knew that 
man was essentially imperfect, but in Dom na naberezhnoi he gives us a 
specifically communist slant on the eternal problem of evil. As a philosophy, 
communism was economically based on the belief that everyone would be 
happy to be equal and build a new society. As eariy as 1864, Dostoevsky, in his 
Zapiski iz podpoVia, a response to Chernyshevsky's What is to be Done, had 
pointed out that such happiness was not within man's nature. Envy and other 
vices would not simply vanish away with the establishment of material equality. 
However, under Stalin, the communist regime went further than such naive 
optimism as to the expendability of moral guidelines and actively manipulated 
the baser aspects of human nature for the leader's own ends. 
The fact that in Dom na naberezhnoi, Trifonov was one of the very few 
writers to openly examine Stalinism at a rime when it had again, under 
Brezhnev, become almost a taboo subject, raises the question as to how the 
16 Alexander Solzhenitsyn, The Oak and the Calf, London: Collins/Harvill Press, 1980, p. 209, 
in describing some of the staff ofNovyi rnir. 
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novel was ever published.!^ Various explanations have been put forward. 
Firstly, i t was published in Druzhba narodov, a hitherto more conservative and 
less controversial journal than Novyi mir, and hence subject to less scrutiny 
f rom the censors. A t the time its editor, Baruzdin was seriously i l l and thus did 
not care too much about the consequences of publishing such a work. The 
journal had wanted to publish another novel, Vaska, by Sergei Antonov, which 
also examined Stalinism, in particular the construction of the Moscow metro and 
the horrors of collectivisation, but this had been quashed at the very top. It has 
been suggested that permission to publish Dom na naberezhnoi instead was a 
gesture to appease the journal. '^ Also, as Grigory Svirsky has pointed out, the 
authorities may have preferred their citizens to read Trifonov rather than illegal 
'dissident' literature: «nycxb y>Ke Jiymne coBexcKHfJ MHxaxeJib psex m pyK 
TpH(|)OHOBa, a He Co/r)KeHHUbiHa HJIH. He ^afi Bor, 3HHOBbeBa!»'9 Many 
prominent writers had left for abroad and those responsible for ideology in the 
USSR were sensitive to the adverse impression this produced, so did 
occasionally practice a modicum of tolerance and liberalism towards established 
authors. Then again, i f there was had been a backlash, the authorities could 
haved blamed Trifonov and used it as an excuse for further literary constraints 
and censorship. It has also been mentioned, mainly by dissident writers such as 
Alexander Zinoviev, that the fact Trifonov was a former Stalin Prize winner 
helped further publications, but this is doubtful in the case of Dom na 
naberezhnoi, which in many ways is a rewriting of the novel for which he was 
awarded the prize. Trifonov himself, as always, was astute about what could be 
written openly and what needed to be conveyed through the Aesopian language 
he had developed so sk i l l fu l ly over the years. This becomes clear when 
comparing the works published in his lifetime with Ischeznovenie. 
However, the novel managed to get past the censor and some Soviet 
critics were outraged by Dom na naberezhnoi. It came too close to the bone for 
many of the literary heirarchy. Stalinist stalwarts accused Trifonov and his 
novel of the usual shortcomings - failure to show the Party leading the way to a 
radiant future, failure to depict any positive characters or solutions, too much 
concentration on byt. For them, Trifonov had concentrated too much on the 
'"^  The novel, however, was omitted from a two volume collected works published in 1978 and 
there was no new publication until 1986. 
See John & Carol Garrard, Inside the Soviet Writers' Union, New York: Free Press, 1990, p. 
182. 
Grigory Svirsky, A History ofPost-War Soviet Writing: The Literature of Moral Opposition, 
Ann Arbor Ardis, 1981, p. 433. 
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Realism and not enough on the Socialist. Many, including Dudintsev, criticised 
Trifonov for concealing his position and not making open judgements. The 
novel was publicly criticised at the 6th Congress of Soviet Writers, held in 1976, 
by Markov and Ozerov, and Trifonov then had to appear before a commission 
f r o m the Writers' Union to answer their criticism. In his defence, he said that he 
expected the reader to make his own judgements and that he wrote about "life in 
all its complexities''.20 
Trifonov's later novels also received some adverse criticism f rom 
dissident writers abroad, such as Mal'tsev and Zinoviev.21 They accused him of 
not portraying the whole truth about Soviet society, disregarding the realities of 
Trifonov's position as a writer who wanted his books to reach the Soviet 
reader.22 Elsewhere in the West, however, his works had been well received, 
especially in the States, and hence their comments could have been out of 
jealousy. I t was also, of course, very popular with the Soviet reading public and 
Dom na naberezhnoi was the literary sensation of 1976. I t sold out almost 
instantly, and copies were passed f rom hand to hand. The novel was also 
produced as a play at the Taganka Theatre and the production was a sell-out. 
As with Obmen, the play was again produced as a result of co-operation 
between Trifonov and the theatre's director lu r i i Liubimov. It featured as part of 
Liubimov's cycle on Russian history which included productions of John Reed's 
Ten Days which shook the World' on the Bolshevik revolution of 1917 and 
Bulgakov's Master and Margerita representing the 1920s, as well as Gorky's 
Mat\ Esenin's Pugachev and Chemyshevsky's Chto delat'?. Liubimov, like 
Trifonov, strove to depict the truth and show the connection between the past 
and the present, and the two became close friends, as Trifonov sat quietly at the 
front, watching the production attentively with Liubimov. 
Dom na naberezhnoi, then, was a dramatic advance on the early works, 
yet one which preserved a profound continuity of concern with morality, history 
and time. As Trifonov grew older, he began understandably to reflect more on 
his past and think of old age and death, and these are the themes of his next 
novel, Starik. 
20 See Literaturnaia Rossia, 2 July 1976. 
21 See for example Mal'tsev's article 'Promezhutochnaia literatura i kriterii podlinnosti', 
Kontinenl, 1980, No. 25, pp. 285-321 and Zinoviev's novel The Radiant Future {CseTJioe 
Syaymee), London: The Bodley Head Ltd, 1981 (translation Gordon Clough), where he alludes 
to Trifonov in talking of a writer named Tikshin, and says lifein the Soviet Union is not how he 
portrays it. 
22 Mal'tsev also levelled the same criticism at Starik in his article 'Roman Trifonova', Russkaia 
mysl', 19 October 1978, pp. 10-11. 
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STARIK 
Even as Dom na naberezhnoi can be seen as a re-working of Studenty, so Starik 
23 covers the same period as Otblesk kostra, and Trifonov now looks at the 1917 
revolutions and the Civ i l War wi th greater knowledge and understanding. 
Otblesk kostra was Trifonov's own personal examination of this stormy period 
in an attempt to discover the historical truth about Russia's past, and to clear the 
name of his recently rehabilitated father, as well as some others, such as the 
Cossack leader Philip Mironov. In Starik, the main protagonist, Pavel Letunov, 
a retired engineer and Civi l War veteran, is also attempting to unravel the truth 
about the Civi l War, especially that surrounding Migulin, a fictional figure based 
on Mironov. The novel is set during the heatwave of 1973, as Letunov is 
spending the summer with his family at their dacha at Sokoliny Bor, just outside 
Moscow. They are pre-occupied wi th trying to obtain a dacha left vacant by the 
death of an old woman, who was distantly related to one of them; while 
Letunov, scornful of such petty intrigues and lost at the death of his wife who 
had held the family together, escapes into memories of his past and tries to come 
to terms with i t . The novel switches f rom the past to the present, perceived 
through Letunov's 'stream of consciousness', as events in the present awaken 
memories f rom the past. Starik was the result of two originally separate novels, 
one on Mironov and the other about a contemporary struggle for an empty 
dacha; Letunov and his memories are the thread that links the two together. 
A letter f r o m an old childhood friend, Asia, opens Starik, and brings 
Letunov's memories flooding back. He was originally f rom Petersburg, and it 
was f rom here he witnessed the revolutions. His mother and uncle Shura were 
revolutionaries, while his father, an engineer whose commitment to socialist 
aims did not match those of his mother, had long since moved to Finland. Pavel 
helps his mother by distributing revolutionary leaflets, but his main concern is 
not bringing about world revolution but his unrequited love for Asia, whom his 
mother somewhat disapproves of as the girl is f rom a bourgeois family. Asia 
and her cousin Volodia help Pavel distribute the leaflets, much to the 
consternation o f her family . The picture is one o f children caught up in the 
historical events around them, and their ways divide when Asia's family leaves 
Petersburg. Pavel is swept up in the Civ i l War on the Don with his uncle Shura, 
and i t is there he again meets Volodia and Asia who are working for Migulin, an 
23 'Starik. Roman', Druzhba narodov, 1978, no.3, pp. 27-153. 
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acquaintance of Volodia's revolutionary father. Volodia is killed and Asia later 
becomes Migulin's wife, much to Pavel's disappointment. 
The complex figure of Migul in fascinated the young Pavel Letunov and 
still interests him now he is an 'old man'. Migul in had served in the Tsarist 
army, was decorated for his bravery on numerous occasions, but hated the 
regime and its treatment of his fellow Cossacks, who did compulsary military 
service, providing their own horses and acting as riot police for the Tsarist 
government (hence the revolutionaries' hatred of them). In his desire for 
freedom, justice and equality, Mironov was attracted to the socialist parties and 
joined the Reds in the Civ i l War. The Whites had slaughtered his family, so his 
old ties with the Tsarist army were effectively broken, but this is known only by 
Asia. Very much an idealist, he had little political education, and his enemies 
among the Bolsheviks manipulated his naivety. Completely guileless, he was 
incapable of being devious Uke some of the Bolsheviks, whom, mistakenly, he 
tended to trust. He was however very popular with the Cossacks, recruited many 
to the Red A r m y , and helped defeat the Whites on the Don. Due to his 
popularity and success, many Bolsheviks envied Migu l in and were highly 
suspicious o f h im. He was often sent away f r o m the Don, much to his 
consternation, because of this lack of trust, and because, like his prototype 
Mironov, he was opposed to de-Cossackisation and would have tried to prevent 
unnecessary violence and terror. He did not hesitate to tell the Bolsheviks when 
he did not agree with their policies, so rumours were rife as to his true political 
sympathies, which, ultimately, lay with the good of the Cossacks. His l i fe was 
not made easy by the Bolsheviks, who gave him a badly equipped division and 
gave h im collaborators instructed to keep an eye on him, such as Shigontsev, 
with whom he simply could not work. 
The Bolsheviks were extremely suspicious of the Cossacks as a whole, 
many believing that they should be completely liquidated, and initiated a policy 
of 'de-Cossackisation', which Migul in (like Trifonov's Cossack father) wholly 
opposed.24 In Starik, as in Sholokhov's Tikhii Don, the atrocities committed by 
both the Reds and the Whites on the Don are shown. Trifonov paints a picture 
of the more extremist Bolsheviks, such as Shigontsev and Braslavskii, who 
believe that the Cossacks should be exterminated i f i t serves the good of the 
revolution. They frequently cite the example of the French Revolution as 
justification for such terror: 
24 Parts of the directive against the Cossacks can be found on page 473, Volume 3. 
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«nocxaHOBJieHHe KoHseHxa rjiacHJio - na pasBajiHHax JlHona B03;iBHrHyxb 
KO/tOHHy c HanxmcbK): «/1HOH npoxecTOBaJi npoxHB CBodonu, JluoHa 
Sojibine He c y m e c x B y e x » . ECJIH KasaqecxBo BMCxynaex BparoM, OHO 
6y;iex yHHtixo>KeHO, KaK JIHOH, H Ha pasBajiHHax ZloHCKoft oSjiacxH MH 
HanHineM: «Ka3a'4ecTBO npoxecxBOBajio npoxHB pesoJiiouHH, Kasaqecxsa 
Sojibiue He c y m e c x B y e x l » 
[ I I I , 469]. 
Like Nechaev and Dostoevsky's 'Besy', these fanatics believe that the only thing 
that matters is the triumph of the revolurion, at any price, and all emotions 
should also be annihilated They are contemptuous towards revolutionaries such 
as Volodia and Letunov, who w i l l not murder people without proper trial. This 
was an attitude common to many Bolsheviks during the Civi l War, usually from 
working class backgrounds, who disliked the educated revolutionaries and 
labelled them 'soft' intelligentsia. As in descriptions of their KGB counterparts 
in other books, to whom they passed down their lack of ethics, Trifonov often 
dwells on the blank eyes of these implementors of Soviet terror, describing their 
gaze as «coHHbitl, cTOHmiPi» (Braslavskii) or the eyes themselves as «6ejibix, 
Heno/iKynHbix, CBHHeu» (Bychin)25. The character of Shigontsev is similar to 
that of Grisha Goldenburg in Neterpenie, a chatterbox who w i l l turn against his 
former friends. When the Bolshevik terror causes uprisings among the 
Cossacks, the lower ranks such as Braslavskii are executed as scapegoats. 
Shigontsev, however, not only escapes thanks to his higher position, but 
continues to just i fy his actions, feeling that the Cossacks had mutinied because 
he had not been harsh enough in the f i r s t place. He eventually is found 
murdered in a gully, and no attempt is made to f ind his murderer. Other fanatics 
include Orlik, who categorises people as though they were chemical compounds: 
i t is Orlik's perception that Migu l in had too high a percentage of Cossack 
nationalism which eventually leads to his downfall. Bychin, another latter-day 
Nechaev, uses his influence in the Revkom to settle old scores with his 
neighbours, such as Slaboserdov, who had once had Bychin's brother beaten up 
for harrassing his daughter. It was such misuse of power for personal vendetta 
or advantage, as we have seen in relation to the anti-cosmopolitanism campaign 
in the Literary Institute described in Dom na naberezhnoi, that was eventually 
to cause the snowballing effect of the Purges. The 1930s were a time when, as 
wi th the French Revolution, the revolution in Russia did devour its own 
children, those principled old Bolsheviks such as Pavel Letunov's uncle Shura 
25/W<i,p.470andp.462. 
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and Trifonov's father, Valentin, upon whom the character of Shura is based. The 
purging o f such old Bolsheviks le f t behind a much depleted party of 
opportunists or intellectually and morally underequipped "new men and women" 
drafted in to fill the ranks with compliant puppets. 
Shura, whom Letunov follows to work on the Don, understands that the 
Cossacks are not all counter-revolutionary and that harsh treatment w i l l only 
lead to future rebellion, whereas Shigontsev and Braslavskii have no such 
understanding or a long-term policy. Shura tries to temper their brutality, but 
does not always succeed. For instance, he falls i l l when Bychin is trying to have 
Slaboserdov arrested, and leaves Migulin's trial in disgust when he realises he 
can do nothing to stop his execution. Shura is a long-standing revolutionary, 
who has served time in the Tsarist camps. He possesses integrity and honesty 
and does not seem to have been blinded by what Letunov often describes as the 
heat and the smoke of the lava of those times, but in this he stands virtually 
alone. 
As Denikin starts to advance on the Don, Migulin becomes increasingly 
frustrated by the enforced inaction inflicted on him as a punishment for his 
supposed ideological deviations. Eventually he can take no more and decides to 
lead his soldiers to the front without authorisation. Labelled a traitor by the 
Bolsheviks, he is arrested and sentenced to death, only to be pardoned at the last 
minute. He is demoted, but later given a regiment in 1919. However, in 
February 1921, he is again arrested on concocted charges of 'participation in a 
counter-revolutionary conspiracy'. Trifonov does not say exactly how he dies, 
only that «CBoeH cy f lbSH He H36er».26 Migulin's historical counterpart, 
Mironov, was shot exercising in the yard o f Butyrskaia Prison in Moscow while 
awaiting trial, and his name was then wiped f rom the history books until his 
rehabilitation in 1960. 
In the novella Starik, the hero Letunov is responsible fo r the 
rehabilitation of Migu l in , spending many weeks and years in state archives, 
trying to clear the Cossack's name. When Asia discovers Letunov's part in her 
husband's rehabilitation, it brings her to write to him over fifty years after their 
last meeting. The fact that Asia says it came as a surprise to her that Letunov 
personally was responsible for clearing Migulin's name annoys the old man, and 
indicates the reason he became involved in the rehabilitation. Asia's expressed 
belief that Letunov, like so many others, had actually believed in Migulin's guilt 
at that time hits a raw nerve.27 Letunov admits that «MO)Kex, H aepHJi, HO He 
26/fcirf,p.605. 
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xaK, KaK flpyPHe. CoBceM ne sepHXb 6uno HejTb35f.».28 However, as is 
revealed on the last page of the novel, Letunov, always ready to berate others for 
the selectiveness of their memories, has failed to recall one important fact about 
his behaviour during Mironov's trial: 
«HcxnHa B xoM, HTo flo6peniiiHfl naseii EBrpa(|)OBHii B zreaziuaxb nepBOM Ha 
Bonpoc cJieflOBaxejifl, flonycKaex JIH OH B03M0)KH0cxb y^acxHH MvirymHa 
B KOHXppeBOJiroUHOHHOM BOCCXaHHH, oxBeTH.n HCKpeHHe «^onycKaK)».» 
[ I I I , 605 - 606]. 
I t is the unacknowledged guilt of his participation in the death of Migulin that 
stil l racks Letunov years later, prompting his mission to clear the Cossack's 
name. Yet he has stil l , in 1973, failed to solve one question- why did Migul in 
lead his troops without orders against Denikin in 1919? He asks Asia this when 
he finally meets her over fifty years later, but receives no reply, only that she 
never loved anyone as much as Migul in . Asia's picture of Migul in is quite 
apolitical. To her he is simply the man she loved and who loved her. She 
understood him better than the others, but after his death had to conceal the fact 
that she had been his wife for fear of reprisals to her and her family. In some 
ways, Letunov's perception of Migul in is tainted by jealousy, not of his military 
success and popularity, but of his success with Asia. A t the time, he had in 
some ways hoped that, without Migul in , Asia would grow to love him instead. 
Not surprisingly, then, Asia's letter again stirs his conscience, and he renews his 
efforts to analyse his own actions and those of others in those turbulent times of 
the Civi l War, in an attempt to understand himself and the worid around him. 
When Letunov looks back on these times, he often mentions the heat of 
history's fire which led to the blurring of focus and judgement: 
«Korm xeqeuib B Jiase, ne saMeqaemb scapa. H KaK ysHziexb BpeMH, ecjiH 
xbi B HeM? ripoiDJiH r o ^ , npoiDJia «H3Hb, HaMHHaeiHb pa36Hpaxbcfl: KaK 
aa. mo, noneMy SHJIO xo H 3XO... Pemo KXO BH^eji H noHHMa.n Bce sxo 
mmm, yuoM H rJia3aMH ffpyroro BpeMeHH. . . . Bor x u MOH, H KaK Majro 
jiHD^^ efi y>KacHyjmcb H KpHKHyjiH! HoxoMy MXO .naBa cjiennx r.na3a. HeweM 
/Ibiuiaxb B 6arp5iHofl Mrjie. riH/raex 3eMJTfl, ne xojtbKO nama, Beszie H 
Bcio^iy . . . . H SI He y ^ a c n y j i c a , He KpHKnyji! H Mne KpacHan nena 
3acTRnaex rj ia3a.» [ I I I , 473-4]. 
27 Even Valentin Trifonov, commissar of the Special Corps of which Mironov was commander, 
called Mironov an 'adventurist' because of the rumours about him; as with Migulin, many 
believed there was no smoke without fire. See Sergei Starikov & Roy Medvedev, Philip 
Mironov and the Russian Civil War, New York. A. A. Knopf, 1978, p. 143. 
^ Starik, p. 563. 
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He feels that only f rom the distance of the present day can he attempt to make 
sense of what happened and f o r m an accurate picture of the past, which is 
crucial fo r the future. A t the time he was only «MajibqHfflKa, onbraeHHufl 
MoryqHM BpeMeHeM...paflOcxHO 5HXb B n o x o K e » . 2 9 He was just eighteen 
when he was appointed Chairman of the Tribunal, which «HH 3a ^xo ne 
xoxeji . CoBceM He Moe: npHroBopw, Ka3HH.».30 He feels that he, Volodia, 
Asia and all the others were swept along by the force of these times, which 
hardened and numbed their feelings so that virtually no-one was horrified or 
cried out at the atrocities committed on the Don. Starik shows how a particular 
time can change people, creating 'another l i fe ' for them. The terror of that far 
time cowed people, taught them to keep their heads down and go with the flow, 
something that was to last through most of the Soviet era and which goes far to 
explain the condition o f the old man's contemporary Russian society of the 
1970s. By such reasoning, Letunov is also trying to just i fy his own actions, his 
cowardice in fa i l ing to defend Migul in , his ready belief in his guilt. However, 
he remembers how Asia's father once said: «Hy KaK x e , XOXH 6H c y a 
co6cxBeHHoft coBecTH. B e ^ MOMenx xpycocxH MO>Kex 6bixb no>KH3HeHHOft 
Ka3HbK).»3i As in Dom na naberezhnoi, Trifonov here seems to be saying that 
things can not be blamed wholly on the times, that each individual is responsible 
for his actions. Letunov seems to recognise this, and he is the only character 
who has actually been led to do something about it. He was at least responsible 
fo r Migulin's rehabilitation, even though he may not have been able to face up to 
one particular unpleasant memory. Letunov has been both victim and servant of 
his time; he, amongst many others, was responsible for Migulin's death, but a 
later terror also claimed him when, accused of industrial sabotage in the 1930s, 
he was condemned for several years to the camps. Unlike Glebov, who is o f a 
later generation, he has not given in to cowardice and lost his ideals.32 
Letunov seems to lead two different lives, one in the present day and 
another l i fe , that of his memories, which in many ways seems more real to him. 
His relationship with his family is rather fraught, and he feels increasingly old 
and unwanted by his children who describe him as «xaKO{i cxapeHbKHJi, xaKO» 
29/Wd, p. 445. 
^^Ibid, p. 474. 
Ibid, p. 435. 
32 During the novel, Letunov remembers how he once met a former priest who gave him a lump 
of sugar in gratitude for Letunov saving him from execution twenty years earlier in 1919. 
Letunov tried to avoid killing people despite the pressure to do otherwise during the Civil War. 
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*;aJTKHt!, qyf lHOft* 33 Their generation has no interest in history and the ideals 
he holds dear. Kandaurov, one of the other residents, sees Letunov as «H3 TOfl 
nopoziH noJ iyBMMepiUHX o6aj i ; iyeB, KOMy HHMero He H a a o , Kpowte 
BOcnoMHHaHHK, rrpHHUHnoB H yBa«:eHHJi...».3'* Like their contemporaries in 
the Moscow Tales, the children's interests centre on improving their standard of 
living. The relationships between the younger members of the family also 
remind us of those depicted in the Moscow Tales: the usual bytovie problems 
between spouses and neighbours contrasting with the love between Letunov and 
his late wife. The range of situations and characters are fairly typical, the 
particularly obnoxious careerist types in the tradition of the Lukyanovs, Gartvig 
and Klimuk, being represented in Starik by Kandaurov and Prikhodko. 
Kandaurov is the usual self-made, big-wheel careerist, with all the 
inherent status symbols: wealth, a big car, mistress and foreign trips. He is 
currently trying to arrange to work in Mexico for two years, for which he intends 
to take his wife while leaving his daughter behind, either with his mother-in-law 
or in a boarding school. Though seemingly respectable in his profession, 
underneath he is totally amoral, and represents the cynical egoism and 
materialism of the period of stagnation. Like Shigontsev, he lives only for the 
present and has no sense of his country's past. He is at first involved in the 
battle to win ownership of the dacha, using his various connections. However 
fate wins this particular battle. Kandaurov is diagnosed as having cancer and 
drops out of the bid for the house. No connections can help this seemingly 'iron 
man' against a terminal illness. In the end no-one gets the dacha as it transpires 
that they are all to be knocked down to make room for new government property 
development, again echoing the theme of urbanisation, common to so many of 
Trifonov's works. 
Prikhodko is an altogether more sinister figure. Letunov remembers him 
from the past, when in 1925 he voted for his expulsion from the Party for 
concealing his Cadet background. It is distasteful to Letunov that this former 
White, whom he describes as a petty liar and having 'a fawning and cunning 
smile', i s now the chairman of the dacha co-operative who will ultimately make 
the decision as to who will inherit the disputed dacha. He too remembers his 
past contact with Letunov and never hesitates to remind him of it . Letunov 
himself tries to keep out of his way, but, like Bychin, Prikhodko uses his power 




visiting his family in Moscow from the Urals, and he is behind the incident in 
the hot summer of 1973 when all the stray dogs are ordered to be shot. The 
whole village runs round trying to catch any dog to shot, including Letunov's 
grandson, and the old man's own dog is very nearly killed. Herman Ermolaev 
points out that, as Trifonov was unable to directly discuss present-day repression 
in the Soviet Union, this incident shows how easily people can be initiated to 
serve as tools of terror, how they can quickly form a mob with basic instincts to 
kill innocent victims.35 Prihodkho and Kandaurov are both careerists, and they, 
together with Letunov's family, albeit to a lesser extent, show the moral 
deterioration of contemporary society. 
Unlike Letunov, very few of these contemporary characters, with the 
possible exception of his alcholic son Ruslan, are at all interested in the past, . 
Like the revolutionaries Braslavskii and Shigontsev, Kandaurov and Prikhodko 
live only for the present and for their own short-term goals, whether these be 
'world revolution' or material possessions and status symbols. They have lost 
the continuity of ideals and principles upon which people such as the fictional 
Shura and Trifonov's father had founded their hopes for a better society. 
Trifonov saw this lack of memory as a lack of accountability, which ultimately 
leads to a lack of conscience and thus to the conclusion that "everything is 
permitted". Life without memories is empty, a moral vacuum. It is memory 
which helps link the present with the past, part of the thread of history which 
runs through everyone. 
Many of the present day characters in Starik reinvent the past for their 
own personal gain. Polina, Letunov's sister-in-law, asks him for a reference 
stating she was involved in revolutionary activities during the Civil War in order 
to gain admittance to an exclusive veterans' home. Prikhodko, on the contrary, 
hides his past deliberately, while people such as Izvarin, a former resident of the 
Stormy Petrel dacha community, who lost both his parents during the Purges, 
simply cannot face up to the memory of this period when his life crumbled 
around him. Even Asia remarks how elementary caution has forced her to try to 
forget Migulin: 
«K H 3 / i a B H a c T a p a j i a c b 0 6 3TOM aaCbixb, eme c xex nop, K o r f l a CepreK 
KHpHJiJioBHii 6biJi o S b H B j r e H B p a r o M , HHKOMy HH^iero He p a c c K a a w B a j i a H 
TCM 6 o j i e e He n H c a j i a . H c a M a nopa>KeHa, CKOJibKo s c e r o o c r a j i o c b B 
3^ Herman Ermolaev, The Theme of Terror in Starik', in Arnold McMillin (ed.). Aspects of 
Modern Russian and Czech Literature: Selected Papers of the Third World Congress for Soviet 
and East European Studies, Columbus, Ohio: Slavica Publishers Inc., 1989, pp. 103-104. 
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naMHTH. Be<ab npouiJio Gojibine n«TH/iec5iTH Jiex. Her, K a m a naMHXb 
t i e j i O B e ^ e c K a f l - noHCXHHe ^ y f l o npHpo;3b i .» [ I I I , 558]. 
Asia's remembers Migulin as the man she loved, and emotion sometimes makes 
memory unreliable. Letunov often complains that she only remembers certain 
parts o f their past, but he too is guilty o f this in failing to remember that he gave 
evidence against Migulin at his trial. Emotions play a part in this too, and as 
Letunov himself says, « H a m a qejioBe^ecKafl n a M s x b - enie 6o;iee ^yf lo 
n o T O M y , mo yueer nopasmenbuuM o6pa30M OZIHO OTceHBatb, a .apyroe 
c o x p a H H T b l » . 3 6 
Now an old man, Letunov's memories, both o f his country's past and his 
wife, are increasingly important to him, but he cannot decide whether they are a 
pain or a comfort to him: 
« ^ H H MOH B c e Sojiee nepej'iHBaiOTC5? B naMHXb. H ^miih n p e B p a m a e x c H B 
HeHTo c x p a H H o e , ^BoPlHoe•. e c x b oana, B c a M f l e J i H u i H a n , H flpyran, 
n p H a p a i ^ H a a , H s a e j i H e n a M a x H , H OHH c y m e c x B y i o T paf lOM. . . . H BOX 
aaayMbiBaiocb: ^ x o K e e c x b naMHXb? Bjiaro HJTH M y K a ? /IJIJI q e r o n a n 
/ j a n a ? Ilocjie c w e p x H Tajia K a a a j i o c b , mo H e r .fiioxee cxpaf laHHA, qeM 
c x p a f l a H H e n a M a x H . . . a n pemnji, MXO naMflXb HajKemena uau K a K 
HeracHMHft , onaJiaiomHB nac c a M o c y ^ HJIH, JiyMuie c K a a a x b , caMOKasHb, HO 
t i epea K a K o e - x o BpeMfl , . . . H n o q y B C X B O B a j i , MTO B c x p a ^ H H a x naMHXH 
e c x b o x p a a a . . . Tor/ja n o f l y M a j i , n a M ^ x b - 3 x o o x n / i a x a 3a c a M o e 
/ j o p o r o e , mo oxHHMaiox y ^ e j i o s e K a . UausiThso n p n p o f l a p a c K B H X H B a e x c H 
c HaMH 3a c M e p x b . » [ I I I , 417-418] 
He sifts through his memories as i f tidying out an attic, trying to « p a 3 b a x f a , 
ox^jej iHXb omo or apyroro»37 order, albeit sometimes painfully, to find 
out the truth about Migulin and the Civil War, but as he and others show, 
« n a M H X b - uixyKa H e H a f l e > K H a H » . ^ ^ When he starts his research to clear 
Migulin's name, many people paint different pictures of the Cossack, but all 
believe their memories to be correct, «Ka:«:AHK c ^ H x a e x , q x o xo / ibKO OH 
3Haex HCXHHy».39 One old man even became very annoyed at the suggestion 
that Migulin was a revolutionary. 
In Starik, Letunov's memories and those of other eyewitnesses, 
interspersed with historical documents, are used to reconstruct an account of the 
Starik, p.565. 




Civil War. Both are needed to help find something approaching objective truth. 
Letunov's version is of course somewhat biased, and is balanced by Asia's 
memories in her letters and meeting with Letunov, as well as by both 
Kandaurov's and Izvarin's account of the old man, which on the whole seems to 
be a respectful one. The picture of the Civil War given in Starik is not the usual 
Soviet glorification; it shows as F. Eberstadt says "the black skies of 
socialism".'*^ Like Sholokhov in Tikhii Don, Trifonov shows the atrocities 
committed by the Bolsheviks while implementing their policy of de-
Cossackisation, atrocities of which those at the very top of the Central 
Committee must have been aware. He goes further, tentatively showing the 
links between this terror and the later terror under Stalin. To do this before 
glasnost, when Soviet historians finally began to examine the link between 
Leninism and Stalinism, a link which had previously been denied or simply 
ignored under Krushchev's de-Stalinisation, as it was a threat to the Party's 
political legitimacy, shows Trifonov's formidable independence of mind. 
Further depths of historical perspective is conveyed by the debates 
between Letunov's family on Ivan the Terrible, madman or Russia's saviour, and 
whether his brutality was really necessary, whether indeed there had ever been a 
time when "all was permitted", could easily be a discussion on Stalin.'^• 
Similarly pregnant with meaning is the incident with the rat at Pavel's school. 
The rat is due to be disected in a science lesson, but the children debate on 
whether to spare its life: « p a c c y » f l a K ) T o H a y K e , 0 6 H C T o p n H , o rHJibOTHHe, 
o napH>KCKofl KOMMyne. «Bej iHKHe tieJiH T p e 6 y i o T >KepTB! Ho >KepTBH n a 
3TO He c o r j i a c H b i ! » » [ I I I , 431]. Ironically, upon its release, the rat is caught 
by a cat. 
That the novel could be published at all was probably due to the fact that 
Trotsky is often blamed for the policies described and this was in agreement 
with the current party line.^^ Trifonov could not openly blame Lenin. On the 
contrary, Lenin is shown as sympathetic towards Migulin when he meets him. 
The historical documents in the novel, which do not appear to show the 
complicity of the whole Party heirarchy, are not given any specific reference. 
Thus the reader can take his choice as to whether he is reading history or fiction. 
F. Eberstadt, 'Out of the Drawer and into the West', Commentary, 1985, no. 1, pp. 36-44. 
This has echoes of Anatolii Rybakov's novel Deti Arbata, which also features Stalin's 
tendency to compare himself to Ivan the Terrible and Peter the Great as justification for his 
brutality. 
42 Like Dom m naberezhiioi, Starik was first published in the journal Driizhba narodov, 
without any major difficulties 
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The directive on de-Cossackisation, for instance, is toned down considerably in 
the book when compared with the actual one. As always, Trifonov went as far 
as was possible under the circumstances to encourage his readers to rethink 
history without actually overstepping the bounds, which did not, of course, save 
him from critical disapproval. 
Trifonov does not give any clear-cut answers either on the Civil War or 
on Mironov (Migulin). As he often stated, his task as a writer was not to judge 
but to understand. Instead he examines how people reacted under difficult 
circumstances, showing the state of flux which existed in Russia at this time and 
restating the importance of individual responsibility. The Bolsheviks' 
dehumanisation of people by lumping them into categories, according to which 
their very right to existence was brought into question by the blind 
implementation of generalising directives, demonstrated a complete lack of 
tolerance and compassion (traits which Trifonov strongly opposed). This 
unquestioning acceptance of the efficacy of terror is subtly shown to have led to 
the moral vacuum present in Trifonov's contemporary society. 
Letunov, like Sergei and Grisha Rebrov before him, is striving to put 
right the falsification of history and making their society one of 6ecnaMSTCTBa. 
Letunov, like his creator, believes that the past has to be honestly reassessed in 
order to understand the present and build a decent society for the future. The 
truth «BeMb TOJibKO Torm a p a r o u e H H o c T b , Kor^aa msi Bcex» . '*3 
In Starik Trifonov, as w e l l as examining further his important themes of 
m e m o r y , h i s tory and truth, takes a persona l look at the p h e n o m e n o n of t ime, 
concluding: « c T a p o C T b - BpeMJt, Korm BpeMeHH ner».'^ As in Dom na 
naberezhnoi, the past and the present intersect, and Trifonov analyses h o w the 
two relate to one another. In one in terv iew, he says: 
«BpeM5i - r a H H C T B e H H e i l i i i H a $ e H O M e H , n o H H t b H B o o S p a s H T b 
S e c K O H e q H O C T b . C r a p H H H w e M a c i e p a , c p e / i H e B e K O B b i e nonycrviM, 
p H c o B a J i H T a K H e KapiHHbi, TpHHTHXH: MJia^eHcu, , MejTOBeK 3 p e j i o r o 
B o a p a c r a , c r a p H K . Ho B e ^ b speMJi - 3TO TO, B neu MU K y n a e M C H 
e ^ e z i H e s H O , e a c e M H H y T H o . . . H x o ^ y , MTOSH Hvna.Tenb HOHSJI: 3Ta 
r a H H C T B e H H a f l « B p e M e H cB;!3yK)mafl HHTb» ^epe3 n a c c saMH n p o H c x o / i H T , 
nro 3TO H e c T b neps HCTopHH.»45 
Starik, p. 598. 
p. 594. 
4^  'Knigi, kotorye vybiraiut nas', in Kak slovo nashe otzovetsia, p. 288. 
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This sums up Trifonov's concept of slitnosV, of time and history, the threads 
which run through every person and connects people together: «)KH3Hb - xaKaa 
CHCxeMa, r^e Bce saraf lOMHHM o6pa30M H n o KaKOMy-xo BbicmeMy n j i a n y 
saKOJTbiioBaHo, HHqxo He cymecxByex ox / iej ibHo, B KJionKax, s e e XHHexcH 
H x f lHe xc j i , nepenjiexaflcb o ^ o c jspyrmi, n e Hcqeaaa coBceM».46 
However, it is one thing to state a principal and another to make it work in terms 
of a work of art, as Trifonov does in both Dom na naberezhnoi and Starik. The 
latter novel covers overall a period from 1914 to 1974, with the memories of 
Letunov connecting the two, as he lives two lives, one actual and one of 
rememberance. The action moves from one to the other in no particular order, 
only in the framework of Letunov's consciousness, in a series of flashbacks and 
memories triggered by present-day incidents. Yet we are not confined to 
Letunov's mind. Objectivity is achieved by the use of three narrative voices, 
that of Letunov, Kandaurov and Izvarin, as well as of Asia's voice in her letters 
(which open the novel) and by the interpolation of various historical documents 
and letters connected with the Civil War. There is a wide range of characters, 
both past and contemporary. Trifonov is developing his mature style of a 
polyphony of voices, following on from his last major work, Dom na 
naberezhnoi. The lack of temporal continuity is compensated for by associative 
imagery. The heat of the summer of 1973 causes Letunov to recall the explosive 
events of the revolution of the Civil War, the fires of history, echoing the theme 
of Otblesk kostra. Fire symbolism is often used in Starik to describe these 
times, for example: 
« C B H p e n Toj\, c B H p e n qac n a ^ P o c c H e f l . . . B y j i K a n H q e c K o P I JiaBofi lener, 
aaxonJiJiH, n o r p e d a n omeM, C B H p e n o e BpeMH... » [I I I , 473] 
Characters such as Shigontsev no longer exist, « B p e M a n e p e ) K r . n o HX 
floxjia...»47^ very few «npo6ypHJi H a c K B 0 3 b 3 X H r o ^ b i , H a S n x b i e 
pacKai ieHHMMH y r o j i b H M H H noJibixaBiuHe acapoM, H BbiHbjpHyji S e a y s e q H o 
H3 orHH B n p o x j i a z i y r j i y S o K o a c x a p o c x H H HOBHX B p e M e H . » . 4 8 Water 
symbolism has much the same function. Time is often compared to a river, 
« n o x o K B p e M e H H » sweeping the characters up and carrying them off 
downstream.49 Much, of course, is seen to have disappeared in the flood. 
^ Starik, Y>.52\. 
'^'^ Ibid p. 456. 
Ibid p. 518. 
49 See, for example, p. 468, p. 518 and p. 521. 
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«CMbmo, ynecjio, y T o n n j i o , yrpoxajio.. .*^ echoing the opening of Dom na 
naberezhnoi. 
One change in the symbolism of Starik is that the dacha no longer 
symbolises a childhood idyll, a place of peace and harmony, as in previous 
works. Instead, it has already been invaded by Letunov's family bickering and is 
under threat from urban development. The old man only has peace there when 
he remains there alone and this is felt as a present respite rather than a lost Eden. 
Novels on old age and memory were popular at this time in Soviet 
fiction, such as those by Rasputin, Belov, and Kataev.^^ Trifonov, a sick man 
and no longer young, could sympathise with his protagonist, and he continued to 
examine old age and death in the collection of short stories, Oprokinutyi dom. 2^ 
^Ibid, p. 518. 
1^ In his article 'O neterpimosti', Trifonov defends Kataev's novel Sviatoi kolodets against 
previous criticism from Dudintsev, and argues that sympathy and understanding should be 
shown towards the old man in this work. See Kak slovo nashe otzovetsia, pp. 67-75. 




In 1979 Trifonov got married for the third time to the writer Olga 
Miroshnichenko. She too had been previously married to Berezko, a writer of 
official war novels. They first met when Olga attended Trifonov's seminars at 
the Literary Institute. Trifonov was fairly scathing towards her, accusing her of 
only trying to write because her husband was a writer and of wasting time at his 
seminars when she was already being published. He gave her a l i f t home from 
the seminar on occasion and by the third time began to talk to her, asking her 
about her love-life and from then romance started. A son, Valentin, was born 
prematurely in April 1979 and hung between life and death for a few months, 
which caused a great deal of torment and grief for Trifonov. Trifonov, it seems, 
was happy with Olga; they shared a very warm relationship and she shared his 
interest in sport and watched Spartak football matches with him.' 
OPROKINUTYI DOM 
Trifonov's next work after his marriage was a collection of seven short stories, 
Oprokinutyi dom. {The Topsy Turvy House )2, which deal with his travels 
abroad. When these first appeared in 1981, only six stories were published. 
The other, 'Nedolgoe prebyvanie v kamere pytok', ('A Short Stay in the Torture 
Chamber') only came out thanks to glasnost in 1986.^  
The first story in the cycle, 'Koshki i l i zaitsy' ('Cats or Hares'), is set in Rome. 
Here Trifonov again deploys the device of a temporal double-take by recalling a 
visit to the same place 18 years earlier and how he has changed since then: 
«TorAa MHe QMJIO x p H / m a x b n a x b , H Geraji, npbiraJi, H r p a j i B XCHHHC, 
c x p a c T H O KypHJT, Mor p a S o x a x b HOMaMH, x e n e p b MHC n j i x b ^ e c a x b xpH, a 
He SeraiD, He npbiraio. He Hxpaio B xeHHHc, He Kypio H He Mory p a S o x a x b 
HoqaMH. JoTjxa n p H e x a j i B PHM B x o / r n e x y p n c x o B , x e n e p b H 3/iecb omH.» 
[IV, 193] 
Many things have changed since his first visit, not just his health. Then he was a 
poor, struggling writer, now he is richer and can afford to stay in hotels and take 
1 As Vladimir Novokhalko recalled in an interview, 30 September 1993. 
2 'Oprokinutyi dom. Rasskazy', Novyi mir, 1981, no. 7, pp. 58-87. 
3 'Nedolgoe prebyvanie v kamere pytok. Rasskaz', Ztiamia, 1986, no. 12, pp. 118-24. 
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taxis. His writing and his attitudes have changed too; time has made him 
somewhat world-weary: 
«Torfla uensi s e e omej ioMJiJiJ io , H s e e xoreji aaMexHTb, 3anoMHHTb, 
MyMHJicji »ceJiaHHeM H a n H c a x b mo-mi6yah J i n p H q e c K o e o d o BCCM 3TOM, a 
r e n e p b HH^ITO He omejioMJiHex H He CJIHIIIKOM xonercH n H c a T b . » [IV, 194] 
On a second visit to the town of Genzano, Trifonov recalls a story he wrote all 
those years ago, 'Vospominaniia o Dzhentsano'.^ This short story tells of the 
Italian love for football, but also of the universality of the experience of fascism, 
under which both his own nation and Italy had suffered, albeit on opposing 
sides.5 His style of writing has also changed in this period over which he 
published his best works. Time has changed many things, but Genzano, it seems 
at first, remains untouched, exactly the same as it was neariy twenty years ago. 
However, when he asks about the restaurant where he dined during his last visit 
and ate roasted hare, it turns out the owner sold up when it was discovered he 
served cats instead of hares. This shocks Trifonov, and leads him to wonder 
whether it makes his story untrue and whether he should re-write it, to 
incorporate the new-found reality of the situation. He always felt he should 
write the truth, however unpleasant it may be, from eating cat instead of hare to 
his grandmother's approval of Stalin in Otblesk kostra. Indeed, this is precisely 
what distinuguishes Trifonov from many other writers who preferred to keep to 
the socialist version of realism. He realises, though, that there is no point in 
rewriting old work as he too has changed. He cannot bring those times back. 
Some of his companions on his first trip to Italy are now dead 
The concept of time continues to fascinate him. During a visit to 
Switzerland, Trifonov noted how strongly he felt the weight of time.6 In Italy 
however, it is completely different. There the people have no sense of time and 
are continually running late and Trifonov feels this is because: 
«3ziecb, B P u M e , n e p e M e m a n b i jhicsmeneiHSi, nepenyxaHbi speMena, H 
To^iHoe BpeMK r p y / j H O onpeflejiHTb. OHO 3ziecb He n y ^ H O . Bezib 3TO 
BeMHbm TO'pojx, a / IJIH BeMHOCTH onos^aHHe n e HMeex 3HaqeHHH. B H 
K H B e r e B noue XIX B C K a , c n y c K a e r c H no J i ecTHHue XVI I I , BUXoziHTe na 
y j i H u y XV H ca^HTecb B asTOMoSHJib XXI BeKa.» [IV, 193] 
•* Written in 1960, first published in Molodaia gvardiia, 1964, no. 4, pp. 114-119. See also 
Chapter 5. 
5 See also Chapter 5, p. 67. 
'^ See' Puteshestvie v stranu chasov', in Beskonechnye igry, Moscow: Fizkul'tura i Sport, 1989, 
pp. 361-71. 
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From eternal cities, Trifonov moves to eternal themes in the next story, 
'Vechnye temy'. Again in Italy, Trifonov meets up with up with a former editor 
of a Soviet journal, based on Boris Zaks, a former editor at Novyi mir, who, as 
Trifonov recalls, had turned down some of his short stories many years before 
because they dealt only with 'eternal themes'. This was at the time when 
Trifonov had been suffering from writer's block and he had been naturally upset 
by this dismissal of his work, especially when the editor would not expand on 
the exact meaning of what he meant by 'eternal themes'. Now, 22 years later and 
hardly a word passed since, this man has left Trifonov a note at the hotel, saying 
he wants to see him. Trifonov is somewhat surprised, and when he says so, it 
transpires that the editor has a completely different perception of the past: 
«Mbi 3HaKOMH. H noMHKD, Mbi oxzibixa.nH B M e c x e B ^Jije. r i o x o M 
B c x p e q a j i H C b K a K - x o y Tpa/ioBbix. H 3HaJi SbiBuiero uyyKa Bamef l >KeHbi. 
K c x a x H , n e p e / i a » x e ef l SoJibUioK n p H B e x . » [IV, 200] 
Again, Trifonov demonstrates the subjectiveness of memory, especially from 
person to person, and this is further illustrated in 'Nedolgoe prebyvanie v kamere 
pytok', when an old student acquaintance is shown to have a completely 
different view of the time he tried to have the writer thrown out of the 
Komsomol for concealing that his father was an 'enemy of the people'. In the 
story Vechnye temy, Trifonov's wife objects to him meeting the editor, as she 
claims something unpleasant had always happened when she had met him 
herself. Her forebodings come true, although through no fault of the person in 
question; an explosion, put down to a neo-fascist group, interrupts her husband's 
meal with him. When the train on which Olga Romanovna and Trifonov are 
travelling stops the next day and fills with an acrid burning smell, she says: 
«H r o B o p H J r a : c p a 3 y H a q n y x c H HenpHHXHocxH. He n a ^ o 6biJio c HHM 
B C x p e q a T b C H . » [IV, 201] 
However, as always Trifonov, interested in the development of the inner man 
rather than in external events, replies, « c a M b i e SoJibuiHe nenpHStXHOcxH y 
H e r o » . The positions of the two men have now changed completely. The editor 
has become a bitter old man, though not too different to how Trifonov 
remembered him, with the same face of a "sad executioner". Much to his 
annoyance, he has had to leave Russia and his old father behind as his third wife 
(the first two, grotesquely, both died of blood poisoning) wants to join her 
family in America. His displeasure at having to leave Russia and now Europe 
explodes in his vehement questions to Trifonov as to why he continues to write, 
as he himself now has no purpose in life, let alone readers. Trifonov, knowing 
he can return to his homeland, pities the reluctant emigre, and his last thoughts 
in this story are of the weather at home. As already shown, Trifonov had very 
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strong personal views on emigration, but these were indeed personal views and 
did not, as Natalia Gross has suggested, stem from Soviet patriotism or any 
desire to continue living under totalitarianism. 
The theme of Russian emigrees is furthered explored in the next story, 
'Smert' v Sitsilii'. In recalling a visit to Sicily, Trifonov opens the story by 
posing the question «MTO M O » H O n o H f l T b 3a necKOJibKO meVi B ^y•>KOf^ 
crpane? MO>KHO m ^ora/iaThCif o TOM, KaK JITO^H JKHsyx? H KaK 
yMHpaK)X?» [ IV, 211]. He has come to Sicily to attend a literary event, the 
yearly award of the Mondello prize for best foreign writer. He discusses the 
whole event in a light-hearted way, commenting on how when writers get 
together, they only talk in generalisations, keeping their more perceptive 
thoughts for their novels. He himself admits to making bland generalisations in 
the debate on the 'death of the novel'. However, the discussion of the 
"horizontals of prose" inspires the statement «qxo MeHJi HHxepcyrax ne 
ropHaoHXH npo3H, a ee BepXHKajiH.» [IV, 212], a preference excellently 
illustrated in these stories and in his next novel Vremia i mesto. What really 
does interest Trifonov about Sicily is its most infamous inhabitants, the mafia, 
but he finds that most Sicilians do not want to discuss them. All that Mauro, a 
Sicilian journalist will say is that: 
«OHa (Mac|)H5t) KaK SXH ropbi. Bbi ceHqac HX He BHflHxe, OHH CKpbixbi 
xeMHOxoK, HO Bbi 3Haexe, i^xo OHH ecxb. OHH OKpy^aiox ropo/i.» [IV, 215] 
This omnipresence suggests a parallel with the Soviet KGB, who in the current 
political climate, appear to have formed a mafia of their own. 
Mauro does, however, help Trifonov meeting the widow of a notable 
Mafieri, the novelist Margarita Maddaloni, who writes thrillers about precious 
stones. A rich woman living all alone in a castle, she had begun writing to 
assuage her loneliness after the death of her husband, eleven years before the 
writer's visit. It turns out that she too is Russian and throughout the course of 
the story, Trifonov learns more about her background, as she enjoys reminiscing 
with a fellow Russian speaker. Like Trifonov's family, she too once lived on the 
Don, but his memories of this time are completely different to hers: 
«H cjiymaK) B omejroMjreHHH - POCXOB? HoBouepKaccK? /3Ba/iuaxbi« ro^? 
MHpoHOB? ZIyMeHKO? FenepaJi PHMJiopbiSoB? 3xo KaK pa3 xo, MCM H 
xenepb wmy. Mxo 6buio MOHM - npaMOHM - npommiM.* [IV, 218]^ 
See Josephine Woll, Jmier Migrations: lurii Trifonov's Last Stories, Washington: The Wilson 
Centre, Kennan Institute for Advanced Russian Studies, Occasional Papers, 221, 1987, pp. 6-7. 
8 This echoes Sergei Leonidovich's words to Rebrov in The Long Goodbye : «noHHMaeTe JIH, 
KaKaa myrKa: nnn sac BocfaMHflecjiTbift roa - 3TO KjieTOMHHKOB, Tpexbe oTaeneme, 
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Maddaloni's father, it transpires, was a Cossack, her mother an actress. Her 
father died in 1918 and she left Russia at the age of 17, two years later. After 
travelling throughout Europe, she finally settled in Sicily after the Second Worid 
War. She recites Cossack poetry and it turns out that she went to school with the 
nephew of the architect who owned the house where Trifonov's aunt lived in 
Novocherkassk. Maddaloni's family were Whites and she reflects that 
Trifonov's uncle may well have prosecuted her brother. Now however , in times 
of peace, all this is recalled without rancour, their common language and 
nationality unites them, as does their awareness of approaching death. To her 
the most dreadful thing in life is 'death in Sicily'. She cannot go back to her 
homeland, while Trifonov can always return to Moscow and it is never far from 
his thoughts. The smell of fish in Sicily brings back memories of food shops in 
Moscow. 
Despite all her wealth, Maddaloni is to die a lonely old woman in a 
foreign land. At the end of the story it transpires that her husband, a mafia boss, 
is probably buried under one of Sicily's roads. Thus, in a week, Trifonov has 
succeeded beyond expectation in seeing 'how people live and die' in a foreign 
land. 
In Oprokinutyi dom Trifonov continues to study the lives of other countries, as 
he recalls a lecture tour in the United States in the 1970s. Las Vegas occupies 
pride of place in the description of America and this in turn leads him to 
recollections of times spent in Russia, at dachas at Repikhovo, when he and his 
friends used to gamble, always in an attempt to change fate. Again the 
preoccupation with time and death surface from beneath the placid travelogue. 
One of the author's gambling friends. Bona, has just died, and he reflects on this. 
Bona tried to change fate by gambling, but fate has now been changed for him 
by death, and Trifonov recalls various other people he knew at the dacha who 
also have died and their attitudes towards death. 
Trifonov's parallel observations on the USA have prompted American 
critics, such as Josephine WoU, to suspect him of going along with Soviet anti-
American propaganda in order to have the stories published, for he comments on 
the stranger things he has witnessed, thus portraying Americans as "virtually all 
freaks".9 However, in my opinion it would be truer to say that Trifonov is 
6OM6H, oxoTa Ha uapH, a A J I A uenn - OcipoBCKHH, «HeBOJifaHHUbi» B M E J I O M , EpMOJioBa B 
pojiM EBJiajiHH, CaaoBCKHK, My3Hjrb...» [II, 195-6]. 
9 See Josephine Woll, Inner Migrations: Iiirii Trifonov's Last Stories, Washington: The Wilson 
Centre, Kennan Institute for Advanced Russian Studies, Occasional Papers, 221, 1987, 
pp. 10-12. 
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merely describing what has caught his eye, as no doubt a foreigner visiting 
Russia would do. Even though the Americans may seem to him somewhat more 
eccentric than his fellow countrymen, Trifonov believes that the problems and 
lives of the two nations are essentially the same, as they are for human beings 
the world over. America gave him a new perspective on his own country: 
«9i BH>Ky C B o B zioM, HO B f i e p e B e p H y x o M BUjie . . . B c e r a a , K o r ^ a ye3>KaK) 
ZiajieKO, 51 BH»:y CBOH onpoKHHyxbi f i , pa3flpo6jieHHbrt! ZIOM.» [IV, 223] 
As the portraits of his American acquaintances show, they have the same 
emotions, the same SbixoBbie problems and relationships with their families. 
These people have brought him to see Las Vegas, but the city is no surprise to 
him as the world is the same all over; a thread connects it all: 
« K a K a H - x o HHXb - t i y B C X B O s a j t - coe f lHHHJia 3XH ziBa MecxeHKa. . . . 
HHXb, K o x o p a M c o e z i H H f l e x ^Ba x a K H X n e n o x o x H X M e c x e M K a , o q e n b 
n p o c x a K : o n a COCXOHX H3 JIIO6BH, C M e p x H , m.m'^JX, p a s o q a p o s a n H K , 
oxqa i iHHi i H c q a c x b H , K p a x K o r o , KaK n o p H B B e T p a . » [IV, 229, 230] 
Although Trifonov's American editor may say that he does not think the 
writer's Moscow Tales will be popular with American readers as they prefer to 
read about successful, optimistic people, the lives of these readers - the Russian 
author muses - are still quintessentially the same as those of his Soviet public. 
The Americans Trifonov meets on his travels are not overly successful or 
optimistic people. They may try to outdo fate, but in the end she will catch up 
with them in death, that « B H x p b , / jeBcxByroi i iHf} MOjiHHHeHocHO» [IV, 225], in 
whose orbit all men become equal. In the light of such thoughts, the words of 
the old man in the casino ring true « B c e B 3TOM MHpe MOH pof l cxBeHHHKH». 
The next story, Poseshchenie Marka Shagala, revolves around a visit Trifonov 
made to the artist's home in France, but again it leads to reminiscences about 
Moscow and his past life there with his first wife and her parents. The father-in-
law mentioned in the story, lona Aleksandrovich, is based on Nina's father, 
Amshei Markovich Niurenberg, who had been friends with Chagall in his youth, 
spending time with him in Paris in the 1910's and 1920's. While Chagall 
emigrated from Russia in 1922 in order to preserve his artistic freedom, lona 
Aleksandrovich chose to stay and had to sacrifice his. Communal flats were 
built on Maslovka for Soviet artists, where it was thought they would all live 
happily together, and it was here that Trifonov and his wife lived with her 
parents in the early 1950's. Trifonov's visit to Chagall thus brings back 
memories of a past life long forgotten. He remembers how highly lona 
Aleksandrovich thought of Chagall, although this was something he had to 
conceal from the authorities as Chagall, having enjoyed a brief period of 
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influence and popularity in the early twenties, had emigrated and was 
condemned as a mystic and formalist during the period of obligatory Socialist 
Realism. lona Aleksandrovich had destroyed many of his earlier works which 
were perceived as being too influenced by 'bourgeois Chagallism' and had had to 
conform to the official Socialist Realist line. His favourite picture was an eariy 
self-portrait Chagall gave him, but when a neighbour, Afanasy, stole it, there 
was little he could do to retrieve it - contacting the authorities would only have 
drawn attention to the 'negative influences' in his own art. The picture was only 
returned by Afanasy's wife upon her husband's death in the mid 1950's, during a 
more liberal period. 
The l o n a Aleksandrovich of the story is depicted as the last link with the 
period of Trifonov's first marriage and he has died, aged 92, two years before the 
writer's visit to Chagall. Chagall himself is now 93 and is used to everyone from 
his past life having died. His usual question when asking about someone, 
including l o n a Aleksandrovich is « 0 H y M e p ? » . He asks Trifonov and Olga 
Romanovna lots of questions about Russia, about Moscow and about his 
hometown Vitebsk. Trifonov is almost afraid to ask Chagall i f he remembers 
his father-in-law: « n o i 4 e M y - x o K a 3 a ; i o c b , 3 x o 5yztex s e e p a s H O mo 
c n p o c H X b : c y m e c x B O B a j i a jm MOA npeyKnnsi, H a B c e r ^ a H c q e s H y B i n a i i 
)KH3Hb?» [IV, 240]. He wonders i f Chagall has any idea how much l o n a 
Aleksandrovich had suffered because of him, and wants to tell the artist all about 
his life, and how in his old age he had wanted to marry his 24 year old nurse, 
who was quite happy to accommodate him in order to inherit a flat in Moscow. 
The portraits of Chagall and l o n a Aleksandrovich again show how similar 
people can have completely different fates. Yet Chagall's impressive house and 
world fame does not mean that he did not lose out on something too; on looking 
at a print of one of his paintings they have bought, he comments: 
«KaKHM mao 6uxb HecuacxHbiM, qxoSbi 3 X o H a n H c a T b . . . » [IV, 239] 
Trifonov feels that the painter has essentially summed up art and literature with 
these words and, in the next story, he shows how the roots of many of his works 
can be traced to his own grief. 
Seroe nebo, machty i ryzhaia loshad' ('Grey sky, masts and a chestnut 
horse') deals with the time Trifonov spent in Finland as a child and the symbols 
enumerated in the title are almost all he remembers of this period in his life. A 
trip to Finland to visit his publishers brings these memories back, and again the 
narrative switches from past to present, often following Trifonov's thought 
patterns. Trifonov's family moved to Finland in 1926 when his father was made 
trade representative at the Russian Embassy in Helsinki. 
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Trifonov also remembers three knives his father brought back from 
Finland which he was not allowed to touch. This of course made him want all 
the more to show them to his friends. He recalls his reaction to his father's arrest 
during the Purges, . Being only eleven and having no real concept of grief, he 
only has « o f l H a nocxbi^jHaa Mbicjib - B M e c x e c y^acHbiM n p e / i q y B c x B H e M » 
[IV, 243]: he can now play with the knives. However, his father's death turned 
his world, and his home, upside down. He had to move from the house on the 
embankment, change schools, and of course had no desire to show the new 
children he met in these circumstances his father's Finnish knives. The knives 
themselves disappeared with time, as did his father, other relatives, including his 
cousin, the writer Mikhail Demin, who emigrated to France, with the result that 
Trifonov lost touch with him for many years. The skis which his father brought 
back from Finland also disappeared during the war, as Trifonov discovered 
when he returned to the family dacha after being evacuated to the south. The 
picture conjured up by memory of the messy, abandoned dacha also has the feel 
of an oprokinutyi dom, a house turned upside down after another catastrophic 
change in Trifonov's circumstances. 
The Finland of his memories is not at all like the country as it is now, for 
time has brought with it commercialisation, and he thinks how similar but yet 
different it is to Russia. So, when asked by his publishers what he wants to see 
in Finland, he replies: 
« C x a p H K O B . . . . Mens H H x e p e c y r o x c x a p H K H j iHuib n o x o M y , q x o OHH 
o6jia/iaK)x naMHXbio. T o B o p n x o q n e e - MeHH H H x e p e c y e x naMHXfa.» [IV, 
245] 
He meets some old people and hears one woman's tales of the communist 
uprising in Finland, a time when Finnish revolutionaries of the generation of the 
writer's father, dreamed and strove for world revolution. At a book signing, a 
woman approaches him to say that her mother knew his father, and he goes to 
meet her. However, all she can remember about Valentin is that he was a very 
pleasant man, polite, even to his subordinates. She keeps repeating this phrase, 
again illustrating how memory is selective in various ways, whether it be 
through conscious choice or simply the effects of old age. «naMflXb, KaK 
xyz^oscHHK, o x S H p a e x nozipo6HocxH» [IV, 246] She does however confirm 
one of his childhood memories of Finland, that of the chestnut horse, which it 
transpires belonged to a Mr Anderson who worked at the embassy and often let 
children ride on it. This leads Trifonov to reflect at the end of the story: 
« B o x q x o c x p a H H o : B c e y M e m a e x c a B H y x p H KOJibita . B n a q a j i e SbiJia 
Jiomaab, n o x o M B03HHKJia o n n x b c o B e p i n e H H O H e o » : H z i a H H O . A B c e 
o c x a J i b H o e - B c e p e / i H H e . » [IV, 250] 
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As in the previous story, Trifonov has again looked for confirmation of 
the continuing existence of his past lives. Seroe nebo, machty i ryzhaia loshad' 
echoes many of Trifonov's themes, that of different lives, of events which bring 
about 'another life', such as the death of a father or the war. The symbol of a 
'topsy-turvy' house resounds through this story too. Here it is not the reversed 
image of his homeland as in the story of the same title, but instead his life turned 
upside down after his father's disappearance. The word 'disappearance' also 
features strongly, used of family, friends and possessions, and forms the title of 
the novel examined in the next chapter, Ischeznovenie. 
The concept of slitnosV and intertwining threads is also present. 
Trifonov is on the look out for the threads, the roots of his early life, although 
he is aware that a deliberate attempt to discover them can lead to distortion. He 
writes: « H e H a ^ o 3a6oxHXbC5i o x u c K H B a x b HHXH, H 3 K o x o p w x s e e 3 x o 
c n j i e x e H O : n y c x b OHH B03HHKaiox B H e s a n n o , KaK neRmoVi n e p p o n / F a x x H . » 
[IV, 243]. So although he has examined his own memory and that of other 
people, the results, as shown in the remaining story of the cycle, are often open 
to question. 
Nedolgoe prebyvanie v kamere pytok was published after the other 
stories in 19861^ at the same time as other stories which also dealt with the 
effects of Stalinism such as Bulat Okhudzhava's 'Girl of My Dreams'.^' The 
setting switches between Moscow in 1950, Austria in 1964 and the 'present day' 
when Trifonov wrote the story in 1980. In 1964 he had gone to Innsbruck to 
cover the Winter Olympics as a sports journalist. Now he has changed both as a 
person and a writer and so has his attitude towards that period: 
« P a H H e f l B e c H o K 1964 r o ^ a , K o r ^ a Ji eme SoJieJi HeH3>K:HXoK jiroSoBbio K 
c n o p x y , . . . Korm a x o ; i b K o HXO BbrnycxH/ i j i eren/ iapHbif t $H/rbM o x o K K e e 
H H e HcnbixbiBajT H H K a K o r o c x b i ^ a . . . . K x o xaM B b i H r p u s a j i , KXO 
npoHTpbiBaj i , H He noMHro. B c s 3 x o e p y n / j a 3a6biJiacb.» [IV, 201] 
Al l he remembers of this time is the place and the hotel visitors book, all the 
entries which, even throughout the war, commented on the weather, scenery and 
girls. A l l , that is, except one German entry about beating England, to which 
someone had added that England had won after all, and someone else had 
remarked that all armies were idiotic. The events of the past, even of only 
'0 'Nedolgoe prebyvanie v kamere pytok. Rasskaz', Znamia, 1986, no. 12, pp. 118-24, and then 
with the other stories in the 4 volume collected works. Volume 4, 1987. 
11 The posthumous publication of other works by Trifonov will be examined in greater detail in 
the next chapter. 
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twenty years ago, almost seem as i f they never happened, both in the lives of 
the whole world and in his own. 
Trifonov also remembers the one thing that spoiled his time in the Tyrol, 
the presence of N. of whom he had an 'icy memory'. N., it transpires, was an old 
acquaintance of his from the Literary Institute. At one point they had been good 
friends and had gone on a field trip together to Armenia with Nadia, a girl whom 
they both liked. However, they fell out during the trip, partly due to the fact that 
N . began dating Nadia. For the next four years they had kept their distance from 
each other, but Trifonov did not mind as he was busy writing Studenty: 
«Mofl cjiaSafl KHHra nojiytiHJia HSBecTHOCTb, rJiasa M O H aacrajiaji xyMan, 
H Tyr Ha uensi oSpyinHJiacb r o p a . » [IV, 207] 
Trifonov's world threatened to collapse about his ears when one evening N. 
came round to his room, under orders from Nadia, who felt that he should tell 
lurii that he was going to speak out against him at a meeting to decide whether 
Trifonov should be expelled from the Komsomol for concealing the fact that his 
father was an 'enemy of the people', which had paradoxically come to light 
precisely because Studenty was such a success. Trifonov recalls N.'s behaviour 
during this meeting and how he recalled all sorts of insignificant details to back 
up the belief that Trifonov was a 'bad apple' in the Komsomol's basket, «rHHJiofJ 
BHyTpH». As a result of N's testimony, Trifonov had been expelled from the 
Komsomol, though later reinstated with a severe reprimand. 
Now, in 1964, Trifonov can hardly believe that all this really happened 
to him, it is all just like a bad dream: 
«Mo)KeT, KTO -HH6yab H a p a c c K a a a j i neSHJiHU, a B M O C M yMe Bce 
nepeBopoTHJiocb H onpoKHHyjiocb Ha MeH5i? K T O - T O cKaaan; nHcarejib B 
PoccHH flOJiaceH >KHTb flOJiFO. H npaB;ia, M O > K H O aacratb MHorwe 
HeiiaHHHOCTH H Ryfleca. BpeMS aaTMesaeT npomjioe s e e rycreioinef^ 
nejieHOfi, cKB03b Hee He nporjiHHemb, xoTb rj iaa B H K O J I H . rioTOMy mo 
nejiena - B n a c A neqajiHHOCTH yxo/iHT ry / ia )Ke, aa neJieHy.» [IV, 208] 
Time, it seems, has spread its veil over N.'s memory also. Fourteen years later, 
in 1964, he had acted in a very friendly manner towards Trifonov, as i f nothing 
had happened. This had angered Trifonov, who finally decided to have it out 
with N. and ask him why he had behaved as he did. Time had passed and it 
would, the writer thought, be easy for him to answer. On a visit to a mediaeval 
torture chamber, he felt the appropriate time had come. He thought he knew 
what the answer would be and rehearsed the scene in his mind, even imagining 
disposing of N . into a well, one of the former torture devices, in return for the 
torment he had caused him. The answer, when it came, took him completely by 
surprise. N. stressed that Trifonov was not expelled as a result of his testimony, 
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but rather re-instated; that he had saved him and suffered for this. Like many of 
Trifonov's characters, such as Glebov, N. had edited his memories so he could 
feel that he behaved honourably. This makes Trifonov wonder about his own 
memory: 
«Zla Si aaSbiJi, He noMHHJi, nepenyxaji , Bce yuijio B O MTJiy. . . . 3 no/jyMaji 
o TOJicTux KHHrax B orej ie «IIJTy6eHTai[b»; B caMOM aene, Her HHMero B 
3TOM MHpe, KpoMe cHera, cojiHLia, MyabiKH, /jeBymeK H Mrjibi, KOTopaa 
H a c r y n a e T co BpeMeneM. Be^h nocj ie npHSMsaHHH B Kainepe H H T O K 
npomjio nsLrHa.mxa.Th Jier, H O H O TO>Ke - B O Mr.7ie. H . yMep o r 6oJie3HH 
cepma. BoceMb Jier Ha3azi.» [IV, 211] 
Again Trifonov is stressing the fallibility, but at the same time, the cathartic 
importance of memory. By association, Trifonov thinks of Chekhov as he might 
have been had he lived another twenty or forty years: 
«MexoB Mor 6bi ^o^A^v^^h ^o BoflHbi, cuaeji 6u crapHKOM B SBaKyauHH B 
yHCTono.;ie, nmaji 6bi raaerbi, cjsymaji pa.mo, nmajicfi 6bi Koe-KaK, no 
KapxoiiKaM, HHcaji 6bi cJiaCeroiueK pyxoH ^TO-n^n6Yffb Ba)KHoe H Hy:«;Hoe 
/IJifl TOK MHHyjbi, oro3Bancsi 6bi na ocBo6o)KzieHHe Taranpora, H O KaKHM 
6bi BH/ieji CBoe npomjioe, ocTasmeecH aa cyMpaKOM ^Heft? CBoero nsifffis 
BaHio? CBOB BbipygjieHHbiK caa?» 
Hence, with the passage of many years, Trifonov looks differently, often with 
embarrasment at earlier works, which seem no longer to have any meaning in 
his present life. 
In Oprokinutyi dom, various journeys around the world have made the 
mature Trifonov reflect on his present life and on his earlier trips abroad as a 
sports journalist. He examines the role of literature and art in a changing world. 
The advent of old age has naturally also made him reflect more on time and 
death, continuing the theme he started with his last novel Starik. Like Marc 
Chagall (even though he is nearly forty years younger than the artist), Trifonov 
accepts death as a fact of life rather than regarding it with any morbid 
fascination. Possibly he was so aware of mortality because of his own failing 
health. He was to die within a year of completing these stories. 
The essays continue many of the themes examined in Trifonov's previous 
works, such as memory, time and history. His travels around the world have 
shown him how even i f countries have different, sometimes conflicting cultures, 
problems of byt are common to them all and all are affected by the eternal 
themes of love, death and fate, even as all are joined by the threads of slitnost. 
The title of the cycle, Oprokinutyi dom, the 'topsy-turvy house', expands 
on Trifonov's previous 'house' symbolism. None of his 'houses' have proved 
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stable, secure places, all are threatened by historical factors such as the Purges 
and the war. These upturned the lives of many Russian citizens such as 
Trifonov and his family, leaving them homeless and scattered around the 
country and abroad. Some stayed in the Soviet Union, like Trifonov and his 
family, and his experiences are similar to those of the vast majority of such 
people. Others chose or were forced to leave their country for various reasons 
and Trifonov, with his new-found freedom to travel, now has the opportunity to 
examine their lives also. Some seem to be quite comfortable abroad, such as 
Chagall, but others suffer alienation, like Senora Maddaloni who is extremely 
lonely, or have found no life outside Russia, such as the former editor of Novyi 
mir. A l l , he feels, have lost a part of themselves in leaving their homeland. 
The tales in Oprokinutyi dom are similar to his earlier stories of his 
travels as a sports writer, but here the author has perfected his sophisticated 
handling of time and brings to his travelogue the experience of a lifetime and a 
greater mastery of the stream of consciousness style which allows for switches 
from the past to the present, often as a result of thought patterns. The narration 
is in the first person, andOprokinutyi dom is the most openly autobiographical 
of Trifonov's works. It is much clearer that the narrator and Trifonov are one 
and the same person, and Trifonov used this almost confessional form to express 
his own views on life and the world around him. His analysis of other countries 
leads to self-analysis as an essential step towards a more percipient relationship 
with the world around him. This is what he means by his interest in the 
'verticals' of prose, which was continued in his next novel, Vremia i mesto. 
VREMIAIMESTO 
Vremia i mesto is Trifonov's final novel,^3 a^ j^ it, he examines the life of a 
writer, from childhood to the present day. As we have seen, there was an 
element of autobiography in most of his previous work and Vremia i mesto is no 
exception. The novel opens with a chapter entitled 'Beaches of the 30s', and 
draws directly on the time Trifonov spent as a child at his family's dacha in 
Serebyannyi bor. However, in Vremia i mesto, the influence of Stalinism is felt 
much more strongly. Sasha and his friends are swimming in the river, playing 
the usual childhood games. Through these games, Stalinism is shown to have 
pervaded even the lives of children. The "enemies" in these games are "spies". 
12 'Vremia i mesto. Roman', Druzfiba narodov, 198], no. 9, pp. 72-148; no. 10, pp. 22-108. 
13 The novel had just been finished when he died in hospital. 
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reflecting the horror of mutual distrust in the grown-up world. The children also 
recall seeing the parents of one of their friends burning documents at their 
dacha, which brings a strange sense of worry to Sasha. Already, at what was 
once the idyll of childhood symbolised by the dacha, the Purges are beginning to 
cast a dark shadow. Moreover, it transpires at the very start of the novel that 
Sasha, like Trifonov, is fatherless. He has been told his father went to Kiev, 
never to return. 
In a series of thirteen alternately following two separate narrative 
strands, yet skilfully interlinked, chapters, the novel then follows the Hves of two 
characters, Sasha Antipov and the shadowy first person narrator. However, in 
contrast to the narrator in Dom na naberezhnoi, this narrator does not ful f i l a 
judgemental function, pointing out and thus disassociating himself from the 
chief protagonist's unethical behaviour. Instead, the characters are 
complimentary and serve as two halves of a whole person, that is of their 
creator, lurii Trifonov. Both Antipov and the narrator in Vremia i mesto are 
much more principled people than Glebov, and this can be seen in the fact that 
each is consciously aware of his own past throughout the novel. Memory and 
truth are important to them The novel opens with Antipov asking himself if he 
needs to remember incidents from his childhood and past, and deciding he 
cannot do otherwise: 
«Ha/io JTH BcnoMHHaTb? Bor Tbi Moft, raK x e r j iyno, KaK: na^o J I H >KHTb? 
Bezib BcnoMHHaTb H »:HTb - 3 T O uejibHO, C J I H T H O , He ymi^ioy^aeuo O Z J H O 
663 ztpyroro H cocxaBJijieT HeKHfl r j iaro;i , KoxopoMy Ha3BaHHfl HeT.» [IV, 
260]. 
The second chapter focuses on the narrator's reminiscences of his 
childhood in Moscow. He lived with his grandmother, as his parents, like 
Antipov's father, no doubt disappeared during the Purges. The narrative 
structure of Vremia i mesto is more complex than that of previous works, 
switching from the present to various points in the past in no particular order 
from the point of view of two main characters and, on occasion, of some minor 
ones. In the second and subsequent chapters, the Antipov and the narrator look 
back on their lives and the effect on them of major events, such as the Second 
World War. The catastrophic impact of the Second World War on Soviet people 
is shown from Chapter 2 onwards, when the narrator recalls his acquaintances' 
subsequent fate showing how the huge number of casualties brought tragedy for 
virtually every family and changed the course of their lives. However, neither 
the narrator, nor Antipov were called up as, like Trifonov himself, they suffered 
from myopia. 
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Antipov recalls the wartime years, when he worked in an aviation factory 
but, like Trifonov and the narrator, longed to go to the Literary Institute and 
become a writer. In 1946, his mother returns home from exile, and Antipov's 
recollection of their reunion is no doubt based on Trifonov's own experience. 
The novel then follows Antipov's youth, student days and first attempts to 
become a professional writer, recreating the atmosphere of fear during the 
Stalinist era which hangs over his life and over the whole of Russia. Even 
during the seeming unity of the 'Great Fatheriand War', workers at his factory 
see plot and conspiracy everywhere. As in those childhood games, accusations 
of spying are rife, but this time it is not a game. One colleague, Terentich, 
believes the management have sent Antipov to spy on the workers. On the other 
hand, when caught with black market tobacco, he is accused by another worker 
of being part of an anti-Soviet conspiracy to bring down the army. After over 
two decades of being ordered by the state to look out for 'spies' and 'saboteurs', 
"vigilance" had become a way of life. One of Antipov's neighbours reports him 
to the institute for reading Bunin, an emigre (and one of Trifonov's favourite 
writers), and also mentions that his mother is living illegally in Moscow. As in 
many of Trifonov's works, such as Dolgoe proshchanie and Golubinaia gibel', 
neighbours often denounce one another or threaten to do so as a form of 
blackmail, another result of totalitarian society. 
Stalin's death is seen through the eyes of Anripov. He watches the 
crowds making their way to the funeral on a bitteriy cold day, when many were 
killed in the crush, as he waits for the doctor to carry out an illegal abortion on 
his wife Tania. However, they decide not to go ahead with the abortion, and 
new life and hope comes into his life, as well as that of the whole Soviet 
population with the death of Stalin. Antipov also recalls the Thaw and its effect 
on those around him. For some it is shown as a somewhat unwelcome and 
difficult period. One such is Boris Kiianov, one of Antipov's lecturers at the 
Literary Institute, a character loosely based on one of Trifonov's own tutors 
there. As a writer, Kiianov's success has been due to writing (and re-writing) his 
works strictly in accordance with the dictates of partiinost'. As a result of de-
Stalinisation, one of Kiianov's old friends, Mikhail Teterin returns from the 
camps but has no desire to see him. It transpires that they wrote a play together 
in 1934, but after Teterin's arrest, Kiianov removed his friend's name and 
published it as his own work. Of course it would not have been published 
otherwise, but Teterin has no recollection of asking Kiianov to remove his name, 
nor will his wife comment on whether Kiianov actually did send her any of the 
play's royalties. Kiianov believes, like so many of Trifonov's characters, that he 
acted honourably, no better nor worse than others, but the suspicion and the 
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guilt that he used Teterin's arrest to further his own career still hangs over him 
and as a result he commits suicide. This partly echoes the fate of the writer 
Fadeev - as a leading figure in the Writers' Union, he was in a sense responsible 
for the arrests of many fellow writers, and when they began to return from the 
camps in the 1950s, he could not cope with the guilt and shot himself. Antipov 
is put in charge of finding out the truth about Kiianov, but this proves 
impossible. Again, he has only people's memories to go on, and memory is, as 
ever, selective and differs from person to person. 
Antipov also undertakes a similar search for the 'truth' when asked to be 
an expert witness in a litigation case. A writer, Dvoinikov, is accused by his 
deputy Saiasov of plagiarism when he publishes a series of classical texts (such 
trials were common during the post-war anti-cosmopolitanism campaign), and 
Antipov is engaged by Dvoinikov's lawyer to compare the texts and offered a 
fee to come out in his client's favour. Antipov is, however, made aware that 
Saiasov's brother is an editor at the publishing house to which he has just 
submitted his first novel, and is told that it will only be published if he finds in 
favour of Saiasov. Under pressure from both sides, he decides nevertheless to 
try for a just decision, but again this is difficult. Both characters have their bad 
sides, but Dvoinikov (literally his name means 'double') has a split personality. 
He both uses people and also helps them out. In the end, Antipov decides thus: 
«H oTToro. nro oTcrynaxb neKyaa, H yKaneTh He o qeM, H rpycHTb He K 
Jinny, nousiji O H , qxo BUXOO. omm - yanarb npasay. H O H ee yanaeT. H 
SbiJia ona B O T KaKa^; / I B O K H H K O B H Bepno HopoBH/i no/taapaSoTaib aa 
qy>Koft CMer, H O O H )Ke H noMoraji JivmuM me^po. KaK >Ke coe;iHHHJiocb 
3TO B oflHOM tiejioEeKe? /3a B O T coeffanfijiocb KB-K-TO? Bce B H C M 6bmo.» 
[IV, 409]. 
Dvoinikov, like Kiiasov, is a complex character. Life is never black or white. 
Antipov, however, unlike most of Trifonov's earlier characters keeps his 
integrity and, as a result, sacrifices the publication of his first novel, but also 
refuses to take the extra money promised by Dvoinikov and his lawyer. In his 
final work, Trifonov at last has a character who sticks to his principles and puts 
morals and the truth above personal gain. 
However, Trifonov does not idealise Antipov. He too has his faults and 
weaknesses. He has affairs, leaves his wife and goes through a series of spiritual 
crises. At the end, he has started another life with a new wife and baby, not 
dissimilar to Trifonov's own position at that time. In this situation, too, nothing 
is black and white, and as none of Trifonov's previous characters had the 
strength to escape from unhappy relationships, this decisive action shows 
courage on Antipov's part. Trifonov tells us not only about Antipov's personal 
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life but about his progress as a writer. Antipov is always looking for material 
for his stories. When reunited with his mother, he even tries to compose a story 
based on this but cannot think of a suitable title which has not been used before. 
Trifonov treats his character's literary beginnings with wry amusement. He does 
not romanticise the role of the writer but shows its practical side. With such 
characters as Kiianov, Teterin and Dvoinikov, Trifonov gives a whole picture of 
literature under state control in the Soviet Union. He shows the real difficulties 
of trying to keep honesty and integrity intact while managing to publish. So 
many of Trifonov's other characters were unsuccessful in this, but Antipov, like 
Trifonov, though not without difficulty, is successful. Many of the characters 
see literature as crpa^awHe, as did Trifonov himself, and feel that, to really be 
able to write, you need to have suffered: 
«/ lHTepaTypa - 3 T 0 crpa/jaHHe.... 
- MHe KajKCTCH, T U He coBceM npaB, - cKaaaji TpHropHR HayMosHq. -
JlHTepaxypa ne cxpa/iaHHe, a cKopee, Mo»;eT gbixb, cocxpa^aHHe. 
- 3xo oano H xo wie. MHJiue, rowero, Kpowe M H C J I H H cxpa;iaHHH, Hex na 
3eMJie ^ocxoftHoro JiHxepaxypbi.» [IV, 287] 
Antipov, despite his family background, does not at this stage feel he has 
suffered enough to be a writer (perhaps because his experiences were fairly 
universal at the time) and bums his early works. Vremia i mesto also contains 
an extract from a later novel of Antipov's, The Nikiforov Syndrome'. The idea 
is similar to that of Nabokov's novel within a novel The Gift , where the main 
character Fyodor Godunov-Cherdyntsev is writing about Chemyshevsky, but 
develops the concept further within the surrounding text. It is not merely an 
extract from Antipov's book that we are presented with. We see him at work 
trying to write 'The Nikiforov Syndrome', thinking of plot development, of word 
structure, being interrupted by trips out with his wife and friends and disturbed 
by his daughter's music. His novel is about a writer writing about a writer, who 
in turn is writing about another writer, and so on, in a series of mirrors. 
Nikiforov is writing about Vsevolodov, a sailor and terrorist who died in 1919. 
Vsevolodov himself wrote a novel about Syromiatnikov, a writer for the journal 
Sovremmenik, who in his turn created the character of Klembovskii, an author 
engaged in writing about the Freemason Ryndich. These writers, as Antipov 
himself explains, f i t one into another like a matryoshka, with Antipov as the 
second largest doll, and of course, to follow the sequence through, Trifonov as 
the largest who houses them all. A l l the fictional characters have had unfulfilled 
lives and died before their time, whether by suicide, alchohol, murder or 
madness. This, and the literary process, is the thread that unites them through 
the verticals of time, through two centuries of history. 
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The extracts from The Nikiforov Syndrome' mainly concern Nikiforov 
himself, whose character, Antipov says, is based on Kiianov, whereas others see 
him as Antipov's alter-ego, i.e. as Antipov is to Trifonov. Antipov examines 
Nikiforov's relationship with his wife, Goga, in greatest detail and, as in the case 
of Dvoinikov and Kiianov, has to try to balance differing views, this time 
concerning her role in her husband's life. Some believe she destroyed Nikiforov 
as a writer; others that she helped him through his darkest days and took good 
care of his literary heritage. What does emerge clearly is that Goga had an affair 
with Nikiforov's interrogator Yarbor in order to save her husband's life, another 
example of what Stalin's terror led people to do. 
Having worked on this novel for 3 years, Antipov has still failed to 
create a work that can be successfully published. This is in part due to the 
opinions of his publishers' readers: 
«PeueH3eHTbi He noHHMajiH: ^ T O X O T C J I CKasaTb a s r o p poMana «CmffpoM 
HHKH$opoBa»? EcjiH HHKH(f)opoB MajTOxaJiaHTJiHB H MaJioy^aqjiHB, rracaTb 
o HeM HeHHTepecHo. E C J I H TajiaHTJiHB, H O Ma.noy/iaqjiHB, naflo noKaaaTb 
COUHaj^bHbie KOpHH Ha 4)OHe ) K H 3 H H CTpaHM. AHTHHOBy KasaJlOCb, M T O y 
Hero ecTb KopHH H $ O H . H O roBopHJiH, M T O $ O H He T O T , M T O 3 T O 
BuepauiHHK ;3eHb.» [IV, 468] 
The novel does not fit into the required Socialist Realist formula of the moment, 
a difficulty with which Trifonov himself was too familiar from critical reactions 
to his own works, especially those concerning characters with unsuccessful, 
unfulfilled lives. He had to change Vremia i mesto at the request of the censor 
(although fuller versions were printed abroad in Germany and Italy'"*, whereas 
the original Soviet edition was censored even further when reprinted in 1984). 
Trifonov had originally intended twelve chapters, finishing with Antipov's 
death, but was told that this would be too "pessimistic" an ending and so allowed 
him to live on. The 'Nikiforov Syndrome' was written during a time of crisis, 
but at the end of the novel Antipov has found happiness again with a new wife 
and child, having been told by an old woman «...qejiOBeK ;joji*:eH jrioSHTb. H 
6biTb J I I O C H M B I M . Bce ocTajibHoe He HMeer CMHCJia» [IV, 502]. It is at the 
end that the narrator and Antipov meet up again. They had encountered one 
another previously during the war when they both worked in the same factory, 
and at this point the narrator remarks that he does not particularly like Antipov 
as they are too similar. Both had wanted to be writers, but the narrator has gone 
14 See J. Venturi's article 'Kakim byl roman Trifonova do tsenzury', Russkaia mysV, 2 May 1986, 
p. 10, for an examination of the Italian version of Vremia i mesto, published in 1983, which kept 
the more political and sexual passages of Trifonov's original text. 
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into science instead. Now Antipov's son Stepan is the doctor in charge of the 
narrator's daughter, who has had a nervous breakdown. Life and time move on, 
but the two characters they have come ful l circle. In a sense, as reflections of 
their author, they are reunited at the end of the book. Antipov has been suffering 
from ill-health, and on being carried out to the ambulance, he reflects that he is 
happy because he has found his time and place: 
«He SbiJio BpeMeHH Jiyqme, neu xo, Koxopoe O H npo^HJi. H Hex Mecxa 
jiy^me, neu 3xa jiecxHHua c pacxpecKaBineflcji KpacKoH Ha cxenax, .... c 
pacnaxnyxbiM O K H O M , 3a KoxopHM lueBejiHJica ornenHbift H O ^ H O H ropo; i . » 
[IV, 507] 
He has recognised that he cannot run away from himself or his fate, but instead 
has to face up to them. The themes of time and place have always been 
important throughout Trifonov's works, and in this novel their intersections are 
plotted once again as Trifonov looks back on his life through the medium of a 
fictional character and a narrator. A l l the titles of the chapters relate to a time 
or a place, or both - the 1930s, winter, Tverskoi boulevard, Gorky Park. The 
penultimate chapter is simply entitled, like the novel itself, Vremia i mesto, and 
it is here that Antipov states Trifonov's belief: «Bce HMeex CBoe BpeMa H 
Mecxo.» [IV, 500]. As already noted, Trifonov felt that his father bore the mark 
of 1917, and is always aware of the effect of time on his characters. He himself, 
in creating Antipov, is creating himself in his own generation and in his own 
space. The novel does not end on a overtly pessimistic personal note, but with 
Moscow itself, the main setting as so many of Trifonov's works, the most 
important place in his life. The characters may not be able to bring the old times 
back but they still have Moscow, their city, which, perhaps because it is capable 
of change and development in time, has always been a more stable factor in their 
lives than individual houses or dachas. 
Antipov does not merely serve as an alter ego for his creator, he is a 
representative of his country as a whole. The reader sees the backdrop of Soviet 
history, the Second World War and the Purges, events which touched the whole 
of society, against Antipov's own life, as the backdrop of the 1905 Revolution 
and Civil War are seen against the private life of Zhivago. Against the backdrop 
of such events, the individual's difficulty in sticking to his or her principles, at 
least at such a time and in such a place, stands out in stark relief. Trifonov's last 
novel covers an extended timeframe, from 1937 to 1980, as its hero changes 
from small boy to mature adult writer, but deals primarily with the 1940s, the 
1950s and the present day. There are many gaps within the temporal 
framework; it is again a «poMaH nyHKXHpoB*. Roughly three quarters of the 
text is devoted to Antipov, while the narrator's reminiscences of childhood. 
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youth and then his present life complete the story. Essentially, this is a 
polyphonic novel, and it is not always clear which character is speaking, but the 
two main characters' lives reflect and enhance one another and bring all the 
narrative threads together at the end. Each of the thirteen chapters could stand 
on its own as a separate story, but the novel's apparently fragmented nature is 
unified by the overall pattern of interconnected images of space and time. The 
narrative structure of Vremia i mesto is similar to that oiObmen and Dom na 
naberezhnoi, which also contain a third person main character with a shadowy 
first person narrator, but it is much more complex. Trifonov as usual does not 
judge, but because the two main characters are based so closely on himself, his 
own life and feelings, there is not the usual detachment. Instead Trifonov 
examines as it were his own life and the actual literary process, and develops the 
concept of time and place at a much deeper level. Time may have deformed 
many of his other characters, but it is fitting that his last major character should 
emerge from the testing process as a man of principle like his creator. From the 
height of his own hard-won experience, the author is able to show that integrity 
is, after all, compatible with some success, and does not necessarily entail 
premature death, as it was seen to do for Sergei in Drugaia zhizn\ although the 
fact that Antipov was only preserved from a similar fate at the insistence of the 
censors does suggest that Trifonov was aware he would not live to see all his 




lurii Trifonov died on 28 March 1981 in hospital. He had undergone a routine 
kidney operation but then died a few days later from a heart attack. He had 
recently finished Vremia i mesto, which was published after his death. He had 
also been working on a number of themes before his death. His widow, Olga 
Trifonova-Miroshnichenko, has said that he intended to write his next a book on 
a person in prison, on how a person lives alone.' He was still interested in 
writing a novel on the revolutionary Lopatin, possibly as a comparison with 
Nechaev. Alternatively, as the theme of betrayal was always important to him, 
he was also considering a work on the double agent, Asef.2 She also told me 
that Trifonov had always wanted to write the truth about Lenin and the 
Bolsheviks, but this would have been impossible to publish in his lifetime.^ 
However, with glasnost, many books were published which their creators 
had thought would never be seen in print in the Soviet Union. These included 
some by Trifonov, such as the seventh story in his Oprokinutyi dom cycle"*, as 
well as the complete version of 'Zapiski soseda', which dealt with his 
relationship with Tvardovsky.^ Trifonov's main work to be published during 
this period was the unfinished novel which had been written purely for the desk 
drawer, Ischeznoveniefi 
Like Anatolii Rybakov's Deti Arbata , Trifonov's work deals with 
Stalin's purges in the 1930s. The beginning of the novel had already been 
published separately as a short story entitled Vozvrashenie Igoria and dated 
' See her 'Popytka proshchaniia' in Den' sobaki, Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', p. 297. 
2 See also interviews with Trifonov before his death: R. Schroder,' "Moi god eshche ne 
nastupil..." Iz besed s luriem Trifonovym', Literatitrnoe obozrenie, 1987, no. 8, pp. 96-8; S. 
Task,' "Otkrovyennii razgovor." Posledniie interviiu luriia Trifonova', Literaturnaia Rossiia, 1 
April 1981, p. 11. 
3 Personal interview with Oiga Trifonova-Miroshnichenko, 13 October 1993. 
^ 'Nedolgoe prebyvanie v kamere pytok. Rasskaz', Znamia, 1986, no. 12, pp. 118-24. 
^ 'Zapiski soseda', Druzliba mrodov, 1989, no. 10, pp. 7-43. This more critical portrayal of 
Tvardovsky, his true character and his alcoholism, was also printed as 'Vspominanie 
Tvardovskogo', Ogoriyok, 1986, no. 44, as well as in a collection of articles ladropravdy: Stat'i, 
interv'iu, esse, Moscow: Pravda, 1987. 
^ 'Ischeznovenie. Roman', Druzhba narodov, 1987, no. 1, pp. 6-95. 
^Published in the same year and journal, Druzhba narodov, 1987, no. 4, pp. 3-133; no. 5, pp. 
67-163; no. 6, pp. 23-151. Foracomparisionof the two novels see G. Egorenkova, 'Vechnoe 
vremia', Moskva, 1988, no. 8, pp. 182-95. 
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1973^, but the rest could only be published later because of its open discussion 
of previously taboo subjects. Trifonov had spent many years working on the 
novel, probably from the late 1950s to the 1970s. The autobiographical element 
is less disguised than in his other works, as he never expected to have it 
published. The novel opens during the Second World War with the main 
character Igor (or Gorik as he is called in childhood) returning to Moscow to 
work in a munitions factory from evacuation in Tashkent, where his maternal 
grandmother and sister are still living. The narrative switches from his wartime 
life in Moscow and the strained relations between his surviving relatives to 
memories of his childhood during the 1930s at the height of the purges. 
Trifonov gives Igor his own myopia and a similar family background: such 
details as his father being connected to the Finnish Embassy and their dacha in 
the Serehriannyi bor. Igor, like his creator, conceals that his father was 
executed as an 'enemy of the people' in order to obtain a job in the factory and 
return to the city he loves, realising, just as Trifonov did, that: 
«... x a npas/ia, Koxopyro xpegoBajiocb Hanncaxfa, He Qbina. npas/ioH. H 
o6MaH, 3HaiiHX, He SbiJi HacxojimHM oSManoM. B H J I s c e r o - H a B c e r o 
oQMaHOM oSMana. 3xo HHKOMy noxa ne H3BecxHO, H , Moxex 6bixb, eme 
jxojiro He Syztex HSBecxHo, H eMy caMOMy H3BecxHo He OKOH^axejibHO, H O 
OH nys{n, mo npas/ia xyx ne npocxaa, K a K a a - r o moVmas{, ceKpexHa5i.»9 
Like Trifonov's, part of Igor's childhood has been spent in the house on 
the embankment, and Ischeznovenie contains many episodes similar to those 
recounted in Dom na naberezhnoi. The children have a secret society and 
Lionia Krastyn, like Anton Ovchinnikov in Dom na naberezhnoi, is based on 
Trifonov's friend Lev Fedotov, although Gorik's dependence on him is 
somewhat like that of Glebov on Lev Shulepnikov. However, this time the 
autobiographical character Gorik is inside the house, whereas Glebov was 
looking in from the outside. Also, he is essentially a different character -
helpful, studious and fair with none of Glebov's egoism nor envy. The effects of 
Stalinism are seen through a child's eyes. Gorik is too young to understand the 
snippets of overheard conversations between members of his family relating to 
the political events around them, but Stalinism has permeated his world too, 
which makes it all the more poignant. As in Vremia i mesto, the children discuss 
their friends whose parents have been arrested. Lionia feels that they should 
^ See Izbrannye proizvedeniia v dviikh tomakh, Moscow: Khudozhestvennaia literaturd. 1978, 
volume 1, pp. 234-53. 
Olblesk kostra; Ischeznovenie, Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 1988, p. 176. 
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expell one such boy, Sapog, from the secret society as his father has been 
arrested on the charge of being a German spy, a reflection of how adults would 
shun those whose relatives had disappeared. He also believes another boy 
should be thrown out for being a "corrupting element" just because he has 
become besotted with a giri. Gorik does not understand all this jargon but it 
disturbs him. Lionia also quotes revolutionary slogans to get Gorik to steal his 
brother's torch for his secret society, simply saying that "all revolutionaries made 
expropriations", overriding a basic sense of right and wrong. At school, there is 
an exhibition to commerate the centenary of Pushkin's death, and Gorik hopes to 
win a prize. However, the award goes to the child who conforms to the current 
cult of personality by making a figurine depicting "Young Comrade Stalin 
reading Pushkin", while the exhibit of another pupil disappears when he has to 
leave the school as the son of an "enemy of the people". 
The adults in the novel also try to make sense of the whole situation but 
at times seem to understand it less than their children. Gorik's family, the 
Baiukovs, are clearly based on Trifonov's. His mother should have been a poet, 
but instead her husband sent her to become a livestock expert at the Timiriazev 
Academy, just like Zhenia Trifonova. His father and uncle are both old 
Bolsheviks, who fought in the Civil War, and between them share characteristics 
of both Valentin and Yevgeny Trifonov. Gorik's uncle has written a manuscript 
about a future war entitled 'Waiting for the Battle', comparable to Valentin 
Trifonov's book Konturi griadushchei voini. Uncle Misha wants his brother to 
give this manuscript to Ordzhonikidze, in the hope that it will be published, and 
that he will be allowed to return to the Military Academy and then go to study 
the Civil War in Spain. Maybe Valentin Trifonov had also hoped his book 
would enable him to return to military work. Instead, both in real life and in the 
novel, the attempt to regain former status only hastened arrest and execution. 
The events of the 1930s are also seen through the eyes of Nikolai 
Grigorevich Baiukov, Gorik's father, and show how the old Bolsheviks tried to 
comprehend what was happening. Like his children, he watches as friends and 
colleagues begin to disappear around him, but at first he and his family believe 
they must be guilty otherwise they would not be arrested. These attempts to 
justify the situation and deliberate insensitivity merely accelerated the process. 
As one of his old friend says: « B c e Mbi xojTCxoKO>KHe, noKa He KOCHexc^ t 
Hamefl uiKypbJ.»'0 Nikolai Grigorevich has also come to the conclusion that 
people «CjmmKOM JierKO sepax B BHHOBHOcxb apyrm, B X O , ^T0 « u x o - x o 
'0/fo/rf,p. 284. 
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ecTb», H tiepec^iyp cnoKoflHbi aa coScTBeHHyio n e p c o i f y . » i i It is only when 
events touch his own family that he begins to try to work out why it is 
happening. He and his brother discuss a number of possible reasons, believing, 
like many of the old revolutionaries, that the mass arrests must either stem from 
fear of fascism and an imminent war, or are perhaps even the work of Hitler's 
own secret service, which would explain the purge of the officer class; 
alternatively the terror is rooted in the Russian tradition for dictatorship, for 
power consolidated in one person's hands, a theory which would also explain 
Stalin's almost unbelievable rise to power. Eventually, as those close to him are 
arrested, Nikolai Grigorevich realises that his time will come soon, but is 
concerned about what will happen to his family rather than himself. However 
the scene when he thinks they have come to arrest him when there is a knock at 
the door in the middle of the night shows the fear that so many others went 
through. The psychological effects of Stalinism causes the adults to become 
nervous (the number of heart attacks and suicides increased dramatically), and 
even the children to sleepwalk. The underplayed episode when the family see 
one old woman fall past the window having thrown herself off a balcony after 
the arrest of her husband is enough to exemplify the whole horror of the times 
through which the characters have to live. 
Stalinism is shown more explicitly than in any of Trifonov's previous 
works; the epidemic of fear and suspicion throughout the whole population 
reaches at times ridiculous proportions. A cameraman who cut out a section of 
film where the shadow was on Stalin's face is accused of subversive activity, a 
tennis player who loses a match must be a saboteur. The atmosphere of fear is 
much heavier in Ischeznovenie than in Dom na naberezhnoi. A Rolls-Royce 
outside the house on the embankment is described as being «qepHbiK, KaK 
r p o 6 » as is the house itself. Even as the old Bolsheviks try to cope with the 
Terror by ignoring it, they are being succeeded by a new breed of men without 
their idealism, prepared to exploit it in their own favour. Trifonov's other works 
have always shown characters who flourished as a result of Stalinism, and such 
a character in Ischeznovenie is Florinskii. Florinskii has risen rapidly through 
the ranks and now lives in the house on the embankment, as well as recently 
having acquired an OGPU dacha at Serebriannyi bor, just like the old 
revolutionaries. He dislikes the old guard intellectuals such as the Baiukovs, 




towards them as Glebov. Having attained power, he plans to exploit it and takes 
pleasure in doing so. Florinskii has known Nikolai Grigorevich since the Civil 
War and still bears a grudge for his having sentenced a cousin of his to death for 
extortion and plundering while working for the Cheka. He uses his position to 
discredit Baiukov, unearths a document on which it is possible to base an 
accusation of Trotskyism, and knows the day is fast approaching when he will 
be able to settle his score. As with other such characters, Florinskii's eyes reveal 
his true character: «KaK 6j\ecHyjni ^enapxaMenxcKHM X O J I O ; I O M » . I 3 Nikolai 
Grigorevich wonders who is responsible for promoting him, as in the old days 
he would merely have been a clerk. He fails to see that the idealistic, principled 
revolutionaires are now being everywhere replaced by unprincipled, power-
hungry men loyal to Stalin. 
Once such idealistic revolutionary is David Shvarts, a Jewish old 
Bolshevik and once a well-known judge, who has now been pushed out of the 
State Prosecuter's Office into retirement. He too was involved in the Civil War, 
where he saved many from the firing squad but was also responsible for many 
executions. Like Ganchuk in Dom na naberezhnoi, his day has now passed, and 
people such as him are no longer important to the Party. He tries to understand 
and justify events but, by 1942, he is a sick, half-crazed old man, always 
scribbling notes and hiding them under his pillow, a shadow of his former self. 
He may have kept his life during the Purges, but not his sanity. Shvarts is based 
on Trifonov's father friend, Aaron Sol'ts, who features in Otblesk kostra, but the 
portrayal is completely different as in this book Trifonov is writing quite openly 
of the effects of the Stalinist regime on old Bolsheviks. 
In Ischeznovenie, Trifonov portrays other types of revolutionaries, many 
of which have prototypes in previous works, not so explicitly shown. Again, 
there are the dogmatic old revolutionaries such as Gorik's grandmother, no doubt 
based on Trifonov's own grandmother who never denounces Stalin despite all 
the grief he brought to her own family. She believes without question that the 
arrests must be correct , and self-righteously says that she never committed 
"mistakes against the party" as so many others have done. She has no 
compassion for those who are executed, including the husband of Gorik's other 
grandmother. Another example is Siniakova, an old woman evacuated to 
'3 Ibid, p. 202. There are other examples of this with other workers from the NKVD - the 
doorman at the house on the embankment is described with «TeaTpa/ibHo-npHCTajibHbiM» gaze 
(p. 266), while the officials who come to arrest Volodovik with «TaKMM >Ke gjie^HbiM, Hnqero 
He Bbipa>KaK)mHM JIHUOM» (p.274). However, the NKVD workers who make the arrests and 
house searches are seen as being just ordinary people with their own job to do as they talk about 
getting back to see their families. One is described washing his hands, as if symbolically trj-ing 
to wash away the guilt. 
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Uzbekistan with Gorik's grandmother. She lords it over the others, makes 
spiteful remarks to his grandmother about the fate of her children, Gorik's 
parents, and is forever bragging about her pure revolutionary record, using it at 
every opportunity to get what she wants. These portrayals are more derogatory 
than those of their prototypes in Trifonov's previous works, such as Dmitriev's 
mother in Obmen and Sergei's in Drugaia zhizn\ 
Events of the 1930s are interdispersed with those of 1942, to show the 
further effects of Stalinism on everyday Russians. Igor returns to Moscow from 
evacuation in Uzbekistan and lives with his other grandmother, aunt and cousin 
while working at the munitions factory. The war has affected all their lives, and 
some, such as the orphans from Vitebsk who lost their counsellors when their 
orphanage was bombed, even feel as though they have lost their parents for the 
second time. A sense of fear still pervades their lives, and not just fear of being 
invaded by the Germans. Igor is continually worried that his employers will 
find out about his true background, and is terrified he will be arrested for 
sabotage when he spells a word wrong on a banner. It is also shown how Igor 
hears new of his mother, exiled to a camp in Kazakhstan (as Trifonov's own 
mother was): she is allowed to write to her family once a month, and Igor's 
grandmother always refers to her as 'Vasia' in letters to her grandson. 
However, although Igor is glad to be back in Moscow, he does not 
consider it to be home: 
«EcjrH 6bi O H Mor ^ O M O ^ I Ho raM, Ky^a O H npH/jeT iiepea ^ac, raM n e t 
ero ;iOMa. Taw - zio6pbie nnm, cepae^^Hbie J H O ^ H , TaM H X OOM, a ero p.ou 
r / i e - T O B flpyroM MecTe. Hex, H H C TaM, r^e C T O H T nop, aaMKOM He>KHJia5i 
KOMHaxa c saMopo^eHHHMH KHuraMH, H He TaM, aa q e r u p e T U C O T H 
KHJioMerpoB, rae B ofiMaaaHHOM rjiHHoH 6apaKe ^ H B y r CTapyuiKa H 
fleBo^iKa . . . EcTb m y Hero flOM na 3eMJie?»''* 
The arrest of his parents had completely turned Igor's worid upside down, and 
from then on he has had no home. The source of stability and security, of his 
family and their love, has been shattered. Gorik had everything, Igor has 
nothing. Again, Trifonov shows the image of the oprokinutyi dom. Igor has 
recurrent dreams about his past life, including one rather sinister one where he is 
with his father, who then disappears and is replaced by a woman dressed in a 
military uniform with a beard and moustache. The end of the passages on the 
1930s revolves around Gorik attending the May Day parade with his father 
which, deep down, he feels will be their last outing together. The atmosphere is 
14/i,/rf,p. 235. 
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heavy with portents; a mirror falls f rom the wall near the beginning of the novel; 
the house on the embankment is described as a prison, the Rolls-Royce outside 
as a cof f in ; Gorik is uneasy at the adults' conversations and all that is happening 
around him. Much is unsaid, but the experience of a whole generation is 
nevertheless graphically conveyed. The opening quote f r o m Dostoyevsky 
«3HaeTe mi, 5i CKajKy B E M cexpeT: Bce 3 T O , gUTfa M O K S T , SMJIO B O B C C He 
COH !» in some ways echoes Anna Akhmatova's comment in Requiem, «HeT, 3TO 
He 51, 3TO K T O - T O zjpyroft c T p a M e T » , and conveys the feeling that all that has 
happened is almost unreal. Ischeznovenie is Trifonov's own Requiem, f rom the 
child's rather than the parent's viewpoint. I t is his tribute to the experience of his 
fel low Russians during Stalin's purges, a whole lost generation, to the loss o f 
their families and of the ideals they represented. 
In Ischeznovenie, Trifonov is examining the history of his country and 
his family and trying to work out why things happened as they did. This was an 
important theme throughout Trifonov's work as i t had such a profound effect on 
his own l i fe . The novel goes further than just relating what happened to his 
parents. I t portrays the effects of Stalinism on a whole society, both on agents 
and victims. The f u l l force of the "cult of personality" is felt at the end of the 
novel when Stalin's portrait hangs ominously above the Kremlin for the 
parade.'5 Yet Trifonov does not make Stalin a scapegoat for Soviet society. 
The Purges were on such a huge scale that many could not comprehend what 
was happening, why so many people were being executed, and either believed 
the off ic ia l story or tried to block it out. Fear for their own lives and those of 
their families led people to lose all sense of reason, honesty and trust, resulting 
in what Gorik's father describes as a state o f "temporary insanity". In 
Ischeznovenie, Trifonov tried openly to work out some of the questions his 
father's execution posed: were his father's ideals right? Why did he not 
recognise or try to stop what was happening? What happened to his society as a 
result of Stalinism? 
Ischeznovenie is thus the most personal and openly autobiographical of 
all Trifonov's works, almost like a documentary of those diff icul t times in his 
l i fe . As in other works, he deploys such devices as overlapping temporal levels 
and the use of different narrators - an omniscient one recounts Igor's 
participation in events, but we also hear the narrative voice of his father. Some 
critics found the stylistic level of the novel lower than that of other works, 
'5 The atmosphere is completely different to the happy, cheerful one of the parade in Studenty. 
The balloon with Stalin's portrait in Nikita Mikhailov's film Burnl by the Sun has the same 
menacing feel. 
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disregarding the essential point that Trifonov assumed it would not be published 
and therefore did not polish the text or resort to the sophisticated Aesopian 
language which had perhaps been part o f the fascination of earlier novels in 
which he handled similar themes. From the opposite point of view, as it were, 
he was criticised fo r not adding anything significantly new to what he had 
succeeded in expressing in his other works. Yet in a sense Trifonov is here 
wri t ing a final, uninhibited version of events which had tormented him all his 
l i fe and which are described with more circumspection inVremia i mesto, Dom 
na naberezhnoi and elsewhere. Also, as already shown, the beginning of the 
novel concerning Igor's return to Moscow had in fact been published as a short 
story, while the character o f Uriuk, the lonely Uzbek working in the same 
factory as Igor, had also been used in a short story , simply entitled 'Uriuk', 
which Trifonov wrote as part of his course work for Fedin at the Literary 
Institute. This story was sharply criticised by his fellow students at the time, and 
maybe Trifonov enjoyed developing the character further as a maturer writer. 
Ischeznovenie shares not only incidents and characters but many of the 
same themes as his other works. In describing this time when there existed what 
EUendea Proffer has called an "atmosphere of imposed amnesia"'6, memory was 
all-important. Yet the novel ends with the strange comment: 
«- FjiaBHoe, moGbi xbi caM aaSbiJi. 
Ho npouTjio MHoro JieT...>->^'^ 
Some themes are not as developed as in his other novels, but the basic concepts 
are there. Gorik and Igor lead different lives, drugie zhizni. Igor's father and 
uncle are, like Trifonov's, marked by the revolution and Civil War, showing how 
history lives on in people and in their descendents. The f low of time and how it 
changes people is also felt , as when Nikolai Grigorevich thinks on meeting an 
old friend: 
«CTpaHHbie MaHHnyjiKUHH npoH3Bo/iHT c Jiio/ibMH BpeMH. Her, He 
crapeHHe caMoe y/jHEHxejibHoe, He o/ipjtxjieHHe nnom, a nepeMenbi, 
KOTopbie npoHcxo/iHT B cocraBe ^[ymH.»i8 
The house imagery is also strong in Ischeznovenie. The loss of a home and 
dacha again symbolises the loss of a childhood idy l l , love and security. The 
house on the embankment stands for the historical moment and Stalinism, the 
16 Introduction to Yury Trifonov, Disappearance (translated by David Lowe), Ann Arbor 
Ardis, 1991, p. 5. 
17 Otblesk kostra; Ischeznovenie, Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 1988, p. 300. 
18/fc/af,p. 283. 
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loss of his parents and their ideals. Yet at first it seems indestructible and 
permanent. The description that the narrator gives of the house in the opening of 
the novel is reminiscent of Mandelshtam's image of the revolution as a ship, 
which the people onboard cannot steer, taking them to an unknown future, in 
Sumerki svobody: 
« 0 H CTOflJT Ha ocTpoBe H 6biji n o x o x Ha KopaSjib, TH)KejioBecHbifi H 
Hecypa3HHK, 6e3 Maiix, Sea pyjiH H 6e3 xpyS, rpoM03flKHa KIUHK, KOBMer, 
HaSHXbiK Jiio/ibMH, roxoBbili K oxruibixHro. Ky/ ia? H H K X O He 3HaJi, H H K X O He 
floraflbiBaJicfl o5 axoM.*!*^ 
As time passes and the Purges gain momentum, darkness seems to hang over the 
house and for many it becomes like a prison or grave. What had once seemed 
stable is no more: 
«- HO B/ipyr noKa3ajiocb c MXHOBeHHoK H cyMacme/imefi C H J I O K , nro H 3xa 
CBexHmaflCH B Ho^H nnpaMH/ia yioxa, BaBHJioHCKan 6aiiiHii H3 a6a)KypoB 
x o » : e BpeMeHHa, x o « e jiexHX, KaK npax no Bexpy. . .»20 
The house of Gorik's l i f e is soon turned upside down, and his past l i fe 
disappears. 'Ischeznovenie' is, i f not a completely new, a much more powerfully 
expressed, indeed a key concept in this work. I t runs throughout the novel: the 
disappearance of buildings, of people, of Igor's father at the end of the recurrent 
dream. I t does not merely relate to the disappearance of the house and dacha 
f r o m Gorik's l i f e , but to that of his father, his mother, their friends and 
colleagues, as well as of millions of other people f rom all walks of l i fe who 
disappeared during the Purges and the Second World War, (or emigrated) taking 
the old ideals with them to leave a society based on egoism and conformism, the 
society examined in Trifonov's Moscow Tales. 
Ischeznovenie contains many of the themes f rom Trifonov's published 
novels and thus acts as a key to his other works. Trifonov devoted a lifetime to 
trying to understand how what happened to his parents had affected his own life 
and generation. W i t h time and the more liberal political climate under 
Gorbachev, this most mature and least encoded account of this personal and 
great tragedy could finally be made known. I t is a great shame that Trifonov did 
not l ive to see this. "The truth" had, i n a sense, been known since the 
rehabilitations, yet in another had remained unattainable. What matters is 
Trifonov's attempts to get closer to the truth. 




We have seen how Trifonov changed with time, and his works with him. 
Although Trifonov's unpublished works appeared thanks to glasnost, together 
with other previously banned books, a Collected Works was published between 
1985 and 1987 which contained Otblesk kostra, Dom na naberezhnoi and 
passages omitted f rom editions printed under Brezhnev. By the beginning of the 
1990s, Russians were beginning to buy pulp fiction, and the early excitement of 
reading banned literary works turned to a desire to buy other previously 
unobtainable literature - thrillers, romances, erotica. Journals, such as Novyi 
mir, Druzhba narodov and Znamia, in which Trifonov published, began to find 
times very hard. Interest waned, subscriptions fe l l , state funding was cut and the 
cost of paper also rose. Thus readership dropped dramatically. For the first 
time in history, Russian literature was becoming affected by market forces. 
Many writers, such as Andrei Bitov, have found it hard to adjust to all this' , to 
adapt to consumer demand and to the fact that now, relieved of the necessity of 
bamboozling a watchful censor while conveying their version of truth to an alert 
public, authors are no longer the conscience of the nation. Literature is 
diminished and the unspoken understanding between the writer and the reading 
public severed. 
As freedom after the fa l l of communism allowed writers and critics to 
speak out so much more openly, there was a backlash against the 
luecTHflecjiTHHKH, 'the men of the 60s', such as Evtushenko, who were now 
accused of having conformed and been mere tools of the Soviet state, "the 
off ic ia l opposition". Trifonov does not really come under the blanket of this 
group, being slightly older, but the perception o f them affects the current 
perception and unpopularity of his work. A t present, under a different political 
regime, his novels are no longer thought of as controversial, and the questions 
they raise appear to many to have lost their urgency. 
However, there is evidence that Russian readers are now tiring of pulp 
fiction and turning again to more subtle works with more direct relevance to the 
present state of their society. Trifonov would no doubt have been fascinated by 
these changes in his nation's choice of reading material, especially by the breed 
of 'New Russians', whose consumerism far outclasses that of his characters from 
the 1970s, the 'dead souls' of their time. To speculate on whether or not he 
would have seen the emergence of this class as confirmation of his own 
' See for instance 'Writers without communism: Standing by a shallow grave'. The Economist, 
14 October 1995, pp. 153-6; 'Literary scene faces new age of anonymity'. The Moscow Times, 10 
December 1996, p. 9. 
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diagnosis of tendencies in Brezhnev's Russia is not necessary. Others are 
already becoming aware that the materialism of characters like the Lukianovs 
fo rm the roots of the current generation's behaviour, to which it is linked by 
many threads. Wi th time, therefore, the view of Trifonov wi l l no doubt change 
again for the better, especially when the need for a reassessment of Russia's past 
and understanding of the present is more generally felt. Critics, such as Natalia 
Ivanova^ and lu r i i Shcheglov^, believe that, when the current situation calms 
down, Tr i fonov w i l l reappear and the greatness of his achievement in 
researching the verticals of history and the convolutions of memory under 
dif f icul t and sometimes dangerous circumstances wi l l be fu l ly understood. 
2 Interview with Natalia Ivanova, 14 October 1993. 
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